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BACKGROUND
Section 1. INTRODUCTION
The Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) is one of the poorest1 and mysterious
countries, with long period of war, which is known to many people as Vietnam War. When the
war ended in 1975, the country was under centrally planned economy for a decade. Currently the
country adopted market-oriented economy with strong encouragement of private sector
involvement in economic activities. Thus, entrepreneurship is a new, but necessary concept to
contribute to private sector development. As Lao PDR is not widely known in the world, in this
chapter, the author intends to present brief overview of Lao PDR to provide basic understanding
of Laos and why entrepreneurship education is needed. Then the chapter includes background
of research, the setting of the research, aims and objectives of the research and limitation of the
study chronologically.
Section 1-1. Overview of Laos
Section 1-1-1. Location
Lao PDR is situated in South East Asia, with the area of 236,800 km2, stretching 1,700 km
from north to south, and between 100 km and 400 km from east to west. Most of the country
area is mountainous. It is a land locked country, bordered with People’s Republic of China to the
North, Socialist Republic of Vietnam to the East, Royal Cambodia to the South, Kingdom of
Thailand to the West, and Myanmar to the North West. The population census conducted in
2005 reported the total population of 5.6 million; almost half of whom are below the age of 15.
Population growth rate is 2%. Urban population covers 23%, while 77% is rural and ethnically
1 Asian Development Bank (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2007 - 2011.
September 2006. Executive Summary.
2diverse2. Population density is 24 people/km2. The country is classified by United Nation as
“least developed country”. Labor force in agriculture covers 77%, and 60% of farms still
produce mainly for subsistence, not for market. Most of the population are dispersed in small
villages that are difficult to access, comprised with more than 49 ethnic groups, with distinct
cultures and attitudes, as well as widely differing livelihood system.
2 Committee for Planning and Investment, National Statistics Centre, and United Nations Development Programme. (2006).
International Trade and Human Development Lao PDR 2006: The third Lao PDR National Human Development Report.
3Source: Asian Development Bank. (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic
2007-2011.
4Section 1-1-2. Political Environment
Lao PDR was proclaimed in 19753. The country was in ruin at that time resulting from
destruction of the war, 20 years of political struggle and the Indochina conflict (1962-1975).
Policy makers had to deal with very poor economic infrastructure, food insufficiency, isolation,
and a dearth of human and financial resources. Up to now, the country is still struggling with the
post-war impact of unexploded ordnance (UXO). There were terrible aerial bombardments in
the Lao PDR from 1964 to 1973. Approximately 580,000 aerial bombing missions dropped over
two million tons of explosive ordnance4. Approximately 30% of explosives failed to function,
and as a result, they have contaminated the country with huge quantities of UXO. It was
reported in a study in 1997 that 15 of the country’s 18 provinces were significantly contaminated
and that 25% of villages reported the presence of UXO. This has become a significant obstacle
of social-economic development as digging, clearing undergrowth or making a fire all become
potentially lethal activities.
Between 1975 and 1986, the government adopted a centrally planned economy, with
socialist ideology. During this time, the government focused the development on basic education
for all, and collectivization. Education concentrated on adult illiteracy eradication and expanding
elementary education to all parts of the country. Higher education planning was based on quota,
according to the need of human resources in the public sector. In the business sector, only state-
owned enterprises existed, production was based on quota set by the government.
In 1986, the government adopted a market-oriented economy. The country was seriously
impacted by the Asian Financial crisis of the 1990s. Nevertheless, the Government of the Lao
PDR has been able to build the basic infrastructure, public services and institutions, and has put
3 Asian Development Bank (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2007 - 2011.
September 2006.
4 United Nations Development Program (2001). National Human Development Report Lao PDR 2001. Vientiane.
5the country on a trajectory and rapid economic growth, social development, and poverty
reduction. The country is in the geographic centre of the dynamic Greater Mekong Sub region
(GMS).
Central Government has been gradually devolving decision-making and financial
management power to the provinces, districts, and villages. The Prime Minister’s Decree on
Decentralization in the year 2000 assigned the provinces as the primary strategic unit, the district
as the main planning and budgeting unit, and the village as the location for implementing
development activities. In April 2006, the sixth National Assembly was held for election and the
sixth Legislator of the National Assembly was adopted in June 2006. This included the President
and Prime Minister and approved the appointment of the government cabinet. Since then, the
National Assembly has become an independent body.
Lao government has been working hard to integrate the country into international
community in the recent years. In 2004, Lao PDR hosted the 13th GMS Ministerial Meeting in
Vientiane. Between 2004 and 2005, the country hosted the 10th Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) Summit, the ASEAN Ministerial Meeting, the ASEAN Finance Ministers
Meeting, the ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting, the ASEAN Tourism Forum and the
ASEAN Inter-Parliamentarian meeting. The country received normal trade relation and signed a
bilateral trade agreement with the United States in 2004. The government is putting its utmost
effort to implement ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) and is currently in the process of World
Trade Organization accession5.
5 Asian Development Bank. (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2007-2011.
6Section 1-1-3. Economic Environment
A large majority of the population relies on subsistence agriculture, which accounts for
almost half of gross domestic product (GDP). According to Latsavong and Biallas (2007), the
country was seriously affected by the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997 and a temporary lapse of
fiscal and monetary discipline in 1998. Currency depreciated sharply, and inflation rate rose by
128%, and economic growth was only 4% in 1999. The situation has improved in recent years,
with an average economic growth rate of 6.3% for the period of 2001 to 2005. Inflation rate was
10.5% in 2004, 7.2% in 2005, and 6.8% in 2006. Real GDP growth increased steadily, by 6.4% in
2004, 7.1% in 2005, and 7.6% in 2006. The share of GDP is mostly from agriculture, 47% in
2004, and 43% in 2006. Industry’s contribution to GDP increased from 27% in 2004 to 29.5%
in 2005. GDP per capita marginally increased, from $433 in 2004, to 489 in 2005, and $570 in
2006. In 2005, 70% of the population earn less than $2 per day6.
Section 1-1-4. Private Sector Development
In 1986, the Government initiated economic reforms, a shift from a centrally planned to
market-based economy, with the introduction of the New Economic Mechanism Policy.
Restrictions on private enterprise were lifted, prices and trade of goods and services were
liberalized, and a number of state-owned entities were privatized. Currently private sector in the
Lao PDR involves informal and formal business entities, including foreign direct investments.
The majority of the private sector is in the agricultural sector, in the form of farm households of
independent and private entrepreneurs. Manufacturing businesses are mostly micro and small
business, covering 98% of the total enterprises. According to ADB (2006), 75% of the
businesses are in grain milling, food processing, and retail trade and services, which are mainly
repair shops, restaurants, and hotels. It was reported that the main factor impeding private sector
6 Litsamy Latsavong and Margarete O. Biallas (2007). Lao PDR Financial Sector Diagnostic. International Finance
Corporation. June 2007.
7development included: (1) inadequate labor skills; (2) high transport costs arising from the
country’s rugged terrain; (3) the small and fragmented domestic market associated with the
dispersed population; (4) cumbersome and tedious registration and licensing procedures; (5) lack
of information on input and output markets and on prices; (6) limited credit and entrepreneurial
skills; (7) lack of competitiveness in the manufacturing industry; and (8) a weak and still
subsistence-oriented agriculture sector.
ADB (2006) reported that cooperation with neighboring countries has been improving.
Trade and investment links with China, Thailand, and Vietnam are strong. Trade with these
countries accounted for 64% of the Lao PDR’s total merchandise trade in 20047. Vigorous
growth in the Lao PDR comes from greater market orientation and closer integration with
regional and global market.
Agriculture, health, education and infrastructure continue to be the priority sectors for the
government (Sixth Five-Year National Social-Economic Development Plan, 2006 - 2010).
Expansion in these sectors aims at facilitating economic opportunities in commercialized
agriculture, rural development, and infrastructure; improving provision of basic services; stronger
human security through food supplies, reductions in unexploded ordnance, and preparedness for
natural disasters; enhancing participation and empowerment of the poor; and targeted
interventions on the poorest areas.
Under the national program, economic growth will be accelerated by enhancing access of
small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) and rural micro enterprises to financial markets and
improving the regulatory environment for the private sector, and specifically for SMEs. Support
for new catalytic private investment in hydropower generation and tree plantations helps to
diversify economic activity, institutionalize private-public partnership, and expand access to
7 Asian Development Bank. (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2007-2011. P. 1
8finance, technology, and resources in international markets. Under GMS program8, economic
growth will be accelerated by (1) extending the main transport corridors (North-South and East-
West) and further transforming these into economic corridors; (2) building capacity to maintain
the main transport network for safe and reliable use; (3) expanding access to reliable power
supplies in the north, and increasing opportunities for power trade along the north-south
corridor; and (4) facilitating trade and implementing the cross-boarder transport agreement. The
government has acknowledged that the factors impeding international trade and competitiveness
of Laotian exports are low level of education, persistent health problems, lack of an integrated
national economy, weak infrastructure, a weak banking system, and problems of information and
missing markets9.
Section 1-1-5. Education
Section 1-1-5-1. Education System of Lao PDR
Education system in Laos has undergone changes to suite the country’s development and
needs of the labor market. After the revolution in 1975, education is outlined as shown in Figure
1. Children at the age between three months to three years go to nursery school. Then children
enter kindergarten until the age of five. Elementary school is five years. The government targets
elementary school as compulsory education for all. Elementary school graduates can go either
straight to lower secondary school, a three-year program, or to first vocational school. After
vocational school, nevertheless, students go to labor market. First vocational schools are
primarily teacher training for elementary school, accounting, typing, automobile repairs,
electronics, etc. Secondary school graduates can either enter higher secondary school or go to
second vocational school, a more advanced technical school than first vocational school. Second
8 Asian Development Bank. (2006). Country Strategy and Program: Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2007-2011.
Executive Summary.
9 Committee for Planning and Investment, National Statistics Centre, and United Nations Development Programme. (2006).
International Trade and Human Development Lao PDR 2006: The third Lao PDR National Human Development Report.
9vocational school graduates go straight to labor market. For higher education, there are two
streams, one for higher diploma, which is a two-year program, or bachelor degree for four, five,
or seven years according to the major. For example, major in Chemistry, Mathematics,
Engineering, Architecture, etc. is four year-program, while English major is five years, and Health
Science is seven years. During this time, it was in the centrally planned economy. All students
received free education, according to the government quota, and received job placement after the
graduation. The theme of placement was that students return to their hometown to work.
Figure 1. Education System in Lao PDR
Age
22
21
20 Labor force
19
18 Labor force
17
16 Labor force
15
14
13 Labor force
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
Elementary School
(5 years)
Kindergarten (3 Years)
Bachelor (4, 5, or 7 years)
Higher Seconary School
(3 years) Second Vocational School
Lower Secondary School
(3 years) First Vocational School
Higher Diploma
(2 Years)
The establishment of the National University of Laos (NUOL) in 1995 has altered the
education system greatly. At the NUOL, high school graduates are put into School of
Foundation Studies for two years. During these years, students are taught basic subjects that are
common to all majors. In year three, students are dispatched to different faculties. The length of
time depends on the major as above mentioned. The new education system is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. New Education System in the Lao PDR
Age
26
25
22 Labor force
21
20
19
18
17
16 Labor force
15
14
13 Labor force
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
Post Graduate
Kindergarten (3 Years)
Elementary School
(5 years)
First Vocational School
Second Vocational School
Bridging course
Lower Secondary School
(3 years)
Higher Seconary School
(3 years)
School of Foundation Studies
(2 Years)
University (4 years)
(Note: Medecine = 7 years)
Private education has emerged since then, but mostly in Higher Diploma level. Up to 2007,
the Ministry of Education issued permission to seven private colleges to offer bachelor degree
program, and one private college to cooperate with foreign university to offer MBA program.
Section 1-1-5--2. Number of Students in Education System
National Statistics Center10 reported school age children in 2006 (age group between 6 and
15) was 1,681,811, approximately 30% of the total population. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the
share of age group ratio. It can be seen that the ratios of young people is very high in Laos. The
ratio of age group between 10 and 14 is the highest, covering 13.40% of the total population.
10 Committee for Planning and Investment, National Statistics Center, and United Nations Development Program (2006).
National Human Development Report: International Trade and Human Development: Lao PDR 2006.
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Figure 3. School Age Population Structure
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Figure 4. Population Structure in Lao PDR (2006)
Female Male
Source: National Statistic Center (2008)
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According to the Ministry of Education Statistic in 200611, the number of children in
Crèches and Kindergarten was 46,237 in 1087 schools, of which 174 schools are private. The
number of elementary school students is 891,881, while 243,131 students were in lower
secondary school students, and 147,510 in higher secondary school students. There were 980
secondary schools throughout the country. Among them, there were 38 private secondary
schools, 27 of which provide only lower secondary school and 11 provide both lower and higher
secondary school education. There were 30,574 Bachelor degree students, and 18,273 higher
diploma students, totaling 48,847 in higher education. Three government universities and seven
private colleges provide bachelor degrees. There are eight government education institutes and
30 private schools providing higher diploma degrees.
Prof. Dr. Somkot Mangnormek, Minister of Education, in Education Summit in Kaisone
Phomvihane District, Savannakhet Province, between July 17 and 21, 2006, reported education
indicator of academic year 2005-06. Literacy ratio of the age group of 15 and above was 73%.
Higher secondary school enrolment ratio in comparison to the age group was 34.5%, lower
secondary school ratio was 54.5%, elementary school ratio was 84.2%, and nursery and
kindergarten was 10.6%.
Section 1-1-5-3. Universities
In November 1996, NUOL was formed by combining nine existing higher education
institutes, namely Pedagogical University of Vientiane, University of Polytechnic, University of
Health Sciences, Nabong School of Agriculture, Dongdok Forestry School, Tadthong School of
Irrigation, School of Architecture, School of Communication and Transport, and Lao-Germany
School of Electronics. These institutes were under different ministries prior to the unification.
When NUOL was formed, the university was under Ministry of Education, with Board of
11 Mangnormek, S, (2006). Summary of Academic Year 2005-2006 Education Development Plan Execution and Education
Development Plan for Academic Year 2006-2007. Ministry of Education. p.2.
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Directors’ member from different ministries. NUOL consists of 11 faculties, and a School of
Foundation Studies, scattering around the radius of 38 kilometers, with Dongdok Campus as the
central administrative office. The names of the faculties are Faculty of Education, Faculty of
Social Sciences, Faculty of Sciences, Faculty of Letters, Faculty of Economics and Business
Management, Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of Law and Administration, Faculty of Medical
Sciences, Faculty of Engineering, and Faculty of Architecture. In 2007, Faculty of Medical
Science splits up to form its own university.
In 2002, a new government university was established in the southern part of Laos,
Champasack Province, with total enrolment of 1,147 students. In the following year, 2003,
another government university was established in the northern part of Laos, Luang Prabang,
called Souphanouvong University, named after a former president. The university had an
enrolment of 548 students in the first year. All the universities provide bachelor degree.
Section 1-1-5-4. Graduate Schools
Postgraduate programs have just been newly introduced in the Lao PDR. Most of the
programs are in cooperation with other foreign universities. There are two faculties providing
Master’s Degree Programs: Master Degree Program at the Faculty of Engineering through a
cooperative program with Hanoi University of Communication and Hanoi Water Resources
University; and MBA program at the Faculty of Economics and Business Management (FEBM)
in cooperation with Hanoi Economic University and a university in Yunan Province, China.
Faculty of Education and Faculty of Forestry started Master’s Degree Programs in academic year
2007. Currently, each faculty is encouraged to prepare a Master’s Degree Program.
As stated earlier, education between 1975 and 1986 prepared the professionals for the
government required jobs. After the adoption of the market oriented economy, the government
liberalized education, opening to private sector in conducting education businesses. Business
14
education was introduced for the first time in the history of Laos in 1996, the establishment of
FEBM. The primary objective of the establishment of FEBM at NUOL, however, was to
provide basic general knowledge on economics and business management so that graduates can
adapt themselves to relevant environment in which they work. Specialization has just been
considered in 2006. Up to the time of this writing (2008), no students have graduated from
specialization courses. At FEBM, no Entrepreneurship education was introduced prior to this
research project.
Section 1-1-6. SME Situation in Laos
FEBM12 conducted a survey of establishment in seven provinces between 2004 and 2005.
These are major provinces in Laos, namely Vientiane Capital City, Savannakhet Province, Luang
Prabang Province, Sayabouly Province, Xiengkhuang Province, Champasack Province, and
Khammuan Province. For understanding SME situation, the author classified the establishment
into four categories: micro, small, medium, and large. Micro companies are companies with 1-5
employees, small between 6 and 9 employees, medium 10 to 99, and large 100 and over. In these
seven provinces, there were 15,938 establishments. The survey identified 13,846 micro
companies (87.11%), 1,497 small companies (9.42%), 544 medium-sized companies (3.42%), and
8 large companies (0.05%). Among these companies, 55% have already officially registered the
business, 42% not registered, and 3% are in the progress of registering. Since the introduction of
market oriented economy policy in 1986, new startups have emerged considerably each year.
Figure 5 shows the new establishment figures from 1997 to 2004 in the seven provinces
surveyed by FEBM. The graph shows that in 2000 and 2003, the newly born businesses are
more than 1,800 each year. In 2004, newly established businesses were almost 3,000. Although as
12 FEBM Database 2005.
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many a 42% have not formally registered the businesses, their activity in the economic system
can contribute to the economic development and poverty reduction to some extent.
Figure 5. New Business Establishments in Laos
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Type of industry that these establishments are operating in include 1.4% manufacturing,
35.7% service, 59.3% in trading, 1.8% handicraft, 0.9% agriculture, 0.5% construction, and 0.2%
transport. Ownership types of the establishments are 98.1% private, 0.7% joint venture, 0.4%
limited companies, and 0.2% enterprise. The surveyed companies expressed their needs from the
government as lowering taxes (43.6%), providing capital access (24.9%), and lower electricity
price (4.4%).
One of the problematic issues for the Lao businesses seems to be education. Micro
enterprise owners have very limited education. Figure 6 shows that 10% of the micro enterprise
owners have no education at all. Some 20% of the owners graduated from elementary school,
16
25% completed lower secondary school, and 33% finished high school. For small companies,
the number of people who only completed elementary, lower secondary and higher secondary are
only 2.02%, 2.3%, and 3.66% respectively. The rest have received higher level of education.
This shows that micro enterprises indeed need help in terms of education.
Figure 6. Education Level of Business Owners in Laos
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Section 1-2. Why Is Entrepreneurship Education Needed For Laos?
The Lao government has put priority on poverty alleviation, industrialization and
modernization in development strategy. To fulfill the objective, the author believes that Laos
should develop entrepreneurial culture, aiming at having an improved economic opportunity,
growth, employment and wealth. In order to do that, Laos needs to make the society as
competitive as possible for business residents to stimulate new quality start-up businesses,
promote indigenous businesses, and attract potential inward investors. Barriers should be
17
minimized: barriers to entrepreneurship, barriers to business survival and expansion, and barriers
to competitiveness. It is important that the country build good entrepreneurship support system.
Figure 7 explains an entrepreneurship support system by Michael Walker13. According to the
chart, resources need to be invested in creating entrepreneurial culture, launching awareness
program on Entrepreneurship, introducing entrepreneurship in Education system, allowing
people to gain work experiences, exposing entrepreneurial experiences to the people, and
establishing network. Education programs, the author believes, can contribute extensively in
these components. Besides, investments in placement program, enterprise qualification,
incubators, business start-up support, procurement, funding packages, and networking and
monitoring are necessary.
Figure 7. Entrepreneurship Support System
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The process of enterprise development can be divided into three stages: recognizing
opportunity, creating enterprise, and growing businesses. The entrepreneurial achievement
13 Michael Walker, A presentation material at China Business Club (UK), December 4, 2007, International Trade
Center, No. One Old Hall Street, Liverpool, UK.
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depends on whether people have more positive attitudes and perceptions to businesses,
experience and taste of entrepreneurship improved, learning and developing confidence,
opportunity recognition, changes in behavior and action, starting up enterprises, business growth,
community enterprise, and intrapreneurs. The output of an effective entrepreneurship support
system is an increasing number of potential entrepreneurs, increasing number of under-
represented group participation, raising and expanding entrepreneurial skills based on private,
public, community and social enterprise sector, increasing number of people behaving more
entrepreneurial skill and establishing more SMEs, increasing investment in SMEs, and increasing
new jobs created and safeguarded.
Entrepreneurship Education has contributed greatly to the entrepreneurial society
development. Ajanta B. Rajkonwar14 (2006) states that education and training can have definite
role in enhancing entrepreneurship in the context of a developing country by enlarging the pool
of entrepreneurs in society. It helps broadening knowledge base, by identifying opportunities, and
by pointing out ways to overcome barriers imposed by one’s environment. A summary of
research findings by Karl Eller Centre - Berger Entrepreneurship Program of University of
Arizona provided an evidence that entrepreneurship graduates are three times more likely to start
new businesses, three times more likely to be self employed, increased the probability of being
involved in a new business venture by 25%15.
There has been successful stories in many countries that Entrepreneurship is important for
economic, social, and national competitiveness development. Aces and Audretsch16 (2001) stated
14 Ajanta B. Rajkonwar. (2006). Need for Entrepreneurship Education in Changing Scenario. Science Tech Entrepreneur.
April, 2006. (Online Journal, downloaded from http://www.techno-preneur.net/sciencetechmag/april06/april-index-06.htm,
6/4/2008 11:15:59 AM)
15 Karl Eller Centre (2000). Entrepreneurship Education Impact Study: Graduate Entrepreneurs Prosper, Innovate.
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
16 Acs, Z. J. and Audretsch, D. B., The Emergence of the Entrepreneurial Society, Presentation for the acceptance of the 2001
International Award for Entrepreneurship and Small Business Research (Stockholm: Swedish Foundation for Small
Business Research, 2001) pp. 26-7.
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that the role of entrepreneurship and small business has evolved considerably since the Second
World War. What was once considered to be necessary drain on Western economies has become
a central strategic instrument for competitiveness in global markets. Understanding how to
manage entrepreneurial firm has been very important, yet understanding how to attain an
entrepreneurial society is increasingly important in today’s environment. There is a tendency
switching the emphasis to small entrepreneurial firms as engines of dynamic efficiency from
looking at the corporate giants as engines of growth and development. David B. Audretsch
(2001) also stated that by serving as a channel for the spill over of knowledge, entrepreneurship is
a mechanism by which investments, both private and public, generate a greater social return, in
terms of economic growth and job creation17. Similarly, Audretsch et al. (2005) mentioned that
the contribution of entrepreneurship capital matters for generating economic growth.
Entrepreneurship capital refers to the capacity that the geographically relevant spatial units of
observation generate the start-up of new enterprises18.
Entrepreneurship is a key driver of economy19. Wealth and a high majority of jobs are
created by small businesses started by entrepreneurially minded individuals, many of whom go on
to create big businesses. People exposed to entrepreneurship frequently express that they have
more opportunity to exercise creative freedoms, higher self-esteem, and an overall greater sense
of control over their own lives. As a result, many experienced business people, political leaders,
economists, and educators believe that fostering a robust entrepreneurial culture will maximize
individual and collective economic and social success on a local, national, and global scale.
17 Audretsch, D. B. (2001). The Entrepreneurial Society. The FST-NUTEK Award - 10-Year Anniversary Series. [The
Swedish Foundation for Small Business Research (FSF) and the Swedish Business Development Agency (NUTEK).
18 Audretsch, D. B., Keilbach, M. and Lehmann, E. (2005). Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth, New York: Oxford
University Press.
19 The importance of Entrepreneurship Education. Consortium for Entrepreneurship Education. http://www.entre-
ed.org/Standards_Toolkit/importance.htm, downloaded 18/12/2007 15:15.
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Entrepreneurial firms make two indispensable contributions to economy20. First, they are
an integral part of the renewal process that pervades and defines market economy. They play a
vital role in the innovations that lead to technological change and productivity growth, in other
words, they foster competition in a changing market structure. Second, entrepreneurial firms are
the essential mechanism by which millions enter the economic and social mainstream of society.
Entrepreneurship enables millions of people, including women, minorities, and immigrants, to
access a dream of economic growth, equal opportunities, and upward mobility.
Entrepreneurship plays a crucial and indispensable role of providing the “social glue” that binds
together both high-tech and “main street” activities.
Laos is regarded as a non-entrepreneurial society due to the consequences of cultural belief
and a decade of centrally planned economic policy influence. Dana (2007) mentioned that Laos
is a non-entrepreneurial society because cultural values from religious beliefs emphasized the
elimination of desire21. In the culture, he believed, commerce is perceived as a means to satisfy
desire; therefore social forces discouraged enterprise and trade has usually been the role of those
with inferior standing. When the centrally planned economy took place, no private enterprises
ware permitted; therefore, it further forced the Lao society into non-entrepreneurial path.
In Laos, although the county has continuous economic growth in the past five years, the
economic foundation is not strong enough22. The output when compared with the investment
and hidden potential is not very productive. The economy mostly relies on foreign aids and
investment, particularly in the area of capital, technology and expertise. Agriculture sector is
20 Kuratko, D. F. (2004). Entrepreneurship Education in the 21st Century: From Legitimization to Leadership. A Coleman
Foundation White Paper. USASBE National Conference. January 16, 2004. Page 3.
21 Dana, L. P. (2007). Asian Models of Entrepreneurship: From the Indian Union and the Kingdom of Nepal to the Japanese
Archipelago. Context, Policy and Practice. World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd.
22 Lao People’s Revolutionary Party: Eighth Party Congress Document (2006). Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
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mostly micro and self-sufficiency based and farming method is very primitive. Other types of
productions are also very primitive. In short, Laos has not fully explored its potentials.
The above evidence of contribution of entrepreneurship education to creation of
entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial society, entrepreneurial firms, and economics development is
highly relevant to the current situation in Laos if the country want to bring itself out of the
poverty status according to the government target 2020 23 . The non-entrepreneurial culture
situation may require an influence from education to change the mindset of the people. For this
reason, Entrepreneurship Education is highly needed for Laos.
Section 1-3. Introduction of this Research
An action research and quasi experiment are adopted to explore the contribution of
Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development in the Lao PDR. The detail of these
research methods is explained in Chapter 3. With New Economic Mechanism outlined by the
government in 1986, and later adopted as Market Oriented Economic Policy by National
Assembly in 199124, Laos needs to introduce new types of education for all level, ranging from
primary education to higher education, to prepare human resources to support the new policy.
In the centrally planned economy era, quota has been set to all educational departments,
producing necessary human resources according to the plan outlined by the government.
Entrepreneurship Education did not exist prior to the adoption of market-oriented economy.
Even up to the present time, Entrepreneurship Education has not yet formally been introduced
in Higher Education Institutions in Laos. I, as a lecturer at the Faculty of Economics and
Business Management, believe that Entrepreneurship Education will support the government
23 Siphandone, K. (2006). Speech at the 8th Party Congress on March 18, 2006 in Lao People’s Revolutionary Party: Eighth
Party Congress Document. p. 1., p. 40. Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
24 AusAID, Laos Australia Development Cooperation Program: 2004-2010. www.ausaid.gov.au/
publications/pdf/laos_strategy.pdf, downloaded 9/19/2007 1:27:43 PM.
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policy execution, enhancing the existing entrepreneurs as well as producing prospective
entrepreneurs to function as a driver in market economy.
The government of Laos always seeks ways to bring the country out of poverty. The
government outlined National Development Strategy in the 7th Party Congress 25 in 2001 by
focusing on industrialization and modernization. In the congress, the party set forth its 5 year, 10
year and 20 year Socio-Economic Development Plan26: 2001-05, 2001-10, 2001-20, approving the
8 priority-programs: (1) food production, (2) commercial goods production, (3) shifting
cultivation stabilization, (4) infrastructure development, (5) rural development, (6) human
resource development, (7) service development, and (8) external economic cooperation. The
National Development Strategy also focused on Land-linked country strategy, and national
poverty eradication program.
The objectives of the National Development Strategy27 are to basically eradicate poverty
and to stop slash-and-burn cultivation activities by 2010. To reach the target, the government
developed strategies focusing on five priority industries, fundamental sectors, and management
capacity enhancement. Five priority industries include (1) hydropower, (2) agro-industry, (3)
tourism, (4) minerals, and (5) construction materials. Fundamental sectors refer to (1) human
resources, (2) sciences and technology, and (3) land-link’s infrastructure. Management capacity
focuses on the enhancement of (good governance) management capacity of institutions at all
levels.
In the Eighth Party Congress28 held in 2006, the government reconfirmed the development
strategy expressed in the Seventh Party Congress in 2001, focusing on Industrialization and
25 Party Congress is held every fifth year.
26 Document of 7th Party Congress, Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, 2001. Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
27 Document of 7th Party Congress, Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, 2001. Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
28 Document: 8th Party Congress: Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, (2006). Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
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Modernization Strategy, Growth and Poverty Alleviation Strategy, and Sector and Regional
Development Strategy. Former President Khamtay Siphandone 29 (2006) emphasized the
measures of country’s development in the Eight Party Congress as (1) focusing on creating
economic forces to leverage economic growth, (2) focusing on what makes the country strong,
ensuring sound political stability, and (3) focusing on things that improve the living condition and
bring benefit to the citizen. On outlining the future strategy, the former president emphasized
economic development as a core, leveraging economic force along with social problem solution
by exploring hidden local capabilities and intelligence, executing Industrialization and
Modernization strategy by means of new technology utilization in the potential areas and rural
economy such as agriculture and forestry, processing industry, and hydro electricity. In addition,
development of transit services, tourism, and mining was emphasized to create framework for
agriculture-forestry along with manufacturing industry. At the grassroots level, promoting family
economy is important to increase income and improve living condition. This can be done
through investment projects and development fund. Education also needs to be developed to
create knowledgeable, skilful, and technical labor force. With these objectives and strategies, the
author believes that entrepreneurship education, which has not actively been developed in Laos,
can contribute to the realization of the above objectives extensively, stimulating economic
activities and providing means for positive impact on poverty alleviation through business
creation and development.
The Lao government has put an emphasis on promoting Small and Medium Enterprise
development, marked by the Prime Minister’s Decree30 No. 42/PM31 dated April 20, 2004 on the
promotion and development of small and medium sized enterprises. Prior to the decree, looking
29 Speech presented at the 8th Party Congress on March 18, 2006.
30 SME Promotion and Development Office. (2006). Decree on the Promotion and Development of Small and Medium Sized
Enterprises, State Printing Enterprise.
31 A document code, referring to Prime Minister.
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at the legal point of view, series of laws have been launched. In 1988, the Foreign Investment
Law was passed and introduced, updated and altered in 1994 as Law on Foreign Investment
Promotion and Administration in the Lao PDR. Enterprise Accounting Law was enacted in
1990, Business Law in 1994, Business Bankruptcy Law in 1994, Domestic Investment Promotion
Law in 1995, Tax Law in 1995, and many others. What are the outcomes / impact of the
government’s attempt so far? Up to the present, no studies have been conducted regarding the
matter.
It is my intention to launch research based entrepreneurship education or training in the
Lao PDR. The research of this type will directly contribute to the raising awareness of
entrepreneurship education among businesses, the public and concerned authorities to open a
green light to the start of courses in this area. The outcome of the activity will, the author hopes,
support the government’s policy in poverty alleviation, targeted on the year 2020 according to the
8th Party’s Congress resolution. The knowledge gained from the research will be valuable as a
reference for policy making in the Lao PDR. It will be applicable throughout the country and
may also be relevant to other developing countries’ situations.
This paper reports the establishment of Lao Entrepreneurship Education for Regional
Development (LEERD) program. In addition, the paper reports the experimentation of the
program. Entrepreneurship education is important for FEBM since it is the pioneer institution in
Laos to deliver Business Courses, yet Entrepreneurship does not exist up to this point of time.
Since it is the pioneer as well as the institution producing the qualified, best and brightest
individuals in the country, it is important that Entrepreneurship is introduced as a series of
lecture to the students. The introduction of Entrepreneurship Program at the institution also
conforms with the decree of the Prime Minister in 2004, asking Ministry of Education and the
National University of Laos to prepare and launch Entrepreneurship Courses. Therefore, the
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author produced training materials and executed the training programs at FEBM, NUOL
between October 2006 and February 2007. The primary focus of the research is (1) to create and
validate teaching material of LEERD program, and (2) to investigate the impact of the program.
The latter is to seek an answer to whether LEERD program changes the entrepreneurial
orientation of the trainees, whether students’ interest/desire/confidence to become
entrepreneurs increases after the training program, and to identify the effects of the
entrepreneurship program on learners. This is a short-term effect evaluation since long-term
impact is beyond the scope of time for this paper. Long-term effect may be studied after five
years or ten years of operation. The target group was the fifth year students at FEBM, NUOL.
These students participated in a series of lectures and entrepreneurial activities.
The paper is divided into eight chapters. Chapter one is the overview of Laos and an
introduction to the paper. The chapter begins with basic information about Laos, its location,
political, economic, private sector development, and education in Laos. Then the chapter
includes explanation of research background, followed by the setting of the research, the focus of
the research and the aims and objectives of the research. Chapter two presents literature review,
covering the principle of entrepreneurship, approaches to entrepreneurship, the relationship of
culture and entrepreneurship, and higher education and entrepreneur relationship. In this section,
entrepreneurship education is presented in various setting: general entrepreneurship education,
examples of entrepreneurship education in two European universities, entrepreneurship
education in Laos, and lastly, entrepreneurship education at NUOL. Chapter three presents the
methodology used in the research. It is divided into two sections, section one deals with the
development of training material for LEERD, and section two deals with impact evaluation of
the LEERD program. Section one describes the entrepreneurial orientation survey methodology
and course design, while section two explain the pre and post survey as well as description of
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questionnaires in each of the survey. Chapter four presents the result of entrepreneurial
orientation survey, describing the analysis of entrepreneurial orientation divided into 10
categories: time spending on daily activities, risk taking, intention of starting business, skills
needed to become entrepreneurs, preferred kind of job, business experiences, obstacles of
starting businesses, type of help needed, reasons for starting businesses, source of help, and
successful cities to do businesses. Chapter five discusses the detail of material development,
including framework for entrepreneurial society development, overall program design of LEERD
program, and the detail of teaching material. Chapter six reports the impact of LEERD program
experimentation. The chapter first explains the pre-training analysis, then post training results,
followed by the comparison of the pre and post training data. Then LEERD program
experimentation results are compared with other programs, namely Entrepreneurship and
Innovation course conducted in the same institution, and Indonesia Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development Program. Chapter seven presents the impact of LEERD program on
local business. This chapter explains the businesses involved in the LEERD program, what
students did, and the reaction of the business owners. Chapter eight consists of discussion and
conclusion of the research. Appendixes in this paper exhibit key teaching material developed for
LEERD program and other relevant material used in this paper.
Section 2. BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH
The members of ASEAN (Association of South East Asian Nations) are at different level
of development. Among ASEAN members, CLMV (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam)
are the countries speeding up their development to keep up with the founding members of
ASEAN: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. The government of
these countries is putting utmost effort to leverage their economy. The policies in most of these
countries, nevertheless, focus on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises. The definition of SMEs
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differs from country to country, yet the common fact is that SMEs cover the majority of
enterprises in every country, including developed country like Japan.
Between 2004 and 2005, the author participated in FEBM survey of establishments
(business activities physically exist including registered and non-registered businesses) in seven
provinces in Laos: Vientiane Capital City, Savannakhet, Luang Prabang, Saiyaboury, Xiengkhuang,
Champasack, and Khammuane. This survey identified 15,895 establishments. According the
definition of Ministry of Industry and Handicraft in 1992, small companies are those whose labor
is between 1 and 9, medium companies are the ones which have employees between 10 and 99,
and large companies are the ones with employees 100 and over. In the FEBM survey, the author
classified micro-enterprise32 with employee, including the owner, of between 1 and 5. The reason
for this classification is to make a distinction between micro and small enterprise and see the ratio
between the two. The supports these companies received from governments and business
community differs greatly. The result shows that 87.11% of the total establishments belong to
micro-enterprise category. Small, medium, and large enterprises cover only 9.42%, 3.42%, and
0.05% respectively. Table 1 shows the classification of enterprises in the FEBM survey 2005
based on the number of employees.
Table 1. Types of Company in Laos
Company
No. of
Employees
No. of
Companies Percent
Micro 1-5 13,846 87.11%
Small 6-9 1,497 9.42%
Medium 10-99 544 3.42%
Large <99 8 0.05%
Total 15,895 100%
Source: Data base of FEBM (2005)
32 The author uses the number based on the definition described for Australia and United States in
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Micro-enterprise
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Through the survey, the author also observed that micro-enterprises’ owners, apart from
receiving no help, are necessity entrepreneurs33. Necessity entrepreneurs refer to the individual
who carry out business activity for their survival or making ends meet. This group of
entrepreneurs, in contrast to opportunity entrepreneurs who seize opportunity available for
making much money and tremendous growth, do not have business education, experiences,
entrepreneurial attitude, or growth oriented. In short, through the lens of the author, the
majority of establishments which are outside the policy attention indeed need help. It can be
observed that individual consultants are not interested in helping these companies either since
these companies cannot afford consultation fees. By helping micro-enterprise, business of the
poor, it will directly contribute to the grassroots in poverty alleviation and regional development.
Entrepreneurial activity directly contributes to the poverty eradication in a rural area. One
example is from the establishment of Asian Ecology Co. Ltd in a rural area of Vientiane Province
in 2003. An entrepreneur, Mr. Phisith Sayathith, launched a private company on industrial tree
plantation in Phonesung Village, Hinherb District, Vientiane Province, which is 115 kilometers
from the capital city. The project was carried out as an experimental project under the concept
of public-private-people partnership. Public sector supports the program through facilitation
regarding rules, regulation, and process. Private is an investor and entrepreneur, who takes risks
and injects financial sources into the project. People are the villagers who contribute labor and
land into the project. The author conducted an interview with the chief of Phonesung Village in
August 2006. The chief mentioned that prior to the project launch; the average income of the
village was under 600,000 kip per year, which is around US$60. Three years after the project, the
average income per family was 2.5 million kip per annum. The number of motorbikes in the
village rose 4 times, a number of people who has mobile phone (no mobile phone before the
33 Raynolds, P. et all. (2001). Global Entrepreneurship Monitor: 2001 Executive Report. “Necessity entrepreneurship refers to
starting business because it was the best option available, while opportunity entrepreneurship refers to starting and growing
business to take advantage of a unique market opportunity.”
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project), and the number of television sets and refrigerators increased in comparison to the
situation prior to the project. More children go to school regularly as they reduce their time
spending on collecting and gathering food from natural sources. People also have better health
care as they have money to pay for medicine. Villagers were enjoying better life style. This is one
of the examples that one entrepreneur can have a big impact on poverty eradication, in this case
for one particular village. At the moment, the entrepreneur is expanding his activities to the
surrounding villages. In short, creating entrepreneurs who are leaning towards regional
development will contribute to poverty eradication.
The involvement of private sector into poverty eradication is also a concern at the United
Nation. In 2003, Secretary General Kofi Annan 34 asked the Commission on the Private
Sector and Development to investigate potential of the private sector and entrepreneurship in
developing countries to identify how the existing private sector can contribute to poverty
alleviation. The commission reported that currently poor people usually purchase goods with
substandard which are often provided by informal private sector with high prices. With this
situation, it is clear that private sector is already serving the need of the poor people, even in the
area where governments do not reach. In this case, the poor seems to have bigger obstacles than
the rich do, as they have to purchase goods and services at a higher price. The report also
indicates, however, that an innovative private sector can find ways to deliver goods or services
with low cost, to even poor rural village or town. The poor whose income is below US$1500
form the bottom of the pyramid, with the population of four billion people. This is a big market
for innovative entrepreneur, according to the report. It is also suggested that the focus should be
on promoting domestic private sector since domestic resources are much larger than actual or
potential external resources. Therefore, it is important to tap on potential value of local sources
34 Commission on the Private Sector and Development. (2004). Report to the Secretary-General of the United Nations:
Unleashing Entrepreneurship: Making business work for the poor. United Nations Development Program.
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and unleashing the domestic resources in an economy in order to create a more stable and
sustainable pattern of growth. Private sector can contribute to poverty alleviation by
“contributing to economic growth and empowering poor people by providing them with services
and consumer products, increasing choices and reducing prices.” The situation stated in this
report is also highly relevant to the situation in the Lao PDR. Therefore, the author believes that
creating innovative entrepreneurs, who have regional development orientation mindset, through
education program will contribute to the poverty eradication.
There is another strategic fit for the foundation of this research, which is the development
of potential entrepreneurs through university students. With a long period of practicing socialist
ideology in centrally planned economy, entrepreneurial thinking and attitudes might have faded
out in Lao society. Between 1975 and 1986, private enterprises were not actively encouraged;
therefore, private sector development in this period was dormant. In 1986, the government
adopted New Economic Mechanism, and in 1991, the National Assembly adopted a new
constitution which formalized the establishment of a market-oriented economy, encouraging
business activities and competition. Education needs to cater for the preparation towards society
directed by the new policy if Laos needs to implement the new policy effectively. In the centrally
planned policy era, education prepared new generation to become effective government officials.
In this new policy, the author believes, education should contribute more in creating
entrepreneurs through training and formal education. The question is “how can education
contribute to the changes from training students to be government official to training students to
become entrepreneur?”
With the background of teaching in various fields, from language to Business Management,
as well as being a business consultant assisting entrepreneurs to start-up and develop businesses,
the author has considered preparing Entrepreneurship Education Programs, called
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Entrepreneurship and Innovation Course, and Entrepreneurship Education for Regional
Development program for FEBM, NUOL. The former program aims at creating new start-ups,
as a three-credit course in a formal Bachelor program. The latter program utilizes triangular
scheme, engaging local entrepreneurs, final year students majoring in Business Management, and
academia. The program is used as a supplementary course.
New concern arises when creating the program and contacting with the business owners.
LEERD program targets micro companies rather than SMEs. There are two mismatches in
engaging students of bachelor degree with SMEs. On the one hand, small and medium sized
companies are mostly private companies; therefore, they are reluctant to release information,
which is mostly regarded as confidential. When students are assigned to work in such a situation,
business owners might not be supportive to the students inquiring information for business
analysis. On the other hand, students at this level do not have working experience and may not
have enough capability to tackle SMEs’ problems, as most of the problems are complicated. The
solution to the problems can be beyond students’ capacity to tackle. These students have learnt
only general knowledge on business management, such as marketing, accounting, finance,
organization behavior, human resource management, etc. These subjects are rather theoretical
base. In addition, there is a risk of failure in taking students’ advice. This failure, when occurs,
will not only damage the business, but also discourage learners from becoming entrepreneurs in
the future.
In conclusion, the research adopted action research with two spirals: the first is a creation
of Entrepreneurship program, and the second is an evaluation of the program execution,
focusing on short-term impacts. Improvement of the teaching materials was carried out after the
experimentation. It also identifies strategic fit for the selection of business types to learners at
this level, among micro, small, or medium enterprises. It is hoped that the program will create
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win-win-win situations in this environment: students learn practical experience and improve
entrepreneurial attitudes; micro enterprises receive free assistance from students; and university
creates better relationship with the community. It is assumed that micro enterprises will be the
best fit for the program. As mentioned earlier, most of micro-business owners do not have high
level of formal education. According to the database of FEBM (2005), establishment survey of
15,938 establishments in 7 provinces in Laos, micro enterprise owners’ education indicated that
9.99% had no education at all, 19.95% finished elementary school, 24.9% finished lower
secondary school, and 33.46% graduated from upper secondary school. Most of the businesses
do not even have good accounting record. These simple matters are appropriate with the level of
the students to handle with minimal risk of failures. The reason is that students will have enough
capacity to deal with simple problems. Also, the business problems are simple enough for
students to tackle in a short time period with concrete results. Therefore, business owners will
welcome the help from students. Students will be empowered by seeing their concrete and
tangible influences, which will lead to the enhancement of entrepreneurial spirit and carry on to
the next level with confidence. University contribution to the community will also be
strengthened as a result of tangible output. The author names this model of entrepreneurial
development as soft knowledge35 creation. Soft knowledge refers to knowledge that is less
quantifiable and cannot be captured, codified and stored so easily. Examples include tacit
knowledge that cannot be articulated, internalized experience and automated skills, internalized
domain knowledge, and cultural knowledge, embedded in practice. My definition of soft in this
case is supportive to the community business, operational for the students, facilitative to micro-
business owners, with tangible results. Students have to deal with everyday basic problems of the
35 Hildreth P. Wright P. and Kimble C. (1999 April). Knowledge Management : Are We Missing Something? In Brooks L.
and Kimble C. Information Systems - The Next Generation. Proceedings of the 4th UKAIS Conference, York, UK pp347-
356 http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/mis/.
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company and learn basic knowledge and environment of businesses to lay memorable foundation
for their entrepreneurial lives. The program needs to be simple, practical, and enjoyable.
Section 3. THE SETTING OF THE RESEARCH
The study locates at FEBM, at NUOL. The researcher is a lecturer at the Faculty and will
be involved in the whole project as a leader, planner, course developer, teacher, facilitator,
instructor, observer, and moderator of the program.
FEBM is the newest faculty of NUOL. It was established in 1996, with two departments,
Department of Economics and Department of Management. Each department has one major,
Economics for the former, and Management for the latter. The objectives of the programs were
to provide general knowledge on Economics and Management respectively to the students. The
faculty delivers bachelor degree programs, four years in the faculty with one year prerequisite
program at the School of Foundation Studies. The total year of study for the program is five
years.
This research project targets fifth-year students in the Department of Management. These
students have been exposed to general knowledge in Management that is commonly taught in
business school. At FEBM, year one and two students are with School of Foundation Studies,
learning basic subjects mostly taught in high school. Students move to FEBM at year three. The
subjects studied for three years at FEBM are shown in Table 2. Most of these subjects are theory
oriented. Entrepreneurship, however, did not exist in the curriculum and this will be the first
time being introduced at the faculty. Therefore, LEERD is aimed at integrating into graduating
projects, and Entrepreneurship and Innovation course is put as one additional subject to year five.
In addition, FEBM is asked to create courses for year two since School of Foundation Studies is
reducing into one year. This research program is highly suitable for the current state of
development at FEBM as it needs many more additional subjects.
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Table 2. Curriculum of FEBM, NUOL
National University of Laos Ministry of Education
Faculty of Economics and Management
I English 1 (0/4) -2 cr
Mathematics
(2/2) - 2 cr
General
Accounting
(2/2) - 3 cr
Micro-
Economics-I
(2/2) - 3 cr
Macro-
Economics-I
(2/2) - 3 cr
Economy of
Laos
(2/0) - 2 cr
Computing I
(0/2) - 2 cr
Conference
once a month
24 hrs/w 17
credits
II English 2 (0/4) -2 cr
Statistics 1
(2/2) - 2 cr
Managerial
Accounting
(2/2) - 3 cr
Micro-
Economics-II
(2/2) - 3 cr
Macro-
Economics-II
(2/2) - 3 cr
Comparative
Economics
(2/0) - 2 cr
Computing II
(0/2) - 2 cr
Conference
once a month
24 hrs/w 17
credits
I English 3 (0/4) -2 cr
Organizational
Behavior (3/1) -
3 cr
Marketing I
(3/1) - 3 cr
Business Law
(3/0) - 3 cr
Management
Information
System (3/1) - 3
cr
Elective in
Economics 1
(3/1) - 3 cr
Conference
once a month
24 hrs/w 17
credits
Elective in
Economics 2 (3/1) -
3 cr
Conference
once a month
I English 5 (0/4) -2 cr
Int'l Business
Management I
(3/1) - 3 cr
Project
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
Tourism
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
(Seminar on
graduating
Project)
Conference
once a month
20 hrs/w 14
credits
II English 6 (0/4) -2 cr
Int'l Business
Management II
(3/1) - 3 cr
Banking
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
Strategic
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
Elective in
Economics 3 or
Natural Resource
Mgt. (3/1) - 3 cr
(Graduating
Project Report)
10 cr
Conference
once a month
20 hrs/w 24
credits
24 hrs/w 19
credits
Small Business
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
Marketing II
(3/1) - 3 cr
Agribusiness
Management
(3/1) - 3 cr
Production and
Operation Mgt.
(3/1) - 3 cr
Corporate
Finance and
Investment
(3/1) - 3 cr
II English 4 (0/4) -2 cr
Human
Resources
Management
(2/0) - 2 cr
M
A
N
A
G
E
M
E
N
T
Y
ea
r
-4
Y
ea
r
-5
CURRICULUM CHART
ECONOMICS and MANAGEMENT
Y
E
A
R
-3
C
om
m
on
co
ur
se
Source: FEBM Syllabus (2005)
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Section 4. THE FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH
The study consists of two spirals, one on the creation of teaching material and the others
on the evaluation of the impact of the program. In the first cycle, the process of teaching
material development involved a preliminary survey of Entrepreneurial Orientation of the Lao
students (see chapter four) to identify their current status of entrepreneurial traits, the perspective
on starting business, the skills needed to become entrepreneurs, and etc. The result of this survey
will be used as the guideline for teaching material development. The material then is tested in
teacher training sessions to not only raise awareness on entrepreneurship education, but also
receive feedback on the teaching material to further strengthen its validity. The second cycle
begins with the selection of prospective students, followed by pre-training survey, course delivery,
post-training survey, and follow up survey. The second cycle seeks the effectiveness and the
impact of the programs, in terms of understanding content, changes in entrepreneurial attitudes,
and feedback from the local entrepreneurs participating in the program.
Section 5. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The paper provides two major contributions for Entrepreneurship Education in Lao PDR.
Firstly, the project provides valid localized teaching material, Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development as a supplementary course for FEBM, NUOL. Secondly, the project
experimentation shows that entrepreneurship can be learned and students change attitudes
positively towards becoming entrepreneurs36. The training model has significant impact on the
degree of changes in entrepreneurial attitudes among the learners. Through action research with
36 Henry C., Hill F., and Leitch C. (2005) Entrepreneurship Education and Training: can entrepreneurship be taught? Part I.
pp. 98 - 111. Education and Training. Emerald Group Publishing Limited. (Attention is drawn to the art and the science of
entrepreneurship, with a consensus that at least some aspects of entrepreneurship can successfully be taught.). Charney A.,
and Libecap G. (2000) The Impact of Entrepreneurship Education: and evaluation of the Berger Entrepreneurship Program
at the University of Arizona, 1985-1999. Final report to the Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership.
(Entrepreneurship education contributes to risk-taking and the formation of new venture, self-employed, income, job
satisfaction, growth of small firms, transfers of technology from university to the private sector and promotes technology-
based firms and products.)
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full participation, I also gain an in-depth insight into the program which is readily applicable at
FEBM, and perhaps this can be disseminated in other universities in Laos.
The ultimate goal of this research is aimed to identify, examine and measure the
characteristics necessary to promote entrepreneurial learning and creativity among university
students through exposure and linkages with real businesses. Localized training material for
Entrepreneurship is created in order to foster the regional entrepreneur development, business
development, and the linkages between universities and community. Triangulation method is
used through instructive input from the researcher, consultation with real business, and student’s
group work. The instructive design provides the conceptual understanding needed to enable the
students to learn about entrepreneurship and to understand its application to the local businesses.
Further, the study advances the development of the students’ problem-solving skills and
promotes their creativity through learning by helping or learning through consultation, which we
create a new terminology called consulting-based learning. Consulting based learning assumes that
learning takes place when learners closely work with business owners, analyzing the business,
proposing the solution options to the business owners, execute the options with the owner, and
evaluate the outcome. This new innovative approach seeks to demonstrate that students learn
best when exposing the principle learned at university to the real business situation, which
eventually brings multiple impacts: students increase practical knowledge on entrepreneurship
and business development; the local businesses receive assistance on business management
principles from academia and the students; and university strengthens the relationship with
community. Besides, the research identifies a more practical way and techniques of teaching at
business school. The long-term benefit of the program is to produce entrepreneurs who establish
new businesses with growth potential, create job and wealth for community, and ultimately
contribute to economic growth and poverty reduction.
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Consulting-based learning is different from project-based learning. Consulting based
learning is very specific for LEERD program, helping micro enterprises to improve their
businesses while students improve their entrepreneurial mindset. Project-based learning 37 ,
according to Buck Institute for Education, refers to “a systematic teaching method that engages
students in learning knowledge and skills through an extended inquiry process structured around
complex, authentic questions and carefully designed products and tasks.” The definition shows
that these can be classroom-oriented project or community-based project. Complexity is an issue
that learner are exposed to and probed. Consulting-based learning, on the other hand, focus on
hands-on experience with the real business and make an attempt to simplify the complex matters
so that students can understand the principles and use them in real life situation.
Section 6. LIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH
Babbie (1998) Cook and Cambel (1979) stated that limitations in a research framework can
challenge the internal and external validity of experiments. These challenges may also be
unavoidable in this study. Firstly, the selection of the samples might influence the outcome of
the study. In the Entrepreneurship and Innovation (EI) subject, for example, the samples are the
year 5 students of FEBM, of NUOL. All year-five students (117) were selected to engage in the
training, yet the return of the usable questionnaires is 76%. These subjects might represent the
favorable or unfavorable end. In addition, eighteen samples, which are in one training course, are
a very limited number. Secondly, the testing is conducted only at the National University
environment, which is located in the Capital City. Therefore, generalizability is questionable in
this environment. Thirdly, the presence of experimenter and the nature of the relationship
between the experimenter and the samples may influence students’ responses to the questions.
The experimenter is both the instructor of the program and the researcher. In addition,
37 definition by Buck Institute for Education in http://www.bie.org/index.php/site/PBL/pbl_handbook_introduction/#history,
downloaded on 2/25/2008 2:15:32 PM
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researchers’ bias always exists. Finally, the data and findings of this research represent a snapshot
of students’ work, perception, and entrepreneurial learning of during a limited time period, which
is one semester of instruction and the evaluation is done right after the program finishes.
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C h a p t e r 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Entrepreneurship is one of the emerging concepts in educational field, not only in
developing countries, but also in developed countries. This chapter looks at the existing literature
in the area of principle of entrepreneurship, approaches to entrepreneurship, and the relationship
between culture and entrepreneurship. Later in the chapter, the author presents higher education
and entrepreneurship, which discusses the issues of entrepreneurship in general and provides two
examples of entrepreneurship education programs in European Universities where the author
had an access under the sponsorship of Asia-EU Link project. Entrepreneurship education
situation in Laos and at the National University of Laos (NUOL) is also presented.
Section 1. PRINCIPLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The definition of Entrepreneurship has not yet been unified, adequate, and agreed upon by
the academia. This perhaps results from the fact that Entrepreneurship is a relatively new
concept, which is increasingly used in higher education literature (e.g., Slaughter & Leslie, 1997;
Clark, 1998; Etzkowitz, Webster, and Healey, 1998; Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004; Mars, 2006).
The word “entrepreneur” is derived from the French “entreprendre”, meaning “to undertake.”
This word can be divided into two: “entre” means “to enter”, and “prendre” means “to take”.
The entrepreneur is one who undertakes to organize, manage, and assume the risk of a business.
Economist Schumpeter (1984) provides a definition of entrepreneurship as the advancement of
the economy through the disruptive and innovative distribution and application of economic
resources. Entrepreneurship includes not only the development of applicable innovations, but
also the strategic management of the economic resources associated with such advancements.
The desired results of entrepreneurial efforts are revolutionary and sustained economic
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advancement and prosperity. Hisrich (1998) defines entrepreneurship as the process of creating
something new with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming the accompanying
financial, psychological, and social risks, and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and
personal satisfaction and independence. Coulter (2001) gives a definition on Entrepreneurship as
the process whereby an individual or a group of individuals uses recognized efforts and means to
pursue opportunities to create value and grow by fulfilling wants and needs through innovation
and uniqueness, no matter what resources are currently controlled. Dees, Emerson, and
Economy (2001) mentioned that entrepreneurship involves innovation, identifiable opportunity
structures, resourcefulness, creativity, and the commitment to change. Kuratko & Hodgetts
(2004) defines Entrepreneurship as a dynamic process of vision, change, and creation. It requires
an application of energy and passion towards the creation, implementation of new ideas and
creative solutions. Essential ingredients include the willingness to take calculated risks – in terms
of time, equity, and career; the ability to formulate an effective venture team; the creative skill to
marshal needed resources; the fundamental skill of building a solid business plan; and, finally, the
vision to recognize opportunity where others see chaos, contradiction, and confusion. These
definitions have provided us insights into the meaning of the entrepreneurship.
Murphy, Liao, and Welsch (2006) illustrated the conceptual history of entrepreneurial
thought, divided into three periods: pre-history, economic base, and multidisciplinary base. Pre-
history period refers to the period prior to 1780s. During this period, innovative activities were
discouraged, while promoting inter-industry competition. Economic-base period is between
1780s to 1970s. In this period, innovation is regarded as destructive; entrepreneurship is a new
combination of existing resources; competition and imperfect knowledge drive discovery, and
alertness to profit opportunities drives entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship during this period is
explained through the lenses of economists. Multidisciplinary-base is the period from 1980s
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onwards. In this period, entrepreneurship is looked at from variety of angles: economics,
sociological, personal traits, management, and etc. Figure 8 exhibits the changes in the
entrepreneurial thought in each period.
In the information age and fast changing world environment, we need to look at
entrepreneurship in a broader scope. In order to understand entrepreneurship, Professor Björn
Bjerke 38 of Stockholm University recommended that even if entrepreneurship has obvious
economic consequences (like providing jobs and securing our economic welfare), we should
understand it not only (or maybe not even primarily) economically, but also politically, culturally,
sociologically, geographically and more.
38 Prof. Björn Bjerke is an expert on Entrepreneurship who gives advice to the preparation of teaching materials in this
project.
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Figure 8. History of Entrepreneurial Thought
Source: Patrick J. Murphy, Jianwen Liao, and Harold P. Welsch, (2006). A conceptual history of entrepreneurial thought. Journal of Management History, Vol.
12 No. 1, 2006, pp. 12-35. Emerald Group Publishing Limited. p. 15
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Section 2. APPROACHES TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In order to understand the holistic picture of entrepreneurship, it is important to
understand the detail of each activity embedded in entrepreneurial movement. Entrepreneurship
consists of the combination of several activities across many principles. Donald F. Kuratko and
Richard M. Hodgetts (2004) stated that the approaches to entrepreneurship as the research
methodology have progressed from empirical surveys of entrepreneurs to more contextual and
process-oriented research; yet no comprehensive theory has emerged. One concept emerges,
nevertheless; “Entrepreneurship is interdisciplinary.” (Figure 9) They explain that a theory of
entrepreneurship is defined as a verifiable and logical coherent formulation of relationships, or
underlying principles that either explain entrepreneurship, predict entrepreneurial activity (for
example, by characterizing conditions that are likely to lead to new profit opportunities to the
formation of new enterprises), or provide normative guidance (that is, prescribe the right action
in particular circumstances). In order to understand these relationships, they divided
entrepreneurship principles into school-of-thought approach (Figure 9) and process approach
(Figure 10), separating entrepreneurship into specific activities. The school of entrepreneurial
thought is divided into two views: macro and micro. Macro view is divided into three:
environmental school of thought, financial/capital school of thought, and displacement school of
thought. Micro view is also divided into three schools of thought: entrepreneurial trait, venture
opportunity, and strategic formulation. In short, Kuratko and Hodgetts summarize that although
the knowledge and research available in entrepreneurship are in an emerging stage, it is still
possible to piece together and describe current schools of thought in the field. From this point,
we can begin to develop an appreciation for the schools and view them as a foundation for
entrepreneurial theory. Entrepreneurship uses a number of theories in its growth and
development. The summary of multidisciplinary approach is exhibited in Figure 9. In LEERD
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program, the focus is on micro thought, developing entrepreneurial traits, identifying venture
opportunities, and formulating strategy.
Besides the approaches described above, Kuratko and Hodgetts also use another way to
examine the activities involved in entrepreneurship, through a process approach (Figure 10), by
dividing into three process approaches. The first, the “interactive” approach described by
Michael H. Morris, P. Lewis, and Donald L. Sexton39. The model incorporates theoretical and
practical concepts as they affect entrepreneurship activities. The second is an assessment process,
based on an entrepreneurial perspective developed by Robert C. Ronstdt. The third is
multidimensional and weaves together the concepts of individual, environment, organization, and
process developed by William B. Gartner. All of these methods attempt to describe the
entrepreneurial process as a consolidation of diverse factors. These approaches are summarized
in Figure 10.
39 Michael H. Morris, P. Lewis, and Donald L. Sexton, “Reconceptualising Entrepreneurship: An input-output perspective,”
Advanced Management Journal 59(1) (Winter 1994): 21-31.
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Figure 9. Entrepreneurship School of Thoughts
Source: Adapted from Kuratko and Hodgetts (2004).
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Figure 10. Process Approach of Entrepreneurship
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Section 3. CULTURE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The degree of entrepreneurship participation is perhaps influenced by the cultures, values
and believes of the people. Let us look at two distinctive disciplines of Buddhism that may
influence its believers on entrepreneurial activities. There are two streams of Buddhism practiced
in the Asia regions: Theravada Buddhism and Mahayana Buddhism. The key principle of
Theravada, on the one hand, is liberation of suffering; in other words, it focuses on distinguishing
unsatisfied desires40. Unsatisfied desires cause suffering, and thus suffering can be eliminated if
its cause (desire) is eliminated. For this reason, a respectable person should not work towards the
satisfaction of materialistic desires, but should instead strive to eliminate the desire itself.
Theravada Buddhism exists in Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
South West China (Shan and Tai ethnic groups), Vietnam (Khmer Krom), and some other
countries. Mahayana principle, on the other hand, is to devote oneself to personal excellence,
ultimate knowledge, and salvation of humanity and all other sentient beings (animals, ghosts,
demigods, etc.)41. This nature of belief may perhaps influence higher level of entrepreneurship
than the former. Mahayana Buddhism is found in China, Japan, Korean, Vietnam, Tibet, and
Mongolia.
Dana (1995) regarded Laos as a non-entrepreneurial country. Dana argued that the belief
system functions against the fostering of entrepreneurial spirit among Lao men; thus the small
business sector is mostly limited to women and foreigners, while Lao men tend to refrain from
business activity. Cultural values in Laos, according to Dana, emphasized elimination of desires.
As commerce is perceived as a means to satisfy desire, social forces discourage enterprise, and
trade has usually been relegated to those with inferior social standing. The centrally planned
40 Dana (1995). Small Business in a Non-Entrepreneurial Society: the case of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Laos).
Journal of Small Business Management. July 1995. pp. 95-102.
41 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahayana_Buddhism, downloaded on May 8, 2008. 2:18:17 PM.
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economy further discouraged entrepreneurial spirit. Therefore, Laos is generally regarded as
non-entrepreneurial society. Dana’s statement is very true for women involvement in businesses
in Laos. When one enters the Morning Market, for example, he/she can find that most of the
traders are women. One of the most successful businesswoman cases is Mrs. Leuang Litdang. In
1991, Mrs. Leuang Litdang started a small import-export company that is now known as Dao-
Heuang Company. In 1998, she began to turn her attention on the Lao coffee industry. Seeing
an opportunity to promote the domestic coffee industry, the Dao-Heuang family has
enthusiastically been involved in coffee business. The company now has the largest coffee
plantation in Laos (250 ha), with the preservation of traditional styles of cultivation. In 2006, the
Dao-Heuang Group has multiple businesses including Dao-Heuang Import-Export, Dao-
Heuang Coffee, Dao-Hauang Real Estate, and Dao-Heuang Travel Agency.
Garment is the single largest manufacturing industry in terms of employment and foreign
exchange earnings in Laos. Even in this industry, there are a number of women owners of the
businesses; for example, Mrs. Souklany of Ajoon Garment, Mrs. Bouasa Vongsisuphan of
B.S.Garment, Mrs. Khamla Saleumsy of Khamla Garment, Mrs. Lerdkeow Photima of O.S.
Garment II, Mrs. Soudavanh of LEO Garment, Mrs. Ketmany of Ketmany Garment, etc. In
short, women play a very important role in business sector in the Lao P.D.R.
There is no discrimination against women in the Lao P.D.R. The number of students at
FEBM, for example, the ratio of female students covers 46.3% in 2006 (NUOL Statistics). In
non-quota student group, female ratio covers up to 62.1%. According to FEBM Database 2005,
the ratio of women business owners in micro enterprises covers 77.1%, 66.1% for small business,
53.5% for medium-sized business, and 42.9% for large enterprises.
Chinese and Japanese values seem to be very distinctive from the above mindset. Wu
(1983) in Dana (1995) described Chinese cultural values have a high propensity to save and
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reinvest business earnings; universally strong desire to secure a better education for their children
who would then expected to carry on the business and often did (a high achievement); and strong
sense of loyalty and mutual obligation within the extended Chinese family. Japanese was
described as succeeding in entrepreneurship because of hard work, diligence, and frugality. To be
ethnically Japanese42 is to have an achievement-oriented culture, and it is this culture, which helps
entrepreneurs, persists until they succeed. Vietnamese value system is very similar to those of
Japanese and Chinese. According to Huyn Dinh Te43, the value system of Vietnamese is based
on four basic elements: allegiance to the family, yearning for a good name, love of learning, and
respect for other people.
In short, cultural believe, as seen in the above examples, may considerably influence the
entrepreneurial attitude. Thus, in entrepreneurship education, cultural background of the learners
and the society needs to be taken into account. Entrepreneurship education is particularly
necessary for a non-entrepreneurial culture like Laos.
Section 4. HIGHER EDUCATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Section 4-1. Entrepreneurship Education in General
Entrepreneurship is a new discipline in higher education emerging just a few decades ago.
Jerome A. Katz (2003) describes a brief history of education in the field of Entrepreneurship in
Table 3.
42 Devos, George A. (1973). Socialization for Achievement: Essays on the Cultural Psychology of the Japanese, Berkley,
California: University of California Press.
43 Huynh Dinh Te. The Vietnamese Value System, downloaded from
http://www.geocities.com/SoHo/Den/5908/values/valsystem.html, 2/25/2008 5:18:52 PM.
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Table 3. History of Entrepreneurship
1934 Joseph Schumpeter’s Theory of Economic Development published in English
1952 Peter Ducker offered Entrepreneurship and Innovation at New York University
1954 First MBA small business course offered at Stanford
1958 MIT’s Entrepreneurship course
1981 First Babson Entrepreneurship Research Conference
1982 First Undergraduate Entrepreneurship course offered at University of Illinois,
Chicago
1985 First publication of Journal of Business Venturing
Source: Professor Takeru Ohe’s Teaching Material (2006)
In a similar vein, Kuratko, Donald F. (2005) explained that entrepreneurship has emerged
over the last two decades as arguably the most potent economic force the world has ever
experienced. That expansion brings a similar increase in the field of entrepreneurship education.
The recent growth and development in the curricula and programs devoted to entrepreneurship
and new-venture creation have been remarkable. They explained that the number of colleges and
universities that offer courses related to entrepreneurship in US has grown from a handful in the
1970s to over 1,600 in 2005. This huge expansion remains the challenge of complete academic
legitimacy for entrepreneurship.
There is a gap in thought between the traditional practices of education and
entrepreneurship. Educational systems mostly teach students to be logical, analytical, and
systematic. Entrepreneurial traits, however, require creativity, innovation, and invention.
Kourilsky (1995), stated in Mark C. Davey (2005), reported that creativity and expression of
entrepreneurial characteristics decline after children leave elementary schools, even though the
classroom hours increased. Kourilsky divided intelligence into three: analytic, innovative, and
practical. The analytic type of intelligence is one who has high IQ. The innovative type refers to
students who may not have the highest test scores, but who excel in creativity and are considered
innovators. The contextual or practical type is shown by students who demonstrate only average
ability, but who demonstrate excellent adaptability and success in the real world (Kourisky, 1990;
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Stemberg, 1981; Sternberg, 1997). In schooling system, however, there is too much emphasis on
analytic type of intelligence and not on the creative, innovative, and real world adaptive
intelligence that many students may have the potential to exhibit. In short, the traditional
practices in school focuses more on analytical and logical thinking, thus reducing students’
entrepreneurial thinking, creativity, and innovation.
Solomon, Duffy and Tarabishy (2002) worked extensively on the entrepreneurship
education program review. They stated that entrepreneurship requires a generalists’ approach
that integrates and combines a variety of functional skills and knowledge (Hills, 1988; Block and
Stumpf, 1992, Solomon, Duffy, and Tarrabishy, 2002). Entrepreneurship education is also
differentiated by stage of development, the central problem of new ventures. Courses and
programs in entrepreneurship education must focus on early lifecycle development challenges;
particularly those related to start up (Vesper and McMullan, 1987, Solomon, Duffy, and
Tarrabishy, 2002) such as opportunity recognition, market entry, protecting intellectual property,
the legal requirements of new businesses and severe resource constraints. Educational contents
must also address the lack of specialized functional expertise, the ways in which some
organizational objectives differ from mature firms, and the finite time span available to generate
profits (Loucks, 1982; Hills, 1988; Solomon, Duffy, and Tarrabishy, 2002).
Solomon et. al. (2002) also made a distinction between entrepreneurship education and
typical business education. They stated that entrepreneurship education aims at generating more
quickly a greater variety of different ideas for how to exploit a business opportunity and the
ability to project a more extensive sequence of actions for entering business …” (Vesper and
McMullen, 1988; Solomon, Duffy, and Tarrabishy, 2002). These are the unique feature of
entrepreneurship education. In addition, the content teaching should include negotiation,
leadership, new product development, creative thinking and exposure to technological innovation
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(McMullen and Long, 1987; Vesper and McMullen, 1988). Other important areas for
entrepreneurial education are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Entrepreneurship Education Content
 awareness of entrepreneurial career option (Hills, 1988; Donckels, 1991);
 sources of venture capital (Vesper and McMullan, 1988; Zeithaml and Rice, 1987);
 idea protection (Vesper and McMullan, 1988);
 ambiguity tolerance (Ronstadt, 1987);
 the characteristics that define the entrepreneurial personality (Hills, 1988; Scott and
Twomey, 1988; Hood and Young, 1993)
 the challenges associated with each stage of venture development (McMullen and Long,
1987; Plaschka and Welsch, 1990).
 “projecting new technological developments, strategically planning, assisting in attracting
necessary recourses, and arranging for new ventures” (Vesper and McMullen, 1988, p.11)
Entrepreneurship programs also need students to practice identification of opportunities,
create multiple venture plans, and have extensive exposure to entrepreneur role models. Learners
need to be exposed to real situation of entrepreneur’s life, having entrepreneurs serve as coaches
and mentors (Hills, 1988; Mitchell and Chesteen, 1995); classroom speakers (Hills, 1988); and
interview subjects (Hills, 1988; Solomon et al., 1994; Truell, et al., 1998). Hands on experience is
a key for entrepreneurship education so that learners can learn to add value to real ventures and
thus be prepared to add value to their own ventures (McMullan and Long, 1987). These
elements are regarded as very important and integrated into LEERD program.
Mark C. Davey (2005) recommended that the entrepreneurial attitudes and characteristics,
which must be infused into the study of all entrepreneurship curricula, are innovative
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entrepreneurial thinking, creativity, risk-taking, proactiveness, problem-solving skills, and
financial thinking. Thus, the ultimate goal of an entrepreneurship education curriculum is to
create a learning environment in which students can learn about the principles and practices of
entrepreneurship and then apply those lessons to the real world. Students, thinking
entrepreneurially, learn best while being free to be creative and innovative and still learn from
their mistakes without jeopardizing their futures. In order to promote this type of learning
environment, instructors should create an atmosphere exhibited in Table 5.
Table 5. Entrepreneurship Learning Environment
1. Create a positive learning environment for the study of entrepreneurship for all students.
2. Support positive learning culture in which students are free to be creative and innovative.
3. Use real-world settings and promote the development of entrepreneurial cognition.
4. Encourage entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors for all learners.
5. Celebrate entrepreneurial success and accomplishment.
6. Provide freedom and support for entrepreneurial failure.
7. Encourage an environment of collaboration, risk-taking and imagination.
8. Promote entrepreneurship as a positive agent of change.
Source: Davey, Mark C., 2005 p. 34, Chel, Haworth, & Brearley, 1991, pp. 1 - 11; Holt, 1992, p. 9; Kao,
1989, 99. 8 - 26.
Business education at university level, particularly in the case of NUOL, through the eyes
of the business people, is lack of real business exposure to the students. Collaboration between
university and labor market that will absorb the graduates will bring benefits to educational
institutes, students, and labor market. At an international level, Zelimir William Todorovic and
Nichaya Suntornpithug44 (2005) recommended that in the current environment, institution of
higher education should lean toward the development of greater cooperation with local
entrepreneurs. The reason is that when this cooperation occurs, the entrepreneurs are assisted
44 Todorovic, Zelimir William and Suntornpithug, Nichaya (2005). The university of the future: Connecting entrepreneur-
lead firms with universities to make a difference. Paper submitted to consortium.
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through the combined effort of diverse disciplines and differential knowledge, which is often
unavailable or unaffordable at the entrepreneur stage. At the same time, supporting entrepreneurs
today brings dividends to the community and the university tomorrow. Todorovic and
Suntornphithug proposed three phases of university-entrepreneur relationship. The first phase
was the concept of stake-based trust. At this stage, university and the entrepreneurs engage with
each other, searching perceived benefits. Universities gain greater community exposure, increased
funding, better teaching, more lucrative research opportunities, as well as better student hiring
opportunities. Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, are likely to obtain problem resolution,
opportunity exploitation, and access to professional expertise at a relatively low cost and with
little risk. Potentially, both parties stand to gain significant benefits from the relationship. The
second phase is the development of a bridge, or share vision between the university and the
entrepreneurs. In this phase, university resources are synchronized by coordinating entity, which
evaluate the entrepreneurs’ resource gap, the relevant outside environment, and the university’s
ability to fill the need. In the third phase, the collaborative resources of the university are defined
and enlisted, regardless of their department, field, or discipline. At this stage, university resources
across disciplines that are specific to the situation and the need of the entrepreneurs are engaged.
Every department, field or discipline must have ownership of the same vision in this stage. After
addressing any potential intellectual property issues, the selected project is used as a teaching
project in various classes. University with entrepreneurial orientation, they concluded, provides
the means for a university to rejuvenate itself, becoming more relevant to the business world.
Section 4-2. Examples of Entrepreneurship Education in European Universities
In preparing the courses for entrepreneurship in Laos, the author visited two universities in
Europe, namely Stockholm University in Sweden and Lancaster University in United Kingdom.
These two universities are selected as examples due to the support and funding from EU-Asia
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Link Project called “ENTRE: Enhancement of Teaching and Research in Management
Education”. The EU-Asia Link project consists of four partner universities, two from Europe
and two from Asia. The two partners in Europe are Lancaster University Management Schools
and Stockholm University School of Business. The partners from Asia are FEBM, of NUOL,
and Management School of University of Science and Technology Beijing. The author is the
participant from FEBM, NUOL. The primary objectives of the project are to upgrade
performance in teaching, training and research in all the institutions, especially the Asian partners,
in the areas of ‘Innovation and Entrepreneurship’ and ‘e-business’, primarily through staff
exchanges and the sharing of the Lancaster University Management School and Stockholm
University School of Business knowledge and experience. The project also aims at contributing
to raising the quality of management education in all the partner institutions, and thus creates
sustainable benefits for their societies, by identifying best teaching and research practices from
these areas and extending them into other curriculum areas. The activities includes two study
visits to Stockholm University School of Business, two study visits to Lancaster University
Management School, one workshop at University of Science and Technology Beijing, and two
workshops at NUOL. Below is the brief description of the courses founded in the two
institutions.
Section 4-2-1. Stockholm University
The University, in general, offers two entrepreneurship courses, one in Swedish and one in
English in bachelor degree, started in 1999. The Course name is Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Processes (ENTIP). The prerequisite for the students taking the course is at a
minimum of 40 earned credits. The aim of the course is to give a holistic understanding of
entrepreneurial work and its background. The relationship between entrepreneurship and
innovation processes is discussed. An entrepreneur is defined as a person with a driving force,
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impetus and an ability to implement change. Innovation is defined as a new feature, a new
process, product and/or a new service. The priority is given to a holistic overview. The following
is discussed from the entrepreneur’s point of view:
 Entrepreneurs, inventors, innovators, project managers, and mentors
 Innovation processes, development, change and technological/social change factors.
 Creativity, driving forces, new organizational forms.
 Project management and product development in industry, service, IT and administration.
 Entrepreneurship in industrial and service sectors.
 Holism, specialization, integration, multi-functional and overlapping activities.
 Development, production, marketing and distribution in B2B, B2C, EB2B and EB2C.
 Market assessment, project management and networks.
 Incubators, business angles and venture capital finance.
Apart from the above-mentioned course, Stockholm School of Entrepreneurship (SSES)
was to organize joint courses among the four universities, Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm School of Economics, Karolinska Institute, and the University College of Art, Craft
and Design. The program was initiated in 1999. The joint program introduced four core courses,
namely Ideation (Creating a Business Idea), Planning (Developing a venture), Execution
(Running Your Own Company), and Growth (Managing Your Firm). In addition, six optional
courses are offered: Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Language of Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, From Science to Business, Business Opportunities in Information
Communication Technology, Global Entrepreneurial Leadership, and Design and Innovation.
The program is limited to the students from the four institutions, taking these courses as electives
in addition to the major. Additional activities offered by the program are presentation of
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business plan to Connect Springboard, an expert panel; participate in Venture Cup, leading
Swedish business plan competition; Excitera Innovation Challenge, to turn research into results;
and international business plan competition45.
Section 4-2-2. Lancaster University
At Lancaster University, entrepreneurship has been introduced since late 1980s to the
second year and final year students at bachelor degree. Students from all faculties are welcome to
take Entrepreneurship as an elective course and recently the university introduced a four-year
bachelor degree in Management and Entrepreneurship. The course is co-taught by a professor
and a business practitioner to provide an experiential learning environment. The bachelor degree
program “places entrepreneurship in a broad social and historical context, exploring the nature of
the relationship between the entrepreneur and the society from which he or she emerges. Central
themes of the course include entrepreneurial behaviors, processes and skills and how these relate
to new venture creation, corporate enterprise, social entrepreneurship and the management of
SMEs. In demonstrating the links between managerial and entrepreneurial activity, the course
provides students with the opportunity to develop valuable analytical and practical skills.” The
combination of theory and practice is the focus of the program.
Bachelor degree in Management and Entrepreneurship is a four-year program. In year one,
students learn foundation of managements, including Introduction to Statistics and Computing,
and Introduction to Management. Two other electives are chosen from Accounting and Finance,
Business History, Economics, Management and Organization, Management Science, Marketing
and Operation Management. Second year compulsory courses are Management and Consulting:
Practice and Critique, Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship, Small Business and the SME sectors,
and Franchising. Fourth year compulsory courses are New Venture Planning, Entrepreneurial
45 Presentation Material of Prof. Bjorn Bjerke of Stockholm University at a workshop of EU-Asia Link Project, Stockholm.
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Behavior and Learning, Work placement dissertation, Innovation, and Family Businesses. Beside
these courses, students in both year two and year four can choose courses from the Management
School and others from Social Sciences. Some examples are Strategic management, People in
Organizations, Business Simulation, Human Resource Management, Introduction to Financial
Accounting for Managers, Business Enterprise in the Modern World, Marketing Analysis,
Approaching Complex Issues in Management, and Business Law. In year three, students are
placed in paid employment in a small business or some other entrepreneurial setting, such as
incubation center.
In the graduate program, Entrepreneurship and Small Business are taught in MBA program.
In the MBA program, entrepreneurship is provided as an elective to provide an opportunity
for students to take two linked courses in entrepreneurship. The first Entrepreneurship course
offers the major theoretical discussions relating to entrepreneurial behaviors, the processes
involved in new venture creation, and entrepreneurial behavior in a number of other contexts:
social enterprises, franchising and corporate entrepreneurship. The second course is a more
practically oriented elective on Business Planning; students working in small groups to develop
business plans for new or growing businesses.
It can be seen from the two institutions that the teaching of Entrepreneurship and
innovation are relatively different. While universities in Sweden provide as an elective for non-
major from multi-disciplinary background, the course is provided as both elective and major in
Lancaster University. In both institutions, nevertheless, the course is practical business oriented.
Practical in this case refers to new business opportunity identification and business planning in
real environment.
An example of practical entrepreneurship education which gives the foundation of this
research was initiated by Prof. Ohe of Waseda University engaging graduate students with small
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business in Sumida Ward in Tokyo area. The MBA and MOT students consult the enterprises
under the comprehensive alliance which was made between Waseda University and Sumida Ward
of Tokyo Metropolitan. This is the term project for the students as part of the requirement in
addition to taking classes. They targeted Hamano Products Co., Ltd, a metal processing
company in Yahiro district which still leaves a downtown atmosphere even in 2003, and students
in Prof. Ohe’s entrepreneurship class worked on the consultancy with the company for 3 months.
The students in Prof. Ohe’s class formed a team, consisting of the focal point of business
administration, finance, human resources and IT, and they worked very hard even on weekends.
They emphasized the promotion of operation efficiency including shortening the time to set up
the metallic molding, simplifying the logistics of order placement, improving the delivery
efficiency of materials, which eventually lead to a decrease of the labor charge. Consequently, the
project made a great success and the company started to earn 10-12% of commercial profit. It
was very good compared to the previous situation of making almost no profit. Consulting Based
Learning (CBL) method for entrepreneurship education was successfully implemented to consult
local companies and simultaneously to integrate the business subjects to the real world.
The explanation provided above lay the foundation for the formulation of Lao
Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development Program. The program proposes the
triangle model, integrating the graduating business students, university scholars, and local
businesses aiming at producing multiple impacts as the outcome of the program. University gain
better relationship with local enterprises, contributing directly to knowledge transfer and
accumulating practical experiences. Learners directly expose to business experience, which is not
easy to access in the transition economy. Business owners receive assistance from the students
and scholars to improve their business in a professional manner; which may change the direction
from being a micro business to entrepreneurial company. The detail is explained in Chapter 5.
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Section 4-3. Entrepreneurship Education in Laos
Laos is one of the least developed countries in the world. It is reaching a new phase and
meeting new challenges in the area of poverty alleviation. The government directives, stipulated
in the seventh congress 46 , target from 2001 to the year 2020 the Industrialization and
Modernization Phase, utilizing agriculture and forestry as the foundation of industrial
development and service sector. The target is to develop a sustainable national economy, liberate
and expand an outdated labor force into an advanced one, build industrial infrastructure and
services, electrify nationwide, process wood and food along with tourism and encourage local
handicraft.
The government has formulated a strategy for industrialization and modernization
“prioritizing the development on electricity generation industry, agriculture-forestry product
processing, tourism, mining, and construction material production”. Education, science and
technology, transportation, and marketing are the key to expand the production, and to improve
productivity.
The stimulation of entrepreneurship is highly relevant to the current stage of development
in Laos to speed-up the poverty alleviation process. In APO [Asia Productivity Organization]
Asia-Pacific Productivity Data & Analysis 2003: Laos, published by Tatsumi Printing, Ltd: Tokyo,
page 66, the author strongly recommended entrepreneurship promotion for Laos. It was stated
that “a sound economic foundation is important for long-term sustainability. Encouragement,
promotion, and support of entrepreneurship among the local people in all areas may be useful in
laying a basic economic foundation. Entrepreneurship not only creates business in various fields,
but also creates jobs and new technology, utilizes creativity and synergy, and stimulates a more
competitive environment.” In APO Asia-Pacific Productivity Data & Analysis 2004: Laos,
46 Document of 7th Party Congress, Lao People’s Revolutionary Party, 2001. Vientiane: State Printing Enterprise.
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published in 2004 by the same publisher, the author restated the importance of entrepreneurial
education that “… entrepreneurial and management education is necessary at all level.
Incubation centre, available to both public and private sector, would contribute to the
development of new establishments and entrepreneurial activities”. In addition, UNIDO
prepared several programs in relations to entrepreneurship education as a recommendation for
Lao government in 2003.
In May 2003, UNIDO consultants formulated an integrated program for industrial
development in Lao PDR and reported in “A Comprehensive Framework to Foster Economic
Initiative in Lao PDR 47 .” The report provides recommendations for mid-term development
strategies. The report states that “there is a need for general business and entrepreneurship
training of managers and owners of existing and future SMEs. Such training is virtually non-
existent outside Vientiane Municipality. Within Vientiane, Lao-Japan [Human Resource
Cooperation] Centre, with participation of a large number of NUOL instructors, has started
offering regular courses. But other providers do not exist, or potential providers are prevented
from entering the market, due to price distortions resulting from the subsidized courses that
development partner assisted programs introduce into the market. An initiative to provide
entrepreneurship training to start-ups and business skills training for existing SMEs was jointly
sponsored by the MIH [Ministry of Industry and Handicraft] and GTZ from 1994-1999, but
couldn’t be sustained after the support ceased.”
One of the projects, recommended by UNIDO in the final report of “A Comprehensive
Framework to Foster Economic Initiative in the Lao PDR: Medium-term Strategy and Action
Plan for Industrial Development” in May 2003, is to develop and offer entrepreneurship courses
at the NUOL for undergraduate and graduate students. The project should aim to develop and
47 UNIDO. (2003). A Comprehensive Framework to Foster Economic Initiative in the Lao PDR: Medium-term Strategy and
Action Plan for Industrial Development. Final Report.
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implement entrepreneurship courses for undergraduate and graduate students of FEBM and
Engineering. The objective is to encourage entrepreneurship among university graduates. The
second project in relation to entrepreneurship suggested by the consultation team calls for an
Establishment of Local SME/Enterprise Development Organizations (LEDO) to improve local
level capabilities in SME development. The program aims to contribute to the setting up of local
level public-private partnerships that will support enterprise creation and SME promotion in a
selected number of provinces. The third program is to promote the significance of the SME
sector in contributing to economic development and promoting entrepreneurs as positive role
models to encourage entrepreneurship in all layers of society. The program aims to raise
awareness and appreciation in society at large of the importance of SMEs and to promote the
opportunities offered by setting up in business. The fourth project proposed is a pilot project to
incorporate basic entrepreneurship training into vocational and technical training curricula to
improve local level capabilities in SME development. The project aims to assist the Ministry of
Education to develop and incorporate basic entrepreneurship training into the formal vocational,
technical and ethnic minority school curricula. Currently (2008), none of these is fully functioning,
except the experimental JICA-Net program provided by the Lao-Japan Human Resource
Cooperation Center and Lao-India Entrepreneurship Development training courses.
In 2004, SMEs became a focal point for the government, signified by the Prime Ministerial
decree No. 42/PM dated April 20, 2004 on SME Promotion and Development. The decree
assigned central SME promotion and development to coordinate with the concerned parties to
improve the existing regulations by revising some regulation and practices, which do not facilitate
the business establishment and development. The state provides support to develop the
competitiveness capacity among the SMEs by training entrepreneurs and raising labor skills to
increase productivity. This will be done through quality, technology, and management
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improvement among the entrepreneurs. The government will also support and closely cooperate
with the organizations, educational institutes, research institutes, and technical institutes’
development projects for raising entrepreneurial and labor skills. The decree also covers the
promotion of funding for establishments of business support organization, and entrepreneurial
awareness-raising. The decree assigns the Ministry of Education and NUOL to prepare material
for entrepreneurship education and execute the program.
Section 4-4. Entrepreneurship Education at NUOL
NUOL, established in 1996, offered a two-year School of Foundation Studies48. After two
years, students are dispatched to relevant faculties. For FEBM, the program is three years,
totaling 5 years when added to School of Foundation Studies. In 2003, NUOL decided to reduce
the length of School of Foundation Studies to one year, leaving FEBM four years of education.
Thus the faculty had to add more subjects into the program. Entrepreneurship was proposed as
one of the subjects to be added.
Despite strong recommendation by experts and initiative by the top-level government
officials, entrepreneurship education has been developed slowly due to the lack of human
resources, expertise in this area, and funding. The Lao-Japan Human Resource Cooperation
Center at the NUOL launched two entrepreneurship courses through JICA-Net program in the
academic year 2004-2005, targeting bankers’ awareness-raising in the area of entrepreneurship.
The program was delivered by Japanese lecturers from Japan via satellite broadcasting to the Lao-
Japan Human Resource Cooperation Center. The participants were all bankers from the Central
Bank of Laos and commercial banks. In late 2004, Entrepreneurship textbook was prepared for
the Lao Japan Human Resource Center. Between late 2004 and early 2005, two evening training
48 In Lao education system, after graduating high school, students have to study two years at School of Foundation Studies
before moving to a major at university. This system was implemented between 1996 and 2004. (see Figure 2)
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courses on Entrepreneurship were delivered to business people at the Lao Japan Human
Resource Cooperation Center.
JICA assistance project supported FEBM comprehensively for the period of five years
between 2000 and 2005, with another two years follow-up project. JICA project at the FEBM
dispatched Professor Ohe Takeru, an expert from Waseda University, Japan, to assist preparing a
textbook on Entrepreneurship for FEBM for one week in 2004. The outcome of the project was
yet completed as the project ceased in August 2005.
Association of Overseas Training Service (AOTS) of Japan offered assistance in training
instructors in the area of Entrepreneurship Education for Laos, involving some lecturers from
FEBM, public sector representatives, and private school teachers. Five workshops were
conducted between 2005 and 2007. The purpose of the overall project was to enhance local
business in Laos and to develop entrepreneurship in Laos in general. The specific target of
workshop was to understand the present situation of local businesses and get the knowledge and
skills to improve and enhance these businesses, to acquire teaching methods to enable university
students to learn how to improve local businesses and to make a syllabus on entrepreneurship
education. The ultimate goal of the up-coming series of workshops is to generate a regional
entrepreneurship program, targeted on GMS countries and later on ASEAN members.
Currently, entrepreneurship education at FEBM, NUOL, is at an experimental stage.
There are two projects being carried out, one on Entrepreneurship and Innovation Course,
sponsored by Asia-Link Project of the European Union, and the other is Lao Entrepreneurship
Education for Regional Development, reported in this paper. The first project focuses on new
business development with idea generation, creativity, innovation, business planning, start-up,
financing, growing businesses, exiting business, and business start-up procedure in the Lao PDR.
The target group is the fifth-year students, majoring in Business Management. The latter project
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is an entrepreneurship education training program, involving the new and existing micro/small
regional businesses with the objective of educating entrepreneurs to be successful, educating
students to be entrepreneurs, and establishing linkage between university and local business
community. The target students are also the fifth-year students, but on voluntary basis. The
students discuss the training material with the assistance of the facilitators 49 , and then the
students are divided into groups to visit the local enterprises of their choice. The enterprises are
analyzed and strategies for each of the enterprises are formulated by students.
In short, there are some recommendations and initial movement on entrepreneurship
education in Laos in general, and FEBM in particular, but the program is still at an early stage
with neither specific focus nor sustainable development.
Given this situation, there is a clear need to construct lists of reference materials and design
suitable courses in entrepreneurship and enterprise development. The resource materials would
be helpful to the government and decision makers while at the same time, providing education
institutes, particularly NUOL, with reference material for the entrepreneurship education
program. In attempting to meet this need, I am involved in two international projects, namely
AOTS of Japan, an organization funded by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry
(METI) of Japan, and an EU-Asia Link project, a European Union funded project. The former
organization has supported entrepreneurial education at local universities by training students to
work collaboratively with the local people to improve home or other small businesses. The Asia-
Link Project (TH/Asia-Link/003(91632) on ‘Enhancement of teaching and research in
Management Education’ is aimed specifically at aiding the development of new courses in
promoting entrepreneurship and innovation at NUOL and other Asian universities. The author
49 Facilitator in this case refers to the teacher or instructor of the LEERD program.
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is convinced that sound entrepreneurship education can contribute to regional development and
poverty alleviation.
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C h a p t e r 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This is an action research on education that seeks ways to improve entrepreneurship
education for FEBM, of NUOL. The education action research50 has its roots in John Dewey, an
American education philosopher of the 1920s and 30s, who believed that professional educator
should become involved in community problem solving. Education researchers operate mainly
out of educational institutions, and focus on development of curriculum, professional
development, and applying learning in a social context.
O’Brien (2001) defines action research as “learning by doing”, a group of people identify a
problem, do something to resolve it, see how successful their efforts were, and if not satisfied, try
again. In a more deliberate definition, Kemmis & McTaggard51 (1988) states that action research
is deliberate, solution-oriented investigation that is group or personally owned and conducted. It
is characterized by spiraling cycles of problem identification, systematic data collection, reflection,
analysis, data-driven action taken, and finally, problem redefinition. The linking of the terms
“action” and “research” explains the essential features of this method: trying out ideas in practice
as a means of increasing knowledge about or improving curriculum, teaching, and learning.
Dick52 (2000) described action research as a performing art rather than research by recipe, a data-
driven rather than theoretical driven, action oriented rather than research oriented.
50 Mentioned in O’Brien, R. (2001). An Overview of the Methodological Approach of Action Research. available at
http://www.web.ca/~robrien/papers/arfinal.html. (Accessed 20/1/2002).
51 Kemmis, S., and McTaggart, R. (1988). The action research planner (3rd ed.). Victoria, Australia: Deakin University Press.
52 Dick, B. (2000) Postgraduate programs using action research [online]. Available at
http://www.scu.edu.au/schools/gcm/ar/arp/ppar.html.
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Action research model developed by Suman 53 (1983) including five steps: diagnosing
(identifying or defining a problem), action planning (considering alternative courses of action),
taking action (selecting course of action), evaluating (studying the consequences of an action),
and specifying learning (identifying general findings). O’Brien (2001) simplified the model,
consisting of two cycles, each of which has four steps: plan, act, observe, and reflect. The second
cycle begins with a revision of the plan, taking action, observation, and again reflection.
The model of research in this paper also followed the model recommended above in a two
cycle process, material formulation cycle, and course delivery cycle, which is similar to O’Brien’s
model. The justification for selecting this model is due to the time constraints and focus of the
paper. Preparation of the teaching material is one of the very important activities for the research
which requires much time and effort. The impact of the training program evaluation utilizes
quasi-experimentation methods which consists of pre-training survey and post-training survey.
The post-training result is also compared with other training programs.
Figure 11. Quasi Experimental Research Model
Quasi-experimental research is used to measure the impact of the training program. This
research is based on the principle of Quasi-experimental Design, described in Esterby-Smith et. al.
(2006). The objective is to measure the effect of the training program over time. This is done
through “pre-test/post-test comparison”. Learners are given pre-training questionnaires prior to
53 Suman, G. (1983). Action research: a sociotechnical system perspective. Ed. G. Morgan. London: Sage Publications. 95-
113.
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the training program and post-training questionnaires to evaluate the impact of the program at
the end of the training. The design shown in Figure 11 corresponds to the research methodology
in this paper.
To evaluate the short-term impact of entrepreneurship education program in this research,
sets of questionnaires are distributed to students prior to and after the training program. The
course experimentation utilizes the course material described below on the selected target group.
The outcome can be used to evaluate the training material as well as a reference for policy makers
whether entrepreneurship education should be promoted. In this paper, experimental group
(LEERD program students) is compared with other training programs, namely Entrepreneurship
and Innovation in the same institution and Indonesia Entrepreneurship Education for Regional
Development program, rather than with a controlled group54.
Section 1. LEERD PROGRAM TRAINING MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT
In the training material development cycle, the study begins with diagnosing (identifying or
defining a problem) through literature research as stipulated in the literature section. It has been
identified that there is a need for entrepreneurship education. Action planning (considering
alternative courses of action) for courses preparation is on entrepreneurial orientation survey,
visits to different accessible universities to learn about entrepreneurship program delivery. The
results of these two activities proceed to the actual planning of course outline and teaching
material. These course materials are then tested in Training Program on Entrepreneurship
Education for Laos for the purpose of evaluating the teaching material among the workshop
participants, who are mostly lectures at FEBM. Later, the material is modified according to the
recommendation and justification by the participants and experts involved in the program.
54 In quasi-experimental, experimental group is usually compared with controlled groups. Controlled group refers to the group of
research subjects who receive no treatment, while experimental group refers to the group exposed to the experimental
treatment.
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Section 1-1. Entrepreneurial Orientation Survey
The current entrepreneurial mindset for the Lao people is still questionable as no research
has been done before. Laos has been experiencing turbulence in both educational and political
structure in the past century. The elder generation who was born in 1950s or earlier (if educated)
was strongly influenced by French Education System and has been through several political
changes such as monarchy, war, centrally planned economy, transition economy, and market-
oriented economy. The middle-aged generation, who was born during the 1960s and 1970s, was
educated in strictly centrally planned economy and compulsory primary education. The young
generation born in the 1980s and later has been exposed to transition economy and the period of
country opening up to the world. Education is also changing greatly recently, particularly in
primary and secondary education. In this situation, a study on students’ entrepreneurial mindsets
will support the preparation of entrepreneurship education. Since the entrepreneurship
education programs target university level, the research target groups are the students at
Department of Business Management, FEBM, NUOL.
Section 1-1-1. Statement of the research question
The purpose of the entrepreneurial orientation survey is to understand the current
entrepreneurial mindset of the Lao new generation, university students, who were born in the
1980s and later. The research will address the following issues:
1) Do the subjects prefer owning their own business or working for others?
2) What are the causes of not wanting to be entrepreneurs?
3) Does Family environment influence the entrepreneurial decision?
4) What skills are needed for becoming entrepreneur?
5) What supports are needed for becoming entrepreneur?
6) How important is entrepreneurship education for entrepreneur?
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Section 1-1-2. Research methodology
The research target groups are the first, second, third, forth, and fifth-year students at
FEBM, NUOL. The justification of selecting the target groups is that these students have
different level of exposure to business administration principles. The key here is none of these
students has received entrepreneurship education prior to the experimentation. They have been
studying general principle of management as shown in the syllabus in Table 2. The data was
collected by means of questionnaire with close supervision by the instructor. The questionnaire
forms were tested with the third-year students to see whether there were any misinterpretation of
the meaning of wordings and appropriateness of analysis.
Section 1-1-3. Data collection
Lecture session at FEBM, NUOL is organized in a large lecture hall, consisting of many
classes of students in the same year. This is the most convenient setting for data collection. The
author contacted the lecturers in the lecture sessions to ask the lecturers for help distributing the
questionnaires to the students. There are 3,295 students at FEBM, yet only 1,400 questionnaires
were distributed to students in the lecture room, which cover around 40% of the total population
of FEBM. Students were given time for a few days to fill out the questionnaires before returning
to the lecturers. There are 19 questions in the questionnaire, many of which consist of several
sub-questions. It takes approximately 30 minutes to fill out one questionnaire.
Section 1-1-3. Data processing and interpretation
The questionnaires, upon received from the lecturers, were checked, coded, and inputted
into SPSS program for computer processing. There were 740 usable returned questionnaires,
covering 53% of the questionnaires distributed. The data analysis looked into descriptive
statistics, mean, standard deviation, correlation.
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Section 1-2. Course Design
From the visit to Stockholm University, Lancaster University, and University of Science
and Technology Beijing, as well as obtaining recommendation from experts in the related field, I
have decided to create a LEERD program and Entrepreneurship and Innovation Course for the
FEBM.
LEERD program is designed as a supplementary training course for the fifth year students
at FEBM. The primary objective of material development is to create localized training material
that is appropriate to the current economic, political, social and educational environment. The
main principle is practicality and simplicity. The ultimate objective is to transform Laos to
entrepreneurial society, with emphasis on regional development and poverty alleviation. With
this conceptual framework, the program targets collaboration between students and local micro-
enterprises; so that the output of the training program has multiple effects: local micro-businesses
are developed to be profitable company, students are turned into entrepreneurial managers or
business owners, and the relationship between university and community is strengthened. Once
the micro-businesses become entrepreneurial or growth-oriented company, they will create more
jobs, generate better income for the community, and eventually contribute to the poverty
alleviation in the community.
The above conceptual framework brings about the common material and Lao specific
material. The common material refers to the principle that can be shared across regional
boundaries for entrepreneurship development which is common to ASEAN. The localized
material refers to business models, cases, or examples which are currently practiced in each
region, or local specific. The purpose of utilizing the localized material is to assist learners
exploring the local indigenous knowledge which are hardly ever tapped and turned into unique
businesses. This uniqueness mostly is not shared across region, yet highly relevant to the current
social, political, and economic development. The potential of success, in that case, is high.
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Therefore, it is decided that the common and localized material ratio is 60% and 40%
respectively. In the latter case, country specific is 20% and the rest is area based.
The material created is a living document that is continuously improved. The basic idea
springs from the comprehensive agreement between Waseda University and Sumida-ward, Tokyo
December 25, 2002 for education, research and community contribution. Waseda worked with
Hamano Product K.K., a small company with 20 employees on sheet metal works as a
subcontractor. Then the project looked into a model program development for One Tambon
[Village] One Product (OTOP) of Thailand in Mae Fah Luang University in 2003. In early 2004,
AOTS of Japan guided by Professor Takeru Ohe launched Entrepreneurship program at
National University of Management, Cambodia. The author has been involved in all these
projects and is inspired by the development. In late 2004, AOTS supported a similar
Entrepreneurship program at FEBM guided by the same team as in the previous two events. In
2005, the author fully developed the material as LEERD program. In late 2005, the material was
used as a base of common material for Malaysia Entrepreneurship Education for Regional
Development at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Between 2006 and 2007, the same material as
LEERD program, except the 40% localized part, was used as a base in Brawijaya University,
Indonesia. The execution of each projects resulted in improvement discussed by academic panel
in each project. The program has been revised many times, and the name of the program is
currently called Consulting Based Learning for ASEAN SMEs (COBLAS). Through the
experimentation in these programs, the author has decided that SMEs are not appropriate for the
program. Instead, micro-enterprises are more appropriate. Therefore, the name throughout this
paper will be called LEERD.
The development of the material is based on student survey conducted at NUOL in 2005
and the intuitive judgment of the author in close supervision and consultation with Professor
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Takeru Ohe of Waseda University. The outcome of the survey will be discussed later in this
paper. The localized material development was mostly done through students’ individual
questionnaires and group work discussion. Students were used as a base for collective opinion
examples. Other specific examples were created through interview of related people.
Section 2. IMPACT EVALUATION OF LEERD PROGRAM
Section 2 presents the methodology of LEERD program impact evaluation that includes
research method and data sources; data collection, analysis, and interpretation methods,
statement of research questions; and explanation about the questionnaires. There are three sets
of questionnaires, baseline survey of entrepreneurial orientation, pre-training survey and post-
training survey questionnaires. The details are explained in Section 2-1, Section 2-2, Section 2-3,
and Section 2-4.
Section 2-1. Methods and Data Sources
As mentioned earlier, the research target groups are the students of year 5, majoring in
Business Management at FEBM, NUOL. The total number of students is 117. These students
are involved in a series of lectures and entrepreneurial activities provided by the researcher, using
the prepared materials and guideline. The students have had two years schooling of foundation
studies and two years of business administration education. The experimentation of the
programs was conducted between October 2006 and February 2007.
The LEERD program is conducted with the fifth-year regular course students who are
studying at the second (last) semester of their bachelor degree program. These students are
selected through selection of application on voluntary basis since the program does not include in
the formal curriculum. These students are government quota students who do not pay tuition
fees for their schooling.
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Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development was designed as a supplementary
course. The students need to be recruited into the programs. Initially, 40 students applied. Due
to the external factor influences such as class size, enterprises joining the programs, and time
constraints, 30 students were chosen. When the projects get going, students feel that the targeted
workload was too heavy for them as they have to work on graduating papers, 12 students
dropped out, leaving only 18 students to get through to the end. Among these 18 students, only
11 submitted the pre-training survey. Therefore, only 11 subjects are used to analyze the impact
of the program, while for the comparison between LEERD program and other training programs,
all 18 subjects were used.
The students were divided into groups between three and five, each of which are required
to work with one local enterprise. Students were asked to contact the enterprise of their choice
initially, when the contact fails, instructors assists the students in getting an enterprise to work
with. Contacting the pre-selected enterprises is part of the process of convincing the
entrepreneurs that learners are resourceful to them. There were four groups, all of which
requires assistance from the instructor to get the entrepreneurs involved and allow students to
work with.
The criteria of selecting the enterprise are basically on convenience and support from the
top management of the companies, and on the company selection criteria stipulated in the
teaching material. In selecting enterprises, as this is the first experimentation, the author asked
one medium sized company, one small size company, one state-owned enterprise, and one micro
company. The reason for selecting these different sized enterprises is for the purpose to identify
the appropriate companies for learners to work with effectively through the working with
enterprises.
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Section 2-2. Data Collection, Analysis, and Interpretation
The author delivered questionnaires (see appendix 7 and 8) prior to the training program
and collected them at the end of the last lecture. When questionnaires were distributed to the
students, the author explained briefly about the questionnaires to make sure that students
understand the purpose. The questionnaires were then collected before the class ends. Data
input and analysis were carried out through SPSS program for Windows, version 11.5, to make
the data analysis reliable and convenient. The data analysis looked into descriptive statistics,
mean, and comparison of pre- and post- training data.
Section 2-3. Statement of the Research Questions
This section of the research uses a prepared entrepreneurship education program for
training and studying the impact of the program on entrepreneurial orientation change among the
research subjects. This research focuses on short-term effect of the training program. The
questions are:
1) How much do students understand the training material?
2) How does entrepreneurship education change the entrepreneurial orientation?
3) How do students understand current SMEs’ owners’ / entrepreneur’s life?
4) What is the ability level of students in assisting SMEs development?
5) Do students’ interest/desire/confidence to become entrepreneur increase after the training
program?
Section 2-4. Questionnaires
Research on entrepreneurship has been carried out from different standpoints and fields of
academics, namely economics, psychology, management, etc. Economists view entrepreneurship
as the creation of new enterprises contributing to economic development (Low & MacMillan,
1988; Rumelt, 1987; Schumpeter, 1934). Psychologists investigate entrepreneurial traits and
personality of the entrepreneurs (Coulton & Udell, 1976; McClelland, 1965; McClelland, 1968).
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These researchers stipulated that personality of the entrepreneurs is the key mechanism for new
venture creation and entrepreneurial process. From management perspective, researchers look
into the performance of the venture, which is the result of entrepreneurs’ action (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000; Kunkel, 1991; Herron, 1990; McDougall, 1987; Sandberg, 1986.) Some
other researchers, namely Cooper, Willard, & Woo, 1986, MacMillan & Day, 1987; Sandberg,
1986 made an attempt to link entrepreneurial attributes to the performance of entrepreneurs,
while Herron (1990) verified that entrepreneurial skill and skill propensity are associated with new
venture performance. Nevertheless, practitioners and venture capitalists have continued to
consider the individual who forms the venture to be critical to its success (Mitchell et. al. (2002;
Hall & Hofer, 1993; Herron, 1990; Sandberg, 1986, Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; and Stuart &
Abetti, 1990). Metchell et. all. (2002) investigated entrepreneurial cognition and provided a
definition of entrepreneurial cognition as “the knowledge structures that people use to make
assessments, judgments, or decisions involving opportunity evaluation, venture creation, and
growth”. The entrepreneurial cognition tries to incorporate thinking and perception issues to
explain the domain of entrepreneurship. In this paper, the author attempts to frame the
questionnaires to investigate the changes in entrepreneurial skills, attitudes, perception and the
entrepreneurial cognition of the students to identify an impact of a training program.
The objectives of the questionnaires for this research are to investigate three aspects of
entrepreneurship and education program. The first phase is the perception survey in order to
identify the current entrepreneurial environment, attitudes and traits of the students. In this
section, questionnaires include social, cultural, and political environment influencing
entrepreneurship activities according to students’ perception, students’ lifestyle, and
entrepreneurial attitudes. Entrepreneurial attitudes involves risk taking, preferred kinds of jobs,
business experience, intention to start business, reason to start business, obstacles for starting
businesses, help needed, and skills needed. The second phase is to identify entrepreneurial
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attitudes and perception of students who participate in the training program so that the
information can be used as a baseline measurement for the impact of the LEERD training
program. The pre-training survey questionnaires are very similar to the entrepreneurial
perception survey stipulated in the first phase, except the lifestyle section, which is omitted. The
third phase of the questionnaires is the post-training survey, with exactly the same questions as
the pre-training survey with one additional section. The additional section aims at evaluating the
program in general, which include students’ participation, reading the distributed material,
perception on usefulness of the program, knowledge and capacity gained from the program, and
satisfaction with the program.
The basis of the questionnaire formation is from a variety of sources. One of the key
references is European Commission Flash Eurobarometer 160 on Entrepreneurship (2004)55.
The organization uses the questionnaires for conducting surveys to study the development of
entrepreneurship in European Union member states in the past several years and comparing the
results with the United States. Other sources of reference are Global Entrepreneurship Monitor56,
JICA Program Evaluation Guideline57, and Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) Non-
Entrepreneurs Survey58. The questions are adapted to suit the situation in Laos and to serve the
purpose of this study.
Section 2-4-1. Baseline Survey of Entrepreneurial Orientation
The objectives of baseline survey on entrepreneurship orientation are to investigate the
current status of the Lao students on entrepreneurship related issues. The questionnaires shown
in Table 6 consist of 19 questions. Question 1 to question 5 asks personal information of the
55 Taylor Nelson Sofres. (2004). Flash Eurobaromete 160: Entrepreneurship. European Commission.
56 Global Entrepreneurship Survey. Many issues.
57 JICA. (2004). JICA Guideline for Project Evaluation: Practical Methods for Project Evaluation. Office of Evaluation,
Planning, and Coordination Department. JICA. pp. 56-58.
58 Corporate Research Associates Inc., 2001. ACOA Non-Entrepreneurs Survey. [Online]. Downloaded from
www.acoa.ca/e/business/entrepreneurship/youthstudy/appendixA2.pdf, 9/25/2007, 10:07:57 PM.
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students, including gender, marital status, education experience, age, and time spending on
various activities. This basic information will provide background of learners for further analysis.
The remaining questions probes the learners’ attitudes towards entrepreneurship such as risk
taking, parent own business, experience with business, job options, consideration of starting
business, time for starting business, reasons for starting business, obstacles for starting business,
helpful activities for prospective entrepreneurs, sources of help when starting business, successful
cities to conduct business, and help needed from the government. These variables are commonly
asked in entrepreneurship survey, such as European Commission Flash Eurobarometer, Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor, and Entrepreneurs Survey of Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency .
The final question investigates the skills and competencies that learners regarded as important
when starting businesses.
Table 6. Baseline Survey Questionnaire
Baseline Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
1. Gender: ( ) Male( ) Female
2. Marital Status: ( ) Married ( ) Single
3. Where did you receive your primary and secondary education?
Primary School Secondary School
District Province District Province
4. Age: ______________
5. On average, how many hours do you spend time each week on
Number of Hours
a. Surfing the web/Internet
b. Reading newspapers, magazine
c. Watching television
d. Listening to the radio
e. Reading books
f. Meeting and talking with friends
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6. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (1=Extremely
low risk taking, 2= Very low risk taking, 3= Relatively low risk taking, 4=Medium risk taking,
5=Relatively high risk taking, 6=Very high risk taking, 7=Extremely high risk taking)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Does either of your [parents/guardians] now own their own business, or did they own a business in
the past?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Don’t know/No answer
If you have your own business, please skip question 8, 9, and 10. Go to Question 11.
8. What is your current employment status? Are you currently … :
( ) Employed full-time, that is, at least 30 hours per week
( ) Employed part-time, that is, less than 30 hours per week
( ) Not employed, but actively looking for full-time work
( ) Not employed, but actively looking for part-time work
9. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee
( ) being self-employed
10. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own
business …? Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business.
(1= I will not start my own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration,
4=Medium consideration, 5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very
seriously thinking of starting my own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Have you tried to start any business recently or are you taking steps to start one? Please tick
appropriate box.
Correct Incorrect
It never came to my mind
I am thinking about it
I thought of it or already had taken steps to start, but gave up
I am currently taking steps to start a new business
I plan to start my own business in the future
I started or took over a business more than three years ago and it’s
still active
I once started a business, but currently I am no longer own the
business (business has failed or sold)
12. When would you say you are likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the
future that you think you will start your own business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 More than 6 years
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13. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a
business? Please rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do business. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
14. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business?
Please rate the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
15. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs,
products, and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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 I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
16. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following
according to their importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
17. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
18. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help
people become business owners? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively
low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing courses about business ownership in the
education system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. To the best of your knowledge, which of the following skills and competencies are important for
starting your own business? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Knowledge of industry/sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Understanding of entrepreneurial characteristics/decision-
making processes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Market research and analytical skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Information technology (ICT) skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Project planning/management skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Time management skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Leadership skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Negotiation skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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 Networking skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Presentation skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Team working skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Modified attitudes to risks/opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Increased self-confidence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Improved creativity/propensity to innovate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION
Most of the questions in Table 6 are multiple choices, many of which are Likert scale of
seven. The reason for using multiple choice answers is to increase the response rate from the
students. In multiple choice questions, answers are already provided so that students can choose
easily when compared to open-ended questions. A seven point scale is used to see more clearly
the distinction of student’s response. The larger the measurement scope is, the clearer picture
can be identified. At the end of each question, nevertheless, open-ended option is provided so
that they can add other options which do not exist in the choices provided. One refers to low
and seven refers to high. The justification for choosing multiple choice options is that
participants answer more when they have options to choose than when asked open-ended
questions. Multiple choice questions are easier for respondents to answer, reduce changes of
respondents’ bias opinion on particular subjects, and ensure that the interviewer or anyone else
not influencing answers through elaboration or suggestion59. In multiple choices, in addition, is
interesting to the respondents as they can learn from the information provided in the
questionnaires. When respondents are interested in the questions, it is hoped that reliable
answers are provided.
59 Hiray, J. Open-ended, multiple-choice, and Likert-scales items in surveys.
http://businessmanagement.wordpress.com/2008/04/24/open-ended-multiple-choice-and-likert-scales-items-in-surveys/,
downloaded on May 8, 2008 5:26 PM
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Section 2-4-2. Pre-Training Survey
Pre-training questionnaires, exhibit in Table 7, consist of two parts: part one deals with the
contents of the teaching material called concepts of entrepreneurial activities, and entrepreneurial
orientation.
Part I of the questionnaires explores the understanding detail of teaching material contents.
These questions are four scale questions. Students are asked to evaluate the terminology whether
they have “never heard the term before”, “have heard it but do not know the term well”, “have a
vague understanding of the term”, or “have a good understanding of the term”. The
terminologies being asked to evaluate are Consumption Chain, Attribute Map, Reverse Financial
Statements, SWOT Analysis, Milestone Planning, Business plan, Market research, Elevator
speech, Competitor analysis, Market growth, Critical Assumptions, Return on Assets, Business
model, Information age, Product life cycle, The learning style, Market segmentation, Brain
Storming, and Trigger event. These terminologies are the key concepts presented in the teaching
material. Therefore, having asked students to grade their understanding level of the term can
explain learners’ level before the training program and the information can be used to check how
effective the program delivery is.
The first part of the questionnaires also asked three additional questions utilizing Likert
scale questions of 7. One means low and 7 means high. The questions are designed to measure
how much students understand entrepreneur’s life, to judge their ability level in assisting local
businesses, and to ask students to rate their confidence on becoming an entrepreneur. These
questions are asked to identify the existing capacity of understanding entrepreneurs’ life, how to
help them, and their confidence.
Part II of the questionnaires consists of ten questions, many of which are broken down
into several variables. These questions inquire entrepreneurial orientation of the students as the
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same as in the base line survey. The main topics are on obstacles of starting business, reason for
starting business, helpful activities, sources of help, help needed from the government and
successful cities to do businesses. These questions are the key to comparing changes between the
pre-training and post-training results.
Table 7. Pre-Training Survey Questionnaires
Pre-Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
Part I: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write short sentences
Part 1: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
1. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the appropriate column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it
but do not
know the term
well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
1. Consumption Chain
2. Attribute Map
3. Reverse Financial Statements
4. SWOT Analysis
5. Milestone Planning
6. Business plan
7. Market research
8. Elevator speech
9. Competitor analysis
10. Market growth
11. Critical Assumptions
12. Return on Assets
13. Business model
14. Information age
15. Product life cycle
16. The learning style
17. Market segmentation
18. Brain Storming
19. Trigger event
2. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (Understanding level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high,
7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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3. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (Ability level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (Confidence level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Part II: Entrepreneurial Orientation
5. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (Risk taking level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high,
7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee ( ) being self-employed
7. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own
business …? Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business.
(1= I will not start my own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration,
4=Medium consideration, 5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very
seriously thinking of starting my own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future that
you think you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
9. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a
business? Please rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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10. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business?
Please rate the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
11. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
12. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following
according to their importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
13. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
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14. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help
people become business owners? Please Rate 1 to 7. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! PLEASE ENJOY THE COURSE!
Section 2-4-3. Post-Training Survey
Post-training survey questionnaires, Table 8, include one additional section in comparison
to the pre-training questionnaires. The additional section is called overall program evaluation.
The section is divided into two parts: learners’ exposure to the programs and the other on
learners’ attitudes towards the program. In the first part, learners are asked to rate the percentage
of their actions in 6 percentage scales: 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, and 0%. These scales can
show the degree of students involvement and commitment into the program that can be
compared with the effectiveness whether there is any correlation between the commitment and
outcome. The variables in these categories are how much students attend the classes, how much
they read the training materials distributed, how much they understand the overall content of the
program, how much they are satisfied with the program in general. These questions require
subjective judgment by the respondents. The second part includes the scale of satisfaction,
which is classified into three categories: high, to some extent, and low. The questionnaires asked
learners to identify the usefulness of curriculum and content for entrepreneurship knowledge and
skills, personal achievement of the program in general, personal capability enhancement, whether
knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation increased, whether motivation for
entrepreneurship and innovation increased, whether learners have enough capability for
entrepreneurship and innovation, and how effective the overall program is. These variables are
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adapted from the guideline of program evaluation survey implemented by Japan International
Cooperation Agency60.
Part II and Part III of the questionnaires identify entrepreneurial orientation of the
students. This section is exactly the same as the questions in pre-training questionnaires in order
to compare the differences between pre and post training data. For the detail explanation, see
the previous section.
Table 8. Post-Training Survey Questionnaires
Post Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
Part I: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write short sentences
1. How often did you attend the lecture?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
2. Did you read the material distributed in class?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
3. How much did you understand the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
4. Are you satisfied with the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
5. Do you think that curriculum and contents in this program are useful for entrepreneurial knowledge
and skills?
( ) Yes, very useful. ( ) Useful to some extent ( ) Not useful so much.
6. How do you evaluate your achievement of the program in general? Have you learned essential
entrepreneurial knowledge and skills?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
7. How do you evaluate your capability for entrepreneurial knowledge and skills? Have your
capabilities been enhanced to the level that you expected in general?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
8. Have your knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) Increased to some extent ( ) same as before
60 JICA. (2004). JICA Guideline for Project Evaluation: Practical Methods for Project Evaluation. Office of Evaluation,
Planning, and Coordination Department. JICA. pp. 56-58.
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9. Has your motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) Increased to some extent ( ) same as before ( ) reduced
10. Do you think you have enough capability for entrepreneurship and innovation smoothly?
( ) Yes, I have good capability. ( ) I have capability to some extent ( ) not good yet
11. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of the program? Are those curriculum and teaching materials
effective enough to acquire essential academic and professional knowledge and skills for contributing
to development of a market economy in Laos?
( ) Very effective ( ) Effective to some extent ( ) Not so effective yet
Part II: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
12. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the appropriate
column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it but
do not know the
term well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
1. Consumption Chain
2. Attribute Map
3. Reverse Financial Statements
4. SWOT Analysis
5. Milestone Planning
6. Business plan
7. Market research
8. Elevator speech
9. Competitor analysis
10. Market growth
11. Critical Assumptions
12. Return on Assets
13. Business model
14. Information age
15. Product life cycle
16. The learning style
17. Market segmentation
18. Brain Storming
19. Trigger event
13. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (Understanding level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high,
7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (Ability level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (Confidence level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part III: Entrepreneurial Orientation
16. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (Risk taking level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high,
7=Extremely high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee ( ) being self-employed
18. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own
business …? Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business.
(1= I will not start my own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration,
4=Medium consideration, 5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very
seriously thinking of starting my own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future that
you think you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
20. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a
business? Please rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
21. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business?
Please rate the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ______________________________________________________
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22. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
23. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following
according to their importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
24. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
25. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help
people become business owners? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
1. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
WE WISH YOU A SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL CAREER!
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C h a p t e r 4
RESULTS OF ENTREPRENRIAL ORIENTATION SURVEY
Section 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter explains the results of Entrepreneurial Orientation of Lao students’ survey.
The chapter begins with the introduction of number of subjects studied, followed by data analysis
and interpretation based on the questionnaires.
The survey was conducted in November 2005, covering 740 students at the Faculty of
Economics and Business Management of the National University of Laos (FEBM), as shown in
Table 9. These students are from the first year (107), second year (175), third year (214), fourth
year (148) and fifth year (96). The ratio of female in each year is different, 38.3% for the first
year, 42.3% for second year, 50% for third year, 56.8% for fourth year, and 63.5% for fifth year.
The male and female ratios for the total number of subjects are 50.4%, and 49.6% respectively.
Table 9. Gender in Entrepreneurial Orientation Survey
Gender
Male Female Total
Count % Count % Count %
Year 1 66 61.68 41 38.32 107 14.46
Year 2 101 57.71 74 42.29 175 23.65
Year 3 107 50.00 107 50.00 214 28.92
Year 4 64 43.24 84 56.76 148 20.00
Year of
Study
Year 5 35 36.46 61 63.54 96 12.97
Total 373 50.41 367 49.59 740 100
Section 2. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The researcher uses the SPSS 11.5 for Windows program to analyze the data. Most of
these data were analyzed by mean, descriptive statistic, standard deviation, and comparison by
graphs and charts. The results of the analysis are then interpreted by the researcher for
descriptive report.
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Section 2-1. Time Spending on Daily Activities
Table 10. Time Spending
Mean / Total hours in a week
Gender Internetsurfing
Reading
newspapers,
magazine
Watching
TV
Listening
to the
radio
Reading
books
Meeting
and
talking
with
friends
Total
Male 3.57 5.80 13.95 10.96 10.84 18.98 64.10
Female 3.21 5.10 15.81 10.98 11.06 18.44 64.60
Average 3.39 5.45 14.88 10.97 10.95 18.72 64.36
This section analyzes the time used in daily activities by the students. The results of the
analysis shows that male mean scores are higher than females in the area of surfing the internet,
reading newspapers and magazines, and meeting and talking with friends. The area females
spend time more than males are watching TV, listening to the radios, and reading books. Overall,
students spend most time on meeting and talking with friends, watching TV, listening to radios,
and reading books chronologically. One interesting observation from the data is that for internet
surfing, year one students was the lowest and increased year by year. Reading newspaper and
magazine, however, in the opposite, many hours for year one and the number declined year by
year. Watching TV also increased from year one to year five, while listening to the radio was high
in year one, but decline in later years. Meeting and talking with friends was also highest in year 2,
and decline year by year afterwards. Generally, students spend about 35% of their time doing the
activities investigated. In short, Lao students’ culture is aural-oral culture, spending time on
socializing, watching TV, and listening to the radio more than reading and searching the net.
Knowledge search through internet surfing, reading newspapers, magazines, and books is far less
time spending than the others.
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Table 11. Time Spending by Year of Student
Statistic: Mean, hours per week
Year of
Study
Surfing
Internet
Reading
newspapers,
magazine
Watching
TV
Listening
to the
radio
Reading
books
Meeting and
talking with
friends
Year 1 2.60 6.49 12.59 11.96 11.88 17.20
Year 2 3.38 5.42 14.44 10.66 11.74 20.98
Year 3 3.46 5.33 13.95 10.91 10.28 19.44
Year 4 3.85 5.36 16.71 11.26 11.30 18.31
Year 5 3.49 4.77 17.44 10.11 9.34 15.21
Total 3.39 5.45 14.88 10.97 10.94 18.70
Section 2-2. Risk Taking
Figure 12. Risk Taking by Year of Study
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The pattern of risk taking is an interesting tendency to observe. The analysis result shows
that fifth year is the highest, with the mean score of 4.46, followed by first year, 4.36; second year,
4.32; and fourth year, 4.27 (Figure 12). The third year has the lowest mean score, 3.99. This
pattern shows that learners when started education with FEBM, they came with high level of risk
taking perspective. That level declines steadily until the third year, then increases continuously
towards the final year. The content of the course is that from the third year on, the students
were injected with management principles, while prior to that only basic subjects on general
knowledge were taught. Does this mean that with the basic knowledge of management, students’
risk taking fades out? With deeper knowledge on management, does risk taking degree return,
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and even exceed the preceding position in the final year of education? One thing that can be
observed from this is that all students have relatively high risk taking attitudes, with average mean
score of 4.24 out of a seven point scale.
Figure 13. Risk Taking: Parents Owning Business
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One observation from the data analysis is that students whose parents own business are
more risk taking than those whose parents do not own businesses. The number of students
whose parent or guardian own businesses consists of 234 students, while the number of students
whose parent or guardian do not own business is 436. Figure 13 shows that students whose
parents own businesses has risk taking mean score of 4.41, while the ones whose parents do not
own business has risk taking mean score lower than those whose parents own business, 4.13.
Although the difference is not very significant, this can be translated that the ones whose parents
own business are exposed to business environment more than the ones whose parents do not
own business. The more students are exposed to real business situation, the higher risk-taking
attitude they have.
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Section 2-3. Intention of Starting Business
Figure 14. Intention of Starting Business
Consider Starting Business
42.17%
19.28%
16.87%
14.46%
3.61%
1.20%2.41%
I will not start my own business
Low consideration
Relatively low consideration
Medium consideration
Relatively high consideration
Very high consideration
I am very seriously considering
starting my own business
When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own business?
Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business (1= I will not start
my own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration, 4=Medium consideration,
5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very seriously thinking of starting
my own business)
Question asking students whether they are considering starting business shows an
appealing pattern. Figure 14 shows the percentage of all research subjects with the Likert scale of
one to seven. One means low and seven means high. The result of the analysis shows that
42.17% of the respondents rated considering starting business the highest, 19.28% with rating
scale 6, 16.87% with rating scale 5, and 14.46% with rating scale 4. Since scale of 4 is a central,
higher scale than 4 can be considered as high. As 78.32% of the respondents place the score on
5 and above, this can be interpreted that Lao students have relatively high intentions of starting
businesses.
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Figure 15. When to Start Business
When to Start Business
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More than 6 years from now
When would you say you are likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in
the future that you think you will start your own business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 More than 6 years
Figure 15 exhibits the timing of students’ perception for when to start their own business
for all the students in the study. Questions on when students will start their own business was
asked in seven categories, ranging from one year from now to more than six years from now. It
is shown that higher percentage of students (27.08%) plan to start business six years from now.
The second largest percentage is seen in more than six years from now (23.96%). Four years
from now and five years from now cover 14.58% and 17.71% respectively. This shows that
students need more years before they start their own business. Students may need to seek
experiences before starting their own business.
Table 12. Year to Start Business
Students’ Year
When to Start
business ( in
… Years)
Year to be
graduated
Year to Start
Business after
graduation
1 6.10 4 2.10
2 5.69 3 2.69
3 4.93 2 2.93
4 4.55 1 3.55
5 4.32 0 4.32
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When analyzing students in different year of study, there is a distinctive pattern. The result
of the analysis shows that the higher year tends to plan starting business sooner. It can be seen
that year one has the highest mean score, 6.10 (Table 12). The figure decreased continuously to
year five, 4.32. When we calculate in comparison to the graduation year, however, it can be said
that year one aims to start business sooner; only two years after graduation for year 1 and 2. Year
one will have another four years to study at the university, therefore 6.1 year minus 4, equal two
years. The same trend can be explained for year two. Fifth year students, in contrast, will start
business four years after graduation. A correlation analysis between considering starting business
and when to start business has shown strong negative correlation, with Pearson Correlation score
of -0.130, and significant level of 0.001. Does this mean that existing education scares students
off in starting business or does it make students more careful and search for good practical
experiences prior to starting their own business, or do students become more realistic once
higher level of education is obtained?
Figure 16. Considered Starting Business: Parents own Business vs. not Own Business
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The consideration of starting business also follows the same trend as risk taking. The
students whose parents own a business cover 31.6% of the total respondents. Students whose
parents own business prefer to start business more than those whose parents do not own
business, with mean score of 5.96 and 5.54 respectively out of 1 - 7 scale. Although the
differences is not very significant, these differences can be acknowledged and signal the benefit
of business exposures as important to develop entrepreneurial attitudes.
Table 13. When to Start Business and Consider Starting Business: Parents Owning Business vs.
Parents Do Not Own Business
Parents/guardian owing business
Yes No
Count Col % Count Col %
1 year from now 11 4.80 12 2.83
2 years from now 16 6.99 8 1.89
3 years from now 34 14.85 27 6.37
4 years from now 40 17.47 51 12.03
5 years from now 40 17.47 79 18.63
6 years from now 53 23.14 127 29.95
> 6 years from now 35 15.28 120 28.30
When to start business
Total 229 100 424 100
1 1 0.65 15 3.72
2 1 0.65 2 0.50
3 3 1.96 19 4.71
4 14 9.15 71 17.62
5 29 18.95 66 16.38
6 36 23.53 68 16.87
7 69 45.10 162 40.20
Consider starting business
(Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low,
2= Very low, 3= Relatively
Low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very
High, 7=Extremely high)
Total 153 100 403 100
Table 13 explains the distinction between parents owning business or not owning business
and attitudes on considering starting business or when to start business. The table shows that
students whose parents or guardians own business have a stronger wish to start business and
wish to start business sooner than those whose parents do not own business. The ratios of
respondents wishing to start business one year, two years, three years, and four years from now
of the students whose parents or guardians own business are 4.80%, 6.99%, 14.85%, and 17.47%
respectively, while the ratios for those whose parents do not own business are 2.83%, 1.98%,
36.37%, and 12.03% chronologically. High consideration of starting business of scale 7, 6, and 5
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for students whose parents own businesses covers 45.10%, 23.53%, and 18.95% consecutively,
while the ratios for students whose parents do not own business are 40.20%, 16.87%, and
16.38%. It is important to note, however, that there are several missing responses from students
in this analysis. The total number of surveyed students is 740. Valid number for “when to start
business” is 653 and 556 for “considering starting business”, which means that the missing
number for the former is 87 and for the latter is 184. These missing numbers either do not give a
response to whether their parents or guardian own business, when to start business, or
considering starting business. The valid number, nevertheless, is large enough to identify the
pattern of distinction between students whose parents own business and whose parents do not.
From the result above, it can be said that there is a clear distinction between the attitudes of
students whose parents own business and whose parents do not own business. The students
whose parents or guardians own business have more positive attitudes towards starting business
and consider starting business sooner than the other group.
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Section 2-4. Skills Needed to Become Entrepreneurs
Figure 17. Skills Needed to Become Entrepreneur
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Skills Needed to Become Entrepreneurs
Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively
high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high
Figure 17 shows the priority knowledge and skills needed by students in order to become
an entrepreneur. The importance is ranked in this order, from the highest to the lowest: (1)
Project planning / management skills (6.33), (2) Market research and analytical skills (6.30), (3)
Increase self-confidence (6.23), (4) Improve creativity / propensity to innovate (6.17), (5)
Leadership skills (6.10), and (6) Information technology (6.06). An interesting pattern can be
observed from the data. The highest skills required by year 1 and 2 students are increased self-
confidence while for year 3 and 4 students placed market research and analytical skills the most
required. Also, students of Year 4 and 5 put project planning and management skills the top
priority. The least required skills for year 1 students are attitude to risks / opportunities while
other years place knowledge of industry / sector the least.
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Table 14. Skills Needed by Year of Study
Statistic: Mean
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Average
Modified attitudes to risks/opportunities 5.21 5.95 5.52 5.60 5.91 5.64
Networking skills 5.40 5.83 5.66 5.66 5.83 5.68
Time management skills 5.42 5.80 5.73 5.62 5.93 5.70
Knowledge of industry/ sector 5.44 5.51 5.35 5.35 5.38 5.41
Communication skills 5.45 5.78 5.80 5.64 5.92 5.72
Team working skills 5.54 6.18 5.95 6.08 5.88 5.93
Presentation skills 5.60 5.66 5.58 5.61 5.51 5.59
Leadership skills 5.77 6.18 6.11 6.16 6.22 6.09
Information technology skills 5.80 6.16 6.18 6.01 5.99 6.03
Negotiation skills 5.80 6.14 5.89 5.98 6.13 5.99
Understanding entrepreneurial
characteristics/decision making process 5.81 5.95 6.00 5.86 5.75 5.87
Improved creativity/ propensity to innovate 6.10 6.29 6.24 6.06 6.04 6.15
Market research and analytical skills 6.13 6.25 6.46 6.28 6.24 6.27
Project planning / management skills 6.31 6.33 6.36 6.28 6.38 6.33
Increased self-confidence 6.39 6.36 6.06 6.21 6.20 6.24
Average 5.75 6.02 5.93 5.89 5.95 5.91
Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High,
7=Extremely high
Table 14 explains the difference of skills needed by students at different year. The table
shows no significant difference in each year. It can be observed, however, that the second year
students need skills strongly while the first year students have the lowest score for skills needed.
Average mean score for skills needed by year one is 5.75, while year two mean score is 6.02.
Year three, four, and five are in the middle, 5.93, 5.80, and 5.95 respectively.
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Section 2-5. Preferred Kind of Job
Figure 18. Preferred Kind of Job
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Table 15. Preferred Kind of Job by Year of Study
Preferred job
Being employee Being self-employedYear ofStudy
Count Row % Count Row %
Total
Count
Year 1 31 32.00% 66 68.00% 97
Year 2 28 17.90% 128 82.10% 156
Year 3 10 5.40% 174 94.60% 184
Year 4 9 7.40% 112 92.60% 121
Year 5 8 12.10% 58 87.90% 66
Total 86 13.80% 538 86.20% 624
Most students preferred being self-employed rather than being an employee. Figure 18
shows that the number of students wanting to be self-employed is as high as 86.20%, while the
percentage of being employee was only 13.80% of the total number of subjects. Table 15 shows
the differences in each year of study. The ratio of students wanting to be employee is high in the
first year students, 32%, and declines in later years, to 17.90 for the second year students, and 5.4
in the third year students. Then the ratio increases to 7.40% in the fourth year students and
12.10% in the fifth year students. Nevertheless, the ratios of students wanting to be self-
employed are very high in each year, 68.00% for the first year, 82.10% for the second year,
94.60% for the third year, 92.60% for the fourth year, and 87.90% for the fifth year students.
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Section 2-6. Business Experiences
Table 16. Business Experiences
Gender
Male Female Total
Count 66 57 123Correct Layer % 10.60% 9.10% 19.70%
Count 242 260 502
Starting business never
came to mind Incorrect Layer % 38.70% 41.60% 80.30%
Count 244 225 469Correct Layer % 37.20% 34.30% 71.50%
Count 86 101 187
Thinking of starting
business Incorrect Layer % 13.10% 15.40% 28.50%
Count 84 88 172Correct Layer % 13.30% 13.90% 27.20%
Count 226 234 460
Thought of starting
business, but gave up Incorrect Layer % 35.80% 37.00% 72.80%
Count 94 65 159Correct Layer % 15.00% 10.40% 25.40%
Count 214 253 467
Taking steps to start a new
business Incorrect Layer % 34.20% 40.40% 74.60%
Count 301 295 596Correct Layer % 44.80% 43.90% 88.70%
Count 32 44 76
Plan to start business in
future Incorrect Layer % 4.80% 6.50% 11.30%
Count 24 24 48Correct Layer % 3.80% 3.80% 7.60%
Count 282 297 579
Started business and still
active Incorrect Layer % 45.00% 47.40% 92.40%
Count 26 21 47Correct Layer % 4.20% 3.40% 7.60%
Count 282 297 579
Started business, but no
longer own it Incorrect Layer % 45.00% 47.40% 92.40%
Table 16 shows how learners are thinking of doing business. Most people, 80.30%,
regarded that starting business never came to mind as incorrect; among them, female is a little
higher than male, 41.60% and 38.70% of the total subjects respectively. Variable of thinking of
starting business, 71.50% regarded as correct. Male ratio is higher than female, 37.20 vs. 34.30%.
The ratio of students who thought of starting business, but gave up covers 27.20%. Some
25.40% of the respondents are taking steps to start a new business, while 88.70% plan to start
business in the future. Quite significant number of students out of the total surveyed, 7.60% of
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the respondents already started business and still in active, with equal ratio between male and
female, 3.80%. The ratio of surveyed students who started business but no longer owned it was
7.60%. The result shows that most Lao students perceive starting business as a preferable option,
yet very few has taken action towards starting businesses.
Section 2-7. Obstacles of Starting Businesses
Figure 19. Obstacles of Starting Business
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Obstacles to Do Business
Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very
High, 7=Extremely high
What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a
business? Please rate the following from 1 to 7. (Obstacle level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low,
3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high) (I am lack of
money/ finances/ capital, I do not have of time, I’m looking for right business opportunity, I’m still in school, I am
afraid of failure, I have health reasons, I need more information, I need more training/education, I already have a
job, Current economic situation is not good, Financial risk is too high, Identifying markets for products or services is
too difficult, It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff, I have personal problem (e.g. divorce), Government
regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated, Tax is too high, I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want
to do business, I am too young)
Figure 19 shows what learners believe to be obstacles to start business. Eighteen categories
were asked. The questions are Likert scale of 7. The results show that the top five obstacles are
lack of money/finance, or capital (with mean score of 5.67), need more training/education (5.34),
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still in school (5.32), financial risk is too high (5.21), identifying market is too difficult (4.87).
These five variables refer to the know-how and tools to do business; therefore, it can be
interpreted that know-how and tools are very important to facilitate business start-up among
students. The lower obstacles are too high tax (4.82), need more information (4.76), current
economic situation is not good (4.59), finding qualified employees is too difficult (4.47), looking
for right business opportunity (4.43), afraid of failure (4.31), government regulation is too
complicated (3.91), no time (3.44), and already have a job (3.06). The three least obstacles are
personal problems (1.86), health reasons (2.30), and no interest/desire to do business (2.89).
This can be interpreted that learners regard external environment, including know-how and tools,
as higher obstacles for doing business than internal factors. These obstacles can perhaps be
tackled through education program.
Figure 20. Obstacles for Starting Business: Business Experience vs. No Business Experience
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Figure 20 shows the distinction between students with business experience and students
with no business experience on obstacles for starting businesses. The figure exhibits only the
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highest rating scale 7. The figure shows that fewer percentage of students with business
experience regard lack of money/financial capital (39.58% vs. 52.26%), afraid of failure (14.58%
vs. 22.95%), and looking for right business opportunity (14.89% vs. 15.74%) as obstacles than
those who do not have business experience. All other obstacles are the opposite, i.e. more
percentage of students with no business experiences regard as obstacles of doing businesses than
those with business experience. The variables that students with no business experience have
higher ratios than those with business experiences are no time (16.67% vs. 9.57%), still in school
(50.00% vs. 44.96%), health reasons (8.33% vs. 6.76%), need more information (27.08% vs.
23.19%), need more training or education (44.44% vs. 36.67%), already have a job (16.67% vs.
12.23%), current economic situation is not good (26.09% vs. 22.54%), financial risk is too high
(29.97% vs. 28.27%), identifying market is too difficult (26.09% vs. 21.14%), personal problem
(12.77% vs. 4.52%), government regulation is too complicated (18.75% vs. 8.85%), tax is too
high (31.25% vs. 21.10%), no interest/ desire to do business (20.83% vs. 11.72%), and too young
(14.89% vs. 9.87%). The analysis result above shows that students with business experiences are
more positive towards doing business than those who have no experiences in doing it. Students
with business experiences regard lack of money/finance/capital and afraid of failure less
obstacles than those students with no business experience.
Figure 21 compares the obstacles for starting businesses among the students in different
years of study. The figure shows only the biggest obstacles scale (scale 7) to identify the
distinctions between students in different year of study in percentage ratio. The figure shows that
the pattern of obstacles is relatively similar among different years of study, yet the ratios are
different. For lack of money/ finance/ capital, students in all year regard as big obstacle. The
highest ratio is year five, 60.42%. In other years, lack of money/finance/capital in year one is,
40.57%, while year two, three, and four are 53.49%, 51.96%, and 46.62% respectively. A similar
trend is found in tax too high. Year five students’ ratio is 25.00%, while year one’s ratio is
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18.45%. Nevertheless, more students in year three regard tax too high as the highest obstacle,
25.77%. The lowest ratio is year two, 15.66%. For government regulation is too complicated,
year two students has the lowest ratio, 6.71%, followed by year five 8.33%, year one 8.82%, year
four 12.41%, and year three 13.78%. The percentage of students regarding personal problem is
the biggest obstacle is relatively low. Only 2.13% from year 5 believes it is the biggest problem,
while in year four, three, two, and one, the ratios were 3.55%, 8.06%, 5.59%, and 5.10%
respectively. Too difficult finding qualified employee shows a similar trend as personal problem.
Year five students exhibit the lowest percentage, 11.46% of the students. Year four ratio is
17.36%; while year three is 18.56%; year two is 15.38%; and year one is 23.53%. The ratios of
students regarding identifying market is too difficult are very similar between year one and year
five. The lowest ratio is from year four, 18.06%. Year one, two, three, and five ratios are
21.36%, 24.71%, 21.13%, and 23.40% chronologically. Financial risk is considered as relatively
big obstacle. Year one students demonstrate the highest ratio, 34.29%, followed by year three,
30.05%, then year four 28.26%, year five 27.08%, and year two 20.24%. Current economic
situation is not good has distinctive ratios, higher ratios in the lower years, except year one, and
very low on the last year of study. Year two students ratio is 28.57%, followed by year three
24.62%, year one 21.57%, and year four 21.43%. The ratio of year five students is as low as
15.96%. As for already have a job, the ratio is very low among all the years of study, 10.42% for
year five, 10.89% for year one and four, 13.27% for year three, and 17.90% for year two. Need
more training or education is obvious that the lower years of study has higher percentage. Year
one is the highest, 46.08%, followed by year two 39.05%, year three 34.87%. Year four is
relatively lower than year five, 31.72% for the former and 34.78% for the latter. Need more
information has very close ratios among all the year, 19.58% for year four, 22.22% for year two
and five, 22.86% for year one, and 24.62% for year three. A health reason seems not to be
problems among all years of students, with the ratio under 10%. Afraid of failure does not vary
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very greatly, 17.96% for year two, 18.75% for year five, 21.36% for year one and four, and
25.91% for year three. Still in school seems to be big obstacles for starting business among the
students in all years. The data shows that 50.76% of year three students regards still in school as
the biggest obstacle. Year two, four, one, and five students’ ratios are 49.41%, 45.58%, 42.31%,
and 31.25% respectively. Looking for right business opportunity’s ratios are not very different
between year two and year five, 12.50% for year four, 15.38% for year two, 15.26% for year three,
and 15.96% for year five. Year one has the highest ratio, 24.27%. No time does not seem to be
problem for starting up businesses, less than 10% for year five, four, and one. Year three’s ratio
is just 10.99% and year two is 14.29%. Similarly, no interest/ desire to do business does not
seem to be problem and is not very different among all the years. Year five students’ ratio is
10.87% and year three students’ ratio is 11.41%, while year one ratio is 12.24%, year two 13.04%
and year four ratios are 13.48%. Being too young also does not seem to be problem, a little
higher ratio for the first year and lower ratios for the later years. Year one ratio is 15.69%,
followed by year two 11.38%, year three 9.52%, year four 8.67%, and year five 6.45%. In
conclusion, the pattern of what the students believe to be the obstacles of doing business is very
similar among different years of study. Year five students regard lack of money/ finance/
capital as the biggest obstacles in comparison to all other students. Students at year one, in
contrast, regard needing more training and education, financial risk is too high, finding qualified
employees are too difficult, looking for right business opportunities, and being too young as the
biggest obstacles in comparison to the other years of study. This result shows significant impact
of education towards business start-up.
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Figure 21. Obstacles for Starting Businesses: Comparison Between Years of Study
Obstacles for Starting Businesses
Percentage of Students Rating as Biggest Obstacles
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Section 2-8. Type of Help Needed
Table 17. Type of Help Needed by Year
Statistic: Mean
Year of Study
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Average
Having guidance of mentor 6.18 6.36 6.22 6.24 6.41 6.27
Internship with business 5.99 6.06 6.03 5.96 6.06 6.02
Take courses/seminars on
starting business 6.25 6.18 6.02 6.07 5.93 6.09
Job shadowing at a business 5.16 5.34 5.32 5.18 5.54 5.30
Having help identifying
good idea for business 6.03 5.98 5.87 5.74 6.20 5.94
Question: In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business?
Please rate the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high): (Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a
business owner; going on a student internship with a business; attending courses or seminars about starting a
business; job shadowing at a business, having help identifying a good idea for a business).
Figure 22. Types of Help Needed
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Support needed to become entrepreneurs was asked in five categories, having guidance of
mentor, take courses/seminar on starting business, internship with business, having help
identifying good idea for business, and job shadowing at a business. The results show
chronological order as above, with mean score of 6.27, 6.09, 6.02, 5.94, and 5.80. These patterns
are very similar for different level of students.
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Figure 23 exhibits the distinction between students with business experiences and without
business experiences on the types of help needed. The chart shows only the rating scale of seven,
which is the highest scale of need. It is shown that only having guidance of a mentor and having
an internship with a business have relatively distinctive ratios. For having guidance of a mentor,
the ratio for students with business experience is 77.08% while the ratio for students without
business experience is 63.89%. A similar distinction is seen in having an internship with business,
54.17% for the students with business experience and 45.00% for the students without business
experience.
Figure 23. Types of Help Needed: Business Experience vs. No Business Experience
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Table 18. Government Support Needed
Year of Study
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Average
Provide business ownership course in
education system 6.29 6.24 6.31 6.03 6.29 6.23
Providing financial assistance 6.07 5.96 6.05 5.97 6.34 6.05
Providing business counseling and
information 5.92 5.90 6.07 6.07 6.08 6.01
Providing business skills training 5.83 5.97 6.03 5.99 6.26 6.01
Promote business ownership as a
career 5.89 5.85 6.02 6.12 6.01 5.98
(Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very
High, 7=Extremely high)
Question: How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help
people become business owners? (Please Rate 1 to 7; Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high). (Providing financial
assistance; providing business counseling and information; promoting business ownership as a career; providing
business skills training; providing courses about business ownership in the education system)
Government support is one of the important initiatives of entrepreneurship support system.
At the initial stage, entrepreneurial culture needs to be promoted, turning people to have more
positive attitudes and perception towards entrepreneurship. Therefore, in this study, government
support was divided into five categories: providing business ownership course in education
system, providing financial assistance, providing business counseling and information, providing
business skill straining, and promoting business ownership as a career. The respondents rank
providing business ownership course in education system as the top priority with the mean score
of 6.23, followed by providing financial assistance, 6.05, providing business counseling and
information, 6.01, providing business skills training, 6.01, and lastly, promote business ownership
as a career (5.98). This pattern is almost identical for each level of students. It can be interpreted
that government support in the area mentioned above is highly needed.
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Figure 24. Help Needed from the Government: Business Experience vs. No Business Experience
Help Needed from the Government:
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Figure 24 describes the differences between students with business experience and students
without business experience regarding help needed from the government. The figure shows only
the highest rating scale 7. Noticeable differences can be identified. The ratio of students with
business experiences is lower in providing financial assistance than those without business
experience, 50.00% for the former and 53.57% for the latter. In all other variables, students with
business experience present higher ratios than those who are without business experiences:
providing business counseling and information (45.83% vs. 42.71%), promoting business
ownership as a career (50.00% vs. 41.39%), providing business skills training (50.00% vs. 41.46%),
and providing business ownership course in education system (64.58% vs. 53.74%). It can be
observed that students with business experiences need promotion on non-financial than those
who do not have business experience, while the students with business experience tend to focus
more on financial assistance.
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Section 2-8. Reasons for Starting Businesses
Table 19. Reason for Starting Business
Statistic: Mean
Year of Study
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Average
Mean
Score
Standard of living / lifestyle improvement 6.34 6.30 6.19 6.01 6.45 6.24
Better income prospects 6.00 6.24 6.17 6.28 6.32 6.20
Create jobs, products, and services 5.92 5.74 5.95 5.72 5.84 5.83
Being respected / good social status 5.83 5.87 6.02 5.83 5.79 5.89
Goal fulfillment / personal accomplishment 5.75 5.96 5.97 5.77 6.22 5.93
Be independent/ create own environment 5.24 5.31 5.29 5.42 5.54 5.35
Power / control 4.85 5.28 5.51 5.34 5.17 5.28
Enjoy being challenged 4.40 4.92 4.99 5.16 5.35 4.97
Employment uncertainty avoidance 3.85 4.38 4.36 4.41 4.66 4.35
Family tradition 3.73 4.13 4.10 4.16 3.76 4.02
(Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very
High, 7=Extremely high)
Question: How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate
the following elements from 1 to 7. (1 = no appealing, 7 = highly appealing): (I will be independent
/ create my own environment; I will have better income prospects; Owning a business is my family
tradition; I can avoid uncertainties related to employment; I will fulfill a goal / have personal
accomplishment; I will be highly respected by the society / good social status; I want to contribute to
the community by creating jobs, products, and services; I like having power / controlling; I enjoy
being challenged; Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved.)
Inspiration to become an entrepreneur shows very similar trend among students in
different years. Mean score is used as a measurement. The order from highest to lowest
inspiration is standard of living/lifestyle improvement (6.24), better income prospects (6.20), goal
fulfillment/personal accomplishment (5.93), being respected/good social status (5.89), create jobs,
products, and services (5.83), being independent/create own environment (5.35), having
power/control (5.28), enjoy being challenged (4.97), employment uncertainty avoidance (4.35),
and family tradition (4.02).
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Figure 25. Reasons for Starting Business: Business Experience vs. No Business Experience
Reasons for Starting Business:
Business Experience vs. No Business Experience
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Figure 25 shows the differences on reasons for starting businesses between students with
business experiences and students without business experiences. It can be seen that students
with business experiences have higher ratios in all the variables than those without business
experience. The most obvious distinctions are on better income prospects, 68.75% for the
former and 53.77% for the latter; and family tradition (27.08% and 12.28% respectively). There
is also almost 10% difference on power/control (39.58% for students with business experience
and 29.77% for students without business experience). There are two other variables with
approximately 8% differences, create jobs, products, and services, and employment uncertainty
avoidance. In short, students with business experience value all the reasons for starting business
higher than those who are without business experience.
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Section 2-9. Source of Help
Table 20. Source of Help
Statistic: Mean
Year of Study
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Average
Mean
Score
Parents/ guardians/ relatives 6.33 6.01 6.04 6.29 6.19 6.14
Banks/ financial institution 5.66 5.84 5.90 5.69 5.64 5.77
Business person/ entrepreneur 5.88 5.79 5.60 5.17 5.40 5.57
Consulting companies 5.51 5.67 5.46 5.05 5.05 5.38
Chambers of Commerce 5.17 5.45 5.23 5.18 5.03 5.24
School/ university/ technical college
teachers 5.20 5.22 5.37 5.10 4.93 5.20
SME Promotion Centre 4.90 5.10 5.30 5.12 5.40 5.17
Central Government 4.94 4.86 5.13 4.94 4.54 4.92
Provincial government 4.77 4.93 4.90 4.45 4.01 4.68
Friend 4.36 4.45 4.48 4.32 4.23 4.39
(Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Question: Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following
according to their importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high): (Friends, Parents/ Guardians/ Relatives,
Business person/Entrepreneur, consulting companies, school/ university/ technical college teachers, provincial
government, Chambers of Commerce, banks/financial institutions, Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion
Center, central government.)
Sources of business support were asked in Likert 7 point scales in 10 variables. The trend
among different year of students is also very similar. Table 20 shows that the most common
source of help does come from parents/guardians/relatives, with average mean score of (6.14),
while the least are seen on friends with average mean score of 4.39. Banks/financial institution
and business person/entrepreneur are also regarded as very important source of help with
average mean score of 5.77 and 5.57 respectively. The pattern of importance is shared by
different year of study. As can be seen in Table 20, parents/guardians/relatives are believed to
be the most important source of help by students at different year of study, i.e. students in year
one, two, three, four and five, all of which has mean score higher than six. In Shorts, the three
very helpful sources are parent/guardians/relative, banks/financial institution, and business
person/entrepreneurs.
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Figure 26. Source of Help: Parents own business vs. parents not own business
Source of Help:
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Figure 26 describes the differences between students whose parents own business and
whose parents do not own business regarding the source of help for business start-up. Out of a
seven point scale question, the chart reports the highest rating scale, seven, on a percentage of
students. As can be seen from the chart, more students whose parents own business believe that
parents / guardians / relatives are the most helpful source for business startup than those whose
parents do not own business, (58.85% vs. 55.29%) respectively. In contrast, higher percentage of
students whose parents do not own business regards all the other variables, namely , namely
friends, business person / entrepreneur, consulting companies, school/ university / technical
college teachers, provincial government, and chambers of commerce, as helpful sources.
Nevertheless, the trend of helpful sources is the same, i.e. Parents/ guardians/ relative are
regarded as the most helpful source and friends are regarded as the least helpful source in both
variables. In short, more students, whose parents own a business, believe that the people within
their family and relatives are very helpful.
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Section 2-10. Successful Cities to Do Business
Figure 27. Successful Cities to Do Business
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Places of doing business with potential of success were asked in five categories, Vientiane
Capital City, Luang Prabang, Savannakhet, Champasack, and other provinces. The four named
cities are the major big cities in Laos. The result shows that more than half (52%) believe that
Vientiane Capital city is the best potential location for business (Figure 27). The second place
was Savannakhet where the government established industrial zone in the southern part of Laos
(19%), followed by Luang Prabang, World Heritage Site in the northern part of Laos, (11%),
Champasack, another World Heritage Site located in the southern most of Laos, (8%), and others
(7%). In short, most people still believe that capital city is the best potential site for business.
The fact that there is better infrastructure, higher population density, and city life in the capital
city may attract students’ choices to do business.
Section 3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The discussion in the following part will be based on the research question posed at the
beginning of this chapter. Five questions were posed, what the causes of not wanting to be
entrepreneurs are, whether family environment influences the entrepreneurial decision, what
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skills are needed to become entrepreneurs, what supports are needed to become entrepreneurs,
and importance of entrepreneurship education for entrepreneurs.
1) The causes of not wanting to be entrepreneurs
As can be seen in the obstacles of doing business, students regarded that lack of
money/finance, or capital is the main problem. The respondents rated the variable as a very
big obstacle, with mean score of 5.67 out of a seven-point scale. Many other problems with
pretty high level of obstacles according to their believes include more training/education, still
in school, financial risk is too high, and identifying market is too difficult, with mean score of
5.34, 5,32, 5.21, and 4.87 respectively. The lower obstacles are tax too high (4.82), need more
information (4.76), current economic situation is not good (4.59), finding qualified employees
is too difficult (4.47), looking for right business opportunity (4.43), and afraid of failure (4.31).
These obstacles can perhaps be tackled in an entrepreneurship education program.
2) Family environment influencing the entrepreneurial decision
The results show clearly that family environment have an influence in entrepreneurial
decision. Learners whose parents own business tend to think of starting business more than
those whose parents do not own business, with mean scores of 5.96 for the former and 5.54
for the latter. A correlation analysis indicated that parents or guardians owning business
significantly correlated with enjoy being challenged (r=0.111, p=0.003). Enjoy being
challenged is significantly correlated with risk taking (r=0.227; p=0.001), being
independent/create own environment (r=0.121, p=0.001), and standard of living and lifestyle
improvement (r=0.144, p=0.001). In a similar vain, risk taking of the students whose
parents own business is also higher than those whose parents do not own, with mean score
of 4.41 and 4.13 correspondingly. This indicates that exposing to business environment is
very important to build entrepreneurial mindset or increasing positive perspective towards
becoming entrepreneurs. In Laos, however, private businesses have been promoted just
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recently, since 1986, after the adoption of market oriented economic policy. For this reason,
parents owning business is still limited, which translates to the scenario that students do not
have much exposure to real business environment. Since not many families can provide
exposure to business environment and in order to promote entrepreneurial attitudes,
education programs needs to expose students to business environment as much as possible.
3) Skills needed for becoming entrepreneur
The survey shows an important insight into what knowledge and skills learners need in order
to become entrepreneurs. Project planning/management skills, market research and
analytical skills are the top priority for learners, with the rating scale of as high as 6.3 out of a
seven point rating scale. Other needed skills with mean score of higher than six are to
increase self-confident, to improve creativity / propensity to innovate, leadership skills, and
information technology. These skills should be included into the course preparation for
entrepreneurship education at FEBM, at NUOL.
4) Support needed for becoming entrepreneur
The result of survey shows that learners need assistance in terms of business ownership
course in education system (mean score 6.23), providing financial assistance (6.05), providing
business counseling and information (6.01), providing business skills training (6.01), and
promoting business ownership as a career (5.98). Other supports needed strongly are having
guidance of mentor (6.27), taking courses/seminar on starting business (6.09), participating in
internship with business (6.02), having help identifying good idea for business (5.94), and job
shadowing at a business (5.30). The result confirms the necessity of introducing
entrepreneurship in education system, particularly for FEBM, at NUOL.
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5) Importance of entrepreneurship education for entrepreneur
Learners regarded that teachers at university or technical college can help them considerably,
with the mean score of 5.20 out of 7 point scale. This shows that learners regarded teachers
as resource person. In addition, learners regarded providing business ownership course in
education system as the top priority with the mean score of 6.23, providing business skills
training mean score was also very high, 6.10. From this result, we can confirm that
entrepreneurship education is very important for entrepreneurs.
The findings in this survey lay a sound background for LEERD program design. It
identifies which elements and components should be integrated into the program. The summary
is the key framework for the next chapter’s content.
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C h a p t e r 5
DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING MATERIAL (LEERD PROGRAM)
Section 1. FRAMEWORK FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT
Figure 28. Framework for Entrepreneurial Society Development
From the literature reviews and visits in various places, the author has drawn a framework
for entrepreneurial society development path for Laos. Since Laos is in a transition economy era,
it is important that the government focus on creating productive entrepreneurial society.
Otherwise, the development will fall into unproductive entrepreneurial society automatically61,
which will finally end up with destruction to the economy. Productive entrepreneurship refers
to Schumpeter’s (1934:66) definition on entrepreneurship focusing on (1) introduction of a new
good; (2) introduction of a new method of production; (3) the opening of a new market; (4) the
61 Adapted from Aidis (2003). Entrepreneurship and Economic Transition. Tinbergen Institute. Amsterdam.
Entrepreneurial society development path
[Strong government policy and commitment to become productive entrepreneurial society]
Elementary Secondary Tertiary Post Graduate Professional /
business
Entrepreneurship program for
kids
Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Course
Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development
Entrepreneurship
Training Program
University as Collaborative Agent
(Centre of Entrepreneurship, Enterprise Development Centre, Incubation Centre)
CONSULTATION BASED LEARNING
Company Support Micro
Enterprises
SMEs Own Company
Source: Developed by Phosy Chanhming 2008
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conquest of a new source of supply of raw materials or half-manufactured goods; and (5) carrying
out of a new organization of any industry. This needs promotion of creativity, innovation, and
productivity. Unproductive entrepreneurship refers to the activity of rent seeking, occurred
through the forces of entrepreneurs on politicians to misuse governmental authority or
monopoly privilege. This phenomena usually occurs as a result of underdevelopment of markets
such as credit market, or imperfection of market-supporting institution e.g., excessive
government regulation, informal tax burdens, and/or weak legal system62.
The framework exhibited in Figure 28 requires the support of private sectors to involve
entrepreneurship education in all level of education, ranging from primary to tertiary level, as well
as in the workplace. University can function as a key player in injecting entrepreneurship
education to all these levels. University can organize venture kids program for elementary or
secondary schools, supervised by bachelor degree or graduate students, with the contribution
from companies. University also needs to teach entrepreneurship programs as a regular course,
and Lao Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development (LEERD) program as a
supplementary course. The companies involved at this level, drawn from this research finding,
are micro enterprises for bachelor degree students and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SMEs) for graduate students (see section 2 for justification). In addition, university can provide
a training program for enterprises that needs to improve entrepreneurial skills to turn their SMEs
into entrepreneurial companies. The training program may assist learners to analyze their own
companies and make plan for growth and expansion.
With reference to the survey result reported in chapter four, the author proposes that
NUOL establishes incubation centre, centre of entrepreneurship, or enterprise development
62 Li, Meng, and Zhang (2006). Why do entrepreneurs enter politics? Evidence from China. Economic Inquiry. (July 2006.
Vol. 44, No. 3. 559-578
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centre. The function of incubation centre should serve as a place to support students’ new
business start-ups or entrepreneurs from outside university who wish to receive support from the
educational institute. Centre of entrepreneurship, on the one hand, trains or educates
prospective entrepreneurs or students focusing on new business development and planning.
These centers coordinate the establishments and development of enterprises from the university.
On the other hand, students from entrepreneurship programs may need to establish their own
businesses with continuous support from the educational institutions since it is very difficult to
access funding from the beginning. University can provide support through incubation centers,
offering inexpensive room for rent, technical support, and networking support to the new
companies created by the students. On the other hand, small or family businesses who wish to
receive technical and academic assistance can also join the incubation center. These centers will
not only provide a place for enterprise to breed, but also increase the contribution to the social
services to the community, which is one of the key roles of the National University of Laos
(NUOL).
Section 2. OVERALL PROGRAM DESIGN OF LEERD PROGRAM
LEERD program is aimed at multiple effect, targeting poverty alleviation, rural
development, entrepreneur development, local business improvement, and collaboration between
university and local businesses.
The target companies that the program collaborates are micro-enterprises, with five or less
employees. The justification of selecting this business size is multiple. Firstly, among the
government policy in supporting business environment, micro-enterprises are usually included in
small businesses63. Most of the programs target on small and medium size enterprises. The
supports, nevertheless, tend to lean towards the larger ones rather than micro-enterprises.
63 MIH/UNIDO Survey of Industrial Development in 1999 defined small establishments as 1-9 employees, medium-sized
establishments 10-99 employees, and large establishments 100 and more employees. This definition is used as a base for policy
development regarding SMEs in Laos.
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Secondly, micro-enterprises cover the majority of business activity in the country. According to
the survey of enterprises in 7 provinces conducted by the Faculty of Economics and Business
Management (FEBM) between 2004 and 2005, the 87.11% are micro-enterprises with the
employees between one and five. These enterprises are mostly in rural area or without any
supports. The owners are generally necessity entrepreneurs who are with very limited, if any at all,
management training, education, skills, knowledge and know-how. Thirdly, this size of enterprise
is suitable for the students’ level to work with. Small, medium, and large enterprises are too risky
for educational involvement for two reasons. On the one hand, the owners of these enterprises
do not want to expose the company information to outsiders as most of them are private. This
will lead to the difficulty of the communication between students and the owners. On the other
hand, students’ recommendation for the enterprises can negatively affect the company’s
operation in case the analysis is not thorough due to insufficient information or distortion of it.
When business owners accept the recommendation with negative consequences, the relationship
between the educational institute and local community will be seriously deteriorated. Professors
at the university, despite extremely heavy workload, need to put strong commitment to minimize
such phenomena. In micro-enterprises, nevertheless, the problems seem to be obvious and easy
to tackle, which is relevant to the target students’ knowledge and ability. Even minor input or
assistance from the students will bring concrete results. This will encourage both parties,
students and local businesses. The entrepreneurs at this stage tend to open to new knowledge,
recommendation, and are willing to cooperate with the students fully. The justification of the
suitability of micro-enterprise involvement can be seen in Chapter 7, the impact of LEERD
program on business.
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Section 3. ENTREPRENEURSHIP CURRICULUM AND TEACHING MATERIAL
Section 3-1. Conceptual Framework of LEERD Program
LEERD concept is based on a tricycle model of integrating the teaching of
entrepreneurship through collaboration with local businesses. The three players are academia,
students, and local business people. University lecturers provide principles of entrepreneurship,
business analysis, and development tools, and function as supervisor to the program. Students
work with local businesses, analyze and create improvement plan for the business. At the end,
students give presentation with the attendance of local business owners/ managers and university
lecturers. We have invented a terminology for EERD as consulting based learning.
Figure 29. Positioning of Teaching Method
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The concept of consulting based learning, as illustrated in Figure 29, attempts to integrate
interaction with the real world and initiative of students. When compared to other method of
teaching, such as internship, typical lecture, and business plan competition, interaction with the
real world and initiative from students are believed to be high. Such interaction is assumed to
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help students raise awareness in entrepreneurial attitudes and move closer towards starting up
businesses or being entrepreneurs.
Figure 29 shows the positioning of different teaching methods. In ordinary lecture
sessions, usually students are exposed to the principles and theory; therefore, the initiative of the
students and interaction with the real world are not very high. In internship, students work in the
real world environment, yet mostly follow orders or prescribed activities; thus, it is relatively high
interaction with the real world, but low in initiatives by the students. In business plan contest,
students have to work on their own to make a plan to convince the panel of judges. In this case,
students’ initiative is high, while the interaction with the real world may not be very high. In
LEERD program, learners have to work with a company in real life; therefore, learners’
interaction with the real world is high. Students have to analyze the company’s activities and
provide recommendations as well as implementing the recommendation along with the business
owners. Therefore, students’ initiative is also high. This activity, I believe, will be very close to
entrepreneurial start-up activities, which needs high interaction with the real world and initiative
by the entrepreneur.
Figure 30. Lao GDP 2006
GDP 2006
42.30%
31.70%
25.00%
1.00%
Agriculture Industry Services Import Duties
Source: Bank of Lao PDR Annual Report 2006
In the development of curriculum and teaching material for the program, with reference to
the existing literature and findings of entrepreneurial orientation survey discussed above,
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different standpoints of the local environment are considered. Firstly, in Laos, agriculture
currently accounts for 42.30% of GDP, employing approximately 80% of the total workforce.
This leads to the decision of engaging businesses in relation to agriculture and handicraft as target
businesses. Secondly, in education environment, business education was launched only a decade
ago; as a result, most of the existing business people do not have formal education in business
related field. Therefore, simple and practical business tools are introduced in the program.
Thirdly, in order to target poverty alleviation, the businesses engaged in LEERD program need
to be labor intensive with low skill requirement and involving rural area labor force. Fourthly,
with time constraint consideration for a training program, the course does not aim at covering all
aspects of entrepreneurship development principles in one training program. Finally, most small
businesses do not have formal record of information and do not necessarily need complicated
data analysis for their current status of business development. Gradual business improvement
may be more appropriate than radical improvement which requires intensive technical skill
development, larger investment, and management know-how. With these considerations,
workable tools with low cost implementation for enterprises are introduced.
LEERD program is developed based on five desired characteristics that integrate the above
mentioned situation. The first characteristic of the program owes its uniqueness to the goal,
which is to train students to be facilitators or to be micro enterprise facilitators. Facilitator, as
defined by Doyle in wikipedia.org64, is “an individual who enables groups and organization to
work more effectively; to collaborate and achieve synergy.” Bens, stated in the same source,
defines a facilitator as the one who contributes to structure and process to interaction so that
groups are able to function effectively and make high-quality decisions. The facilitator supports
others so that they achieve exceptional performance. The second characteristic is on the
64 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facilitator#_note-0, downloaded on Tuesday, March 11, 2008.
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enhancement of the university’s role, engaging universities as an essential part of the program.
The role of the university in local community development or local micro-company assistance is
essential, which is stipulated in the NUOL’s constitution as social services. The third
characteristic is that this program uses micro-company with employees between one and five as
the teaching cases. The forth characteristics of the program is action orientation or marketing and
strategy orientation. The program does not cover the financial aspect. The fifth characteristic of
the program is 60% of the program is common principles of entrepreneurship that can be used in
all settings, and 40% of the program is specific to the region. Below is the explanation of each
characteristic.
LEERD program aims at making the program sustainable through training students to be
the facilitators with close supervision of the university lecturers. Sustainability is very important
to LEERD program for long-term contribution to society development. Many training programs
supported by international organizations are not sustainable. UNIDO (2003) prepared a
medium-term strategy and action plan for industrial development for Laos, for example, stated
that an initiative to provide entrepreneurship training to start-ups and business skills training for
existing SMEs was jointly sponsored by the Ministry of Industry and Handicraft (MIH) and
German Technical Cooperation [Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit] (GTZ)
from 1994-1999 in Laos, but couldn’t be sustained after the support ceased. In that program, the
expert directly teaches the SMEs owners; therefore, when the assistance program ends, so does
the training programs. With LEERD program, by using university lecturers and students as key
players, as long as the university adopted the program into the main stream, the program can
continue. In this case, learners have hands on experience to become consultants and hopefully a
successful entrepreneur later on.
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The second characteristic of the LEERD program is that the university plays essential part
of the program. University has abundant knowledge source as well as personnel and students. In
developing countries, the relationship between the university and community is not very strong;
as a result, university produces labor forces, which are not ready to be used by the local labor
market. A survey of employers of FEBM’s graduates in 2000 by FEBM reported that many
employers complained about the graduates of not having been equipped with specialized skills
needed by the employers. The integration of university and local business community will
produce win-win situations. Education institutes will enhance its services to community
strengthening academic capability among its instructors and students. Companies, on the other
hand, have access to the most advanced principles and research output from reliable sources.
This win-win environment will result in community development and improvement in a faster
speed.
The third characteristic of the LEERD program is that the target on micro-enterprise also
contributes to the relevancy of knowledge ability and stages of business development. Students
are equipped with knowledge without experience. Working with the companies at this stage, it
avoids causing trouble to the company’s operation, which may affect the relationship between
university and community. In spite of many support policies for SMEs, there has been a very
little support for the micro-companies. According to Faculty of Economics and Business
Management’s (FEBM) survey (2005) 65 , no companies in large enterprises regard restrictive
regulation as an obstacle of business operation while 23.4% of micro-enterprises regard as
obstacles. Only 11.6% of the micro-enterprises regard that current business situation is better
than prior to 2005 and only 18.7% expect that it will be better in the future. The figure is totally
different from medium and large enterprises, 26.1% and 57.1% respectively regards that current
65 FEBM database 2005.
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business is better than the past and they expect that the future business trend will be better much
higher than micro-enterprises, 39.7% for the former and 71.4% for the latter. The business
consultants are not interested in doing consulting without government support since micro- or
small companies do not have much money to hire. In addition, the founders of micro-enterprises
tend to have minimal formal educations, so that they are hesitant to attend seminars. In addition,
most micro-business owners are necessity entrepreneurs; doing business for their survival and
living. Thus, micro businesses stay in the same size for long time. FEBM’s survey identified that
95.4% of the establishments are small shops; among those, 61.9% do trading activity and 34.2%
provide simple services, such as haircut, beauty parlor, fixing bicycle/motorbike, etc.
Approximately one percent of the micro-enterprises do manufacturing. With students or training
participants’ assistance and cooperation, they are very cooperative and can learn extensively
through the process.
The forth characteristic of the LEERD program is not theoretical, but action oriented. By
putting students into action with the community business, students are exposed to the function
of human, real venture environment condition. Learners will have hands-on experience working
with the community ventures, adding value to the existing young or limited growth venture in
their community. This will later on turn them into more successful entrepreneurs; while in the
process of developing themselves, they contribute to the community development and poverty
alleviation can be felt through out their actions.
The final characteristic of the LEERD is 60-40% of the material ratio, the former as a
common material that may be used in ASEAN countries, and the latter is for local specific case.
The purpose of sharing the 60% among ASEAN member countries is not only that the principles
are the same, but ultimate objective is to share the output of the program. Students can create
network across educational institutes through internet network and international conference
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participation. At the same time, businesses can have an advantage of introducing their products
or services across countries through university incubation centers and international conference
participation/ exhibitions. This initiative also supports ASEAN policy on entrepreneurship
development for SMEs. According to ASEAN Policy Blueprint for SME Development (2004-
2014), human resource development and capacity building section, ASEAN aims at organizing
entrepreneurship development program: regional training program in SME entrepreneurship
development, regional pilot project in entrepreneurship development in ASEAN, and sub-
regional pilot project in entrepreneurship development for ASEAN-666. The concept of 60%
commonly used throughout ASEAN and the 40% local focus, aiming at looking into the latest
situation of businesses in a specific community, is not only appropriate to the Laos’s situation,
but also relevant to the regional development.
Table 21. Content of LEERD Program
Concept
Management of customers
Management of assumptions
Entrepreneurship mindsets
Business Plan
Strategic Tools Functional Tools
S-1. Consumption Chain
S-2. Attribute Map
S-3. Reverse Financials
S-4. Milestone Planning
S-5. SWOT Analysis
S-6. Five Forces
S-7. Kaizen & 5s
F-1. Creativity
F-2. Idea Momming /
Brainstorming
F-3. Elevator Speech
F-4. Learning Style
F-5. Team working
F-6. Business Planning
Local Cases
Basic contents of the program, as shown in Table 21, target four main concepts:
management of customers, management of assumptions, entrepreneurial mindsets, and business
plan. Within the four main concepts, two types of tools are presented: strategic tools that deal
with business development, and functional tools to help students develop their entrepreneurial
66 ASEAN Policy Blueprint for SME Development (2004-2014)
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attitudes, characteristics, and perception. Strategic tools include consumption chain, attribute
map, reverse financials, milestone planning, SWOT analysis, five forces analysis, and Kaizen.
Functional tools involve creativity, idea momming67 and brainstorming, elevator speech, learning
style, team working, and business planning.
Section 3-2. Material Development Validation Process
Figure 31. Material Development and Validation History
The development of teaching material is divided into two streams: international and local.
At the international stream, there are series of workshop involved in various universities in
ASEAN. These workshops exchange ideas and formulate the common material that can be used
67 “Idea momming” is a word created by Prof. Ohe Takeru, referring to a classroom activity, an extension of brainstorming,
turning the ideas brainstormed into business concept and potential business.
Common (60%) Local Specific (40%)
Develop core material by author &
Advisor
Workshop at Mae Fa Luang
University, Thailand
Workshop at National University of
Management, Cambodia
Workshop at FEBM, National
University of Laos
Workshop at University of
Kambaangsane, Malaysia
Workshop at Brawijaya University,
Indonesia
Develop core material by author &
Advisor (Collect local data)
Local Workshop 1: Understanding
Micro-enterprise and SMEs in Laos
Local Workshop 2: Understanding
Entrepreneurship situation in Laos
Local Workshop 3: Developing
Entrepreneurship Program material
Local Workshop 4: Teaching
Methodology of LEERD
Local Workshop 5: Teaching Practice
for prospective instructors
Training Material for Lao Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development
Consultation Based Learning for ASEAN Micro-Enterprises
Soft Knowledge - Soft Loan Approach
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in all countries. The first workshop initiated in 2003 at Mae Fa Luang University in Northern
Thailand. The second workshop was conducted in the National University of Management in
Cambodia in 2004.
At the National University of Laos, apart from collecting the information by the
researchers, five workshops (Figure 32-35) were organized involving the instructors and students.
The first workshop (Figure 32) was on understanding micro enterprises and SMEs in Laos. The
workshop discussed current issues faced by the enterprises and visited company. The second
workshop (Figure 33) was on understanding entrepreneurship situation in Laos, following up the
issues raised in the first workshop. The third workshop (Figure 34) was on developing
entrepreneurship program material. In this workshop, the key concepts formulated by the author
were critically discussed and localization part was improved. The fourth workshop targets on
teaching methodology of LEERD program and the final workshop (Figure 35) was on teaching
practice. Throughout these workshops, the material was finalized as a standardized program to
be used at FEBM (Table 22). Table 22 exhibits the schedule of the fourth workshop and final
workshop at FEBM. The fourth workshop was four days, leaving interval between the fourth
and the fifth workshop for one and a half month. The final workshop was organized in three
days. In summary, between 2005 and 2008, a series of workshops were organized at the National
University of Laos (Figures 32-35) and University of Kambaangsane Malaysia (Figure 36).
During this period, a series of workshop were also organized at the University of Brawijaya,
Indonesia (Figure 37), Vietnam (Figure 38), and Myanmar (Figure 39).
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Figure 32. Workshop 1 at FEBM, NUOL (2005)
Figure 33. Workshop 2 at FEBM, NUOL (2006)
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Figure 34. Workshop 3 at FEBM, NUOL (2006)
Figure 35. Final Workshop at FEBM, NUOL (2007)
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Figure 36. A Workshop at University of Kambangsaan, Malaysia (2006)
Figure 37. Workshop at Brawijaya University, Malang, Indonesia (2007)
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Figure 38. Workshop with Foreign Trade University, at Fortuna Hotel, Hanoi, Vietnam (2008)
Figure 39. Workshop with Yangon Institute of Economics, Myanmar (2008)
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Table 22. Example of Workshop Schedule in Laos
Entrepreneurship Education for Laos (Advance course)
Date AM
9:00～12:00)
Lecture
Hour
PM
（13:00～16:00)
Lecture
Hour
9 Nov,
2006
(Thu)
Opening ceremony
(9：00～9：30）
Orientation (9:30-10:00)
Importance of Entrepreneurship
Education, Project Outline of
EEL -Mindset of entrepreneurship
education based on experimental
management and enhancement of local
industry, Common syllabus and text
materials for Entrepreneurship education-
（10：00～12：00）
Prof
Ohe
Lecture：
Review on common syllabus
and text materials
-Chapter xx , xx ,xx which will be
especially used in field work-
Lecture:
Examples of Cambodia, Laos,
Malaysia
-Output - Presentation by students-
What they should make the students
achieve as a results of the field work
activity?-
Exercise/ Group discussion and
work
Teaching plan for students in
field
-How to collect the business data, how
to make the students interview, how to
make the students analyze, etc-
Mr.
Phosy
Prof.
Ohe
Mr.
Phosy
10 Nov,
2006
(Fri)
Lecture：
Experience of local entrepreneur
- Success story and failure story -
Field work ：
Practices of teaching students in
the field
Local
entre-
preneur
Prof.
Ohe
Mr.
Phosy
Field work ：
Practices of teaching students
in the field
Prof.
Ohe
Mr.
Phosy
11 Nov,
2006
( Sat)
Exercise：
Practice of teaching students
-Data analysis using SWOT, Attribute
MAP etc-
Prof
Ohe
Mr.
Phosy
Exercise：
Practice of teaching students
-How to make action plan (suggestion)
for the local business and presentation
materials-
Prof.
Ohe
Mr.
Phosy
St
ud
en
tp
ar
tic
ip
at
io
n
13 Nov,
2006
( Mon)
Exercise：
Practice of teaching students
-Presentation of suggestion to local
business-
(Feedback to local company, so
invite local company)
Mr.
Phosy
(Prof
Ohe)
Exercise：
Group discussion on the results
of the field work and teaching
students
-Review of the syllabus-(What is the
achievement of this syllabus, what
is the problem/task of this
common syllabus in Laos, what
should be localize in this common
syllabus and materials)
Mr.
Phosy
(Prof
Ohe)
Interval 1. Continuous teaching to the students (Only participants who can continue to do)
2. Consideration of the problems / tasks in the common syllabus and materials which are pointed
out in the first period training
3. Materializing the suggestion to the common syllabus and materials (it's preferable
to make that suggestion base on the continuous teaching to the students)
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St
ud
en
ts
Pa
rti
ci
pa
tio
n
29 Jan,
2007
Exercise：
(1)Presentation of the current
situation of teaching students (If
someone continue to teach the students)
(2)Presentation on the
suggestion of improvements to
the common syllabus and/or text
materials (localizing points)
Exercise：
Group presentation on the
localizing points,
improvement points which
are suggested by
participants in common
syllabus and materials,
30 Jan,
2007
Lecture：
Current situation of the
entrepreneurship education in
National University of Laos and
future plan in the NUOL
-Report of the trial class which is
conducting in NUOL-Present situation,
effect on the students-
Exercise：
Group discussion and work
on entrepreneurship
education in each
organization level,
participants level
-How to utilize the teaching
method based on the experimental
management and common syllabus
/ materials in each participant's
educational activity-
Mr. Phosy
(Prof
Ohe)
31 Jan,
2007
Exercise：
Group discussion and work on
entrepreneurship education in
each organization level,
participants level
-How to utilize the teaching method based
on the experimental management and
common syllabus / materials in each
participant's educational activity-
Exercise:
Group presentation on
educational activity
utilizing teaching method
based on experimental
management, common
syllabus, materials
Closing ceremony
Training venue: Lao-Japan Human Resource Cooperation Center
Language: English
Section 3-3. Program Content
Entrepreneurship theory is currently emerging, yet no concrete theory has been fully
developed. Many scholars have now tried to consolidate the principles and school of thought.
Currently, Entrepreneurship has been viewed in two streams 68 , interdisciplinary and process
approach. In interdisciplinary school of thought, it is divided into two, macro and micro view.
Macro view looks at environment, financial or capital, and displacement. Micro view focuses on
internal locus of control, which includes entrepreneurial traits, venture opportunities, and
strategic formulation. In LEERD program, we focus on the latter school of thought, the micro
view, since macro view school of thought may be beyond the scope of an education program.
68 Kuratko, D. F., and Hodgetts, R. M. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Ed. Thomson South
Western.
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As described in section earlier, a brief summary of the strategic tools, functional tools, and the
reasons why choosing these tools will be described in this section. The summaries are mostly
extracted from the sources identified in each reference.
S-1. Consumption Chain
A consumption chain is a tool introduced by Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath to
see customers of the way they see themselves and intelligently tap into their experiences
in order to change customer’s perspective in a company’s favor. “It represents the linked
set of activities customers engage in to meet their needs, incidentally doing something
that might generate a need for consuming something a company sells. Typically, a
consumption chain begins with a customer’s awareness of some kind of need and
continues through evaluating alternative choices, selecting a provider, arranging a contract,
sorting out payment, using the offering, disposing of it, repurchasing or recontracting,
generating word-of-mouth referrals, and the like69.”
The objectives of introducing this tool to the students are to be able to explain
growth businesses, understand the principle of consumption chain, utilize consumption
chain to analyze existing local business in both manufactured products and services. It is
important that students recognize the changes of customer’s experience along the
consumption chain, and formulate business strategy for local businesses based on the
consumption chain analysis. Along with the introduction of Consumption Chain,
students can also differentiate value chain, supply chain and consumption chain. While
consumption chain analyzes customers’ behavior in each of the contact points, value
chain, according to Michael Porter’s value chain model, looks at primary activities and
supporting activities that a company performs, adding value to a company. Primary
69 Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath (2005). Market Buster: 40 Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business Growth.
Harvard Business School Press. pp. 16.
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activities of a company are inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing
and sales, and services. The supporting activities include firm infrastructure, human
resource management, technology development, and procurement. Supply chain covers
systematic activities that a company arranges a network in their business, bringing the
product or services from the birth of the product or services to the end customers.
These three concepts will help learners to understand the internal management system
and the customers of the company.
S-2. Attribute Map
Table 23. Attribute Map
BASIC DISCRIMINATOR ENERGIZER
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e
Performs at least as
well as competition
Performs better than
competition where it counts
Performs better than
competitors
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
Performs no worse
than competitors
Performs below the level of
competitors
Must be corrected at any
cost (to capitalize on
competitors’ negatives)
So what Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Does not affect the
purchasing decision in
a meaningful way
Influences segment attitudes
but is not directly related to
product or service
performance
Source: Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath (2005).
Attribute map is also created by Ian Macmillan and Rita McGrath. It is used to
describe a company’s offering in terms of what it does to please, or displease, key
customer segments. It classifies the reactions of a target customer segment to the
features in a company product or service. The top row shows those features and
attributes that customers regards positively; these attributes might prompt them to
purchase and stay loyal to the product and services. The features in the second row are
the negatives; these are things that customers dislike and would prefer to do without.
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The third row is attributes about the customers are neutral. They do not care or do not
know, about these features.
The labels of the columns try to capture how the company’s offering stacks up
relative to other ways customers might meet their needs. If customers judge that a
feature is basic, it means that they take it for granted that all competing products have
that feature. The middle column lists discriminating features - those attributes that cause
customers to judge one offering superior or inferior to another. The third column shows
energizing features. These are attributes that, as far as customers are concerned,
dominate the decision to buy and use the product or to contract for the service. They
typically evoke a powerful emotional response that can overwhelm everything else a
company sells70.
Attribute map is a simple analytical tool to assist executives in ensuring they have
prepared their organizations to successfully execute the chosen strategy. It helps
identifying specific types of growth opportunities, choosing the best option for a
company's competitive situation, and executing that strategy in a way that achieves
spectacular growth. Best of all, these opportunities can easily be found within a firm's
existing customer base, offerings, internal processes and competitive arena. An attribute
map is a tool that helps understand and respond to customers' real needs and desires.
The objective of presenting this tool is for students to understand the principle
and characteristics of attribute map and to utilize attribute map to analyze the existing
businesses. This can help students to explain how to innovate products or services with
reference to the target groups of customer. Students can carry out product or service
innovation for existing local business by using this simple structured tool; as a result,
70 Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath (2005). Market Buster: 40 Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business Growth.
Harvard Business School Press. pp 42 - 43.
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students can formulate new strategy for local business with the focus on increasing
customers’ satisfaction, which is a driver for a company’s growth.
S-3. Reverse Financials
Reverse financial is a tool created by Ian MacMillan 71 and practiced or
implemented by Takeru Ohe. This tool is used to help student understand the overall
picture of the benefit of doing businesses in comparison to working for others. The
activity is done by calculating the financials from the bottom line up rather than from the
top line down. It starts at the bottom line with target profits, target return on assets, and
subsequent sales required. Then determine the required level of revenues and finally
allowable costs and allowable investment.
Required profits= required revenue minus allowable costs
Required return on assets=required profits divided by allowable assets
Required unit volume=required revenue divided by unit price
The objective of using the tool is to convince students that being an entrepreneur
does have opportunity of earning higher income in comparison to being an employee of a
company. In addition, it indicates how hard an entrepreneur has to work to fulfill the
desired profit objective. It is hoped that the students may change their attitude towards
becoming an entrepreneur by carrying out the activity.
S-4. Milestone Planning
Milestone Planning, created by Zenith Block72, is a simple mechanism that helps a
team determines the main milestones in implementing a project or change and to track its
71 Block. Z and MacMillan, I. (1993). Corporate Venturing: Creating new business within the firm. Harvard Business School
Press.
72 Block. Z and MacMillan, I. (1993). Corporate Venturing: Creating new business within the firm. Harvard Business School
Press.
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progress. It is a technique for defining the intermediate results to be achieved in order to
reach the ultimate objectives of a project.
Process:
 Agree on the overall aim or “end state”.
 On post-its, ask the group to define the key milestones making sure the description
starts with “When …”; “ for example “When the new layout had been
implemented . . .”.
 Arrange the post-its on a flip chart sheet in sequence and ask the group to agree
dependencies.
 As far as possible, agree on dates and responsibilities for each milestone.
 Transfer onto a spreadsheet.
 Use to track progress.
The objective of introducing Milestone Planning is to assist students to be able to
set a concrete plan for the local business. This approach is not sophisticated and
therefore not bureaucratic. Also, it is goal oriented, which helps with achieving success.
S-5. SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis is a diagnostic tool, which is used in management and strategy
formulation. It is one of the most widely used tools. A Google search on the key word
of “SWOT analysis” on March 12, 2008 resulted 1.44 million hit. According to
wikipedia73, SWOT Analysis was developed by Albert Humphrey, who graduated from
MIT in Chemical Engineering and MBA from Harvard University. Humphrey produced
a team method for planning, called SWOT Analysis at Stanford Research Institute in the
1960s and 1970s. This method later is used widely in business field and can help to
identify the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of a particular company.
73 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_S_Humphrey, downloaded on 3/12/2008 10:55:50 AM.
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The detail of the analysis is briefly described by 12Manage74. “Strength and weaknesses
are internal factors that create value or destroy value. They can include assets, skills, or
resources that a company has at its disposal, compared to its competitors. They can be
measured using internal assessments or external benchmarking. Opportunities and
threats are external factors that create value or destroy value. A company cannot control
them. However, they emerge either from the competitive dynamics of the
industry/market or from demographic, economic, political, technical, social, legal or
cultural factors.”
12Manage explains that any organization should try to create a fit with its external
environment and recommend that the SWOT diagram is a very good tool for analyzing
the (internal) strengths and weaknesses of a corporation and the (external) opportunities
and threats. It is reminded, however, that this analysis is just the first step for any deeper
analysis; therefore, it is used as a basis for business analysis in the LEERD program.
S-6. Five Forces75
The five forces model of Michael Porter, according to Management Communities
12Manage, “is an outside-in business unit strategy tool that is used to make an analysis of
the attractiveness (value) of an industry structure. The Competitive Forces analysis is
made by the identification of five fundamental competitive forces: (1) Entry of
competitors: how easy or difficult is it for new entrants to start competing, which
barriers do exist. (2) Threat of substitutes. How easily can a product or service be
substituted, especially made cheaper. (3) Bargaining power of buyers: How strong is the
position of buyers? Can they work together in ordering large volumes? (4) Bargaining
power of suppliers: How strong is the position of sellers? Do many potential suppliers
74 http://www.12manage.com/methods_swot_analysis.html, downloaded on 3/12/2008 11:52:04 AM
75 Michael E. Porter. (1998). On Competition. Harvard Business Review Series. USA.
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exist or only few potential suppliers, monopoly? (5) Rivalry among the existing players.
Does a strong competition between the existing players exist? Is one player very
dominant or are all equal in strength and size. Sometimes a sixth competitive force is
added: (6) Government76.”
The model is a strong tool for competitive analysis at industry level. It provides
useful input for performing a SWOT analysis. Porter’s Competitive Forces model is
probably one of the most often used business strategy tools (27.7 million hit from Google
search on “5 forces” dated March 12, 2008). Porter’s model is particularly strong in
thinking outside-in (from environment outside the company relating to the company).
Therefore, the tool is presented at LEERD so that students can analyze the business
environment from the standpoint.
S-7. Kaizen & 5S
The Kaizen method of continuous incremental improvements is an originally
Japanese management concept for gradual, continuous (incremental) change
(improvement). Wikipedia77 explains the word Kaizen as “change for the better” or
“improvement”. It aims to improving a workplace quality and elimination of waste.
12Manage78 explains Kaizen concept, as “Kaizen is actually a way of life philosophy. It
assumes that every aspect of our life deserves to be constantly improved. The Kaizen
philosophy lies behind many Japanese management concepts such as: Total quality
control, quality control circles, small group activities, labor relations. Key elements of
Kaizen are quality, effort, involvement of all employees, willingness to change, and
76 http://www.12manage.com/ downloaded on 5/9/2008 4:07:10 PM
77 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaizen downloaded on 3/12/2008 12:25:53 PM
78 http://www.12manage.com/methods_kaizen.html, downloaded on 3/12/2008 12:30:35 PM
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communication. Five foundation elements of Kaizen are teamwork, personal discipline,
improved morale, quality circles, and suggestions for improvement.”
5S is a base for Kaizen, which includes seiri - tidiness (sorting out), seiton -
orderliness (systematic arrangement), seiso - cleanliness (spic and span), seiketsu -
standardized clean-up (serene atmosphere), and shitsuke - discipline (stick to self
discipline). Fujita79, however, explains that the direct translation from Japanese to the Ss
in English word is difficult to exactly match the meaning. 5S, nevertheless, is regarded as
a good house keeping basic principle used in management.
12Manage regards that Kaizen philosophy fits well in gradual, incremental change
situation that require long-term change, particularly in collective cultures. It is more
people-oriented, easy to implement, but requires long-term discipline and provides only a
small pace of change, which does not requires considerable change management skills.
F-1. Creativity
Creativity80 is the generation of ideas that result in the improved efficiency or
effectiveness of a system. In order to develop creativity, ones need to recognize
relationships. If ones wish to improve his/her creativity, it helps to look for different or
unorthodox relationships among the elements and people around him/her. A creative
person tends to view things and people in terms of how they can satisfy his or her needs
and help complete a project. This is called developing a Functional Perspective.
Understanding how the brain works may trigger or support creativity. The right
brain hemisphere helps an individual understand analogies, imagine things, and synthesize
79 Seiichi Fujita. (1999). 5S Activities Change the Working Environment: Development of World-wide 5S Activities. Kenshu.
153:6-12.
80 Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
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information. The left brain hemisphere helps the person analyze, verbalize, and use
rational approaches to problem solving. Processes associated with the brain hemispheres
are divided into two sections: left and right hemisphere. The left hemisphere processes
verbal, analytical, abstract, rational, logical, and linear; while the right hemisphere
processes nonverbal, synthesizing, seeing analogies, non-rational, spatial, intuitive, and
imaginative. The following phrases/sentences are regarded as mental block to creativity,
which should be avoided.
1. “Naah.”
2. “Can’t” (said with a shake of the head and an air of finality)
3. “That’s the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard.”
4. “Yeah, but if you did that . . .” (poses an extreme or unlikely disaster case)
5. “We already tried that – years ago.”
6. “We’ve done all right so far; why do we need that?”
7. “I don’t see anything wrong with the way we’re doing it now.”
8. “That doesn’t sound too practical.”
9. “We’ve never done anything like that before.”
10. “Let’s get back to reality.”
11. “We’ve got deadlines to meet – we don’t have time to consider that.”
12. It’s not in the budget.”
13. “Are you kidding?”
14. “Let’s not go off on a tangent.”
15. Where do you get these weird ideas?”
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The introduction of creativity activity to students may help avoid using language
that is the barriers of creativity and trigger the use of right brain hemisphere to bring
about creativity within individual students.
F-2. Idea Momming / Brainstorming
Idea Momming81 is a tool developed by Takeru Ohe. It is used for development
of business model, concept design, and business idea generation, in collaboration with
another analytical tools, such as SWOT and Attribute Mapping. The activity is organized
by forming a team for creation of business ideas and for analysis of firm. Ideal number
of the team members for idea creation is five to six people. Facilitator keeps time and
directs the process; while note taker writes down the created ideas on the whiteboard,
computer, or flipchart. First, members are asked to produce mass ideas ignoring the
quality. Quantity is more important at this stage. The rules are free wheeling, no criticism,
multiple directional ideas, integration and development of idea by combining, and clarify
the subject and verb from expansion vs. shrink, use the part vs. use the whole, segment
vs. integration, add something vs. subtract something, higher dimension vs. lower
dimension, move vs. stop, do first vs. do last, say yes vs. say no, change vs. unchanged,
and ask why, why, why, why, why? Later the ideas are synchronized and transformed into
a business concept.
The Brainstorming method is a semi-structured creative group activity, used most
often in ad-hoc business meetings to come up with new ideas for innovation or
improvement. Members of the groups are encouraged to put forward ideas about a
problem and how it will be solved, in order to generate as many ideas as possible, even if
they are not always usable alternatives. The idea behind brainstorming is that a group of
81 PowerPoint Presentation of Prof. Takeru Ohe at a workshop on Entrepreneurship Education Pilot Program, Maefaluang
University, Thailand, June 2003.
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people can achieve a higher (synergy) level of creativity than the sum of the participants
separately. Three major rules for successful brainstorming session are: (1) participants
should be encouraged to come up with as much idea as possible, however strange they
are (there are no bad ideas). (2) No judgment should be given about any idea, until the
end of the session, whether negative or positive. (3) Participants should be encouraged to
build on each other’s ideas, creating unlikely combinations and taking each one in
unexpected directions.
Brainstorming has been used frequently worldwide for over 70 years. It is most
effective to generate many ideas in a short timeframe. Group processes are also effective
for evaluating existing ideas. However (bright) individuals are it is said to be better at
creating original and higher-quality ideas.
F-3. Elevator Speech
An Elevator Speech (or elevator pitch) is a brief overview of an idea for a product,
service, or project. The pitch is so called because it can be delivered in the time span of
an elevator ride (say, thirty seconds or 100-150 words).
The term is typically used in the context of an entrepreneur pitching an idea to a
venture capitalist to receive funding. Venture capitalists often judge the quality of an idea
and team on the basis of the quality of its elevator pitch, and will ask entrepreneurs for
the elevator pitch so to quickly weed out bad ideas82.
This speech will serve as an introduction to others, so it has to be good! These
ten seconds, are a make-or-break moment for the information needed to convey.
Therefore, it is very important for students to learn the tool in order to (1) sell themselves
82 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elevator_pitch
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to the business owners and (2) create elevator speech to sell products and services for the
company they work with.
F-4. Learning Style83
Warren Houghton (2004) explains that the basic principle behind the theory of
learning styles is that different people learn in different ways. A common approach to
viewing learning styles is linked to a learning cycle of experience, observation and
reflection, formation and then testing of concepts. The four stages of the Experiential
Learning Cycle are:
1. Concrete experience
2. Observation and Reflection
3. Abstract Conceptualization
4. Testing concepts in new situations
The cycle is a continuous process with the current 'concrete experience' being the
basis for observations and reflections, which allow the development of a 'theory'. The
'theory' is then tested in new situations to lead to more concrete experience.
The principle classified learners into four categories: Activist, Reflector, Theorist,
and Pragmatist. Activists are people who try anything once, revel in short-term crises,
fire fighting, thrive on the challenge of new experiences, get bored with planning,
implementation and longer-term consolidation, and constantly involve themselves with
other people. Reflectors are the ones who like to stand back and review experiences
from different perspectives, collect data and analyze it before coming to conclusions,
83 Houghton, Warren. (2004). Engineering Subject Centre Guide: Learning and Teaching Theory for Engineering Academics.
Loughborough: HEA Engineering Subject Centre, in http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp, downloaded on
12/03/2008 14:26:31
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consider all possible angles and implications before making a move, tend to be cautious,
enjoy observing other people in action and often take a back seat in meetings.
Theorists are people who enjoy principles, theories, models and systems thinking; prize
rationality and logic, can be detached and analytical, are unsatisfied with subjective or
ambiguous experiences, and fit tasks and actions into rational schemes. Pragmatists are
those who search out new ideas or techniques which might apply to their situation,
actively experiment with applications, respond to problems and opportunities as a
challenge, are keen to use referent ideas from management courses, and like to get on
with things with a clear purpose.
Understand the theory of learning style translates to understanding oneself. With
self-understanding, students can formulate a team with the ones who are not like
themselves, so that they can have an effective team. In addition, by understanding
different types of people, learners shall accept each other’s attitudes, ideas, and thoughts.
F-5. Team working
Team working84 is an unavoidable environment for an individual whether it is in
public or private sector. Knowing how to work effectively in teams shall bring good
results to any tasks. The tips of working in teams explained by Bovee and Thill (2000) are
as follows:
 Use the names of your fellow group members.
 Encourage others in your group to talk and participate.
 Acknowledge the contributions of others and express your appreciation (“Thong and
Sone did the research on marketing in Savannakhet,” “Thanks, good idea,” etc.).
84 Courtland L. Bovee amd John V. Thill. (2000). Instructor’s Resource Manual to Accompany Business Communication
Today. 6th Ed. Prentice Hall.
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 Use eye contact when talking with your fellow group members.
 Share feelings with your group using I messages (“I feel that we’re not making
progress,” “I like working with this group,” “I feel like some members are not
contributing equally”).
 Disagree in an agreeable way; that is, try to say something positive before saying
anything negative (“I see your point about including that information, but I’m not
sure it needs to be detailed”).
 Reduce tension among group members, perhaps by initiating a conversation or
discussion when a problem arises.
 Practice active listening: For example, allow group members to complete a thought
before interrupting with comments, and acknowledge that you have heard what
another group member said (“I hear that you think . . .”).
 Check others’ understanding of the work.
 Give information and opinions.
 Stay on-task: Help your group get back to work, and follow directions for completing
your group’s task.
 Seek information and opinions from others in your group as well as from outside
resources.
The objective of presenting this activity is to (1) encourage students to form an
effective team; and (2) to contribute and involve the team members in group effectively.
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F-6. Business Plan
A business plan85 is a planning tool for management and a selling document for
potential investors. It defines the mission of the company and the goals and the strategies
for achieving this mission. The objective of the business plan is for raising of capital
(Investors & Banks), for the sake of starting or growing a business (benchmarking), to
gain trust from suppliers and clients, and to motivate management and employees.
Business plans should consist of at least the following:
1. Executive summary
2. Outline of the company
3. Management
4. Organization
5. Product and service
6. Marketing
7. Finance
8. Financial information and financial forecast
9. Risk factor
The primary objective of presenting this tool to the students is for them to
familiarize with what a business plan is, its purpose, and audiences. They also need to
understand the overall concept of making business plan by critically considering all
elements of a business plan. The final output is the submission of a business plan for
either local business they work with or a newly developed business plan.
85 Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Edition. South
Western: Thomson Learning
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Local Case studies:
Local case studies are factual descriptive texts on specific companies which are
created by the author. These texts are used as reading supplement for students to analyze
along with the lecture material. Each case has its own functional objective. For example,
Mr. Phisith Sayathith case study depicts serial entrepreneur who spot business
opportunities in close relationship to government policy. Mr. Souphot Manikhong’s case
exemplifies the solo entrepreneur, creativity, and continuous improvement company.
The two cases are in Manufacturing industry. Mr. Inthy Deuansavan’s case provides
example of an innovative service business with highly entrepreneurial activities. The last
case study refers to a government companies which are privatized, encountering
tremendous turbulence, but hidden with many opportunities that students can create
business ideas from. These cases serve as practical examples to complement the lecture
materials.
1. Mr. Phisith Sayathith
Mr. Phisit Sayathith is a serial entrepreneur who founded one after another, Saw
blade Factory, Vientiane Steel Industry, Roofing Tile Factory, Structure Steel Factory,
Steel Recycling Factory, Asian Ecology Public Co. Lt., White Charcoal Factory and a Golf
Course. His business ranges from heavy industry to agriculture and forestry, which
engage rural population considerably in his business. This is a model business which is
remarkable for contributing to poverty reduction of rural area. (See Appendix 4)
2. Mr. Souphot Manikhong
Mr. Souphot Manikhong is a founder of SMP Wood Enterprise Co. Ltd. He is a
representative of a unique business of turning scrap wood into exotic wood products. He
started his business as a very small family business activity, which has expanded into a
sizable company and become joint venture with foreign investor to produce musical
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instrument to export to Japan. Creativity in product design as one-of-a-kind items, his
personality, and commitment to the business is a key example conveyed to students.
Also, his business engaged in a large network in rural area in collecting the scrap wood
for his raw material, labour intensive production techniques with low skill requirement.
(Note that the detail of the teaching material is attached in appendix 2, 3, 4 and 5. The
program material includes text books, work book, case studies, and teacher notes.)
3. Mr. Inthy Deuansavanh
Mr. Inthy Deaunsavanh is a solo entrepreneur who has created a very innovative
tourism business. He first established a unique restaurant in the heart of Vientiane
Capital City, which aims at foreign tourists, and later expanded to large group of local
customers, with buffet type of local food. After succeeding the business, he jumped into
adventure tourism, which is the first Lao company offering such model. He also recently
turned to ecotourism activities. His business model represents a very creative thinking
oriented entrepreneur. The detail see appendix 4.
4. Animal Feed Factory: From State Owned Enterprise to Private Company.
One of the most emerging business activities in Laos is the privatization of state
owned enterprise. Animal feed factory is one of a model case that deals with agricultural
promotion and is regarded by the government as a hub of agriculture activities, ranging
from plantation of raw material for the factory to livestock farming, utilizing the
company’s product. The case represents struggles of business people in turbulence time,
with an outbreak of bird flu epidemic, affecting the company tremendously. This case is
used as an encouragement to students for opportunity recognition, solution to problems,
and exit strategy of businesses. The case study is shown in the appendix 4.
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Section 3-4. Program Execution Procedure for LEERD
LEERD program combines classroom teaching and working with businesses as the
requirement in the course. In order to effectively execute the program, the author has created
procedure shown in Table 24 as a guide for program execution. Program execution involves
several stages: pre-training, training, incubating, dissemination, and extension.
Table 24. LEERD Program Execution Procedures
Process Activities Participants Recommendation
Pr
e-
Tr
ain
in
g
Recruitment
Instructor
Students
Participating
Companies
Instructor recruit students by using entrepreneurial
attitude test. When students are accepted, ask
students to fill out pre-training survey
Instructor select participating micro-companies,
explain pros and cons to the owners, get
commitment contract signed.
Lecture InstructorStudents
Instructor use the training material prepared,
following the instruction guideline in teacher’s
notes.
Tr
ain
in
g
Field Visit InstructorStudents
Company owners
Instructor accompanies students to the enterprises,
collecting basic data, introducing students to the
business owners, and familiarize with the company
environment.
In
cu
ba
tin
g
Working with
company StudentBusiness owners
Students work with the company on how to
improve the company by utilizing the material
learnt in class as a guideline for analysis, strategic
planning, milestone planning, implementing the
plan, and evaluating the plan execution.
Presentation
Students
Lecturer
Business owners
Other students
and guests.
Students present their outcome in front of large
groups of audience to report their work, receive
feedback and recommendation, and practice their
communication skills in a formal setting.
Evaluation
Referees,
lecturers,
business owners
Instructor distributes evaluation sheets to the
designated people, referees, business
owners/people for evaluating the business
consultation, presentation, and overall work.D
iss
em
in
at
io
n
Award CommitteeStudents
Students are awarded with different prizes: grand
prize, marketing, creativity, strategic improvement,
… (According to number of groups.)
Po
st
-
tra
in
in
g Continuous
Assistance to
participating
company
Faculty member
(student support)
Business owner
Faculty member continue cooperation and
collaboration with the company if needed,
assisting with financial application, management
issues, etc.
Note: Availability of instructor for students’ consultation is necessary.
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Table 24 consists of the guideline for LEERD program execution. The process includes
pre-training, training, incubating, dissemination, and post-training. In pre-training stage, the
instructor recruit students by using the entrepreneurial attitude test provided in workbook. The
selection is necessary when there are too many applicants that the capacity of the training
program can handle. Therefore, using a test provided can give rationale for selection. Only the
top scored students are selected in case there are too many applicants. In addition, the instructor
identifies prospective participating companies for the students to work with by contacting
government SMEs’ Promotion Office or directly contacting the companies. In the training stage,
the instructor gives lectures and assignments to students, matches students with the companies,
and facilitates the working relationship between students and the companies. In the third stage,
incubating, instructor allows students to work with the company freely without instructor’s
interference. Students are asked to collect data, analyze the data, formulate improvement strategy,
present the strategy to the business owners, and assist the local enterprise to execute the accepted
recommendation. The fourth stage, dissemination stage, consists of students’ presentation,
evaluation of the presentation by referees, lecturers, and business owners, then awards are
presented to students. Each group of students is given approximately 15 minutes of presentation
and 10 minutes question and answer. Referees, lecturers, and business owners are given a
guideline and worksheet to evaluate the presentation. Then the score of evaluation is calculated.
The best team receives the grand prize, while other teams receive other prizes such as best
marketing, creativity, strategic improvement, etc. The final stage, post-training stage, refers to the
continuation of the relationship between the university and the enterprises. Faculty member is
encouraged to continue cooperation and collaboration with the company if needed. The
assistance from the instructors may include assisting with financial application, or management
strategy recommendation. The long-term relationship between the university and the enterprises
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will also help program sustainability in terms of reputation and perhaps financial assistance from
the company when it becomes successful.
Section 3-5. Dissemination Workshop Seminar for LEERD
Dissemination workshop is one of the key activities to the LEERD program (Figure 40).
The workshop will create value to the program by connecting multi-party beneficiary.
Government official will understand the role of education institution in contributing to not only
academic field, but also community development. Business people also have opportunity to
present themselves in academic setting, sharing their experiences to the students, and identifying
prospective good people to employ. Students, through the participation of the whole program,
will learn practical experience for their future. They will develop confidence and develop
communication skills in real situation. Through the preparation and execution of the seminar,
students will learn extensively on organization process, presentation skills, and effective
communication skill development. Larger student groups who join the seminar will also learn
considerably from the activities. The author outlines the following process for LEERD program
dissemination workshop.
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Figure 40. Process of LEERD Program Dissemination
Figure 40 explains the process of LEERD program dissemination workshop. The flow of
the process and tasks includes, firstly, the presentation of policy related issues by a representative
of a government agency concerning policy development in the area of SMEs and
entrepreneurship. Secondly, there should be a presentation by academia on the results of
research in the area of entrepreneurship and/or micro businesses. Thirdly, the instructor
presents the LEERD program overview and environment to the audience. It is important that
students set up exhibition boots so that before students’ presentation, the workshop participants,
panel judges, and others can view the exhibition during the break time, as shown in Figure 41, the
program agenda example. The students present their project and receive evaluation and feedback
from the audience and panel judges. After students’ presentation, the owners of the business,
possibly one or two, talk about their experience and perception on working with the project. The
speech by the business owners will not only encourage students, but also help the owners to
present their company and further promote the LEERD program to the audience. Lastly,
Process Task Description
Policy Related Issues
Academic Issues
Program Success
Student Presentation
Business Success
Government Agency presents latest policy development
Academia present research issues in entrepreneurship & micro
businesses.
Instructor presents the program overview and environment
Students present projects, evaluated by judges
Presentation by successful business person
Evaluation & Award Students receive award and certificate of achievement
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students receive award and certificate of achievement. Certificate is regarded as a very important
document for the Lao learners, particularly the new graduate to show working experience at a
later stage. The process of LEERD program dissemination is designed to not only disseminate
the program success, but also to strengthen the academic environment and promotion of the
LEERD program to both public and private sector.
Figure 41. Example of Program Dissemination Workshop Schedule
LEERD Program Dissemination Workshop
PROGRAM AGENDA
Date: 18th January, 2007
Venue: Lecture Hall, Faculty of Economics and Business
Management, National University of Laos. Dongdok
Campus.
08:30 – 09:00 Registration
09:00 – 09:15 Opening Ceremony Welcome Speech by Dean of FEBM,
NUOL
09:15- 10:15 Keynote speech by a government representative on recent
development on policy towards entrepreneurship
10:15-10:30 Coffee Break
10:30-12:00 Academic presentation on Entrepreneurship development
and Micro enterprises (multiple speakers).
12:00-13:00 Lunch break and exhibition of students.
13:00-14:45 Students’ presentation. Each group 15 minutes presentation
and 10 minutes question and answer.
14:45-15:00 Coffee break
15:00-16:00 Presentation by Successful business person, followed by
remarks of the micro-business owners involved in the
program.
16:00-16:30 Hand out award to students and conclusion.
---***---
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C h a p t e r 6
IMPACT OF LEERD PROGRAM ON STUDENTS
Section 1. Introduction
This chapter explains the analysis results on the impact of entrepreneurship education on
students. The chapters begins with an overview of the chapter, followed by Lao
Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development (LEERD) program evaluation, which is
divided into pre-training, post-training, differences between pre- and post-training, and
comparison of LEERD program to other programs.
Section 2. LEERD Program Evaluation
As mentioned in the introduction, 18 students from year 5 of the Department of
Management, Faculty of Economics and Business Management of the National University of
Laos (FEBM), were able to complete the training program, yet only 11 students provided both
pre-training survey and post training survey questionnaires. All these students’ major is Business
Management and have received four years of business education at FEBM. The data for
comparison between the pre- and post-training includes only 11 subjects because only 11 students
provided both pre-training survey questionnaires and post-training survey questionnaires. The
post-training analysis section, however, cover all the 18 subjects in the experimentation.
Section 2-1. Pre-Training Analysis
Section 2-1-1. Understanding Teaching Material
Table 25 shows the chronological order of understanding LEERD program content prior
to the training. The criteria in the questionnaires are “never heard them before” =1, “have heard
it but do not know them well” = 2, “have a vague understanding of the term” = 3, and “have a
good understanding of the term” = 4. In this analysis, if mean score of a concept is less than
three, the concept is regarded as new to the students because the description of rating scale one
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refers to “never heard the term before” and two refers to “having a vague understanding of the
term”. The results show that nine out of 18 concepts were new to students, namely elevator
speech, milestone planning, attribute map, business model, reverse financial statement,
consumption chain, critical consumption, trigger event, and business planning (Table 25). The
rest of the concepts seem to be the ones that are commonly taught at the faculty as the mean
score show having good understanding on those concepts.
Table 25. Understanding Teaching Material: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Mean Std Deviation
Competitor Analysis 3.82 0.40
Product Life Cycle 3.73 0.47
SWOT Analysis 3.64 0.50
Market Growth 3.55 0.52
Information Age 3.27 0.65
Market Research 3.18 0.60
Return on Assets 3.18 0.75
Learning Style 3.18 0.60
Market Segmentation 3.18 0.75
Brain Storming 3.09 0.70
Business Planning 2.91 0.70
Trigger Events 2.55 0.82
Critical Assumption 2.36 0.50
Consumption Chain 2.27 0.65
Reverse Financial Statements 2.18 0.87
Business Model 2.18 0.87
Attribute Map 1.91 0.70
Milestone Planning 1.27 0.65
Elevator Speech 1.00 0.00
(Scale 1-4: 1=never heard before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term
well, 3=have a vague understanding of the term, and 4=understand well)
Section 2-1-2. Entrepreneurial Attitude
The entrepreneurial attitude assessment has a scale from one to seven, (1=Extremely low,
2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely
high). Figure 42 shows that students are very serious on starting business with mean score of
6.64. Risk taking level is also high with mean score of 5.36, followed by confidence to become
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entrepreneur (5.27). Ability level in assisting local entrepreneur score was 4.64, with similar score
on understanding entrepreneur’s live (4.55). Likely to start own business, however, is at the
middle of the scale, with mean score of 4.
Figure 42. Entrepreneurial Attitudes: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Mean
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(Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Section 2-1-3. Reason for starting business
Reasons for starting business are to fulfill goal and personal achievement, be highly
respected by society or good social status, want to contribute to community, and improved
standard of living and lifestyle with equal mean score of 6.45 shown in Figure 43. Better income
prospects are also high at 6.36. The reasons with means score between 5 and 6 are enjoyed being
challenged, being independent or creating own environment, and have control/ power. Family
tradition of owning business is the lowest, with mean score of 3.91. The score exemplify the
environment that Laos has just opened up to market oriented economy, and just recently
promote private sector development.
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Figure 43. Reasons for Starting Business: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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Section 2-1-4. Obstacles of Starting Business
Figure 44 shows obstacles of starting business among the participants in LEERD program
prior to the training. The scale of the above table is from one to seven (1=Extremely low, 2=
Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high).
The result shows that biggest obstacle is lack of money/finance/capital with mean score of 5.82.
The big obstacles with mean score above 5 are need more training/education, need more
information, and too high tax. Other obstacles above the average are too high financial risk, too
difficult in identifying markets, too complicated government regulation/bureaucracy, looking for
right business opportunity, difficult finding qualified employees/staff, current economic situation
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is not good and still in school. This can be interpreted that the lack of money and knowledge
prevents students from business start-up. Entrepreneurship program should put an effort to
alter this mindset so that students lean towards more entrepreneurial thinking.
Figure 44. Obstacles of Starting Business: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Obstacles of Starting Business: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
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Section 2-1-5. Help Needed
Section 2-1-5-1. Types of Help Needed
Figure 45 exhibit types of help that students need in order to develop their
entrepreneurship. Type of help is divided into five variables with the scale of 1 to 7. All the
variables are in high for help needed, ranging from the highest by attending courses or seminar
on starting a business (6.64), having guidance of a mentor or business owner (6.45), internship
with a business (6.36), being helped identifying good ideas for a business (6.00), and job
shadowing at a business (5.36) chronologically.
Figure 45. Types of Help Needed: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Types of Help Needed: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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Section 2-1-5-2. Help needed from the government
Figure 46. Help Needed from the Government: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Help Needed from the Government: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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All types of help from the government (Figure 46) are regarded as very highly needed. All
these variables mean scores are very close to seven, the highest score. The variables are
providing courses on business ownership in business education system (6.91), providing financial
assistance (6.73), providing business counseling and information (6.73), providing business
ownership as a career (6.73), and providing business skills training (6.55).
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Section 2-1-6. Sources of help
Figure 47. Source of Help: LEERD Program Pre-Training
Source of Help: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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Source of help is classified into 10 variables with the scale of 1 to 7. One means very low
and seven means very high. The results (Figure 47) show that all of the variables, except friends,
are five and above. The highest are parents/ guardians/ relative and banks/financial institution
with the mean score of 6.36. All others are chambers of commerce, SME Promotion Office,
Business Person/ Entrepreneur, university or technical college teachers, consulting companies,
central government and provincial government chronologically. It can be said that students
believe that professional institutions and their parents are the more reliable sources of help.
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Section 2-1-7. Potential successful city to do business
Figure 48. Potential Successful Cities to Do Business: LEERD Program Pre-Training
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Figure 48 shows likely to be successful cities for conducting business. The question was
divided into 5 options: Vientiane Capital City, Luang Prabang, Savannakhet, Champasack, and
other cities. The four named cities are the major city in Laos, while Savannakhet is an Industrial
Zone newly declared by the government. The result of the analysis shows that 36.00% of the
respondents believe that Vientiane Capital City is the most successful City, followed by
Savannakhet 18.00%, other cities 18.00%, and Luang Prabang 9.00%. No participants believed
that Champasack is likely to be successful city to do business.
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Section 2-2. Post-Training Analysis
Section 2-2-1. Overall Program Evaluation
In a training program, attendance, distributed reading material, and understanding the
program in general were regarded as key issues to determine students’ performance in the
program. In this paper, these three variables, along with other achievements shown in Table 26,
were used as independent variables to assess the outcome and effectiveness of the training
program.
Table 26: Overall Program Evaluation: LEERD Program Post-Training
100% 80% 60% 40% 20%
Lecture Attendance 36.40 45.50 9.10 9.10 0.00
Read Material 0.00 63.60 27.30 0.00 9.10
Understand Program in General 9.10 54.50 18.20 18.20 0.00
Satisfaction with the Program in General 90.90 9.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Usefulness of Curriculum and Content for Entrepreneurship
Knowledge & Skills 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Personal Achievement of the Program in General 81.82 18.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Personal Capability Enhancement 90.91 9.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Knowledge and Skills for Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Increase 81.82 18.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
Motivation for Entrepreneurship and Innovation Increase 72.73 27.27 0.00 0.00 0.00
Enough Capability for Entrepreneurship and Innovation 18.18 45.45 36.36 0.00 0.00
Effectiveness of the Program 45.45 54.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 26 explains the overall picture of program outcome. The results show that learners
attended the lectures more than reading the material. Understanding the program in general at
100% covers only 9.10%, and 45.50% of the participants understand the programs at 80%.
Satisfaction with the program in general is very high, more than 90% of the respondents highly
satisfied with the program.
The results also show that learners are highly satisfied with the program, feel that the
curriculum and content are highly useful for entrepreneurship knowledge and skill development,
highly satisfied with personal achievement, high capability enhancement, high increase in
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knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation, and high increase of motivation for
Entrepreneurship and innovation. Nevertheless, the percentage of students who feel that their
capability for entrepreneurship and innovation is enough at 60% covers 36%. Overall, almost
50% of the respondent regards that the program is 100% effective while the other half feels the
effectiveness of the program is at 80%.
Section 2-2-2. Understanding Teaching Material Content
Figure 49. Understanding Teaching Material: LEERD Program Post-Training
Understanding Teaching Material: LEERD Program Post- Training
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(Scale of 1 - 4: 1=have never heard before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term well, 3=have a vague
understanding of the term, and 4=have a good understanding of the term.)
Figure 49 shows the post training results of understanding the content of teaching material.
Mean score of each content shows the level of understanding. Learners fully understand SWOT
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analysis. All the others, except elevator speech and milestone planning, are three and above,
which means that learners understand the content of the training material pretty well. Mean
score of Elevator speech and milestone planning are 2.82 and 2.91 respectively. Some 16.7% of
the students rate their understanding level as “have heard it, but do not know the term well” and
55.6% of them rate as “have a vague understanding of the term” for elevator speech and
milestone planning. This may result from the instruction method that learners do not have much
time to practice preparing these concepts in class with the instructor, but have spent much of
their time working with the business owners. As these concepts are new to the students and they
did not have sufficient practice preparation time with the instructor, although the understanding
level increased, they still do not fully understand the terms.
Section 2-2-3. Entrepreneurial Attitude
Figure 50. Entrepreneurial Attitude: LEERD Program Post-Training
Entrepreneurial Attitude: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Understanding entrepreneur’s life mean score is high, at 5.09 (Figure 50), however, the
ability level in assisting local entrepreneur is lower, at 4.64. This means that the more students
understand the entrepreneur’s life, they feel that they do not have enough ability in assisting the
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local entrepreneurs. Confidence to become entrepreneur is also high, at 5.82. Risk taking level is
also high at 5.73. Seriousness of starting business is very high with mean score of 6.00. Likely to
start own business, nevertheless, mean score is just a little above the average, 4.18. Perhaps
learners need more experiences before starting business.
Section 2-2-4. Reasons for starting business
Figure 51. Reasons for Starting Businesses: LEERD Program Post-Training
Reasons for Starting Businesses: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Figure 51 shows the reasons for starting businesses. Very high means scores between 7
and 6 are better income prospects, improved standard of living and lifestyle, fulfill goal and
personal achievement, independent/create own environment, want to contribute to community,
be highly respected by society/good social status, and enjoy being challenged. The variables with
mean score below 6 are to avoid uncertainties related to unemployment, have power/control,
and the lowest is family tradition of owning business.
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Section 2-2-5. Obstacles in Starting Business
Figure 52. Obstacles in Starting Business: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Figure 52 shows post training result on obstacles in starting business. It is shown that the
biggest problem is “need more training/education”. This perhaps shows that once students have
participated in a training program, they see how important it is and feel that they need more of it.
The next problems are lack of money/finances/capital, looking for right business opportunity,
too high tax, need more information and too difficult in identifying markets. The obstacles with
means score below five points are too high financial risk, difficulty finding qualified
staff/employee, too complicated government regulation/bureaucracy, afraid of failure, and
current economic situation is not good. The variables below average points are lack of
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interest/no desire to do business, still in school, no time, health reason, already have a job, too
young and personal problems. From this result, we can see that the biggest obstacles are external
environment rather than internal factor of entrepreneurs.
Section 2-2-6. Type of help needed
Figure 53. Types of Help Needed: LEERD Program Post-Training
Types of Help Needed: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Figure 53 shows the help needed from the government. All variables have high mean score,
but in this chronological order from high to low: having guidance of a mentor (business owner)
with mean score of 6.82, internship with business (6.55), being helped in identifying good ideas
for a business (6.45), attending courses or seminar on starting a business (6.09), and job
shadowing at a business (5.64).
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Figure 54. Necessary Assistance by the Government: LEERD Program Post-Training
Necessary Assistance by the Government: LEERD Program Post-
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Figure 54 shows necessary assistance by the government. All variables have very high
mean score, ranging from promoting business ownership as a career the highest, followed by
providing business skill training, providing financial assistance, providing courses on business
ownership in education system, and providing business counseling and information.
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Section 2-2-7. Source of help
Figure 55. Sources of Help: LEERD Program Post-Training
Source of Help: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Figure 55 shows source of help needed after the training. The source of help is ranked
from most important to least important as follows: business person/entrepreneur, parents/
guardians/ relative, school/university/ technical college teachers, SME Promotion Office,
Consulting Companies, Banks/Financial Institutions, Provincial Government, Chambers of
Commerce, Central Government, and friends.
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Section 2-2-8. Successful City to do Business
Figure 56. Successful Cities to Do Business: LEERD Program Post-Training
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Figure 56 shows post-training result on successful city to do business. Some 36.00%
believe that Vientiane Capital City is the most successful city, followed by other provinces
27.00%, Savannakhet 18.00%, and Luang Prabang and Champasack 9.00% each.
Section 2-2-9. Correlation Analysis
Table 27. Correlation Analysis
Satisfaction with
the Program in
General
Personal
Achievement
of the
Program in
General
Personal
Capability
Enhancement
Ability Level
in Assisting
Local
Entrepreneur
Risk Taking
Pearson
Correlation .735(*) .833(**) .735(*) -0.034 -.602(*)Lecture Attendance
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.92 0.05
Pearson
Correlation 0.161 -0.024 0.161 -0.078 -0.035Read Distributed
Material
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.635 0.944 0.635 0.819 0.918
Pearson
Correlation 0.549 0.024 0.549 -.686(*) -0.547Understand Program
in General
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.08 0.944 0.08 0.02 0.082
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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The analysis aims at identifying the relationship of three variables (Lecture Attendance,
Read Distributed Material, and Understand the Program in General) with other possible
correlated variables regarding entrepreneurial attitudes. Correlation coefficient determines the
degree of linear relationship between two variables. The range of correlation coefficients is from
-1 to 1. Correlation closer to zero indicates weak relationships whereas those closer to 1 and -1
indicate a strong positive and negative relationship respectively. In a positive correlation, as the
values of one of the variables increase, the values of the second variable also increase or as the
value of one variable decrease, the value of the other also decreases. A negative correlation refers
to the situation that as the values of one of the variables increase, the values of the second
variable decrease, or vice versa. According to SPSS for Windows 11.5, r-value indicates strength
and direction (±) of the correlation. Bigger is better. P-value refers to probability that an r-value
of this size is just by chance. Smaller p-value is better.
Only the variables with some degrees of correlation are reported in Table 27. High
significant positive correlation is found on lecture attendance and personal achievement of the
program in general (r=0.833, p=0.001). Another significant correlation at 0.05 level are between
lecture attendance and satisfaction with the program in general (r=0.735), and with personal
capability enhancement (r=0.735). Significant negative correlations are found between lecture
attendance and risk taking (r=-0.602, p=0.05), and between understanding program in general
and ability level in assisting local entrepreneur (r=-0.686, p=0.02). This finding confirms that the
more student participated in the activities, the better achievement can be obtained and higher
satisfaction with the training program; while making students more careful in risk taking. As can
be seen in the result, there is a negative correlation between risk taking and lecture attendance.
This means that the more students attend the class, the lower risk taking level is. It may be said
that students take more calculated risk. They also realize that the real world is difficult, therefore,
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their existing ability is not enough to tackle the local entrepreneurs’ problems.
Section 2-3. Comparison of Pre-Training and Post-Training
Section 2-3-1. Changes in Teaching Material Content
Table 28. Understanding Teaching Material Content (by Individual Student): Pre- vs. Post -Training
Students
Average Pre-
Training
Average Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
S3 3.21 3.32 0.11 2.75%
S7 3.00 3.26 0.26 6.50%
S8 3.00 3.47 0.47 11.75%
S10 2.95 3.68 0.74 18.50%
S4 2.79 3.32 0.53 13.25%
S6 2.74 3.21 0.47 11.75%
S5 2.63 3.79 1.16 29.00%
S11 2.63 3.63 1.00 25.00%
S2 2.58 3.26 0.68 17.00%
S1 2.47 3.68 1.21 30.25%
S9 2.37 2.74 0.37 9.25%
Average 2.76 3.40 0.64 16.00%
(Statistics: Mean, Scale 1-4: 1=never heard the term before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term
well, 3=have a vague understanding of the term, and 4=have a good understanding of the term.)
Table 28 shows the comparison between pre-training and post-training result by individual
students. S refers to students, and S1 refers to student 1, etc. In terms of absolute number
changes, we can see that S1, S5, and S11 have the highest changes in mean scores. These
students begin with relatively low means, 2.47, 2.63, and 2.63 respectively. The one with the
smallest changes of mean score is S3, with pre-training means of 3.21, the highest score among
11 students. The mean score change is only 0.11. This shows that the students beginning with
low mean score achieve the highest. This may be the fact that the lower the score students have
when they start, there are more rooms to improve during the training program. Nevertheless, S9
started with the lowest and does not improve much, only 9.25% improve. Perhaps the student
might be weak in academic achievement, pessimistic, or simply ignorant.
Section 2-3-2. Changes in Understanding the Content of Teaching Material
Table 29 shows the comparison of understanding the training material content between
pre-training and post-training. The pattern of changes shows that one concept regarded as new
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or have never heard before in the pre-training survey shows the largest improvement in
understanding. It can be seen from that table that highest absolute changes in means scores are
elevator speech, milestone planning, attribute map, consumption change, and business model.
These variables have the lowest mean score in pre-training survey. Two variables have negative
changes, namely competitor analysis (-0.36), and Market growth (-0.09). The reason why the
understanding decline is questionable. Perhaps these concepts might be more difficult that the
students’ level of understanding and what they are capable to do at the end of the program are
still not enough to tackle the task they encounter. The other interpretation is due to the lack of
market information and data in the region during the short period of time. The more students
learn about the market, they can cope with the problem better.
Table 29. Understanding Content of Teaching Material (by Content): Pre- vs. Post-Training
Average Pre-
Training
Average Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Competitor Analysis 3.82 3.45 -0.36 -9.00%
Product Life Cycle 3.73 3.82 0.09 2.25%
SWOT 3.64 4.00 0.36 9.00%
Market Growth 3.55 3.45 -0.09 -2.25%
Information Age 3.27 3.55 0.27 6.75%
Market Research 3.18 3.73 0.55 13.75%
ROA 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.50%
Learning Style 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.50%
Market Segmentation 3.18 3.55 0.36 9.00%
Brain Storming 3.09 3.36 0.27 6.75%
Business Planning 2.91 3.45 0.55 13.75%
Trigger Event 2.55 3.09 0.55 13.75%
Critical Assumption 2.36 3.27 0.91 22.75%
Consumption Chain 2.27 3.64 1.36 34.00%
Reverse Financial Statement 2.18 3.00 0.82 20.50%
Business Model 2.18 3.18 1.00 25.00%
Attribute Map 1.91 3.55 1.64 41.00%
Milestone Planning 1.27 2.91 1.64 41.00%
Elevator Speech 1.00 2.82 1.82 45.50%
(Statistics: Mean, Scale 1-4: 1=never heard the term before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term
well, 3=have a vague understanding of the term, and 4=have a good understanding of the term.)
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Section 2-3-2. Analysis of Individual Students on Understanding the Content of Teaching
Material
Figure 57. Comparison of Individual Students Understanding: Pre- vs. Post-Training
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Figure 57 shows the overall changes in individual students due to the training. When put in
one chart, we can see that the ones beginning with low mean score such as S1 and S5 change
extensively in mean score, while the ones with higher mean score in pre-training such as S3 and
S7 have only marginal increase in post-training mean score.
Figure 58. Understanding Content of Teaching Material Average: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
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Figure 58 explains the increase of understanding each content (Elevator speech, attribute
map, etc.). The figure shows that the ones started with high level of understanding receive a very
little changes (even negative change in two cases: market growth and competitor analysis), while
the ones started with very low level of understanding obtained a high increase in understanding.
The level of understanding in pre-training was very low in elevator speech, milestone planning,
attribute map, business model, reverse financial statement, consumption chain, critical
assumption, and trigger events. These variables have changed greatly in the post training survey
results such as elevator speech, attribute map, and milestone planning. The detail number of
changes is shown in Table 30.
Section 2-3-3. Changes in understanding content of teaching material
Table 30. Changes in Understanding Content of Teaching Material: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Elevator Speech 1.00 2.82 1.82 45.45%
Milestone Planning 1.27 2.91 1.64 40.91%
Attribute Map 1.91 3.55 1.64 40.91%
Consumption Chain 2.27 3.64 1.36 34.09%
Business Model 2.18 3.18 1.00 25.00%
Critical Assumption 2.36 3.27 0.91 22.73%
Reverse Financial Statements 2.18 3.00 0.82 20.45%
Business Planning 2.91 3.45 0.55 13.64%
Market Research 3.18 3.73 0.55 13.64%
Trigger Events 2.55 3.09 0.55 13.64%
SWOT Analysis 3.64 4.00 0.36 9.09%
Market Segmentation 3.18 3.55 0.36 9.09%
Brain Storming 3.09 3.36 0.27 6.82%
Information Age 3.27 3.55 0.27 6.82%
Return on Assets 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.55%
Learning Style 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.55%
Product Life Cycle 3.73 3.82 0.09 2.27%
Market Growth 3.55 3.45 -0.09 -2.27%
Competitor Analysis 3.82 3.45 -0.36 -9.09%
(Data: Mean, Scale: 1-4: 1= have never heard before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term well,
3=have a vague understanding of the term, and 4=have a good understanding of the term
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Table 30 explains the differences in mean scores, as described in the charts above. The
rating scale in this measurement is four. One refers to “never heard the term before”, two refers
to “have heard it, but do not know the term well”, three refers to “have a vague understanding of
the term”, and four refers to “have a good understanding of the term”. The mean score changes
shown in Table 30 refers to the changes as the effect of the course. It is shown that highly
significant changes are seen in elevator speech (45.45%), milestone planning (40.91%), attribute
map (40.91%), consumption chain (34.09%), and business model (25%). These changes are very
significant, with significant level of 0.001, and 0.004 for business model. These variables are the
new concepts for the students when compared to the other variables with small changes. The
variables with small changes are the ones that are commonly taught in business courses. Students
are familiar with the concepts prior to the training program. Elevator speech, milestone planning,
attribute map, consumption chain, and business model have not been taught to students at
FEBM as there was no entrepreneurship program available and these concepts are relatively new.
These concepts, nevertheless, are very important for students to understand in order that they
can create a winning strategy for a business. For further details on the importance of these
concepts, see chapter five, section 3-3.
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Section 2-3-4. Changes in entrepreneurial attitude
Figure 59. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude: LEERD Pre vs. Post Training
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Table 31. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude: LEERD Pre- vs. Post- Training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Confidence to Become Entrepreneur 5.27 5.82 0.55 7.79%
Understand Entrepreneur's life 4.55 5.09 0.55 7.79%
Risk Taking 5.36 5.73 0.36 5.19%
Likely to Start Own Business 4.00 4.18 0.18 2.60%
Ability Level in Assisting Local Entrepreneurs 4.64 4.64 0.00 0.00%
Seriousness of Starting Business 6.64 6.00 -0.64 -9.09%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Positive changes in entrepreneurial attitudes (Figure 59, Table 31) are seen on “confidence
to become entrepreneur” (7.79%), “understanding entrepreneur’s life” (7.79%), “risk taking”
(5.19%) and “likely to start business” (2.60%). There is no change in “ability level in assisting
local entrepreneurs”, while “seriousness of starting business” declines by 9.09%. It can be said
that even the confidence and understanding improve, learners still do not have enough ability in
dealing with the real problems of the local entrepreneurs. At the same time, it is questionable why
the “seriousness of starting business” declines despite there is an increase in “likely to start own
business”. Since confidence to become entrepreneur and understanding entrepreneur’s life
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increase, learners may spot an opportunity on working to improve the existing company is more
preferable than starting their own business from the scratch. The increase of entrepreneurial
attitudes is very small, less than 10% on each variable. Short-term change of an attitude may be
difficult to measure or perhaps changes of ones’ attitudes may take time and constant practice in
emerging themselves in an entrepreneurial environment. Further study is needed to fully
understand such phenomena.
Section 2-3-5. Changes in reasons for starting business
Reasons for starting business also have some positive, negative, and no changes. Positive
changes are on “avoiding uncertainties related to unemployment” (19.48%), “being independent/
create own environment” (11.69%), “having better income prospects” (5.19%), “enjoying being
challenged” (3.90%), “improving standard of living and lifestyle” (2.60%), and “fulfilling goal and
personal achievement” (1.30%). Negative changes are seen on “having power/ control” (-5.19%),
“being highly respected by society/good social status” (-3.90%), and “family tradition of owning
business” (-1.30%). None of the above changes, however, is significant. A correlation analysis
has shown that even the highest change of “avoiding uncertainties related to unemployment” of
1.36, the significant level is 0.053. There is no change on wanting to contribute to community.
The results indicate that learners think of their own benefit more than for the community, which
is a good signal for change towards individualism in a collective culture. Laos culture is collective.
People tend to live, work, and create benefit as a team. In such situation, there is not so much
competition. The changes from the training show that students have changed towards
individualism is higher than the attitudes towards community.
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Figure 60. Changes in Reasons for Starting Business: LEERD Pre vs. Post Training
Changes in Reasons for Starting Business:
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Table 32. Changes in Reasons for Starting Business: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Avoid Uncertainties Related to Unemployment 4.45 5.82 1.36 19.48%
Independent/Create Own Environment 5.64 6.45 0.82 11.69%
Better Income Prospects 6.36 6.73 0.36 5.19%
Enjoy being Challenged 5.73 6.00 0.27 3.90%
Improved Standard of Living and Lifestyle 6.45 6.64 0.18 2.60%
Fulfill Goal and Personal Achievement 6.45 6.55 0.09 1.30%
Want to Contribute to Community 6.45 6.45 0.00 0.00%
Family Tradition of Owning Business 3.91 3.82 -0.09 -1.30%
Be Highly Respected by Society/Good Social Status 6.45 6.18 -0.27 -3.90%
Have Power/ Control 5.64 5.27 -0.36 -5.19%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively
high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
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Section 2-3-6. Changes in obstacles on starting business
The biggest changes in “obstacles for starting businesses” are on “looking for right
business opportunity and afraid of failure”, by 14.29%. Other positive changes are seen in the
items: “lack of interest/no desire to do business”, “difficulty of finding qualified
employees/staff”, “need more training/education”, “too difficult in identifying markets”, “too
high tax”, “too complicated government regulation”, and “too high financial risk”. The highest
declines are “still in school” (changes by -18.18%), “no time” (-10.39%), “too young” (-10.39%),
“already have a job” (-5.19%), “need more information” (-3.90%), and “lack of
money/finances/capital” (-2.60%). These changes, however, are not significant. There is no
change on “health reason” and “current economic situation” is not good. This can be observed
that there is a decline in internal factors (the factor that student can control), while there is an
increase in external factors. These declines are regarded as a good signal of improving
entrepreneurial mindset among the students. Students need to change what they can do by
themselves, such as looking for business opportunities, not being afraid of failure, be interested
in doing business, know-how to find good employees, learn business know-how, and practice
identifying the market. The changes of these attitudes are seen in the post comparison of
LEERD program between pre-training and post-training results (Figure 61 and Table 33).
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Figure 61. Changes in Obstacles in Starting Businesses: LEERD Pre-training vs. Post-training
Changes in Obstacles on Starting Businesses: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
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Table 33. Changes in Obstacles in Starting Businesses: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Looking for Right Business Opportunity 4.45 5.45 1.00 14.29%
Afraid of Failure 3.45 4.45 1.00 14.29%
Lack of Interest/ No Desire to do Business 2.91 3.55 0.64 9.09%
Difficult Finding Qualified Employees/Staff 4.36 4.82 0.45 6.49%
Need More Training/Education 5.73 6.18 0.45 6.49%
Too Difficult in Identifying Markets 4.82 5.27 0.45 6.49%
Too High Tax 5.27 5.45 0.18 2.60%
Too Complicated Government
Regulation/Bureaucracy 4.70 4.80 0.10 1.43%
Too High Financial Risk 4.82 4.91 0.09 1.30%
Health Reason 1.27 1.27 0.00 0.00%
Current Economic Situation Not Good 4.27 4.27 0.00 0.00%
Personal Problem (e.g. divorce.) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00%
Lack of Money/Finances/Capital 5.82 5.64 -0.18 -2.60%
Need More Information 5.64 5.36 -0.27 -3.90%
Already have a Job 1.55 1.18 -0.36 -5.19%
Too Young 1.82 1.09 -0.73 -10.39%
No Time 2.27 1.55 -0.73 -10.39%
Still in School 4.18 2.91 -1.27 -18.18%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Section 2-3-7. Changes Types of Help
Table 34. Changes in Helpful Activities: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-training Program
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Being Helped in Identifying Good Ideas for a
Business 6.00 6.45 0.45 6.49%
Having Guidance of a Mentor: Business Owner 6.45 6.82 0.36 5.19%
Job Shadowing at a Business 5.36 5.64 0.27 3.90%
Internship with a Business 6.36 6.55 0.18 2.60%
Attending Courses or Seminar on Starting a Business 6.64 6.09 -0.55 -7.79%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
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Figure 62. Changes in Helpful Activities: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
Changes in Helpful Activities: LEERD Pre- vs. Post- Training
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Table 34 and Figure 62 show the changes in helpful activities between pre-training and
post-training. The mean score of all increased, except “attending courses or seminar on starting
business” which declined by 7.79%. The increased mean scores are on “being helped in
identifying good ideas for a business” (6.49%), “having guidance of a mentor (business owner)”
(5.19%), “job shadowing at a business” (3.90%), and “internship with a business” (2.60%). It can
be interpreted that students needs more practical experience in the business rather than the
theory of business management.
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Figure 63. Changes in Help Needed from the Government: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-training
Changes in Help Needed from the Government:
LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
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Table 35. Changes in Help Needed from the Government: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Providing Business Skills Training 6.55 6.73 0.18 2.60%
Promoting Business Ownership as a Career 6.73 6.73 0.00 0.00%
Providing Financial Assistance 6.73 6.55 -0.18 -2.60%
Providing Business Counseling and Information 6.73 6.45 -0.27 -3.90%
Providing Courses on Business Ownership in
Education System 6.91 6.55 -0.36 -5.19%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Figure 63 and Table 35 show changes in help needed from the government. Positive
changes are seen in “providing business skill training” (2.60%). There is no change on
“promoting business ownership as a career”. Negative changes are providing courses on
“business ownership in education system” (-5.19%), “providing counseling and information” (-
3.90%), and “providing financial assistance” (-2.60%). This can be interpreted that the course
can change students’ perception on relying on the government for financial support, counseling,
and information. Learners feel more prepared towards being independent and initiating business.
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As can be seen in the entrepreneurial attitude survey explained in Chapter 4, “financial capital” is
the biggest obstacle for students. The decline of the mean score on “financial assistance” and
“providing business counseling and information” means that students are more positive towards
entrepreneurship. The changes found in helps needed are relatively small, perhaps due to
learner’s perspective that these resources are very helpful for them in order to start and run a
business. Help and supports which positively affect an operation of a business tend to be
welcome in any situation.
Section 2-3-8. Changes in sources of help
Figure 64. Changes in Sources of Help: LEERD Pre vs. Post Training
Changes in Sources of Help: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-Training
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Sources of help, as shown in Figure 64 and Table 36, also have positive and negative
changes. Positive changes are seen on “business person/ entrepreneur” (11.69%), “friends”
(10.39%), “school/university/technical college teacher” (9.09%), “consulting companies”
(7.79%), “SME Promotion Office” (7.79%), and “provincial government” (6.49%). Negative
changes are seen in “bank/financial institution” (-7.79%), “chambers of commerce” (-2.60%),
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“parents/guardians/ relatives” (-2.60%), and “central government” (-1.30%). These changes are
supportive to venture development.
Table 36. Changes in Sources of Help: LEERD Pre- vs. Post-training
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Changes
% of
change
Business Person/Entrepreneur 5.55 6.36 0.82 11.69%
Friends 4.18 4.91 0.73 10.39%
School/University/Technical College Teachers 5.55 6.18 0.64 9.09%
Consulting Companies 5.36 5.91 0.55 7.79%
SME Promotion Office 5.64 6.18 0.55 7.79%
Provincial Government 5.00 5.45 0.45 6.49%
Central Government 5.36 5.27 -0.09 -1.30%
Parents/Guardians/Relatives 6.36 6.18 -0.18 -2.60%
Chambers of Commerce 5.64 5.45 -0.18 -2.60%
Banks/Financial Institutions 6.36 5.82 -0.55 -7.79%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively
high, 6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
Section 2-4. Summary of Impact of LEERD Program on Students
LEERD program, despite a short-term program, has produced an important impact on
turning students towards becoming entrepreneurs. The students participating in the program
have achieved good level of understanding of the teaching material contents, obtained good
practical experience from collaborating with business community, improved awareness of their
mindset towards entrepreneurship, acknowledged the important sources of help, lowered degree
of obstacles for business start-up, and leaned towards entrepreneurial thinking. The achievement
can be summarized as follows:
 LEERD program can help students improve their understanding in the teaching material
contents considerably. Most particular success is seen in the achievement of students who
begin with low understanding level of the concept presented in the program. Perhaps the
lower the score students have when they start; there are more rooms to improve during the
training program. The result shows that students beginning with low mean score obtained
higher changes in mean score, while the ones who begin with higher mean score have only
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marginal increase. The level of understanding in pre-training was very low in elevator speech,
milestone planning, attribute map, business model, reverse financial statement, consumption
chain, critical assumption, and trigger events. These variables have changed greatly in the
post-training survey results.
 LEERD program helps changing students’ entrepreneurial attitudes. It helps increase
confidence to become entrepreneur, understanding entrepreneur’s life, risk taking level and
likeliness to start business. Nevertheless, the program does not increase the ability level in
assisting local entrepreneurs. Even the confidence and understanding improve; learners still
do not have enough ability in dealing with the real problems of the local entrepreneurs.
 LEERD program improves the awareness of students towards the reasons for starting
business. The students participating in the program increase their perception on avoiding
uncertainties related to unemployment, being independent / create own environment, having
better income prospects, enjoying being challenged, improving standard of living and lifestyle,
and fulfilling goal and personal achievement. The students, nevertheless, reduced their
perception on having power / control, being highly respected by society/good social status,
and family tradition of owning business. The results indicate that learners think of their own
benefit more than for the community, which is a good signal for the changes towards
individualism in a collective culture like Laos.
 LEERD program helps shifting learners’ perception towards the obstacles of starting
business. The area in which students regard to be less obstacles are mostly internal factors
(the factor that student can control). These are still in school, no time, and too young,
already have a job, need more information, and lack of money/finances/capital. This is a
good signal for improving entrepreneurial mindset among the students. Students also change
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attitudes towards looking for business opportunities, not being afraid of failure, be interested
in doing business, know how to find good employees, learn business know-how, and practice
identifying the market. LEERD program increases learners’ attitudes towards “looking for
right business opportunity” and “need more training/education”.
 LEERD program changes students’ perception on helpful activities for entrepreneurial
development. On the one hand, the students need more help on identifying good ideas for a
business, having guidance of a mentor business owner, having job shadowing at a business,
and having internship with a business. These are more practical experience in the business
rather than the theory of business management. The students also need more from the
government on providing business skill training. LEERD program, on the other hand, to
reduce students reliance on government assistance in the area of needing government to put
business ownership in education system, “providing counseling and information”, and
“providing financial assistance”. Learners feel more prepared towards being independent and
initiating business. The decline of financial assistance and providing business counseling and
information means that students are more positive towards entrepreneurship.
 LEERD program helps increase awareness of useful sources of support among students,
namely “business person/ entrepreneur, friends, school/university/technical college teacher,
consulting companies, SME Promotion Office, and provincial government. In contrast,
students reduced their reliance on bank/financial institution, chambers of commerce,
parents/guardians/ relatives, and central government. These changes are supportive to
venture development.
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Section 3. COMPARISON OF LEERD PROGRAM WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
Section Three explains the comparison of other programs to identify and validate the
impact of Entrepreneurship Education on students on a short term basis. The comparison in
this section targets to explain the effects of LEERD program with two other programs, one is a
different entrepreneurship education program in the same institution, NUOL. The program is
called Entrepreneurship and Innovation (EI) course, a three credit course at year five of Business
Management students, academic year 2006-2007. A total of 117 students registered in this
program, 89 students (76.1%) answered the questionnaires. They received 36 hours of classroom
lectures and activities on Entrepreneurship and Innovation. LEERD program students were also
included in this group of students. The other program to be compared with is the same program
as LEERD, but applied in other country, called Indonesia Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development (IEERD). The program was conducted at Brawijaya University in
Malang, Indonesia in Spring, 2007. This program was conducted as a pilot project86 supported by
Asia SEED87 and funded by JBIG88. LEERD and IEERD have the same content except the
localized part, which covers approximately 40%, dealing with cases and examples in the area
where the program is executed. A total of 17 students participated in the program came from
various background, ranging from tourism to business management, from year two to the final
year of bachelor degree program. The comparison will highlight the impact of entrepreneurship
education towards creation of entrepreneurs. The comparison below covers only the post-
training evaluation of each program.
86 JBIG Pilot Study Team (2007). Pilot Study for Knowledge Assistance: Development of Educational Program for
Entrepreneurship Facilitator. Republic of Indonesia. Final Report.
87 Asia Science and Education for Economic Development Institute
88 Japan Bank of International Cooperation
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Table 37. Research Subjects in LEERD, EI, and IEERD
Gender
Male Female
Total
Count Count Count
LEERD (Laos) 5 13 18
EI (Laos) 27 62 89Training Program
IEERD (Indonesia) 5 12 17
Table 37 describes the total number of students included in the analysis. For EI course at
NUOL, there were 89 responses, equal to 76.1% of the population. The break up between male
and female students was 30.3% and 69.7% respectively. LEERD at NUOL consists of 18
students, 15 females. IEERD program at Brawijaya University consists of 17 students, with 12
female students.
Figure 65. Positioning of Teaching Method (EI and IEERD)
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Figure 65 shows the author’s intuitive positioning of teaching methodology between
COBLAS, which includes IEERD and LEERD Program, in comparison with Entrepreneurship
and Innovation course at FEBM, NUOL. In IEERD and LEERD, students’ interaction with the
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real world is very high and initiative of the students’ level is relatively high. As explained earlier,
students work very closely with business owner while undertaking the program. In EI program,
interaction with the real world is much lower than LEERD and IEERD, but initiative level is
almost same as IEERD and LEERD. Students are required to create their own business plan
with a new product or service.
Section 3-1. Comparison of LEERD program and EI program in Laos
Section 3-1 explains the comparison of LEERD program and EI program conducted at
FEBM, NUOL. EI course is a formal three-credit course with 36 hours of instruction for
semester one of academic year 2006-2007. The course is organized in a large lecture hall with
117 students. The program outline and objectives are shown in Appendix 1-2. Three main
reading textbooks are used: Entrepreneurship written in Lao language, Workbook written in Lao
language, and Case studies. The total pages of the reading material are 358. Students participated
in classic lectures, read the distributed material, watched video on entrepreneurs, prepared
business plans, and presented them.
The major differences between the two programs are on its teaching methodology, tasks,
and the reading material. EI does not require students to work with enterprises, while it is
compulsory for LEERD. LEERD students are not required to read lengthy textbooks, while
there is required reading material for EI. LEERD students work closely with workbook, which is
very easy and straightforward to follow and they are not required to read lengthy textbooks.
Learners in LEERD program have to help entrepreneurs improve their businesses while in EI,
students are asked to formulate new business idea, which can be a new product or a new type of
service, and create a business plan. LEERD teaching hours is also 36 hours as the same as EI,
yet learners tend to work longer hours with the enterprises. Students have reading material of
470 PowerPoint slides and 76 pages of workbook in LEERD program while EI program
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presents textbooks, workbook, and case studies totaling 358 pages. The content focus is relatively
similar, but EI is more theoretical while LEERD is more practical.
Section 3-1-1. Overall Program Evaluation
The evaluation of the overall training program from learner’s perspective provides an
important picture of the program (Table 38). The scale of satisfaction was classified into three
categories: high, to some extent, and low.
Table 38. Overall Evaluation of the Program: EI vs. LEERD
Training Programs
EI LEERD
Very Useful 92.20% 100.00%
To some extent 7.80% 0.00%
Usefulness of Curriculum and Content
for Entrepreneurship Knowledge &
Skills Not useful 0.00% 0.00%
Very Much 67.50% 83.30%
To some extent 29.90% 16.70%
Personal Achievement of the Program
in General
Not so much 2.60% 0.00%
Very much 49.40% 77.80%
To some extent 50.60% 22.20%Personal Capability Enhancement
Not so much 0.00% 0.00%
Very much 50.60% 77.80%
To some extent 48.10% 22.20%
Knowledge and Skills for
Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Increase Same as before 1.30% 0.00%
Very much 63.60% 72.20%
To some extent 33.80% 27.80%
Motivation for Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Increase
Same as before 2.60% 0.00%
Good capability 10.40% 11.10%
To some extent 46.80% 61.10%
Enough Capability for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Not good yet 42.90% 27.80%
Very effective 70.10% 61.10%
To some extent 28.60% 38.90%Effectiveness of the Program
Not so effective 1.30% 0.00%
The analysis result showed that in EI course, 92.20% of the students felt that the
curriculum and content material was highly useful for entrepreneurial knowledge and skills
improvement. In terms of personal achievement from the program, 67.50% of the respondents
believed that they had gained high level of achievement, while 29.90% regarded as improvement
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to some extent. Nearly half of the students considered high level of personal capability
enhancement, while the other half regarded as enhancement to some extent. More than half of
the students stated that their motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increased highly,
while 33.80% regarded that their motivation has increased to some extent. Only 2.60%
considered themselves have not improved their motivation at all. Some 70.10% of the students
believe that the program was highly effective, while 28.60% considered that the effectiveness of
the program was to some extent, and 1.30% regarded the program as ineffective. An opposite
direction, nevertheless, was found in whether the students have had enough capability for
entrepreneurship and innovation. As many as 42.90% of the students declared that they did not
have enough capability, while 46.80% believed that they have had capability to some extent. This
shows that the learners need much more capability in the area of entrepreneurship.
When compared the results of the LEERD program and EI program they show a similar
trend, yet the LEERD program mean scores are much higher in all categories, except
effectiveness of the program. Usefulness of curriculum and content for entrepreneurship
knowledge and skill score was 100% very useful for LEERD, while EI was 92.20%. Personal
achievement of the program in general score for very much was 83.30% for LEERD, and
67.50% for IE. Personal capability enhancement and knowledge and skills for Entrepreneurship
mean score increase was 77.80% for LEERD, while the score in that category for EI was around
50%. Motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increase was 72.20% for LEERD, and
63.60% for the EI. Having good capability score is almost same for both programs.
Effectiveness of the program, in contrast, EI score is higher, 70.10% for very effective, and
61.10% for LEERD program. The distinction of effectiveness may come from the nature of
outcome of the program. Students at EI course’s objective are to complete a three-credit course
program while students at LEERD program target on business experience obtained from the
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program. From students’ point of view, once they pass a three-credit course, their mission is
complete; therefore, most of the students believe that the program is very effective. In LEERD
program, nevertheless, from students’ stand points, the target is gaining practical experience of
entrepreneurship through working with existing entrepreneurs utilizing the training program as a
facilitation; therefore, there is no measurement of how much is enough to them. They always
want more of the experience. Therefore, the author believe, the rating of program effectiveness
is lower than that of EI program.
Section 3-1-2. Understanding Teaching Material Content
Understanding the teaching material content can measure the effectiveness of the program.
In the data collection, these variables were classified into 6 categories: 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%,
and 100%. The students judged subjectively according to their own practices. The outcome of
the analysis showed that in EI program 42.90% of the students attended 100% of the classes,
while 41.60% attended 80% (Table 39). The remaining attended less than 80% of the total
training hours. Among all the trainees, only 6.70% read 100% of the distributed materials. Some
48.00% of the students read 80% of the materials, and 30.70% read the materials only 60%. The
ratio of understanding the distributed materials was relatively low, 26.30% of the students
understood 80% of the materials, while 57.90% understood only 60% of the materials. The rest
understood the material as low as 40% or less. The assessment of satisfaction with the program
in general, in contrast, showed a remarkable trend; more than 85% of the students regarded the
training program as highly satisfactory, with the satisfaction level of 80% and above.
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Table 39. Attendance and Satisfaction: EI vs. LEERD
EI LEERD
100% 42.90% 29.40%
80% 41.60% 58.80%
60% 13.00% 5.90%
40% 1.30% 5.90%
Lecture Attendance
20% 1.30% 0.00%
100% 6.70% 0.00%
80% 48.00% 66.70%
60% 30.70% 22.20%
40% 12.00% 5.60%
Read Distributed Material
20% 2.70% 5.60%
100% 0.00% 5.60%
80% 26.30% 61.10%
60% 57.90% 22.20%
40% 10.50% 11.10%
Understand Program in General
20% 5.30% 0.00%
100% 36.80% 88.90%
80% 48.70% 11.10%
60% 11.80% 0.00%
40% 2.60% 0.00%
Satisfaction with the Program in
General
20% 0.00% 0.00%
In terms of satisfaction with the program in general, nevertheless, LEERD program
satisfied students much more, 88.90% of the students are totally satisfied with the program
compared to 36.80% in EI. Nevertheless, more students attended lectures and read distributed
material in EI program than in LEERD program, yet in terms of understanding the program in
general, LEERD program students show higher ratios. From this observation, both programs
are highly evaluated by students and more students satisfied with LEERD than EI. The data
also raises issues whether exposing to real business make students understand more than just
reading the distributed material and attending the lectures. Another observation, when compared
to program effectiveness in Table 39, it can be said that despite lower attendance and reading
distributed material in LEERD program, satisfaction level for LEERD program is higher.
Learners feel that the curriculum of LEERD program is more useful, higher achievement, gain
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better knowledge and skills, and motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increased more.
Table 40. Understanding the Content of Teaching Material: EI vs. LEERD
EI LEERD
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Change
% of
change
Pre-
training
Post-
training Change
%
change
Consumption Chain 2.60 3.31 0.71 17.79% 2.27 3.64 1.36 34.09%
Attribute Map 2.23 2.68 0.45 11.32% 1.91 3.55 1.64 40.91%
Reverse Financial
Statements 2.17 2.65 0.48 12.02% 2.18 3.00 0.82 20.45%
SWOT Analysis 3.48 3.85 0.37 9.13% 3.64 4.00 0.36 9.09%
Milestone Planning 1.33 2.51 1.18 29.41% 1.27 2.91 1.64 40.91%
Business Planning 3.11 3.57 0.45 11.32% 2.91 3.45 0.55 13.64%
Market Research 3.26 3.43 0.17 4.25% 3.18 3.73 0.55 13.64%
Elevator Speech 1.17 1.71 0.54 13.46% 1.00 2.82 1.82 45.45%
Competitor Analysis 3.69 3.71 0.02 0.48% 3.82 3.45 -0.36 -9.09%
Market Growth 3.40 3.70 0.30 7.55% 3.55 3.45 -0.09 -2.27%
Critical Assumption 2.59 3.57 0.98 24.51% 2.36 3.27 0.91 22.73%
Return on Assets 3.13 3.12 -0.02 -0.48% 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.55%
Business Model 2.29 2.73 0.44 11.06% 2.18 3.18 1.00 25.00%
Information Age 3.34 3.62 0.28 7.08% 3.27 3.55 0.27 6.82%
Product Life Cycle 3.47 3.66 0.19 4.72% 3.70 3.80 0.10 2.50%
Learning Style 2.89 3.08 0.19 4.72% 3.20 3.30 0.10 2.50%
Market Segmentation 3.26 3.51 0.25 6.13% 3.10 3.50 0.40 10.00%
Brain Storming 2.66 3.11 0.45 11.32% 3.10 3.30 0.20 5.00%
Trigger Events 2.62 3.11 0.49 12.26% 2.70 3.00 0.30 7.50%
(Data: Mean, Scale: 1-4: 1= have never heard before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term well, 3=have a
vague understanding of the term, and 4=have a good understanding of the term
Table 40 explains the results of understanding the content of teaching materials. When
comparing the two programs, higher degree of changes is found on LEERD programs in most
elements. LEERD has higher percentage of mean score increase in “consumption chain”
(34.09%), “attribute map” (40.91%), “reverse financial” (20.45%), “milestone planning” (40.91%),
“business planning” (13.64%), “market research” (13.64%), “return on asset” (4.55%), “and
business model” (25.00%). EI produced higher mean score changes in “SWOT analysis”
(9.13%), “competitor analysis” (0.45%), “information age” (7.05%), “product life cycle” (4.72%),
“learning style” (4.72%), “brain storming” (11.32%), and “trigger event” (12.26%). In summary,
we can see from this trend that learners in LEERD programs master the contents of the teaching
material better than EI.
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Section 3-1-3. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude
Entrepreneurial orientation was classified into confidence to become entrepreneur, risk
taking degree, seriousness of starting business, and likeliness to start business. The valid subjects
for this test for EI involved 53 trainees in the first three, and 52 trainees for likeliness to start
their own businesses. These valid subjects were the respondents who returned questionnaires of
both pre- and post-training. Mean score from pre-training and post-training are compared. The
scale in this section was Likert 7 point scale: 1 means low level and 7 means high level.
Likeliness to start their own business is classified into 1 = one year after the training, and 7 =
more than 6 years from the training. Mean score was used to compare the pre- and post-training.
Figure 66. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude: EI vs. LEERD
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The results of the analysis showed that in EI program, mean score of seriousness of
starting business increased by 4.86% and confidence to become entrepreneur increased by 8.57%;
while risk taking decreased by 4.00%. This means that the EI program contributes to enhancing
the confidence and seriousness of starting businesses while making students more
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careful in terms of risk taking. The time of likeliness to start own business, however extended by
4.43% point.
Positive changes in LEERD program are much higher in confidence to become
entrepreneur, with an increase of 8.57% comparing to the changes of EI program of 4.00%. For
risk taking, LEERD program increased by 4.27% while EI decreased by 4.00%. Seriousness of
starting business, in contrast, LEERD mean score decreased by 10.00% while EI program’s
increased by 4.86%. A similar result is seen in likely to start own business, decreased by 1.43% in
LEERD and increased by 4.43% in EI. This shows that in the EI program, learners’ confidence
and seriousness of starting a business increased while being more careful in risk taking. In
LEERD, risk taking and confidence increased a lot while needing more experiences with real
business before starting their own businesses. This risk taking attitude increase shows the
positive move towards entrepreneurial action.
The contrasting result of risk taking, seriousness of starting business, and likely to start own
business is an interesting outcome of the two programs. While confidence level of LEERD
students increases much more than EI, seriousness of starting business and likely to start own
businesses of LEERD decrease. This can be interpreted that students working with micro
enterprises at LEERD program see opportunity in building up the existing companies rather than
starting a new one.
Section 3-1-4. Changes in Entrepreneurial Spirit
Likert 7 point scale questions were asked to identify whether students understood
entrepreneurs’ life and what their ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs was. Prior to the
training program, the mean score of the former in EI program was 4.48 and the latter was 4.43.
After the training program, the “understanding of entrepreneurs’ life” was 4.69, increased by
3.00%, while the “ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs” decreased by 1.86%, to 4.30. The
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comparison of EI and LEERD, shown in Figure 67, provides additional understanding into the
effects of the program. Both LEERD and EI programs increased “understanding of
entrepreneur’s life” (12.86% and 3.00% chronologically), while “ability level in assisting
entrepreneurs” declined for EI by 1.86%, and there was no change in LEERD program. This
indicates that the more learners understand entrepreneurs’ life and difficulties encountered, the
more knowledge and skills they need. Therefore, the knowledge and skills they currently have are
found to be insufficient to assist the local entrepreneurs effectively. This situation shows that the
LEERD program is necessary. More time and frequency are needed so that students have
opportunity to be exposed to real business setting.
Figure 67. Understanding Entrepreneur's Life: EI vs. LEERD
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Section 3-1-5. Changes in Obstacles for Becoming Entrepreneurs
Table 41. Changes in Obstacles on Starting Businesses: EI vs. LEERD
EI LEERD
Mean
Change % change
Mean
Change % Change
Lack of Money/Finances/ Capital 0.02 0.29% -0.60 -8.57%
No Time 0.53 7.57% -0.90 -12.86%
Looking for Right Business Opportunity 0.21 3.00% 1.30 18.57%
Still in School - Still in School -0.34 -4.86% -1.70 -24.29%
Afraid of Failure 0.26 3.71% 0.70 10.00%
Health Reason 0.38 5.43% 0.00 0.00%
Need More Information 0.09 1.29% -0.30 -4.29%
Need More Training/Education -0.25 -3.57% 0.40 5.71%
Already have a Job -0.38 -5.43% -0.40 -5.71%
Current Economic Situation Not Good -0.13 -1.86% -0.30 -4.29%
Too High Financial Risk -0.21 -3.00% -0.10 -1.43%
Too Difficult to Identify Markets -0.02 -0.29% 0.80 11.43%
Difficult to Find Qualified Employees/Staff -0.68 -9.71% 0.60 8.57%
Personal Problem (e.g. divorce.) -0.06 -0.86% 0.00 0.00%
Too Complicated Government Regulation -0.26 -3.71% 0.22 3.14%
Too High Tax -0.43 -6.14% 0.00 0.00%
Lack of Interest/ No Desire to do Business 0.04 0.57% 0.90 12.86%
Too Young -0.71 -10.14% -0.80 -11.43%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
The effects on obstacles of becoming entrepreneurs were measured by the differences of
mean scores of Likert scale questionnaires: 1 means low obstacles, 4 medium obstacles, and 7
high obstacles. Obstacles of becoming entrepreneurs are measured by how much these obstacles
reduced. LEERD was more effective than EI in terms of reducing the obstacles (Table 41). The
former reduced mean score of “still in school” by 24.29%, “no time” by 12.86%, “too young” by
11.43%, “lack of money/finance/capital” by 8.57%, “already have a job” by 5.71%, “need more
information” by 4.29%, and “current economic situation is not good” by 4.29%. In EI program,
mean score increases for “no time” by 7.57%, and “health reason” by 5.43%. The area in which
learners in LEERD program regards as obstacles more after the trainings are “looking for right
business opportunity”, “afraid of failure”, “need more training and education”, “too difficult to
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identify markets”, “difficult to find qualified employees”, “too complicated government
bureaucracy”, and “lack of interest / no desire to do business”. This shows that LEERD
program reduced obstacles of becoming entrepreneurs considerably while being cautious on
having insufficient experiences and education as well as identifying the right and appropriate
opportunity to start business. This is a positive output of the training program, changing
learners’ attitude toward prospective entrepreneurs.
Section 3-1-6. Changes in Sources of Help
Figure 68. Changes in Helpful Activities: EI vs. LEERD
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“Sources of help” for doing business were divided into five categories: having guidance of
a mentor from a business owner, doing internship with a business, attending courses or seminar
on starting a business, job shadowing at a business, and being helped identifying good ideas for a
business. Likert scale of 1 = not helpful, 4 = helpful, and 7 = very helpful was used to measure
the degree of differences. The results of EI program showed that all kinds of help were
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regarded as very useful, ranking by “having guidance of mentor”, “attending courses or seminars
on starting businesses”, “internship in businesses”, “being helped identifying good ideas for a
business”, and “job shadowing at a business” chronologically. A positive impact of the EI
training program was seen on “job shadowing at a business”, by a mean score increase of 7.86%,
followed by “being helped in identifying good ideas for a business” of 2.71%, “having guidance
from business owners” and “internship” both equal mean score increase (2.14%), and lastly
“attending courses and seminars” (1.14%).
When compared with LEERD program, LEERD program increased the awareness of
helpful sources for business activities more (Figure 68). It increased the importance of “having
guidance of a mentor or business owners” by 5.71%, and “being helped identifying good ideas
for a business” by 8.57%. EI increased the score on “attending courses or seminar on starting
business” by 1.14%, and “job shadowing at a business” by 7.86%. This shows that LEERD
program seems to be more effective in raising the awareness of helpful sources.
Figure 69. Changes in Sources of Business Support: EI vs. LEERD
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Sources of Business Support were described in 10 variables: friends, parent/ guardians/
relatives, business person/entrepreneurs, consulting companies, university teachers, provincial
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government, chamber of commerce, banks/financial institutions, SME promotion office, and
central government. In the pre-training survey of EI, mean score ranking for importance of
business support was “banks/financial institution” (6.11), followed by “parents/ guardians/
relatives” (5.98), “SME promotion office” (5.51), “consulting companies” (5.40), “business
person/entrepreneur and Chamber of Commerce” (5.36), “university teacher” (5.19), “central
government” (5.08), “provincial government” (4.98), and “friends” (4.06). After the training
(Figure 69), an increase in mean score was in “friends” by 9.29%, “university teacher” by 8.29%,
“SME promotion office” by 3.57%, “business person” by 3.29%, and “provincial government”
by 2.71%. The ranking result showed that “university teachers” jumped from 7th ranking to 3rd
ranking, and “provincial government” from 9th to 8th. A decrease in mean score was seen in
“Banks” by 3.00%, “parents/guardians/relative” by 1.57%, and “central government” by 1.43%.
Sources of business support in both programs show almost identical pattern, but the
increases or decreases in LEERD program are much higher than the scores in EI course. The
score increases in LEERD are seen on “friends” (10.43%), “business person/entrepreneurs”
(11.43%), “consulting companies” (8.57%), “school/university/technical college teachers”
(9.14%), “provincial government” (6.43%) and “SME promotion office” (7.86%). The mean
score decreases are on “banks/financial institution”, “central government”, “Chambers of
Commerce”, and “parents/ guardians/ relatives”. It can be said that LEERD program is
effective in awareness raising on sources of business support.
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Figure 70. Changes in Necessary Assistance by Government: EI vs. LEERD
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Table 42. Changes in Necessary Assistance by the Government: EI vs. LEERD
EI Program LEERD
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Change
% of
change
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Change
% of
change
Providing Financial
Assistance 5.98 5.74 -0.24 -3.43% 6.73 6.55 -0.18 -2.57%
Providing Business
Counseling and Information 6.34 6.15 -0.19 -2.71% 6.73 6.45 -0.28 -4.00%
Promoting Business
Ownership as a Career 6.13 6.36 0.23 3.29% 6.73 6.73 0.00 0.00%
Providing Business Skills
Training 6.17 6.00 -0.17 -2.43% 6.55 6.73 0.18 2.57%
Providing Courses on
Business Ownership in
Education System
6.26 6.36 0.10 1.43% 6.91 6.55 -0.36 -5.14%
Statistic: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very
High, 7=Extremely high)
Necessary assistance by the government (Figure 70) was divided into five variables:
providing financial assistance, providing business counseling and information, promoting
business ownership as a career, providing business skills training, and providing courses on
business ownership in education system. In the pre-training survey of EI program (Table 42),
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the ranking of these five variables was “providing business counseling” (6.34), “providing
business ownership in education system” (6.26), “providing business skills training” (6.17),
“promoting business ownership as a career” (6.13), and “providing financial assistance” (5.98).
The reshuffle of the ranking was seen in post training survey. “Promoting business ownership as
a career” and “providing courses on business ownership in education system” became the first
with mean score of 6.36, followed by “providing business counseling and information” (6.15),
“providing business skills training” (6.00), and “providing financial assistance” (5.74). As can be
seen in these changes, mean score increases were seen in “promoting business ownership as a
career” and “providing courses on business ownership in education system”. Decreased mean
scores were in “financial assistance”, “business counseling, and business skill training”. The
students believed that the business career recognition was very important and also university
could have a role in creating entrepreneurs.
When compared EI with LEERD program, both do not change the perception of
assistance needed from the government very much. EI and LEERD decreased the score of
“providing financial assistance” by 3.43% and 2.57% respectively (Figure 70). The same trend is
seen in “providing business counseling and information”, with mean score decrease by 2.71%
and 4.00% for EI & LEERD respectively. EI changes the score by an increase of 3.29% on
“promoting business ownership as a career”, while no changes is found on LEERD program. In
“providing business skill training”, LEERD increased the score by 2.57%, while in EI, the score
decreased by 2.43%. The score on “providing courses on business ownership” increased by
1.43% in EI, while decreased by 5.14% in LEERD. The marginal change in these variables
signifies that students in both programs do not change perspective on external assistance, rather
they tend to improve internal capacity. The entrepreneurial insight and capacity of the students
are very important to trigger entrepreneurial activity.
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Section 3-1-7. Changes in Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs
Ten key factors that motivate learners to become entrepreneurs were identified. These
factors, ranking by their popularity in the pre-training survey of EI include to have better income,
to contribute to community, to improve standard of living/lifestyle, to fulfill goal and personal
achievement, to be highly respected from the society, to independently create own environment,
to enjoy being challenged, to have power /control, to avoid uncertainty on unemployment, and
to follow family tradition chronologically.
Figure 71. Changes in Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs: EI vs. LEERD
Changes in Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs: EI vs. LEERD
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The post-training data of EI (Table 43) showed that the ranking shifted to a new order;
“better income prospect” was still in number one position, followed by “fulfilling goal/personal
achievement”, “improving standard of living”, “wanting to contribute to community”, “being
independent / creating own environment”, “being highly respected by the society”, “wanting to
have challenging career”, “having power/control”, “avoiding uncertainty on unemployment”,
and “following family tradition”. Positive changes (Figure 71) were in “fulfilling goal and
personal achievement” (6.43%), “avoiding uncertainty” (5.86%), “having better income
prospects” (4.57%), “being independent” (3.86%), and “enjoying being challenged” and
“improving standard of living” by 3.43% each. Negative effect was found on “family tradition”
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(3.57%), “power / control” (1.43%), and very little decreased mean score was found on “being
respected by the society” (0.71%).
Table 43. Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs: EI vs. LEERD, Pre- vs. Post-training
EI Program LEERD Program
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Change
% of
Change
Pre-
Training
Post-
Training Change
% of
Change
Independent/Create Own
Environment 5.75 6.02 0.27 3.86% 5.64 6.45 0.81 11.57%
Better Income Prospects 6.17 6.49 0.32 4.57% 6.36 6.73 0.37 5.29%
Family Tradition of Owning
Business 4.12 3.87 -0.25 -3.57% 3.91 3.82 -0.09 -1.29%
Avoid Uncertainties Related
to Unemployment 4.42 4.83 0.41 5.86% 4.45 5.82 1.37 19.57%
Fulfill Goal and Personal
Achievement 6.04 6.49 0.45 6.43% 6.45 6.55 0.10 1.43%
Be Highly Respected by
Society/Good Social Status 5.79 5.74 -0.05 -0.71% 6.45 6.18 -0.27 -3.86%
Want to Contribute to
Community 6.15 6.21 0.06 0.86% 6.45 6.45 0.00 0.00%
Have Power/ Control 5.19 5.09 -0.09 -1.43% 5.64 5.27 -0.37 -5.29%
Enjoy being Challenged 5.23 5.47 0.24 3.43% 5.73 6.00 0.27 3.86%
Improved Standard of
Living and Lifestyle 6.08 6.32 0.24 3.43% 6.45 6.64 0.19 2.71%
Data: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
When compared with LEERD program, LEERD performs better in raising inspiration to
become entrepreneurs. It increased the score on “avoiding uncertainties related to
unemployment” by 19.57%, “being independent/create own environment” by 11.57%, “enjoying
being challenged” by 3.86%. The higher score reductions for LEERD program are on “be highly
respected by the society/ good social status” by 3.85%, and “have power or control” by 5.29%.
It can be concluded that LEERD program can raise inspiration to become entrepreneur higher
than EI course in most categories studied. The exposure of students to the real business
situation, guided by the university facilitator, enhances the inspiration of students toward
becoming an entrepreneur.
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Section 3-1-8. Changes in Successful Cities to Do Business
Table 44. Changes in Successful cities to do business: EI vs. LEERD
Pre-Training Post-Training
EI 59.40% 42.10%Vientiane Capital City LEERD 40.00% 36.40%
EI 10.90% 11.80%Luang Prabang LEERD 10.00% 9.10%
EI 9.40% 19.70%Savannakhet LEERD 30.00% 18.20%
EI 9.40% 13.20%Champasack LEERD 0.00% 9.10%
EI 10.90% 13.20%Others
LEERD 20.00% 27.30%
One variable in the questionnaire was on “successful city to conduct business”. This is a
multiple-choice question with five alternative answers: Vientiane Capital City, Luang Prabang,
Savannakhet, Champasack and others (Table 44). These are the major big cities in Laos. In the
pre-training survey of EI program, 59.4% of the respondents believed that Vientiane Capital City
was the most successful city to do business, followed by Luang Prabang (10.9%), Savannakhet
and Champasack 9.4% each, and others (10.9%). The post survey result showed that Vientiane
Capital City decreased considerably to 42.1%, while Savannakhet increased to 19.7%,
Champasack to 13.2%, Luang Prabang to 11.8%, and others to 13.2%. A similar trend has been
found on LEERD program. Prior to training, 44.1% of the subjects preferred doing business in
the capital city. After the training, the figure declined to 36.4%, while other provinces increased
from 20.0% to 27.3%. This shows that the students increase business opportunity recognition in
other provinces rather than focus only in capital city. This is a good sign of the course outcome,
to create entrepreneurs to conduct businesses in rural areas.
Section 3-1-9. Summary of LEERD and EI Program Comparison
LEERD program produced better results than EI program in most variables measured.
Students in LEERD program are more satisfied with the curriculum and content for
entrepreneurship knowledge and skill. Students participated in LEERD believe that their
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personal achievement of the program, personal capability enhancement, knowledge and skills for
Entrepreneurship, and motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation are better when
compared to EI. Students master the content of the program better. LEERD program raises
confidence to become entrepreneur and risk-taking attitude higher. In LEERD, risk taking and
confidence increased a lot while needing more experiences with real business before starting their
own businesses. This risk taking attitude increase shows the positive move towards
entrepreneurial action. Learners understand the entrepreneur’s life better.
LEERD was more effective than EI in terms of reducing the obstacles of starting
businesses. LEERD program reduced obstacles of becoming entrepreneurs considerably while
being cautious on having insufficient experiences and education as well as identifying the right
and appropriate opportunity to start business. It reduced mean score of still in school, no time,
too young, lack of money/finance/capital, already have a job, need more information, and
current economic and situation is not good more than students in EI program. In addition,
LEERD program increased the awareness of helpful sources for business activities more than EI.
It increased the importance of having guidance of a mentor or business owners, and being helped
identifying good ideas for business. It is a positive output of the training program, changing
learners’ attitude toward prospective entrepreneurs.
LEERD performs better in raising inspiration to become entrepreneurs. It increased the
score on avoiding uncertainties related to unemployment, being independent/create own
environment, and enjoying being challenged. The students in both courses increase business
opportunity recognition in other provinces rather than focus only in capital city. This is a good
sign of the course outcome, to create entrepreneurs to conduct businesses in rural areas.
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Section 3-2. Comparison of LEERD program in Laos and IEERD program in Indonesia
A comparison of the similar program introduced in different setting can provide an insight
into the effectiveness and benefit of the program. In this section, the output of LEERD
program will be compared with the IEERD program conducted at Brawijaya University,
Indonesia, between May and June, 2007. The subjects in Brawijaya University cover 17
participants who come from various background of education. The level of students ranges from
first year students to graduating students. The program is delivered under the support of Asia
SEED of Japan, with the sponsorship from JBIG. The program receives some funding for
students to utilize during the training period, from Brawijaya University.
Section 3-2-1. Overall Program Evaluation
Table 45. Overall Program Evaluation: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
IEERD LEERD
Very Useful 63.20% 100.00%
To some extent 36.80% 0.00%
Usefulness of Curriculum and Content
for Entrepreneurship Knowledge &
Skills Not useful 0.00% 0.00%
Very Much 73.70% 83.30%
To some extent 26.30% 16.70%
Personal Achievement of the Program
in General
Not so much 0.00% 0.00%
Very much 57.90% 77.80%
To some extent 42.10% 22.20%Personal Capability Enhancement
Same as before 0.00% 0.00%
Very much 47.40% 77.80%
To some extent 52.60% 22.20%
Knowledge and Skills for
Entrepreneurship & Innovation
Increase Same as before 0.00% 0.00%
Very much 68.40% 72.20%
To some extent 26.30% 27.80%
Motivation for Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Increase
Same as before 5.30% 0.00%
Good capability 57.90% 11.10%
To some extent 42.10% 61.10%
Enough Capability for Entrepreneurship
and Innovation
Not good yet 0.00% 27.80%
Very effective 31.60% 61.10%
To some extent 68.40% 38.90%Effectiveness of the Program
Not so effective 0.00% 0.00%
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The analysis result (Table 45) showed that in the IEERD program, 63.2% of the trainees
regarded the curriculum as very useful for entrepreneurship knowledge and skills, and 36.8%
regarded as useful to some extent. Some 73.7% of the respondents regard personal achievement
of the program as very much. Around 57.9% state that personal capacity enhancement is very
much, nearly half regard knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation increase very
much, 68.4% increase motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation very much, 57.9% believe
that they have enough capability for entrepreneurship and innovation, and 31.6% regard the
program as very effective.
When compare IEERD program with LEERD program, the results show similar trend, yet
LEERD program mean scores are much higher in all categories, except having enough capability
for entrepreneurship and innovation. In IEERD program, 57.9% of the trainees believe that
they have good capacity, while only 11.1% of the learners in LEERD program regard they have
good capability for entrepreneurship and innovation. The differences of students’ background
may play an important role in result of the training program. LEERD program students come
from the same background, studying in the same year, and the same major (business
management). Students in IEERD program, in contrast, come from different major of study and
study in different years of schooling. In this case, students with no business management
background might find it harder to understand the concept.
Section 3-2-2. Understanding Teaching Material Content
IEERD program, as shown in Table 46, received more students’ attendance, reading the
material, and understanding the program in general in comparison to LEERD. The percentage
of satisfaction at 100% level covered 57.9% for IEERD, on lecture attendance, 21% in reading
distributed material, and 15% for understanding program in general. In terms of satisfaction with
the program in general, nevertheless, LEERD program satisfied students more, 88.9% of the
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students satisfied with the program 100%.
Table 46. Attendance and Satisfaction: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
IEERD LEERD
100% 57.90% 29.40%
80% 42.10% 58.80%
60% 0.00% 5.90%
40% 0.00% 5.90%
Lecture Attendance
20% 0.00% 0.00%
100% 21.10% 0.00%
80% 57.90% 66.70%
60% 21.10% 22.20%
40% 0.00% 5.60%
Read Distributed Material
20% 0.00% 5.60%
100% 15.80% 5.60%
80% 84.20% 61.10%
60% 0.00% 22.20%
40% 0.00% 11.10%
Understand Program in General
20% 0.00% 0.00%
100% 21.10% 88.90%
80% 52.60% 11.10%
60% 21.10% 0.00%
40% 5.30% 0.00%
Satisfaction with the Program in General
20% 0.00% 0.00%
When comparing the IEERD and LEERD programs, shown in Table 47, higher degree of
changes is found in LEERD programs. LEERD has higher mean score increase than IEERD in
consumption chain (34.09% increase), attribute map (40.91%), reverse financial (20.45%),
milestone planning (40.91%), business planning (13.64%), market research (13.64%), return on
asset (4.55%), and business model (25.00%). IEERD produced higher mean score changes in
elevator speech (48.68%), competitor analysis (19.74%), information age (23.61%), product life
cycle (6.58%), learning style (28.95%), market segmentation (13.16%), brain storming (18.06%),
and trigger event (32.89%). The environment in which the program is launched can contribute
to the different outcome. For LEERD program, students participated in the program for two
reasons. On the one hand, they participated in the program for the purpose of learning
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entrepreneurship as stipulated in the objective of LEERD program. On the other hand, students
use LEERD program as their graduating paper, which is a 10 credit worth of paper. In this case,
students’ commitment might perhaps be high.
Table 47. Understanding Content of Teaching Material: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
IEERD LEERD
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Consumption Chain 2.74 3.11 0.37 9.21 2.27 3.64 1.36 34.09
Attribute Map 2.21 3.37 1.16 28.95 1.91 3.55 1.64 40.91
Reverse Financial Statements 2.16 2.89 0.74 18.42 2.18 3.00 0.82 20.45
SWOT Analysis 3.63 3.84 0.21 5.26 3.64 4.00 0.36 9.09
Milestone Planning 1.95 3.47 1.53 38.16 1.27 2.91 1.64 40.91
Business Planning 3.37 3.74 0.37 9.21 2.91 3.45 0.55 13.64
Market Research 3.21 3.74 0.53 13.16 3.18 3.73 0.55 13.64
Elevator Speech 1.79 3.74 1.95 48.68 1.00 2.82 1.82 45.45
Competitor Analysis 2.84 3.63 0.79 19.74 3.82 3.45 -0.36 -9.09
Market Growth 3.21 3.47 0.26 6.58 3.55 3.45 -0.09 -2.27
Critical Assumption 2.26 3.05 0.79 19.74 2.36 3.27 0.91 22.73
Return on Assets 3.00 3.05 0.05 1.32 3.18 3.36 0.18 4.55
Business Model 2.58 3.05 0.47 11.84 2.18 3.18 1.00 25.00
Information Age 2.22 3.17 0.94 23.61 3.27 3.55 0.27 6.82
Product Life Cycle 3.26 3.53 0.26 6.58 3.70 3.80 0.10 2.50
Learning Style 2.37 3.53 1.16 28.95 3.20 3.30 0.10 2.50
Market Segmentation 3.26 3.79 0.53 13.16 3.10 3.50 0.40 10.00
Brain Storming 2.89 3.61 0.72 18.06 3.10 3.30 0.20 5.00
Trigger Events 1.63 2.95 1.32 32.89 2.70 3.00 0.30 7.50
Data: Mean, Scale: 1 - 4, 1= never heard the term before, 2=have heard it but do not know the term well, 3=have a
vague understanding of the term, and 4= have a good understanding)
Section 3-2-3. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude
The results of the analysis of IEERD (Figure 72) program showed that risk taking mean
score increased by 12%, while likely to start own business mean score decreased by 8.29%.
Confidence to become entrepreneur mean score increased by 8.57%, and seriousness of starting
business increased by 1.57%.
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Figure 72. Changes in Entrepreneurial Attitude: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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When compared with LEERD program, higher mean score increase in LEERD are on
confidence to become entrepreneur. The risk taking for IEERD has higher increases.
Seriousness of starting business decrease a lot more in LEERD, by 10%, while there is an
increase by 1.57% in IEERD. Nevertheless, the changes show very similar pattern, increasing
mean score in confidence is to become entrepreneur and risk taking while decreasing mean score
is likely to start own business.
Section 3-2-4. Changes in Entrepreneurial Spirit
Figure 73 shows that IEERD has the impacts on both understanding entrepreneurs’ life
and ability level of assisting them better than the LEERD courses, the score increased by 21.86%
and 12% respectively.
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Figure 73. Understanding Entrepreneurs Life: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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Section 3-2-5. Changes in Obstacles for Becoming Entrepreneurs
Obstacles of becoming entrepreneurs are measured by how much these obstacles reduced
in the programs. Table 48 shows that IEERD was more effective in terms of reducing the
obstacles than LEERD. The former reduced lack of money/finance/capital mean score by
12.03%, looking for right business opportunities by 3.01%, need more training and education by
8.27%, need more information by 19.55%, already have a job by 17.29%, current economic
situation is not good by 9.02%, too high financial risk by 6.77%, too difficult identifying markets
3.76%, personal problems 7.52%, and too complicated government regulation 17.29%. LEERD
program reduced the mean score of being too young by 11.43%, no time by 12.86%, still in
school 24.29%.
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Table 48. Changes in Obstacles for Becoming Entrepreneurs: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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Lack of Money/Finances/Capital 3.74 2.89 -0.84 -12.03% 6.10 5.50 -0.60 -8.57%
No Time 2.79 2.95 0.16 2.26% 2.40 1.50 -0.90 -12.86%
Looking for Right Business
Opportunity 5.00 4.79 -0.21 -3.01% 4.20 5.50 1.30 18.57%
Still in School 3.26 2.95 -0.32 -4.51% 4.30 2.60 -1.70 -24.29%
Afraid of Failure 2.05 2.53 0.47 6.77% 3.70 4.40 0.70 10.00%
Health Reason 1.74 2.26 0.53 7.52% 1.30 1.30 0.00 0.00%
Need More Information 5.89 4.53 -1.37 -19.55% 5.80 5.50 -0.30 -4.29%
Need More Training/Education 5.84 5.26 -0.58 -8.27% 5.90 6.30 0.40 5.71%
Already have a Job 3.53 2.32 -1.21 -17.29% 1.60 1.20 -0.40 -5.71%
Current Economic Situation Not
Good 3.16 2.53 -0.63 -9.02% 4.60 4.30 -0.30 -4.29%
Too High Financial Risk 2.95 2.47 -0.47 -6.77% 5.20 5.10 -0.10 -1.43%
Too Difficult in Identifying
Markets 3.16 2.89 -0.26 -3.76% 4.70 5.50 0.80 11.43%
Difficult Finding Qualified
Employees/Staff 2.74 2.89 0.16 2.26% 4.20 4.80 0.60 8.57%
Personal Problem (e.g. divorce.) 1.89 1.37 -0.53 -7.52% 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00%
Too Complicated Government
Regulation/Bureaucracy 5.37 4.16 -1.21 -17.29% 4.44 4.67 0.22 3.17%
Too High Tax 3.56 3.72 0.17 2.38% 5.30 5.30 0.00 0.00%
Lack of Interest/ No Desire to
do Business 1.32 1.58 0.26 3.76% 2.90 3.80 0.90 12.86%
Too Young 1.42 1.32 -0.11 -1.50% 1.90 1.10 -0.80 -11.43%
Data: Mean, (Scale: 1-7; 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively Low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high,
6=Very High, 7=Extremely high)
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Section 3-2-6. Changes in Sources of Help
Figure 74. Changes in Helpful Activities: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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Changes in helpful activity differed greatly between the results of IEERD program and
LEERD program (Figure 74). While having guidance of mentor or business owners score
decreased by 3.71% for the former, the score increased by 5.71% in the later. Similar trend are
seen in internship with business (5.29% decrease vs. 2.86% increase respectively), and being
helped identifying good ideas for a business (3.00% decrease and 8.57% increase respectively).
For attending courses or seminar on starting business, both programs show a decrease in mean
score, by 1.57% for IEERD and by 7.14% for LEERD. Job shadowing at a business, in contrast,
the score of both programs increased, 1.57% for IEERD and 5.71 for LEERD. It can be
concluded that in LEERD program, learners regard these activities, except attending courses or
seminar on starting businesses, as more important while for IEERD program, learners regards
these activities less important to them. In other words, IEERD students gain more
independence and need less support from other sources.
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Figure 75. Changes in Necessary Assistance by the Government: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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Assistance needed from the government shows contrasting results with the activities
(Figure 75). The students in LEERD program need less providing financial assistance, providing
business counseling and information, and providing courses on business ownership in education
system (mean score decrease by 2.57%, 3.86%, and 5.14% respectively). Mean score of IEERD
program increased in providing financial assistance by 3%, and providing business counseling
and information by 1.57%, promoting business ownership as a career by 3.00%. Both IEERD
and LEERD mean score decreased in providing courses on business ownership in education
system, by 2.29% for the former and 5.14% for the latter.
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Section 3-2-7. Changes in Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs
Figure 76. Changes in Reasons for Becoming Entrepreneurs: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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When compared the two programs on reasons for becoming entrepreneurs (Figure 76),
IEERD performs better in raising inspiration to become entrepreneurs. It increased better
income prospect by 5.29%, family tradition by 8.29%, being highly respected by society/good-
social status by 11.29%, wanting to contribute to society by 4.57%, having power/control by
6.00%, and improve standard of living and lifestyle by 6.00%. LEERD, however, increased score
on inspiration the highest in avoiding uncertainties related to unemployment by 22.86%, being
independents/create own environment by 11.4%, and enjoy being challenged by 3.86%. It can
be concluded that both programs can raise inspiration to become entrepreneur very well.
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Section 3-2-8. Changes in Sources of Help
Figure 77 shows that LEERD program outperforms IEERD in terms of raising awareness
of business support sources. The score increases are seen on friends (10.43%), business
person/entrepreneurs (11.43%), consulting companies (8.57%), school/university/technical
college teachers (9.14%), provincial government (6.43%) and SME promotion office (7.86%).
IEERD increased the score on central government by 1.57%. This can be interpreted that
IEERD program students are more independent than those in LEERD program. Nevertheless,
in LEERD program, learners acknowledge the importance of available sources of help that they
can turn to when dealing with businesses. An important aspect here is that in both programs,
learners turn away from bank/financial institution while acknowledging the importance of friends,
SME promotion offices, and businessperson. This situation is feasible practice for business start-
up as banks/financial institutions are unlikely to provide financing to a new business start-up.
Therefore, it can be said that students in both programs are becoming more entrepreneurial.
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Figure 77. Changes in Source of Help: IEERD vs. LEERD Program
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Section 3-2-9. Summary of IEERD and LEERD Comparison
IEERD program and LEERD program produced very similar output. For overall program
evaluation, the results show the same trend; but LEERD program’s mean scores are much higher
in many categories. The areas in which LEERD program produced higher output are usefulness
of curriculum and content for entrepreneurship knowledge and skills, personal achievement,
personal capability enhancement, knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation
increase, and motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increase. Nevertheless, IEERD
program students have produced better results in having enough capability for entrepreneurship
and innovation.
Students in both programs shows significant improvement in understanding the content of
the teaching material. Higher changes in LEERD programs are in consumption chain, attribute
map, reverse financial, milestone planning, business planning, market research, return on asset,
and business model. IEERD produced higher mean score changes in elevator speech,
competitor analysis, information age, product life cycle, learning style, market segmentation, brain
storming, and trigger event.
Changes in entrepreneurial attitude show very similar pattern in both LEERD and IEERD
program. There are marginal differences in the changes. Higher mean score increase in LEERD
is on confidence to become entrepreneur. The risk taking for IEERD has higher increases.
The distinction is on seriousness of starting business, the mean score decrease in LEERD while
there is an increase in IEERD. Both programs increase understanding on entrepreneurs’ life
extensively. Students’ ability level for assisting local entrepreneurs, nevertheless, increases in
IEERD program while there is no change in LEERD.
IEERD was more effective in terms of reducing the obstacles than LEERD. The former
reduced attitude on the lack of money/finance/capital, looking for right business opportunities,
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need more training and education, need more information, already have a job, current economic
situation is not good, too high financial risk, too difficult identifying markets, personal problems,
and too complicated government regulation. LEERD program reduced the mean score higher in
being too young, no time, and still in school. Nevertheless, the pattern is very similar.
There is a difference in the changes of helpful activity between IEERD program and
LEERD program. IEERD program decreased the score of having guidance of mentor or
business owners score decreased, internship with business and being helped identifying good
ideas for a business, while the score of these variables increased in LEERD program. For
attending courses or seminar on starting business, both programs show a decrease in mean score
while there is an increase in job shadowing at a business. Assistance needed from the government
also shows contrasting results. The students in LEERD program need less providing financial
assistance, providing business counseling and information, and providing courses on business
ownership in education system while students in IEERD program need more. Both IEERD and
LEERD mean score, however, decreased in providing courses on business ownership in
education system.
IEERD performs better in raising inspiration to become entrepreneurs. It increased better
income prospect, family tradition, being highly respected by society/good-social status, wanting
to contribute to society, having power/control, and improve standard of living and lifestyle.
LEERD, however, increased score on inspiration higher than IEERD in avoiding uncertainties
related to unemployment, being independents/create own environment, and enjoy being
challenged. Both programs can raise inspiration to become entrepreneur very well.
LEERD program outperforms IEERD in terms of raising awareness of business support
sources. The score increases of LEERD are seen on friends, business person/entrepreneurs,
consulting companies, school/university/technical college teachers, provincial government and
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SME promotion office. IEERD increased the score on central government. IEERD program
students are more independent than those in LEERD program. Nevertheless, in LEERD
program, learners acknowledge the importance of available sources of help that they can turn to
when dealing with businesses. An important indication from the results is that, in both programs,
learners turn away from bank/financial institution while acknowledging the importance of friends,
SME promotion offices, and businessperson.
It is important to note that there are differences in the settings of the two programs,
particularly in terms of culture and political environment. In Laos, the majority of the population
is Theravada Buddhists (67%)89 which, according to Dana, is regarded as a non-entrepreneurial
society, while in Indonesia, the majority of the population (88%)90 is Muslim. In addition, Laos
has just been exposed to market-oriented economy for only two decades, while in Indonesia,
market oriented economy has been practiced much longer than in Laos. Laos is a communist
country while Indonesia is a democratic country. The differences in these settings may have
influenced the people’s belief and entrepreneurial characteristics; thus, the output of the two
programs slightly varies. Nevertheless, it has been observed that the results of the two programs
produced very similar patterns. The comparison from the two cultural and political settings has
acknowledged the influences of these settings on the outcome of a training program; therefore,
an instructor should bear in mind when delivering a training program in different cultural and
political environment. Appropriate modification is necessary to adapt to the environment.
In short, both LEERD and IEERD program produced similar pattern. They increased
students’ entrepreneurial attitudes, reducing obstacles of business startup, and understand the
program considerably.
89 Population Census, National Statistic Centre (2006)
90 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture_of_Indonesia 11/19/2008 9:07 AM
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C h a p t e r 7
IMPACT OF LEERD PROGRAM ON BUSINESS
The involvement of students in business community produces a certain impact on the
companies they work with. The impact can be regarded as the contribution of the LEERD
program to business community development. This serves not only as the fulfillment of the
program’s objectives, but also contributes to the National University of Laos’s objectives in
community services. In order to investigate the impact of the program on business, the author
interviewed the business owners who accepted LEERD program students into their business.
This chapter reports the results of the interview, beginning with the selection process of the
company, then the feedback from each company. For each company, brief overview of each
company is presented, followed by students’ engagement, recommendations, and feedback of the
business owners. The chapter ends with the summary of findings with business owners.
Section 1. SELECTION PROCESS OF THE COMPANY
The selection of the company is based on the objective of the research for identifying the
appropriate type of companies that works well with the LEERD program. The selection is based
on an assumption that there are many different types of companies operating under the new
mechanism policy of the government. The transition economy also includes privatization of
private enterprises, new emerging companies, companies targeting export, companies targeting
domestic market, which are operating as micro, small, medium, and large-sized companies.
The types of companies selected for the program includes four different types: large private
company, state-owned-enterprise, medium sized company and micro company. Initially, students
were asked to contact their own choice of company. When students tried to approach
companies they prefer to work with, not many companies are willing to cooperate with the
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students. Most of the companies students tried to approach were medium-sized to large
companies. Students were turned down by company; therefore, the instructor assisted selecting
the company to work with. The instructor, having the category above mentioned in mind, with
personal connection, was able to persuade the companies for the students to work with. Then
student groups were assigned accordingly. Below are the description of how students dealt with
the companies, and the reaction of the company owners.
The author interviewed the owners or directors of the companies for the perspectives and
opinions about the LEERD program and students’ engagement in their companies. The
interview was also designed to seek suggestion and recommendation to improve the program and
further cooperation between the university and the companies. As the owners or director of the
companies are very busy individuals, the interviews were very brief and the results are explained
below.
Section 2. ASIAN ECOLOGY PUBLIC CO. LTD.
Section 2-1. Background of the Entrepreneur and Company
Mr. Phisit Sayathith is a serial entrepreneurs who founded, one after another, Saw Blade
Factory, Vientiane Steel Industry, Roofing Tile Factory, Structure Steel Factory, Steel Recycling
Factory, Asian Ecology Public Co. Lt., White Charcoal Factory and a Golf Course. His business
life has encountered enormous turbulence. Nevertheless, he considered all what he did
successful businesses.
Mr. Phisith Sayathit is a Lao national and was born on September 9, 1960 in Borkeo
province, the Northern part of Laos. He completed his first vocational education in Electronics
in Vientiane and then started his career as a teacher in Electronics course at the Pakpasack
vocational school in 1980. During 1982 – 88, he pursued his study in Electronic Engineering in
the former Soviet Union. With a higher degree of Electrical Engineering, Mr. Phisith had then
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served the country as a teacher at polytechnic school until 1989.
In 1989, Mr. Phisith quit teaching career and then started his own business with his own
savings, sharpening and producing saw blades for domestic sawmills. In 1990, he became the
distributor in Laos for a German company, Micheal Weinig Co., which supplied sawing materials.
Prior to late-1980s, Lao PDR exported raw timbers without any value-added processing due to
the constraint of sawmills and technology used in the timber processing. Since early-1990s, with
domestic supply of modern sawmills, timbers have been processed and semi- or completed wood
products have been exported. During the same period of being distribution representative, he
also worked as technical advisor to several local sawmills across the country. Late-1993, he
invested as a partner in the Seng Xai Wood Processing Company, which has produced wooden
photo frames for export.
Mr. Phisith turned his business careers into semi-heavy industry, changing from wood to
steel production. In 1994, he established the Vientiane Steel Industry (VSI) Co. Ltd., the first
steel processing plant ever in Lao PDR. He realized that Laos has been heavily relying on import
of steel products for domestic construction, which has significantly increased from day by day
given the country’s recent infrastructure development and economic expansion. He also
recognized that the country’s scarce natural forestry has been enormously logged over the past
decades and wood has been traditionally used for house construction, thus the logging practice
without reforestation together with wood housing will definitely eat up the scarce natural
resources. Therefore, his steel bar processing plant has been an alternative to solve logging
problem and provided options for modern buildings construction.
After the success of steel industry, he gained so much credential from the government and
banks. The people he knows asked if he would like to try agriculture. This event triggered his
thinking “why, in the past, agriculture in Laos failed?”. Many Nikhom (agriculture camp) were
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established, but all have failed. In the past, he knew that in South East Asia region, coffee was
grown first in the southern part of Laos. The coffee quality was excellent, yet no successful
business expansion in this area has been found. Thailand and Vietnam, on the other hand,
purchased coffee from Laos, processed, and exported. Now these two countries have mastered
the coffee plantation techniques and have been exporting their coffee successfully. In the search
for his information, he discovered that in Laos, the labor fee was paid too low so quality of work
could not be obtained. Also, while other countries make their name attached to a certain
product; for example, coffee is from Brazil, and sugar cane is from Cuba. He set up a question,
what is unique for Laos?
After a careful consideration, he came up with an idea of participatory project on what he
called 4 Ps: Public-Private-People-Partnership. He defines public as the government support,
while private is an individual initiating the project. People refer to the local people who have
intellectual property and physical property, such as abandoned land and labor. He also refers
people to intellectual property of an individual contributing to his project. With this in mind, he
established Asian Ecology Public Company Ltd. The company vision is to contribute to poverty
alleviation, setting model for integrated agriculture business, and make legendary products for
Laos. The mission includes industrial tree plantation, livestock farming, fish farming, and
industrial tree products processing. He approached a lecturer of business at National University
of Laos, the government, and local rural residents to realize the establishment of the company.
The company was founded in 2003 in Hinherb District, Vientiane Province, 120 kilometers from
Vientiane Capital City. The company won Lokham Award from the government in 2005 (Best
company contributing to poverty alleviation).
The location of the industrial tree plantation is in Phonesung Village, Hinherb District,
Vientiane Province, approximately 120 kilometers from Vientiane Capital City. The company
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grow two main types of trees, aquilaria and teak. In the last two years, Mr. Phisith focuses only
on aquilaria due to his vision of profitability. Aquilaria trees produce agar wood inside the tree
trunk, which is highly valuable for certain groups of people who consider the wood as “the wood
of god”. Traditionally, agar wood is produced naturally. Until now, no one really knows how to
turn aquilaria trees into agar wood. Aquilaria tree, nevertheless, can be sold to essential oil
distiller.
The company engaged the villagers in Phonesung Village on voluntary basis. The villager
can join the plantation works in various forms: planting the trees on their own land with future
profit sharing, joining the company as full time employees, or planting the trees on the company’s
land on contractual basis.
Section 2-2. Students’ Work
A team of 4 students work intensively with LEERD program to analyze and make a plan
for the company. After a series of lecture and introduction of students to the company by the
instructor, the students visited the plantation site, interviewed the business owners, and
conducted literature research from various sources. This case is particularly difficult, as the
company does not have any products for the market yet. Most of the activities the company is
doing are concentrated on nursing the seedlings, planting, and taking care of the plants. At the
end of the project, students presented their work with the present of the company owner.
The features students recommended for improvement are generating income from the
existing facilities. The company has more than 600 hectares of plantation. The area is covered
with industrial trees, which will give results in at least 7 years. Students recommended (1)
produce tea from aquilaria leaves, (2) introducing livestock into the area, (3) fish culture, and (4)
increase the seedling volume for sales in addition to plantation in the company area. Students
create plans for each recommended project for the owners.
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Section 2-3. Perception of the Owner
Mr. Phisit was involved in the students’ presentation and provided feedback to the students.
He regarded the students’ work as very useful and beneficial to the company. He even persuades
students who would like to join his company and engaged in the recommended project to work
for him.
Mr. Phisit gave recommendations that students should look at a larger scope and long term
in doing business. The financial analysis needs to be close to the market price as much as
possible, considering the customer the company is dealing with, whether it is business to business
or business to consumer. Such different layer of business needs to be considered carefully.
Environmental factor is another important issue in looking at business in Laos. Political,
cultural, and economic environment changes rapidly in Laos. It is not easy to predict the long-
term environment; therefore, this can be regarded as risk in doing businesses.
Section 3. WHITE CHARCOAL FACTORY CO. LTD.
Section 3-1. Company Background
White Charcoal Co. Ltd. was established on September 29, 2004 by Mr. Bounoum
Phanthapanya. The company is located in Industrial Zone, Saphangkhanong Village, Xaithany
District, Vientiane Capital City. The company owners are Mr. Bounoum Phanthapanya 42%, Mr.
Khamtanh Phoumy 31%, and Mr. Nouanta Douangpaseuth 27%. The registered capital of the
company is US$500,000.
The company has four branches apart from the headquarter mentioned. The first branch is
in Phonesung Village, Hinherb District, Vientiane Province. The second branch is at Houana
Village, Xaithany District, Vientiane Capital City. The third is at Phonesa-ard, Parkngum District,
Vientiane Capital City, and the forth branch is located at Houaleuk Village, Thaphabard District,
Borikhamxay Province.
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The product of the company is white charcoal, that is exported to Japan. The importer in
Japan is JISKOM Corporation. Currently, the handling of the shipping is through JISKOM
Trading Pte. Ltd. in Singapore. JISKOM Corporation buys everything that White Charcoal Co.
Ltd. produces. The contracts between JISKOM and White Charcoal are 100 tons per month, yet
the production capacity is only 60 tons per month. The main reason for low production capacity
is a scarcity of raw material.
White charcoal produced by the company utilize only one type of tree, “mai tiew” in Lao
name. The wood grows naturally throughout the country. The quality of charcoal produced
from this type of wood is considered great, with the burning capacity up to four hours or more
with no smoke.
The procedure of white charcoal production is relatively simple, but the quality control is
very important to achieve a high quality product. The wood is cut at the length of 1.20 meters,
and put into a furnace. The furnace is fully filled with the logs, then the furnace is closed and the
logs are ignited and burnt for approximately 6 to 14 days depending on the starting temperature
of the furnace. Once the logs are completely burnt, observed through the depletion of white
smoke coming out of the furnace, the furnace was gradually open to let oxygen to get through,
then the door is completely open and the burning logs are shifted out of the furnace. The fire is
extinguished by a cover with ash. When the charcoal is cool down, it is cut into an equal length,
based on the standardized size: L with the length of between 10-19 centimeters and diameter of
between 3 and 4.5 centimeters, M with the length of between 10 and 19 centimeter and diameter
of between 1.5 and 3 centimeters, S with the length of between 5 and 9 centimeter and diameter
of between 3 and 6 centimeters, and SS with the length of between 5 and 9 centimeters and
diameter of between 2 and 5 centimeters. The price of size L is US$800 per ton, M is US$700
per ton, S is US$600 per ton, and SS is US$250 per ton. Through the production process, the
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white charcoal can be broken down into smaller pieces, which do not conform the standards.
These smaller pieces are sold at the price of US$66 per ton to the sole buyer in Japan.
In general, white charcoal is supplied by many countries in Asia, such as China, Myanmar,
Malaysia, and Laos. The main markets for the product produced in these countries are Japan,
Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Singapore, France, and USA. In these countries, the demand is
increasing continuously. White charcoal is not only used to build fire, but also in many different
products such as pillow, deodorizer, air filter, water purifier, fertilizer, insecticide, etc.
The tree used as the raw material for the white charcoal is from natural forest. Now, there
is no research and development to cultivate this type of tree. When naturally grown, the tree
takes approximately 4 years to reach the diameter of size L in case of good soil. Therefore, there
is a threat for a depletion of raw material if there is no systematic plantation of the tree. The
changes of the government regulation on the deforestation may also affect the future of the
business. An example is from China, where the government prohibits the logging of wood for
the production of white charcoal, affecting the businesses of exporting white charcoal.
The company has increased its production capacity year by year to meet the demand. As
stated earlier, the production capacity of the company is far below the demand. The production
capacity of 2004 was 200 tons, increased by 140% in 2005, and 220% in 2006 compared to 2004
production. Even so, the output is 45% short comparing to the demand of 1,200 ton per year.
Section 3-2. Students’ Work
Students visited the factory, interviewed the owner, technical staff, employees, and
observed the production sites in different branches. Students conducted SWOT analysis for the
company as follows:
Strength: The Company has an experienced management team and high quality products
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certified by the importer, utilizes unindustrialized trees as raw material, and has an expert
from Japan to assist quality control, and ensured market.
Weakness: Not being able to supply the products according to the demand, encountering
difficulties in raw material supply in rainy season, and outsource packaging material.
Opportunity: The government strongly supports the project. Laos is rich in natural
resources for the company’s raw material in other provinces. Transportation is improving.
Threat: It is very difficult obtaining raw material in rainy season and white charcoal storage
is difficult in high humidity of rainy season. Some local authorities are against the cutting
of the wood and considered as forest destruction. Agricultural and forestry department
imposes penalty in case of high load of raw material storage.
Section 3-3. Recommendation from Students
 The company exports all the products, including low grades with as low as $250 per ton.
The company may consider selling the products to the local market. The company’s
product is unknown to domestic market; therefore, if the company initiates campaign
through trade shows, TV or Newspapers, the products might be bought in the local
market.
 The campaign should focus on the quality. Since the charcoal lasts longer (four times
compared to traditional local charcoal), it reduces the quantity demand. This also reduces
transportation cost and storage. Such awareness raising can improve the market
acceptance of the product.
 The company should consider turning the low-grade products into other products, such
as deodorizer, fertilizer ingredients, charcoal pallets, etc. in order to add more value to the
product.
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 Establish plantation contracts to the local people and introduce know-how on growing
the tree. The tree can actually be cultivated within three years; therefore, encouraging
local people to do systematic plantation which will ensure the company’s future supply of
raw material.
Section 3-4. Company President’s Feedback.
Mr. Bounoum praises students’ work and regarded the document prepared by students as a
very good reference for the company. The recommendation, nevertheless, are beyond the
company’s scope of operation; but he regarded as a future expansion strategy of the company.
For domestic product sales, the company owners still regard as not profitable and not worth
marketing effort, as the competition of small suppliers are very strong.
The plant of sustainable raw material supply is highly valued by the president. It is
accepted and initiated experimental project on the plantation, starting from seedling and
plantation plots. This will be a long-term project.
Section 4. NONGTENG PIG BREEDING STATION
Section 4-1. Company Background
Nongteng Pig Breeding Station is 100% state owned enterprise, which in the early stage
focused on three divisions: pig, chicken, and fish. Between 1977 and 1979, the company received
funding from World Food Organization turned its focus to pig only. In 1979, the company
introduced a pig specie from the United States of America with 60 female pigs for the purpose of
piglet production. In 1981, the farm imported 120 female pigs and 12 male pigs from Thailand.
The farm has learnt that three species are appropriate to Lao environment: Dupoc, Landrace,
large white.
The main objectives of the pig breeding station are to expand animal farming network,
expand animal species, produce pork for the domestic market, and promote the community to
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create jobs. Currently, the station has 120 female breeders, and 12 male breeders. One breeder
can produce 17 piglets per year. The death rate is 10%, with close control the rate can go down
to 2%. Each year, the station sells approximately 2,500 baby pig.
Section 4-2. Students’ Work
A group of five students work with the pig breeding station, interview the personnel,
managers, technical staff, and farm workers. Students also do farm visit and market study on
pork supply and demand. Following is the SWOT analysis from the students:
Strength: This is a highly focused station, concentrating on production of baby pig. The
station has qualified and experienced personnel on breeding. The quality of pig species are
good, and the space for breeding is very large.
Weaknesses: Technical staff on pig farming is limited. The employees are not fully utilized
and work division is not balanced. The farm has too limited working capital. The spaces
of the farm are not fully utilized. Pig feeding technique is based on traditional style. The
station is close to the community, therefore, there is disturbance to community in noise
and smell. In such environment, pig can get diseases easily.
Opportunities: Pork is a favorite meat in the market. There are many festivities in Laos,
which increased the pork demand enormously. The supply of pork in the market is not
sufficient; much more has to be imported from neighboring countries. There is a big
expansion opportunity.
Threat: There are many competitors, particularly household pig breeding. Pig epidemic
scares people of consuming pork and turn to other types of meat: beef, buffalo meat, fish,
etc.
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Section 4-3. Recommendation by Students
 The farm may need to create two divisions: one for pig farming and one for producing
piglet only. Each division shall create its own distribution network and ensure the market
for its products.
 Improve space utilization by expanding pig houses or use the space as exercise ground
for pigs.
 Increase technical staff in the area of pig farming.
 Increase sanitation for the farm. The farm may consider recycling the farm wastes into
gas production and bio fertilizer.
 Increase disease prevention by spraying incoming cars or trucks.
 Conduct experimentation of pig farming using different methods.
Section 4-4. Feedback from Director
The director of the farm was very cooperative with the students and showed students all
necessary information regarding farming activities and businesses. He believes that this is an
information dissemination activity, which will eventually expand the pig farming. Therefore, he
regards students as trainees in the company.
The recommendation by the students was highly valued, but practically, the operation of
the farms depends on government quota and work allocation. Some of the recommendation,
nevertheless, are feasible, such as bio fertilizer production, farming for meat, improving
sanitation, and create distribution network. The director recommends continuation of
cooperation between the university and the farm.
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Section 5. TOMATO SOURCE
Section 5-1. Background of the Business
Tomato source is a family business with four people (husband and wife, and two
employees). It is located in Pakhed Village, Nasaithong District, Vientiane Capital City. The
owner of the business began by producing homemade liquor. Then he produced tomato source,
vinegar, fish source, and soy source. The business has been established for four years. Currently
the business focuses on producing tomato source, fish source, and soy source.
In 2005, the business was sued by a Thailand fish source producer of imitating logo of
“Octopus” brand name for fish source though written in Lao language. Therefore, he stopped
producing fish source for one year. He is now designing a new logo for fish source.
The production process uses very simple techniques. He purchased used bottles and hired
villagers to clean the bottles. The bottle caps are imported from Thailand, and logo printing is
outsourced locally. Bottle filling is manual process. All procedures of source productions is
done manually, only husband and wife control the source production as he wants to keep the
procedure and know-how as a trade secret.
The market of the product is large. He sells at the low-end market inside Vientiane Capital
City and neighboring provinces, particularly northern region where an access to Thai supply is
limited. Retailers from other provinces came to pick up the products at the production sites,
while delivery is only in the market within the Municipality market. The demand is much higher
than what he can produce.
Section 5-2. Students’ Work
A group of five students works with the company, visits the site, interviews the owners,
and checks the products in the market. The SWOT Analysis by the students is as follow:
Strength: Experience in production, raw material obtained easily domestically, production
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facility close to the market and close to transportation route to the Northern provinces:
Luang Prabang, Oudomxay, Sayaboury, and Vientiane Province. These provinces are the
main market for the factory. The owner owns the production sites with large land area.
The taste of the product is unique and widely accepted in the market. The unit price of the
product is low, and the company has potential to employ more people. The product is
certified by Ministry of Health.
Weaknesses: The logo design is not appropriate: no production date, no expiry date; labor
consuming production process, no accounting record and cannot analyze profit or loss for
each products, no uniform or clean clothes for staff, layout of the production process is
not very convenient, packaging is too simple: no plastic wrapping, used recycled boxes
from other products, etc. Production capacity is low, and small working capital. Pricing is
too low in comparison to its rival in the market.
Opportunities: Product is well accepted in the market, expansion potential is big, and
government strongly promotes the business.
Threat: Working capital is too small. Importation of caps and yeast from Thailand is risky
due to fluctuation of exchange rate, cost of domestic raw material fluctuates according to
the harvesting seasons, and the product is easily imitated.
Section 5-3. Recommendations
 Find external funding to improve the production facility and increase production capacity.
 Rearrange the production site to make it more systematic, easy to clean, and increase
productivity.
 Systematically plan the raw material supply so that the production is continuous. Ensure
the supply to royal customers.
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 Redesign the logo, including date of production, expiry date, detail of chemical content.
 Create basic accounting system and adjust the pricing to take the advantage.
 Make attractive packaging.
Section 5-4. Feedback from Business Owner
The owner of the business is highly cooperative with the students and appreciates the help
from the students. The students’ ideas immediately accepted are basic accounting, changing the
label, redesigning the processing facility with more efficient operation. The students work with
the wife of the business owner on basic accounting, so that appropriate records are kept, as well
as designing new local logo for the fish source and tomato source. The husband receives help
from students on designing new stove / burner. At the end of the program, the owner asks more
assistance from students and the instructor.
Section 6. SUMMARY OF IMPACT ON BUSINESS
The cooperation from the business sectors is very important to encourage or discourage
students to further explore entrepreneurial action. From the interview with the business owners
and students’ feedback at the end of the program, it is observed that all businesses are very
cooperative with the students, yet the degree of cooperation, support, and how the business
owners treated the students are relatively different.
The reaction of the companies’ owners varies depending on the company types and sizes.
It is obvious that the larger companies regard students as trainees who needs direct advice from
the companies’ owners rather than having a consultation with the students. Unlike large
companies, micro company regards students as consultants and enthusiastically seeks help and
advice from the students. This phenomenon prevails from the interview with the business
owners and students’ feedback after working with the companies.
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Medium and large companies are likely to face problems that are more complex. For
example, in the Asian Ecology Public Co. Lt. case, the income of the company, instead of from
the activities directly engaged by the companies, which are the industrial tree plantation, is from
the other areas, such as fish farming, the selling of seedling, trading of aquilaria and agar wood,
and a golf course. These activities are being operated under the company but not directly from
the main stream of the business. The White Charcoal Co. Ltd. is struggling to meet the contract
demand, the government regulation in prohibiting cutting wood from the forest, the depletion of
raw material, the rapid expansion of manufacturing site to explore new raw material source, the
local authorities where the new manufacturing sites are to be established, quality control, and the
arrangement with shipping company. The Nongteng Pig Breeding Station, as a government
entity, encounters restriction on rules and regulation set by the government in terms of quota for
personnel, permission to execute development project, the control on the use of fund, and the
allocation on the volume of production. In micro company, nevertheless, the problems are very
simple and obvious to the students. In the case of Tomato Source business, the problems are on
basic accounting, labeling, company logo, keeping the facility clean, improper working
environment for the workers, setting proper layout for efficient production process, designing
simple but efficient stove, etc. These simple problems can be quickly identified and solved by
using simple analytical tools such as SWOT, 5 Ss, KAIZEN, and others that are presented in
LEERD program. Students’ recommendations are immediately accepted by the business owners
with prompt action, leading to instantaneous positive results. The results are very encouraging to
students.
In summary, the difficulty level varies depending on the business sizes and problems. It
can be observed that the larger companies have more challenging problems and students face
difficulty in finding solution to the existing problem. Students’ recommendations are of those
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the business owners aware of; but do not act on them due to other priorities of the company, or
unexplainable secrets. In smaller companies, in contrast, business owners are less experienced in
doing businesses and the problems are simple and obvious to the students. Action to the
recommendation is exploitable with immediate results. Therefore, it is recommended that
LEERD program engages students with micro businesses rather than the larger ones. The more
students can solve the problems and help the enterprises, the higher achievement they feel they
have, thus higher improvement of entrepreneurial attitude can be expected.
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C h a p t e r 8
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research has provided a number of insights into entrepreneurial attitudes of Lao
students, teaching material for Lao students, a new approach of teaching entrepreneurship, and
an impact of the program on students. Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and discussion, which
is divided into three sections: entrepreneurial survey, teaching material and methodology
development, and the impact of the program. Later, recommendation for LEERD program
implementation is provided. The chapter ends with significance of the study results and
recommendation for further research.
Section 1. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Section 1-1. Entrepreneurial Survey
This section summarizes and discusses the results of entrepreneurial orientation survey.
The summary is compared with the previous studies (Xiao et.al. 2001, Sofres 2004, Blanchflower
et. al. 2001, Minniti et. al. 2006, Pistrui et. al. 2000) , where applicable. The results can be
summarized as follows:
 Lao students’ culture is aural-oral culture, spending time on socializing, watching TV, and
listening to the radio more than reading and searching the net. Knowledge search through
internet surfing, reading newspapers, magazines, and books is far less time spending.
This phenomenon corresponds to the Lao culture as a collective culture, passing on their
literature through story telling rather than through books and reading. In such situation,
an education program may need to stress action and demonstration rather than extensive
reading and analyzing complicated texts.
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 Average risk taking attitudes of the Lao students is relatively high. General education
makes risk taking reduces while management education encourages risk taking attitudes.
Students whose parents own businesses have higher risk taking attitudes than those
whose parents do not own businesses. Similarly, students whose parents own businesses
have higher intention to start their own business. The result in this study conforms to the
result of study done by Xiao91 et. al. (2001), reporting that family business owners are
more risk tolerant than non-business owners. Xiao also reported that number of years of
ownership, gross sales, who started the business and sole proprietorship are associated
with risk-taking behavior; and education influenced risk-taking attitudes. The higher the
level of education is the higher risk-taking attitude is.
 The most needed skills in order to become entrepreneur, according to students’
perspectives, are project planning / management skills. Other highly needed skills are
market research and analytical skills, increase self-confidence, improve creativity /
propensity to innovate, leadership skills, and information technology.
 Most Lao students, as high as 73%, want to be self-employed. Most Lao students (72%)
perceive starting business as a preferable option, yet very few (7.6%) has taken action
towards starting businesses, with the equal ratio between men and women (3.8%). The
pattern of perception wanting to be an employee or self-employed changes over time in
15 European Union countries (EU15) and the United States. According to Erobarometer
study92, in EU15, the preference of being self-employed was 51% in 2000, while 44%
preferred to be an employee. In 2004, the ratios changed to the opposite, 51% want to
be an employee while 45% want to be self-employed. In the United States, however, the
91 Xiao, J. J., Alhabeeb, M. J., Hong G.S., and Haynes, G. W. (2001). Attitude toward Risk and Risk-taking Behavior of
Business-Owning Families. The Journal of Consumer Affairs, Vol. 35(2): 307-325.
92 Sofres, T. N. (2004). Flash Eurobarometer 160: Entrepreneurship, Analytical Report. EOS Gallup Europe. European
Commission.
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ratio of people wanting to be an employee was very low in 2000, 28% while 69% want to
be self-employed. The figure changes over time, yet the ratio of people wanting to be
self-employed was still higher in 2004, 61% in comparison to 34% wanting to be an
employee. The preference of being self-employed is very similar to the study done by
Blanchflower, Oswald, and Stutzer93 (2001) in industrial countries. It was reported that
people prefer to be self-employed to being an employee, with top ranking from Poland of
80%, Portugal 73%, and the USA 70%. The actual self-employed figures, nevertheless,
are 30%, 26%, and 14% respectively in these countries. When compared the Lao
students ratios to the industrial countries, it can be said that Lao people have relatively the
same ratio of preferences, yet the action taken is far behind those industrial countries.
The equal ratio between men and women is very different if compared with other
countries reported in Global Entrepreneurship Survey. In GEM94 2005 Report, it was
asserted that men are more likely to start business than women.
 Students with business experiences are more positive towards doing business than those
who have no experiences in doing it. In this situation, the more students expose to
business environment as encouraged in LEERD program, the more improvement of
entrepreneurial attitudes students will achieve. The top five obstacles for starting
businesses are “lack of money/finance, or capital”, “need more training/education”, “still
in school”, “financial risk is too high”, “identifying market is too difficult”. A study
comparing East and West German’s95 perception by Pistrui et. al. (2000) indicates that for
East German, entry-level financial requirement comes first, followed by number of
93 Blanchflower, D. G., Oswald, A., and Stutzer, A. (2001). Latent Entrepreneurship across Nations. European Economic
Review 45:680-691.
94 Minniti, M, Bygrave, W. D., and Autio E,. (2006). Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2005, Executive Report. London
Business School and Babson College.
95 Pistrui, D., Welsch, H. P., Wintermantel, O., Liao, J., and Pohl, H.J. (2000). Entrepreneurial Orientation and Family Forces
in the New Germany: Similarities and differences between East and West German entrepreneurs. Family Business Review,
Vol. 8(2): 251-264.
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competitors, bureaucratic red tape, government assistance agencies, and lack of security.
This case is very similar to the Lao students’, lacking money or capital as the biggest
obstacle. For West German, the biggest obstacle is bureaucratic red tape, followed by
number of competitor, entry-level financial requirement, extension of credit from
suppliers, and lack of security. Sofres96 2004 reports that EU25 and USA have the same
pattern of what people believe to be obstacles, with lack of financial support as the
biggest obstacles, followed by complex administrative procedures, economic climate is
not favorable, and risk. Nevertheless, the ratio of USA is higher in all categories than the
EU25. In short, Lao students, East German, EU25 and USA regard financial capital as
the biggest obstacles in starting business. An assistance in the form of micro-finance
project through university may help new business start-up.
 Students with business experiences need assistance on non-financial than those who do
not have business experience, while the students with no business experience tend to
focus more on financial assistance, namely providing business ownership course in
education system, provide business skills training, promoting business ownership as a
career, and providing business counseling and information.
 The highest inspiration to become an entrepreneur are standard of living/lifestyle
improvement, better income prospects, goal fulfillment/personal accomplishment, being
respected/good social status, create jobs, products, and services, being
independent/create own environment, having power/control. The pattern shows that
Lao students regard personal financial incentive higher than social benefits as incentive to
start business. This trend is found the same when compared among those whose parents
96 Sofres, T. N. (2004). Flash Eurobarometer 160: Entrepreneurship, Analytical Report. EOS Gallup Europe. European
Commission.
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own business and those whose parents do not, yet the students whose parents own
business have higher ratios in all variable. Therefore, it can be said that students who are
familiar with business environment have higher inspiration to become entrepreneurs and
regards all the variables as higher incentive than those who are not. A study comparing
East and West German97 by Pistrui et. al. (2000) indicates that individual entrepreneurial
achievement motivation in East Germany is to have fun with mean score of 4.30 out of a
five-point scale, followed by to be my own boss 4.27, to express myself 4.13, and to have
considerable freedom to adopt own approach to my work 3.94. To provide financial
security mean score is 3.50, which is the seventh ranking. In West German, however,
regards making direct contribution to the success of the company as the top priority with
mean score of 4.05, followed by to be my own boss 3.93, and provide financial security
3.75. Both East and West German regard to have influence in my community very low,
1.67 for the former and 1.32 for the latter. In USA, according to Eurobarometer 2004,
the perception from the people who want to be self-employed give the reason of wanting
to be self-employed as need to adapt to an environment or possibility to create own
environment as the top priority, covering 61%, while EU25 regards personal
independence/ self-fulfillment/ interesting tasks as the top priority, 77%. The second
incentive for EU25 is better income prospects, 23%, while personal independence/ self-
fulfillment/ interesting tasks is the second priority for the US.
 The most helpful source of support for the Lao students is parents/guardians/relatives.
Other high mean scores on helpful sources are banks/financial institution, business
person/entrepreneur, consulting companies, chambers of commerce, school/ university/
97 Pistrui, D., Welsch, H. P., Wintermantel, O., Liao, J., and Pohl, H.J. (2000). Entrepreneurial Orientation and Family Forces
in the New Germany: Similarities and differences between East and West German entrepreneurs. Family Business Review,
Vol. 8(2): 251-264.
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technical college teachers, and SME promotion centre. Students believe that capital city
is the best place to conduct businesses.
In conclusion, the finding in the entrepreneurial survey has identified that the biggest
obstacle of doing business is the lack of money/finance, or capital. Family environment has
considerable influence in entrepreneurial decision of the students. There is a strong correlation
between parents or guardians owning business with enjoy being challenged. Enjoy being
challenged is significantly correlated with risk taking, being independent/create own environment,
and standard of living and lifestyle improvement. Risk taking of the students whose parents own
business is higher than those whose parents do not own. This indicates that exposing to business
environment is very important to build entrepreneurial mindset or increasing positive perspective
towards becoming entrepreneurs. The research also identified that project planning /
management skills, market research and analytical skills, increase self-confidence, improve
creativity / propensity to innovate, leadership skills, and information technology are the most
needed skills to become entrepreneur for Lao students. The help students need from the
government most is providing business ownership course in education system, providing
financial assistance, providing business counseling and information, providing business skills
training, and promoting business ownership as a career. Other supports needed strongly are
having guidance of mentor, taking courses/seminar on starting business, participating in
internship with business, having help identifying good idea for business, and job shadowing at a
business. The result confirms the necessity of introducing entrepreneurship in education system,
particularly for FEBM, of NUOL.
Section 1-2. Material Development
LEERD program is designed to support the entrepreneurial society development with an
orientation towards poverty alleviation. Therefore, the program is aimed at integrating many
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elements, namely students, micro-enterprises, university instructors, and government sectors so
that the program produces multiple effects, poverty alleviation, rural development, entrepreneur
development, local business improvement, and collaboration between university and local
community.
Through the experimentation of the LEERD program, a new innovative teaching approach
is created, called consulting based learning. Consulting based learning concept is learning by helping,
which students have very high interaction with the real world and relatively high students’
initiatives. This new innovative approach is expected to increase students’ entrepreneurial
mindset. Consulting based learning assumes that learning takes place when learners closely work
with business owners, analyzing the business, proposing the solution options to the business
owners, execute the options with the owner, and evaluate the outcome. Consulting based
learning has demonstrated that students learn best when exposing the principle learned at
university to the real business situation. It has also evidenced that students increase practical
knowledge on entrepreneurship and local business development; the local businesses are satisfied
with assistance from students on business management principles; and university increases
involvement with community development. Triangulation method was used through instructive
input from the researcher, consultation with real business, and student’s group work. The
instructive design has provided the conceptual understanding needed to enable the students to
learn about entrepreneurship and to understand its application to the local businesses. This, in
the long term, may increase the possibility of business start-up among the students who
participated in the program.
The content of the training program is created with reference to the finding of the
entrepreneurial attitude survey on the skills needed most in order to become entrepreneurs,
recommendation on what a program should include stipulated in the literature review section,
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and the objectives of the program. The content material is built based on four main concepts:
management of customers, management of assumptions, entrepreneurial mindset and business
plan. Under these concepts, two types of tools are compiled: strategic tools and functional tools.
Strategic tools consist of consumption chain, attribute map, reverse financials, milestone planning,
SWOT analysis, five forces, and Kaizen and 5s. Functional tools comprise with creativity, idea
moming or brainstorming, elevator speech, learning style, team building, and business planning.
In addition, four case studies were prepared to be used as supplementary material to illustrate the
concepts and tools in the lectures. The material prepared has been revised and updated several
times, through a series of workshops, training, and discussions with professionals in the field, not
only in Laos, but also in other ASEAN countries, China, Japan, Sweden, and United Kingdom.
Section 1-3. Effect of the Training Program
Innovative entrepreneurial thinking, creativity, risk-taking, proactiveness, problem-solving
skills, and financial thinking are not easy to stimulate among the students who are used to be
surrounded with systematic, logical, and in-the-box education environment. Introduction of
principles with abstract view also makes it difficult for learners to imagine what actual business
environment is like since the application of principles can differ enormously depending on the
social, economic, political, and business environment. The finding of this research has shown us
that with appropriate tools and means of instruction, entrepreneurial orientation can be changed.
For learners to think entrepreneurially, it is necessary that positive learning environment is
provided and creativity and innovation is encouraged. Learners need to be exposed to real
business world setting. Also, entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors are recognized or
encouraged. Collaboration, calculated risk-taking, and imagination are necessary for learners.
The results showed that learners regarded the curriculum and contents of the program as
highly useful for developing entrepreneurial knowledge and skills, which lead to high personal
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knowledge achievement and extensively increase motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation.
The training program helped increase students’ confidence to become entrepreneurs, while it also
trained them how to assess/calculate risks. It increased students’ inspiration of becoming
entrepreneurs in terms of goal fulfillment, avoiding uncertainty of unemployment, having better
income prospects, being independent, enjoying being challenged, and improving living standards;
which are the basic characteristics of entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurship education program
changed the perspective of learners positively towards the usefulness of friends, education
institutions, SME promotion agency, business people, and local government. The research also
indicated that learners could identify business opportunities in other provinces, where
competition is less intensified, easier than they could do in the Capital, which in turn encourage
them to start businesses outside the Capital. This can be seen as a linkage between
entrepreneurship training program and the promotion of economic activities outside major cities.
In addition, it is obvious that the program on Entrepreneurship Education in college and
university levels is needed if both new and present entrepreneurs are to be more effective in the
market place. This finding is more or less similar to the finding of a study done by Charney and
Libecap98 (2000) in the US. They investigated an impact of entrepreneurship education at the
University of Arizona. It is reported that there is strong evidence that entrepreneurship
education contributes to risk taking and the formation of new venture. Learners undertaking
entrepreneurship program are three times more likely to start own businesses than those who do
not. The tendency of being self-employed is also three times higher. Entrepreneurship
education contributes to larger growth of small firms when compared between companies
employing entrepreneurship graduates and non-entrepreneurship graduates. Firms owned by
98 Garney, A., and Libecap, G. D., (2000). Impact of Entrepreneurship Education: An evaluation of the Berger
Entrepreneurship Program at the University of Arizona, 1985-1999. A final report to The Kauffman Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership, The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.
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entrepreneurship graduates are larger and have more sales than the firms owned by non-
entrepreneurship graduates.
The research results also showed that the more students participated in the program,
understand the training material and the program content, the more they are satisfied with the
course, which leads to positive change of entrepreneurial attitudes towards becoming
entrepreneurs. In addition, learners thought they understood current SMEs or Entrepreneur’s
live reasonably well, yet the ability to support SMEs development does not change in the case of
LEERD or even decline in the case of EI once they understand more. Perhaps the challenges
facing SMEs are beyond the current knowledge and experiences of the learners to cope with.
With this real world exposure, learners paid more attention and have greater commitment
acquiring more knowledge and experience before initiating their own businesses to avoid the
obstacles, problems and failure, and to increase chances of success.
These changes are found to be supportive to the objectives of the training program in (1)
improving linkages among business community, university students, and academia; (2)
improvement of local/rural businesses, and (3) producing entrepreneurs who lean towards
poverty alleviation in rural areas.
The comparison of LEERD programs and other programs confirms the consistency of
effectiveness of Entrepreneurship education’s contribution to business mindset development
among learners. The results show the same pattern in all the three programs consistently. These
programs enhance the entrepreneurial attitudes, reduce obstacles to starting business,
acknowledge business supports from arm-length people as well as business related agencies. The
results also show that practical experience is highly valued and needed by the learners. In
addition, it can be observed that perspective and action is very different among students.
Learners perspective or thinking of being self-employed and thinking of starting business is high,
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yet the action whether they will seriously start business or take initiatives to start business is still
low. This difference is very important that entrepreneurship education programs should put
emphasis on action and initiatives.
Section 2. RECOMMENDATION
Section 2-1. Recommendation
Entrepreneurs are the key players in economic activities, which contribute to the economic
growth, social benefits, and development of new technology, products, or even solves social
problems through their participation in business activities. Promoting entrepreneurship through
training programs as shown in this research paper will bring social and economic benefits.
Therefore, the government and educational institutions should promote entrepreneurship as a
change agent. In other words, entrepreneurship education should be seriously promoted. In
addition, creating supportive environment for entrepreneurs is necessary, including raising public
awareness of entrepreneurship, acknowledging successful entrepreneur, awarding entrepreneurs,
injecting entrepreneurship education in early age, offering incentives to new start-ups, offering
financial supports and technical guidance, and establishment of incubation centers.
For practical recommendation, LEERD is suitable for Year 5 students in the first semester
at FEBM. The program can be carried on into semester two and to be used as graduating
projects of the students. LEERD should be adopted as a regular course, to be launched at least
once a year, as soon as possible. IE program should be immediately adopted as a required
course for management students. Section 2-2 provides the foreseen obstacles in a short term
when LEERD program is implemented at FEBM. Section 2-3 proposes short-term and long-
term action to be taken so that LEERD program can be carried out at FEBM, in Laos, and in
other countries.
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Section 2-2. Foreseen Obstacles in Operation at FEBM
LEERD program is very demanding in terms of commitments and time allocation from
all three parties: lecturers, students, and business owners. Despite its advantages for the
institution, enterprise, and students, the implementation can be problematic if the sacrifices from
the three parties are not available. The obstacles for operation at FEBM may be seen as follows:
1. Policy issues and prioritization of actions to be taken may not include entrepreneurship
education; therefore, introducing the new concept is not easily accepted. Current
government puts priority on SMEs, industrialization and modernization.
2. The building capacity of FEBM is in maximum capacity. It may not be easy to obtain a
space for the program.
3. Instructors’ work assignments are overloaded, commitment of instructors is difficult due
to unfavorable economic benefits of additional workload.
4. Funding is not available. To be effective, funding for transportation, material, expenses
on moderate improvement, and other miscellaneous is needed.
5. Recruitment of micro-enterprises to participate in the projects can be very difficult and
time consuming.
6. Recruitment of students participating in the projects can also be problematic. So many
students have strong desire to participate, yet the action and commitment can be difficult.
Section 2-3. Model of Sustainable Implementation
Based on the social, economic, political situation in Laos, the following recommendation is
provided to bring Laos into entrepreneurial society and provide sustainable entrepreneurship
program. For Entrepreneurship and Innovation the focus of which is on new business
development, the course should continue immediately after the experimentation reported in this
project. Since the course in this experimentation was provided as a three-credit course, it should
continue as it is and adopted permanently in the formal system of current FEBM syllabus. The
final output of the program should be a business plan competition to award a top prize, with
judges from public, private, and academic sectors. The competition may include participants
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from other schools, or faculty.
LEERD program is highly suitable for current situation in Laos to contribute to regional
development, business development, and prospective entrepreneur development. The program
operation, nevertheless, can be challenging as stipulated in the previous section. In order to
make the program sustainable, the model shown in Figure 78 is proposed. In this model, seed
financing is important to get the project started. This seed financing may come from fund raising
from large enterprises, international organization, or government input as donation or grant aids.
Then, FEBM should be responsible for the program, linking students and micro enterprise
involvement. Funding may be used in two streams, one as microfinance to micro enterprises
according to the evaluation by students’ work and the others to support students’ operation and
awards. Brawijaya University of Indonesia has privileged from SME promotion office to carry
out microfinance activity with micro and small enterprises in Malang, Indonesia. The university
operation has brought significant success. After IEERD program, the university is considering
using the microfinance scheme with IEERD. The benefit of microfinance activity, the author
believes, can later function as a revolving fund for the program as well as the contribution from
the assisted enterprises when they succeed and grow the businesses.
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Figure 78. LEED Program Sustainability Model
Some other activities that may be useful to activate and keep the LEERD moving
forwards may include the followings:
1. Dissemination of LEERD program through creating a success model at NUOL, then
spread to other two universities. Academic conferences with the participation from
business people, government officials, NGOs, and international organization in Laos
may raise awareness of its significance and receive support from the agencies.
2. Create training for micro or small enterprises development in district or provincial level,
with the support and collaboration from SME promotion offices at each level. Alumni
of the program may contribute as moderator to the local businesses.
3. Establish Entrepreneur Club. According the experience throughout this
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experimentation, students became very much confident of the program and asked for
follow up activities after the completion of the program. One string that can tie students
together to further develop and share their expertise is the entrepreneur club. This club
can be created initially within the university where the program is provided. In a later
stage, with the utilization of information technology, a web page can be created to
connect larger member groups within the country as well as EERD member network in
the ASEAN region. With sufficient funding, the club can organize international
conference annually where each country present one best case model, one participating
business owner, and one student team. Academia and interested business people can be
invited to join such event, with extensive media coverage so to raise the awareness of
LEERD program among the community.
4. Establish university based incubation centre.
5. Disseminate the process, operation, and success of the LEERD program through mass
media: TV, radio, newspaper, internet.
6. Apart from program award, government award to successful participating enterprises
and students will be very encouraging.
7. Create linkages with Entrepreneur club of other universities in ASEAN countries. This
linkage may include exchanges of information, regional seminar presentation, or
exchange of products or service experiences.
In a larger scope of networking among the institution implementing EERD program,
networking, incubation centre, and international conference will bring greater benefit to the
regional development of ASEAN countries. The following model exemplifies the network.
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Figure 79. ASEAN EERD Network Model
Source: Developed by Phosy Chanhming 2008
Section 3. SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH AND FUTURE RESEARCH
RECOMMENDATION
Section 3-1. Significance of the Study
This research has uncovered important findings that contribute to the body of knowledge
in general. On the one hand, the research results reveal the entrepreneurial attitudes of the Lao
people so that an appropriate academic action can be planned to trigger entrepreneurship
development. Secondly, the experimentation using LEERD program has provided a guideline
for the training material validation, which has also proven that the LEERD program is effective
in promoting entrepreneurship. A comprehensive study of this type on the entrepreneurship is
rare in Laos, thus contributing to the local knowledge base. The research also provides insights
for education policy to promote entrepreneurship and private business activities, something the
government already defined as a key component for SME policy. In addition, this research
project has produced teaching materials and an innovative teaching approach, consulting based
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learning, which are necessary for entrepreneurship promotion, particularly in the Lao context.
Using foreign textbook without adapting to local context may not be an effective way of teaching.
At the micro level, the research contributes to the promotion of entrepreneurial activities,
not only in the educational institute, but also at the community level. This leads to an
enhancement of the entrepreneurship training program at the education institution. In addition,
the research serves as a link between education institutions with business community through the
practical entrepreneurial training programs, which is one of the primary roles of the National
University of Laos.
Section 3-2. Future Research Recommendation
The study reported is an evaluation of a short-term impact on Entrepreneurship Education
only. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Entrepreneurship Education program, it is
strongly recommended that long-term impact of the program (five or ten years after the
program) will be carried out. The focus may be on venture creation, success or failure of new
venture rate, income generation, etc of the graduates from the LEERD program. Such
evaluation is beyond the time limit of this research. The author intends to extend the study to
long-term measurement of the impact of Entrepreneurship Education program. For researchers
who wish to further conduct researches in the field of Entrepreneurship in Laos, it is
recommended that research looks into the impact of training to micro-entrepreneurs, the
relationship between migrants and entrepreneurship in Laos, and the impact of government
policy towards entrepreneurship. The classification of entrepreneurs and identification of the
disadvantaged groups are also important, such as migrant entrepreneurs, silent entrepreneurs,
micro-entrepreneurs, necessity entrepreneurs, opportunistic entrepreneurs. Once a research
identified the less advantaged entrepreneurs with high potential impact on society and economic
development, policy recommendation should be geared towards supporting the entrepreneurs so
271
that actions can be taken. The research and promotion of this type will contribute to the
government’s objectives of poverty alleviation by 2020.
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Appendix 1-1. Lao Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development
(LEERD Program)
Course Description
A study of Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development course is
designed to collaborate student’s ability with the improvement of local micro
businesses. The purpose of this course is to explore the many dimensions of
regional micro enterprises, to enhance growth performance and to foster innovation
and new business formulations in local micro business settings; which includes risk
and reward analysis of entrepreneurs, a study of business feasibility, finding source
of fund etc. The course addresses both practical perspective on micro business
consultation and the integration of business courses, which students have taken
during the undergraduate works.
Aim
During the course, the students will develop a growth strategy plan for a local micro
enterprise. From the very first day of the class, the students should start generating
and evaluating alternative strategies for the assigned local micro enterprise with
other members of team. Please keep in mind that this is an ultimate educational
exercise, which must be completed during a one-term course.
Course Objectives
The objective of the course are to sharpen the students’ ability to:
1. determine if the students could be involved in a business start-up;
2. recognize and analyze growth and improvement opportunities from the
viewpoints of the entrepreneur and potential facilitator;
3. understand problems faced by local micro enterprise so they can be managed
through students’ advice;
4. prepare a cohesive, concise and effective growth and improvement business plan
for a local micro company to be able to apply for soft-loan.
Upon the completion of this course, the students should be able to perform as a
facilitator for local companies and develop business plans for new product
introductions, feasibility studies and new market analysis.
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Course Contents
Topic
No.
Number
of Hours
Topic Explanation
1 3 Introduction to
Entrepreneurship
Education for
Regional
Development
An introduction of the
course giving general
information to the students
which includes
entrepreneurship in Laos,
and entrepreneurship
Education
2 3 Understanding of
Business
Environments
 Characteristics of
Information age
 Key three orientations:
unit of business,
framework of business,
risk and reward in
starting business, profit
orientation
3 3 Entrepreneurs Lecture by a local
entrepreneur to understand
the key characteristics of
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneur
 Definition of
entrepreneurship
 Legends of Lao
entrepreneurs
4 3 Team Formation Understand the differentstyle of learning, and
understand how to work
with others.
Understand the Elevator
speech
 How to prepare
 Practice of various
speech
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5 6 Field Research 1 Understand how to prepare
for the field research:
 Interview
 Questionnaire
The first visit to the assigned
business
6 3 EERD Projects in
ASEAN
Understand how the other
Universities conducted the
EERD projects
7 3 Creativity  Guiding students to
develop creative
thinking methods
including Idea
Momming and 5S
8 6 Business Analysis
Field Research 2
 Understand two basic
tools of companies:
SWOT and Industry
analysis (Five forces
Analysis)
 Students are urged to
conduct second field
research to get more
information of business
as well as market/
competitors
9 6 Customer
Management
Understand the concept of
consumption chain, and
value chain, attribute map
and competitor response
analysis.
 Application of these
concepts to the local
SME.
10 6 Management of
Assumptions
Field Research 3
Understand the importance
of management of
assumptions through the
accuracy of initial
assumptions of business
plan.
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 How to write
assumptions
 How to manage
assumptions
 Milestone planning
Last chance to conduct the
field research if it is necessary
11 3~6 Business Concept
Presentation
Each group will do one hour
presentation with Q&A
session. Local entrepreneurs
and soft loan officers will be
invited as the guest judges
Assessment Requirements
Assignment I: Individual Report on Micro company project 10%
Assignment II: Individual Assignment 40%
Assignment III: Participation in class 20%
Assignment IV: Final Presentation 30%
Total 100%
Score contributing to the final grade will be based on these following criteria:
1. Final Presentation
Final presentation date is already announced by the university. There will be
an additional presentation to the final presentation if the owner of assigned
micro enterprise could not attend on the predetermined date. The team will
be given one team grade, and with the members’ mutual grading on their
contribution will be added or subtracted from the team grade.
2. Attendance and Class Participation
This course is designed mainly action driven, which therefore, attendance is
strongly advised. 80% of class attendance and participation are required.
Three missing classes and documented absences will count against your
grade. Class preparation and participation are also strongly advised to make
students feel very much comfortable with the content of the subject. Extra
work with the assigned business will be counted for your grade.
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3. Assignment in Class
The students will be assessed with varieties of activities in class throughout
this semester covering major topics discussed in the class. However, the
students must be ready for the assignments. Prior notice of the in-class
assignments will be given in the classes. Please bear in mind that no make
up assignments will be given to the student(s) unless the student(s)
has/have sounded reason(s) agreed upon the university rules and regulations.
Evaluation
 Grade (A+, A, B+, B, C, F)
In order to satisfactorily complete this course, the students must attempt all
assignments and at least three field trips to local SMEs. The students will be
awarded one of the following grades based on assessed performance in all required
assignments as indicated in assessment requirements section:
90 and above……………….. A+
80 – 89………………………A
75 – 79………………………B+
70 – 74………………………B
60 – 69………………………C
Below 60…………………….F
References
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business
School Press.
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
Steve D. Peterson and Peter E. Jaret (2001), Business Plans Kit for Dummies
(with CD-Rom)Wiley Publishing, Inc.
Eric S. Siegel, Brian R. Ford, Jau M. Bornstein (1987), Business Plan Guide, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Business Plan Pro 2007, Palo Alto Software, Inc.,
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Appendix 1-2. Entrepreneurship and Innovation
National University of Laos
Faculty of Economics and Business Management
Department of Business Management
Syllabus
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
For Bachelor degree, Year 5, Semester 1
Number of Credit: 3
Number of Teaching Hours: 36
Course Objective:
The course aims to provide students with the ability to identify and evaluate
opportunities, commercialize a concept, develop an entry strategy, construct a
business plan, find capital, launch the business, grow the business and plan how to
make profits and harvest strategies. The course is to encourage students do such
activities as opportunity seeking, taking independent initiatives, actively seeking to
achieve goals, coping with and enjoying uncertainty, controlling risk as far as possible
and taking actions in uncertain environments, solving problems creatively, being
committed to making things happen, flexibly responding to challenges and
persuading others.
The program includes collaborative activities, goal-driven tasks, intellectual discovery,
activities that heighten thinking and activities that provide practice in learning skills.
A combination of new technology and traditional resources is used to provide
students with a rich variety of learning experiences.
Course Outline
Week 1 Course Introduction: Political Structure, Entrepreneurship, Teaching
and Learning Philosophy, program contents
Video: Great Entrepreneurs: Soichiro Honda, Sony
Week 2 Global and Local Business & Economic Environments in 21st
century: Information Technology (IT) Era, Characteristic of IT Era,
Four Key Orientations, SMEs Environments.
Case study: Vientiane Steel Industry: Mr. Phitsith Sayathith
Week 3 Reverse Financial:
Case study: Animal Feed Factory: Privatization
Week 4 Creativity, Idea Generation
Business Idea Fair
Video: Great Entrepreneur: Konosuke Matsushita
Week 5 Innovation and Opportunity Evaluation
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Video: Green House Cultivation Case: Green Discovery
Week 6 Consumption Chain, Attribute Map, Market Research
Week 7 Elevator Speech, Management of Assumption
Week 8 Product Development Concept and Marketing
Week 9 Guest speakers by an entrepreneur
(or) Interview Video of Mr. Souphot Manikhong, President of SMP
Enterprise. SMP Case: Mr. Souphot Manikhong
Week 10 Field Trip (enterprise visit) and report
Week 11 Business Planning: legal structure, human resource, operation plan,
marketing plan, financial and sales forecasts, milestone planning and
risk analysis.
Week 12 Venture Financing
Week 13 Growth strategy and contingency, Exit Strategy
Business registration procedures
Week 14 Negotiation skills
Week 15 Presentation and Reporting skills
Week 16 Presentation of business plan
Week 17 Presentation of business plan
Week 18 Final Examination
Evaluation:
 Attendance 20%
 Assignments 20%
 Business Plan 20%
 Examination 40%
Textbook:
 Chanhming. (2005). Entrepreneurship. (In Lao language.)
 Chanhming. (2006). Workbook. (in Lao language)
Recommended Reading
 Deloitte & Touche. (2003). Writing an Effective Business Plan. Forth
Edition. Deloitte & Touche LLP.
 NASDAQ, Indian CEO High Tech Council, and U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. (2001) The Technology Entrepreneur’s Guidebook.
Washington Technology Partners, Inc. USA.
 Rita Gunther McGrath and Ian MacMillan. (2000).The
Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press
 Rita Gunther McGrath and Ian MacMillan. (2005). MarketBusters: 40
Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business Growth. Harvard
Business School Press 2005
 Tim Berry. (2000). Hurdle: The book on business planning. Palo Alto
Software, Inc. USA.
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Syllabus of LEERD
Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development
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Lao Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development
Chapter１
Introduction
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1-3. Lao Entrepreneurial Development
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1-1. Objectives of EERD
Program
-LEARNING FROM
HELPING –
Consulting-Based Learning
for ASEAN Micro Enterprises
(COBLAS)
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Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
• Entrepreneurship education is a young
field and emerging field.
• There is no standard for entrepreneurship
education yet.
• Entrepreneurship education is considered
as a key to regional development for both
developing and developed countries.
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Our Believe
1. Ideas, no matter how brilliant, have no
value until they are put into practice.
2. Knowledge, no matter how deep, have
not value until they are put into practice.
3. Tools, no matter how excellent, have no
value until they are put into practice.
4. Enduring success comes from the
effective integration of ideas, knowledge,
and tools.
(Reference: Rita McGrath)
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Multiple Goals for EERD Program
• Entrepreneurship Education, through
helping existing small and micro regional
businesses
– Educate students to be entrepreneurs
– Educate entrepreneurs to be successful
– To establish linkage between university
and local business community
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Method of Linkage
1. Teach business major students to
understand the entrepreneurship through
the consulting based learning and become
entrepreneurs or facilitators
2. Expose students to the real business
3. Enhance small and micro local businesses
supported by EERD to go beyond the local
4. Support universities to get close tie with
local and regional businesses
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Educate students to be entrepreneurs
and facilitators:
Enhance students’ abilities to…
1. Develop business insights
2. Improve confidence in encountering real
business problems
3. Improve entrepreneurial knowledge and skills
4. Enhance leadership quality
5. Develop skills and knowledge to assist local
entrepreneurs
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EERD Program Objectives :
Enhance local entrepreneurs to…
1. Increase understanding of basic
business theories
2. Develop internationally marketable
products
3. Develop a growth strategy
4. Increase their leadership effectiveness
5. Develop entrepreneurial knowledge and
skills
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Linkage between Universities and
Local Business Community :
Universities to…
1. Increase their leadership and participation in
the local community development
2. Increase their knowledge transfer to the
community
3. Increase the integration of business school,
engineering school and other disciplines to
support local community development
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1-2. Regional Entrepreneurial
Development in ASEAN
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Historical Perspectives on
Entrepreneurship
Source: Mary Coulter (2002). Entrepreneurship in Action. Prentice Hall.
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Common Characteristics of Developing
Asia:
China, India, South Korea, Thailand
Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2002
• High market expansion
• Women approach equality
• Substantial farm sector
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Common Characteristics in
Developing Asia (Cont.)
• High % unemployed < 25 yrs old
• High income disparity
• Almost no social security costs
• High emphasis on materialism
• Highest firm registration barriers
• Moderate VC, informal financing
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Common Characteristics in
Developing Asia (cont.)
• Political system
– Some political rights present
– Reduced access to system
– High levels of corruption
– Weak property rights protection
• Public sector
– Substantial scope
– Low cost
– Rated as ineffective
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Type of entrepreneurship
in Developing Asia
–High opportunity entrepreneurship
–High necessity entrepreneurship
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 99.7% of all enterprises are SMEs in Japan. (non-
primary industry)
 69.5% of employees are in SMEs in Japan. (non-
primary industry)
 51.2% of the shipment value is made by SMEs in
the manufacturing industry in Japan.
Characteristics of Developed
Countries: SMEs in Japan
Source: 2002 White Paper on Small and Medium Enterprises in Japa n
(“Establishment and Enterprise Census, 1999,” “Industrial Statistical Table, 2000”)
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Age of Enterprises in Japan
Change in the composition of business establishments in operation (in terms
of the year of establishment) (Manufacturing industry)
Data: Ministry of International Trade and Industry "Industrial Statistics Table" Reorganized
Founded in 1997
Founded in 1996
Founded in 1995
Founded in 1994
Founded in 1993
Founded in 1992
Founded in 1991
Founded in 1990
Founded in 1989
Founded in 1988
Founded in 1987
Business
establishments in
operation in or
before 1987
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
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Distribution of Companies by Size
24,742
112
604
24,026
No.
Laos (2002)
100
0.46
2.44
97.1
%
100
0.3
99.7
%
2,166,621
5,044
2,161,577
No.
Thailand
(2004)
100
1.0
0.2
98.8
n. a
%
27,475
274
46
27,155
n. a
No.
Cambodia
(2001)
100
0.005
0.015
99.8
n.a.
%
44,693.759
4,171
67,765
44,621,823
n.a.
No.
Indonesia
(2005)
42,804
3,135
6,215
33,454
n. a
No.
Myanmar
(2004)
100
7.3
14.5
78.2
n. a
%
100
0.8
2.2
18.3
78.7
%
Malaysia
(2005)
523,132Total
4,136Large
11,657Medium
95,490Small
411,849Micro
No.
Note: http://www.depkop.go.id for Indonesia Data 2005
Lao Data is manufacturing only, MIH
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1-3. Lao Entrepreneurship
Development
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Entrepreneurship
• Productive:
– Schumpeter (1934:66): (1) Introduction of a new good; (2)
introduction of a new method of production; (3) the opening of a
new market; (4) the conquest of a new source of supply of raw
materials or half-manufactured goods; (5) carrying out of a new
organization of any industry.
– Creativity, innovation, productivity
• Unproductive
– Rent Seeking: misuse of governmental authority, monopoly
privilege
– Organized crime
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Transitional Environment
Individual
decision making
process
Macro & Micro
ENVIRONMENT
Productive
Entrepreneurship
(Officially registered and
active business)
Unproductive
Entrepreneurship
(Illegal activities, rent
seeking bureaucrats)
Role of the State
FORMAL AND
INFORMAL RULES
Norms and Values
INFORMAL RULES
Personal
Characteristics
SKILLS
Environmental
factors
Cultural/
individual
factors
Outcome
Source: Adapted from Aidis (2003). Entrepreneurship and Economic Transition. Tinbergen Institute.
Amsterdam.
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Transition Economies Environment
• Underdevelopment of markets: Credit
market, imperfection of market-supporting
institution: excessive government
regulation, informal tax burdens, weak
legal system  entrepreneurs participate
in politics.
Li, Meng, and Zhang (2006). Why do entrepreneurs enter politics? Eviden ce from China.
Economic Inquiry. (July 2006. Vol. 44, No. 3. 559 -578
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Culture
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Theravada Beliefs
(Dana 1995)
• Extinguishing unsatisfied
desires [Liberation from
suffering]
• Unsatisfied desires … cause
suffering, and thus suffering
can be eliminated if its cause
(desire) is eliminated  a
respectable person should not
work towards the satisfaction
of materialistic desires, but
should instead strive to
eliminate the desire itself
• … devote themselves to
personal excellence,
ultimate knowledge, and
salvation of humanity and all
other sentient beings
(animals, ghosts, demigods,
etc.)
Mahayana Belief
(www.wikipedia.org)
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Laos Non-entrepreneurial
• Cultural values, stemming from religious
beliefs, emphasised … the elimination of
desire. Commerce … is perceived as a
means to satisfy desire. Social forces thus
discouraged enterprise, and trade has
usually been the role of those with inferior
social standing. Where Lao men refrained
from doing business, women often
succeed (Dana, 1997c).
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Policy and Legal Issues
• 1986 – New Economic Mechanism (Chintanagane mai):
Open Door Policy
• 1989- Law on Promotion and Management of Foreign
Investment (revised in 1994).
• 1994 - Business Law, Customs Law, Bankruptcy
Law ,Secured Transaction Law
• 1995- Law on Promotion of Domestic Investments, Tax Law
• 1996- Land Law ,
• 1997-Law on Forestry, Law on Property
• 1999-Manufacturing Industry Law, Labor Law, Environmental
Protection Law
• And many others …
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Number of Manufacturing Establishments, and
Employment, According to Size and Establishment in 1999,
LAOS
(Source; UNIDO, Medium-term Strategy and Action Plan for Industrial
Development,May,2003)
Size of Establishments
Small Medium Large Total
Number of Establishment 21,759 372 149 22,280
Percentage 97.7% 1.7% 0.6% 100%
Number of Employees 42,725 9,466 41,714 93,905
Percentage 45.5% 10.1% 44.4% 100%
Small Establishment 1-9 employees
Medium 10-99 employees
Large 100 and more employees
※ Manufacturing Sector ONLY
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Establishment Survey by FEBM 2004-2005
N = 15,938
101 8940 129 407
10 2306 15 46
15 789 14 62
3 433 10 55
5 837 18 37
15 1000 14 12
17 622 8 15
Vientiane Municipality
Savannakhet
Luangprabang
Xayyabury
Xiengkhuang
Champasack
Khammuane
Count
Province
Company
Count
Province
Firm
Count
Province
Factory
Count
Province
Others
Type of Business
Shops
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Newly Born Establishment in 7
Provinces in Laos
Estabishment Year
2003
2000
1997
1994
1991
1988
1985
1982
1979
1976
1973
1969
1965
1960
1954
1945
1905
Missing
C
ou
nt
3000
2000
1000
0
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Types of Businesses
Type of Industry
225 1.4 1.4 1.4
5688 35.7 35.7 37.1
140 .9 .9 38.0
288 1.8 1.8 39.8
9456 59.3 59.4 99.2
77 .5 .5 99.7
39 .2 .2 99.9
14 .1 .1 100.0
15927 99.9 100.0
11 .1
15938 100.0
Factory
Service
Agriculture
Handicraft
Trading
Construction
Transport
Other
Total
Valid
SystemMissing
Total
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Examples of SME Issues
 Family based
 Cooperation based
Management
 Does not have legal permission
 Does not realize to have legal permission
 Limited document on each transaction
Legal
 Traditional way and equipment
 Uses raw material around their environment
 Does not have a target
Production
 Low of product variances in 1 cluster of business
 Does not have quality control
 Afraid to make a new product and design because risk averse
characteristics
Product
 Doing business for family
 Business is the way of their live
 High business effort
Business
motivation
 Sole business
 Home industry
 Belongs to the 1 clan of family
Types of business
CharacteristicsAspect
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Examples of SME Issues (cont.)
Source: Munandar. 2006. Hand-out of Facilitators Training, PPM – Bank Mandiri, Universitas Gadjah Mada,
Yogyakarta - Indonesia
 Does not have target for marketing
 Does not have an effort to improve marketing network
 Product oriented, not market oriented
Marketing
 Society based
 Has a business organization (paguyuban) that based merely on
family relationship. This business organization organizes the
way on getting row material, pricing a product, and getting
market (domestic or international)
 Honesty becomes important factors (transaction without a
document is fine)
 Low of controlling (because of family relationship)
 Low of competition
 Low level of education for the employees
Human resources
 Does not separate family and business financial
 Very traditional financial writing and report
 Limited access on banking institution
Finance
CharacteristicsAspect
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Problems faced by SME
Owners
• The problems faced by micro enterprises are
classified in the following categories:
– Human resource skill
• Low technology, limited practice on book keeping
– Product
• Unstable product cycle, low quality control. Low productivity
rate, lack of knowledge of production technology
– Finance
• Limited access to financial resources, small capital
– Marketing
• Lack of marketing know-how
– Packaging and designing
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Wish-list of SME Owners
• Improvement marketing
• Business growth
• Increase capital
• Development of new products and designs
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Key Success Factors among the SMEs
(operation more than 10 years)
• Sound management capability and integrity;
• Sound business culture and entrepreneurial spirit;
• Prudent financial management. Becomes a bankable business;
• High quality products and services;
• Good program for human resource development. Maintaining and
sustaining human resource;
• Strong support from financial institutions in terms of lending &
advisory services;
• Strong marketing strategies, including good network with suppliers;
• Maintaining customer loyalty and long-term relationship with
customer;
• Good relationship with community
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1-4. Entrepreneurship
Education
303
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Education Level of Business Owners
Odinal Education
Finished higher scon
Finished Secondary s
Finish Primary schoo
None
Pe
rc
en
t
40
30
20
10
0
33
23
19
9
No
Education
Primary Lower
secondary
Higher
secondary
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Professional Qualification of
Business Owners
Vocational
Others
Master
Bachelor
Higher Diploma
Diploma
Low er Diploma
Pe
rc
en
t
10
8
6
4
2
0
44
9
4
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Education of Business Owners
1.7181.31413.814513.614334.336112.9136Finish higher
secondary school
1.112.11.11.9106.7715.861Finish Lower
Secondary school
.910.551.7182.526Finish Primary school
.55.33.22.44.88None
Table
%Count
Tabl
e %Count
Table
%Count
Table
%Count
Table
%CountTable %Count
OthersMasterBachelor
Higher
DiplomaDiploma
Lower
Diploma
Vocational Education
Common Education
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a) Small Business and Entrepreneurial Ventures – The Differences
Note: Entrepreneurial ventures were not well known in Laos
• Small Business
– Independently owned, operated, and financed
– has fewer than 10 employees
– doesn’t engage in new or innovative practices
– Has relatively little impact on its industry
• Entrepreneurial Ventures
– An organization pursuing opportunities
– Characterized by innovative practices
– Main goals are profitability and growth
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b) Entrepreneur
• An entrepreneur is an individual who accepts financial
risks and undertakes new financial ventures.
• The word derives from the French "entre" (to enter) and
"prendre" (to take).
• In a general sense applies to any person starting a new
project or trying a new opportunity. (Written by Damir Wallener,
copyright 2005 wiseGEEK)
• Entrepreneurs, driven by an intense commitment and
determined perseverance, work very hard. They are
optimists who see the cup as half full rather than half
empty. They strive for integrity. They burn with the
competitive desire to excel. (Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M.
Hodgetts)
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Characteristics of Successful
Entrepreneurs
• Opportunity seeking
• Persistence
• Commitment to work contract
• Demand for quality and efficiency
• Risk taking
• Goal setting
• Information seeking
• Systematic planning and monitoring
• Persuasion and networking
• Self-confidence
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A Successful Entrepreneur Must
Be There With His/Her:
• Brain, Heart and Stomach
– Opprotunity entrepreneur
• Stomach, Brain and Heart
– Necessary entrepreneur
• Heart, Brain and Stomach
– Social entrepreneur
Adapted from Professor Björn Bjerke
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• Teaching a set of techniques
or
• Training specified social skills
but
• Fostering, inspiring and encouraging
a mental disposition
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
c) Entrepreneurialship
Education Program is not about
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Brief History of Entrepreneurship Education
(Jerome A. Katz, The chronology and intellectual trajectory of American entrepreneurship
education, Journal of Business Venturing, March 2003)
1934 Schumpeter’s The Theory of Economic Development
in English
1952 Ducker offered Entrepreneurship and Innovation at
New York University
1954 First MBA small business course offered at Stanford
1958 MIT’s entrepreneurship course
1981 First Babson Entrepreneurship Research Conference
1982 First Undergraduate Entrepreneurship course offered
at University of Illinois, Chicago
1985 First edition of Journal of Business Venturing
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1-5. Teaching Style
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Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development:
Learning from Helping
Micro-Businesses, OTOP,
New Ventures
University and
faculties
MBA students,
Undergraduate
students、Multi-
disciplined graduate
students
Expertise in
multi disciplines
Gift, Research
expense
Consulting
Real business
case
Teaching without teaching
Triangle Method
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What is Consulting Based Learning
(CBL)?
• The heart of consulting based learning is
“ learning from helping”
• It is paradoxical that many business schools still
differentiate between a time for learning and for
work (consulting) without seeing the vital
connection between them.
(Modified from Leo Buscaglia)
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Consulting Based Learning
(CBL)
Passive Active
Student involvement in idea
development
Traditional
teaching
Stimulate
student ventures
H
igh
Low
B
usiness
R
eality
Level
Case-based
teaching
“Learning from
helping” local
SMEs
EERD
Program
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Learning from Helping
Consulting Based Learning
"It takes a wise man to learn from
his mistakes, but an even wiser
man to learn from helping others”
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How much do you remember to use from a
situation like this?
(Reference: Modified from Duke University, Medical Center)
Consult others 90%
Practice by Doing 75%
Discuss Concepts 70%
Reading 10%
Listening 20%
Demonstration 50%
Listening & Reading 30%
Traditional Learning
Project based Learning
Consulting Based Learning
Case Method Learning
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Syllabus of EERD
Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development
Business AnalysisChapter 8
Business PlanChapter 13
Management of
Assumptions
Chapter 11Team FormationChapter 4
Attribute MapChapter 10Entrepreneurs and lecture
by local entrepreneurs
Chapter 3
Examples of ASEAN
EERD Projects
Chapter 6
Business Concept
Presentation
Chapter 12Local Business (Field
Research)
Chapter 5
Consumption ChainChapter 9Business Environment:
21st Century
Chapter 2
CreativityChapter 7Introduction:
Entrepreneurship for
Regional Development
Chapter 1
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Three Learning Opportunities
1. Lecture and case studies in a class
2. Field research by visiting local SMEs
3. Consulting the local SMEs
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Learn Four Important Concepts
1. Management of customers
2. Management of assumptions
3. Entrepreneurship mindsets
4. Business Plan
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Learn Eight Strategic Tools
1. Consumption Chain
2. Value Chain
3. Attribute Map
4. Competitor Response Analysis
5. Reverse Financials
6. Milestone Planning
7. SWOT Analysis
8. Five Forces
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Learn Seven Functional Tools
1. Creativity
2. Idea Momming / Brainstorming
3. Elevator Speech
4. Learning Style
5. Team working
6. Business Planning
7. Kaizen and 5S
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Example of Local Business
Mr. Phisith Sayathith
• Phisith Sayathith (Serial / portfolio Entrepreneur)
– Saw blade factory
– Wood processing factory
– Steel (VSI): Steel bars
– Steel (VSP): Structure bars
– Roofing Tile Factory
– Recycle Steel Processing factory
– White Charcoal Factory
– Asian Ecology Co. Ltd. (Industrial Tree Plantation)
– Golf Course
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Example of Local Business
Mr. Souphot Manikhong
• Mr. Souphot (Wood Carving from scrap wood)
– Turning scrap wood into exotic wood products
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- To make breakthrough
- Self-reliant
- Uses of new technology
- Sharp in reading customer needs
- Puts in best efforts market
opportunity
- Modest
- High spirit- To make breakthrough- Ambitious- Failure is normal
- Open minded- Self-reliant- Possibility and success
thinking
- Pioneering spirit
- Business efficiency- Willing to learn- Optimistic- Strong leadership
- Leadership skills- Diligent- To survive- Family atmosphere
- Discipline- Possess initiative- Intuitive- Father-son relationship
- Able to compete- Creative- Leadership skills- Friendly
- Strong will to improve- Ready to change- Interpersonal skills- Open management
- Willing to take risk- Innovative- Skills management- Depends on the team work
- Flexible- Team work- Creative- Recognition
- Creative- Persevering- Strong will to succeed- Enabling
- Keep learning- Strong will- Brave to fail- Decentralization
- Brave to act against the flow- Never give up- Courage to explore- Employee Empowerment
- Diligent, hard worker- Adaptable- Like to experiment- Learn from mistake
- Never give up, persevering- Willing to take risks- Imaginative- Dare to look different
Other EntrepreneursSukyatno NugrohoPurdi F. ChandraBob Sadino
Entrepreneurs’ Spirit: Success Story
Source: Susanto Joseph. (2005). Creative
Entrepreneurship in Asia. Asian Productivity
Organization (APO).
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Exercise 1-1
Introduce Your Partner
1. Find a partner
2. Interview your partner, then have your partner
interview you (5 minutes each)
3. Each of you then introduce your partner
1. Partner’s name, school (department), what it does &
partner’s role
2. One little know or interesting fact about your partner
(hobby, background, unusual interests)
3. What are your partners’ hopes for this program?
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Good Consulting Projects
• They are willing to get help from students
• They are willing to open their problems
including their financial situations
• They are willing to receive advices and to
learn together
• University faculties and other technology
experts do match with the fields and
problems
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Exercise 1-2
Introduction of Micro Enterprises
(Regional Level：Exercise)
• Describe an interesting local business
which you would like to assist or consult.
• Discuss the interesting point of this
business.
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Interesting Local Business
（Worksheet for Exercise 1-2)
Comments10
Current Problems9
Description of Business8
History of the company7
Location6
Number of Employees5
President or Owner4
Capital or Annual Revenues3
Establishment2
Name of Company1
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Chapter 2
Business Environments
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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2-1.
Business Environments of
21th Century
- Information Age -
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IN MANY SOCIETIES WE HAVE A DISTINCTLY NEW
SITUATION IN THE PAST 1O YEARS OR SO:
• Many changes (and of a new kind)
• Genuine uncertainty (which cannot be reduced by planning)
• We need change agents (entrepreneurs?)
• A different (and broader) view on capital
• Survival of the fastest (not the fittest or fattest)
• Knowledge is the only meaningful resource
• A more intensive (and international) competition
• Definitions of industries are less meaningful
• Technology plays a more strategic role
• Small is beautiful
• There are many names for this society, eg., Information
society, risk society, network society or the knowledge
economy
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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In the information age —
■ You can receive a great deal of
quality information quickly and
affordably anywhere in the world.
■ You can deliver a great deal of your
information quickly and affordably
from anywhere in the world
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From the Industrial Age to
the Information Age
The World is Flat- Brief
History Of The Twenty-
first Century
Thomas L.
Friedman
2005
Revolutionary WealthAlvin Toffler, Heidi
Toffler
2005
Future ShockAlvin Toffler1970
Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Peter Drucker1980
The Coming of Post-
Industrial Society
Daniel Bell1973
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Transition toward the Information Age
2000
1997
1995
1992
Japan as No.1.
Bubble busted in 1991.
1980
JapanThe U.S.A.Year
Babson Conference
Venture course at business schools
Bayh-Dole Act,Patent and
Trademark Act Amendments of 1980
Vigorous investment to Technology
License Office, business incubation
and information infrastructure
Waseda Entrepreneurial Research
Unit
Hossei University venture course
The Japan Academic Society for
Ventures and Entrepreneurs
Japanese version of Bayh-Dole Act
Incubation Center
Technology License Office
Investment to information
infrastructure
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Transition toward the Information Age
?
1996
1994
1980
LaosThe U.S.A.Year
Babson Conference
Venture course at business schools
Bayh-Dole Act,Patent and
Trademark Act Amendments of 1980
Vigorous investment to Technology License
Office, business incubation and information
infrastructure
Business Law
Science, Technology, and Environment
Council
Establishment of National University
Adoption of Market Oriented Economy
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2-2.
Characteristics of Information
Age
Uncertainty everyplace
Entrepreneurship required
Customers lead
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Characteristics of the information age (1)
The information age is high with
uncertainty
■ Ambitious entrepreneurs are trying to get ahead of
other people in receiving information
■ Ambitious entrepreneurs are trying to get ahead of
other people in communicating information
– An ultra-competitive society is emerging
– Life cycle of products and services is getting
shorter and shorter
– The development period is getting shorter and
shorter
– Everything is moving quickly
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Characteristics of the information age (2)
Whether or not entrepreneurship is
displayed divides people into winners
and losers in the information age
• Everyone has an equal opportunity for
information in the information age
• To get ahead of others you need to display
your entrepreneurship ability and turn
uncertainty to your advantage
– Smart failure
– Learn lessons from failures
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High failure rate does not kill
you!
One big failure will kill you!
One big win will make you
success!
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Characteristics of the information age (3)
The customer leads requirements
definition in the information age
• Consumers receive a tremendous amount of
information,
• so they think they know things best
• Consumers are getting wiser
• Customers demand and communicate what
they want
• From “The customer is king.” to “The customer is nasty human
being.”
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http://www.Price.com/
• Name your Own Price and Save.
• Tell us the price you want to pay for your rental car.
• When you Name Your Own Price・ you can shop
with confidence knowing that you'll be getting a great
car from one of the top 5 Rental Car companies -
Alamo, Avis, Budget, Hertz and National.
• In most cases you'll have an answer in 60 seconds or
less and once your price is accepted, you'll know
which name-brand rental car company you'll be using
for your trip!
• You can save up to 25% over other leading online
sites*.
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Duration of ability to sustain competitive
advantages is getting shorter
in the information age
Duration of ablility to sustain competitive advantages in the Industrial age
Sustainable durationSustainable durationSustainable durationSustainable duration
5 years 10 years
Referenced source: Richard A, D`Aveni
Buidup period
Declining
period
Declining
period
Declining
period
Buidup period Buidup period Buidup period
P
ro
fit
br
ou
gh
ta
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ut
by
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m
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e
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A Venture’s Typical Life Cycle
Venture Development Stages
New-Venture
Development
Start-up
Activities
Venture
Growth
Business
Stabilization
Innovation
or Decline
Profit, Productivity,
Revenues
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Product Lifecycle
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
1983 1988 1993 1998 2003
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New Businesses, New Businesses, and
New Businesses …
Sustainable durat ion
5年
Ref） Reichard A . D’ Aven i
Startup
衰退期間
Decay
衰退期間
活用期間
Extension
Extension
Decay
Less than
10%
success
rate
Start during the
strong
competitive
advantages
Extend the
period by
investment into
current
businesses
5 Year
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Summary: Business in the 21st Century
 Follow entrepreneurial behavior and way of thinking
 Reflect information fed by the customer
in the development of products/services
 Those who can manage assumptions can manage
businesses:
 Turn uncertainty to advantages
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2-3.
Three Key Orientations
1) Profit orientation
2) Business framework
3) Unit of business
319
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2-3.1 Profit Orientation
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Reverse Financial Statements
• Do the financials from the bottom line up rather
than from the top line down.
• Start at the bottom line with target profits, target
return on assets, and subsequent sales required.
• You then determine the required level of
revenues and finally allowable costs and
allowable investment.
– Required profits= required revenue minus allowable
costs
– Required rerun on assets=required profits divided by
allowable assets
– Required unit volume=required revenue divided by
allowable price
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Exercise 2-1
Is Your Math Sharp?
M kip?Revenue
%5Profit Rate
M kip100Profit
M Kip?Market Size
%5Market Share
M Kip5Revenue
Question 1
Question 2
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2-3.2 Framework of Business
Is your return worth for risk and
effort?
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IT Business Start-up Framework of a young IT engineer
(30years old）
K yen36,000$5,000Average president's income of a public company
K yen23,000$4,500Average president's income of a private company
K yen265,000$550,000Necessary market size to deliver the requiredmarket share11
20%10%Minimum required market share10
K yen53,000$50,000Allowable investment to deliver the ROA9
30%20%Average ROA of IT industry8
K yen144,000$45,000Allowable costs to deliver 10% sales margin7
K yen160,000$55,000Necessary revenues to deliver 10% sales margins6
10%10%Average profit rate of IT industry5
K yen16,000$10,000Minimum profit of his IT business4
K yen16,000$10,000Desired annual income from his own IT business(at least 2 times of the expected salary)3
K yen8,000$7,200Expected salary after 5 years at his current firm2
K yen6,000$3,600Annual salary of ambitious IT Engineer1
in Japanin LaosDescriptionNo.
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“Profits must be appropriate
for the your efforts and risks”
1. Profit rate: (industry average?)
2. Revenue: (calculated)
3. ROA : (industry average?)
4. Profit: (family situation, dream size?)
5. Assets: (calculated)
6. Market share (20% ?)
7. Market size (calculated)
Is the market large
enough to allow the
desired market
share?
Is the industry
attractive enough to
give the desired rate?
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Risk and Return of Your Venture
The
calculated
market size
The desired
market share
You can be as
the owner
The
calculated
revenue
The minimum
profit rate
target for you
company
The minimum
profit target
for your
company
Your desired
salary as the
president of
your
company
after five
years
Your
expected
salary after
five years at
the current
company
Your current
salary
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Exercise 2-2
For Your Return
• Estimate how much are you earning five years later as an employee
of a company.
• Calculate how much are you going to earn five years later as a
president of your own company (at least two times more than you
earn as an employee)
• Estimate how much profit is your company is going to earn (at least
equal to your own salary).
• Estimate the profit rate of your company (at least equal to the
industry average)
• Calculate the revenue from the profit and the profit rate.
• Estimate the market share of your company (at least 20%)
• Calculate the total market size from the market share and the
revenue of your company.
• Estimate the ROA for your company (at least equal to the industr y
average).
• Calculate the asset of you company.
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Exercise 2-2: Your Return
(Worksheet for Exercise 2-2)
CommentsAmounts
Your Current Salary
Allowable Asset
Return of Asset
Market Size
Market Share
Revenue
Profit Rate
Profit
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2-3.3 Unit of Business
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Unit of Business
• The fundamental thing that you sell.
– For manufacturing companies, the traditional unit of
business is literally a unit, typically of a product.
– In services, the potential units of business are more
varied. Typically, professional services firms (law
firms, accountancies, consultants) charge for a unit of
time, such as a billing day.
– One route to growth is to change the rules by
changing the unit.
• One bicycle seller changes to bicycle-for-rent
business.
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Unit of Business in Laos
• Barbershop
– Haircut / hair shave
– Hair wash
– Shaving
– Dying
– Child / adult
– Earwax cleaning
• Telephone
– Phone set
– Model / brand
– Sim card
– Phone card
– Options
• Spare battery
• Spare charger
• String
• Covers
• Memory stick
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Exercise ２-3
Unit of Business
• A barbershop in Tokyo usually charges the
3000yen. Usually it will take 60 minutes for a
hairdo. The receipt describes as the charge
of a hairdo.
• Please think different ways to charge
customers and develop a new business for
retail service business in relation to digital
camera.
– (Team 10 minutes) (Presentation)
• Application to the local business
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Exercise 2-4
New Business from Old Business
• Select one of traditional local business,
and identify the current unit of business,
and try to modify the unit of business
New Unit of BusinessCurrent Unit of Business
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Chapter ３
Entrepreneurs
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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Table of Contents
3-1. Legends of the Lao Entrepreneurs and
Great Entrepreneurs
3-2. Definition of Entrepreneurs
3-3. Definition of Entrepreneurship
3-4. Regional Entrepreneurs
3-5. Lecture by an Entrepreneur
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3-1. Legends of the Lao
Entrepreneurs and Great
Entrepreneurs
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Example of Local Business
Mr. Phisith Sayathith
• Phisith Sayathith (Serial / portfolio Entrepreneur)
– Saw blade factory
– Wood processing factory
– Steel (VSI): Steel bars
– Steel (VSP): Structure bars
– Roofing Tile Factory
– Recycle Steel Processing factory
– White Charcoal Factory
– Asian Ecology Co. Ltd. (Industrial Tree Plantation)
– Golf Course
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Great Entrepreneur: HONDA
HONDA Soichiro
(1906 – 1991)
• 1922 apprentice of an automobile repair shop,
• became independent in 1928
• 1928 patented cast metal spoke
• 1934 piston ring production
• 1948 established Honda Motor Co.
• Partner: Fujisawa, marketing expert
• “No boarder for good products” “99% of my research
failed”. “Edison of Japan”
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3-2.
Definition of Entrepreneur
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Entrepreneur
• An entrepreneur is an individual who accepts financial risks
and undertakes new financial ventures.
• The word derives from the French "entre" (to enter) and
"prendre" (to take).
• In a general sense applies to any person starting a new
project or trying a new opportunity. (Written by Damir Wallener, copyright
2005 wiseGEEK)
• Entrepreneurs, driven by an intense commitment and
determined perseverance, work very hard. They are optimists
who see the cup as half full rather than half empty. They
strive for integrity. They burn with the competitive desire to
excel. (Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts)
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Characteristics of Successful
Entrepreneurs
• Opportunity seeking
• Persistence
• Commitment to work contract
• Demand for quality and efficiency
• Risk taking
• Goal setting
• Information seeking
• Systematic planning and monitoring
• Persuasion and networking
• Self-confidence
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Three Types of Entrepreneurs:
• Technology Oriented: Engineering,
Manufacturing, Marketing, Financing
• Motivation Oriented: Personal Motivation,
Organizational Motivation, education, training,
personal evaluation, employees’ share holding,
communication with employees and their
families.
• Strategy Oriented: Organization Strategy,
Corporate Strategy.
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Definition of Entrepreneurs
• All definitions tell us who entrepreneurs
are and what they do.
• They refer to unique superpeople, Who
react rationally to given and possible
circumstances in order to grow and to
make profit.
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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LOOKING AT SOCIETIES FROM AN ENTREPRENEURIAL
POINT OF VIEW WE CAN DISTINGUISH THREE SECTORS IN
ALL OF THEM:
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
entrepreneurs here try to preserve,
maintain and develop the cultural capital
of a society.
social sector:
entrepreneurs here try to come up with
new products and/or services for anyone
to buy at their own choice.
market sector:
entrepreneurs here try to come up with
better use of the government budget in a
society.
public sector:
And most societies look different in these respects!
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MAKE A DISTINCTION
BETWEEN:
Entrepreneur
• Long-term thinking
• A set of attitudes to
life
• Requires mental
skills
Manager
• Short-term thinking
• A profession
• Requires technical
skills
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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Different stages of the
development and progress of a
new business need a different
mix of management, leadership
and entrepreneurship!
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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SIZE
DEVELOPMENT TIME
Learning Planning
Actors Systems
Interpreta- Models
Tions
Entrepreneurial mind Small business management
Visions Business concepts
Culture Education
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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3-3.
Definition of Entrepreneurship
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Definition of Entrepreneurship
Classic Definition by Joseph A. Schumpeter:
Development as carrying out of new combinations:
• introduction of a new good
• introduction of a new method of production
• opening of new market
• conquest of a new source of supply of raw
materials or half-manufactured goods
• carrying out of the new organization of any
industry
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP IS TODAY
A MULTIDISCIPLINARY SOCIETY
Even if entrepreneurship has obvious economic
consequences (like providing jobs and securing our
economic welfare), we should not only (or maybe
not even primarily) understand it economically, but
also politically, culturally, sociologically,
geographically and more.
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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• Management is a profession. In order to
be a good manager, you need ”technical”
skills
• Leadership is a role. In order to be a good
leader, you need social skills
• Entrepreneurship is a disposition, an
approach to life itself. In order to be a
good entrepreneur, you need mental skills
Source: Professor Björn Bjerke
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3-4. Regional Entrepreneurs
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Mr. Inthy Deuansavanh
• Born in 1971
• 1997 – Khorb Chai Der
Restaurant in Vientiane
• 2001 - An outdoor adventure
company & Saiyo Restaurant
- Started in Vangvieng
- Main Activities
Kayaking
- Main Objective is
To show beautiful scenery
To provide exciting river trips
www.greendiscoverylaos.com
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Mr. Phisith Sayathith
(Revisit)
• Phisith Sayathith (Serial / portfolio Entrepreneur)
– Saw blade factory
– Wood processing factory
– Steel (VSI): Steel bars
– Steel (VSP): Structure bars
– Roofing Tile Factory
– Recycle Steel Processing factory
– White Charcoal Factory
– Asian Ecology Co. Ltd. (Industrial Tree Plantation)
– Golf Course
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Mr. Souphot Manikhong
• Mr. Souphot (Wood Carving from scrap wood)
– Turning scrap wood into exotic wood products
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3-5. Lecture
by a regional Entrepreneur
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Exercise 3-1
Regional Entrepreneur
• Find one rural entrepreneur and describe
the following items:
– What he is doing
– Why did he become an entrepreneur
– What did he do while he was a kid
– What is his future plan
– Etc.
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Chapter 4
Team Formation
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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Contents
4-1 Team Formation
4-2 Elevator Speech
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4-1. Team Formation
--The Learning Cycle
333
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Theory of Learning Styles
• The basic principle behind the theory of learning styles is that
different people learn in different ways.
A common approach to viewing learning styles is linked to a learning
cycle of experience, observation and reflection, formation and then
testing of concepts.
• The four stages of the Experiential Learning Cycle are:-
1. Concrete experience
2. Observation and Reflection
3. Abstract Conceptualization
4. Testing concepts in new situations
The cycle is a continuous process with the current 'concrete
experience' being the basis for observations and reflections, which
allow the development of a 'theory'. The 'theory' is then tested in
new situations to lead to more concrete experience.
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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The Learning Cycle
Having an
experience
Reviewing the
experience
Concluding from the
experience
Planning the next
steps
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Learning Styles
• Individuals learn from each stage of the
Learning Cycle.
• However, most of us focus on one stage
based on our learning style
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Learning Styles
Activist
Having an
experience
Reflector
Reviewing the
experience
Theorist
Concluding from
the experience
Pragmatist
Planning the next
steps
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Activists
• Try anything once
• Revel in short-term crises, fire fighting
• Thrive on the challenge of new
experiences
• Get bored with planning, implementation
and longer-term consolidation
• Constantly involve themselves with other
people
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Reflectors
• Like to sit back and review experiences
from different perspectives
• Collect data and analyze it before coming to
conclusions
• Consider all possible angles and
implications before making a move
• Tend to be cautious
• Enjoy observing other people in action
• Often take a back seat in meetings
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Theorists
• Enjoy principles, theories, models and
systems thinking
• Prize rationality and logic
• Can be detached and analytical
• Are unsatisfied with subjective or
ambiguous experiences
• Fit tasks and actions into rational schemes
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Pragmatists
• Search out new ideas or techniques which
might apply to their situation
• Actively experiment with applications
• Respond to problems and opportunities as
a challenge
• Are keen to use referent ideas from
management courses
• Like to get on with things with a clear
purpose
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Exercise 4-1. Learning Style
20. Do you like to get on with things with a clear purpose?
19. Do you fit tasks and actions into rational schemes?
18. Do you enjoy observing other people in action?
17. Are you constantly involve yourself with other people?
16. Are you keen to use referent ideas from management courses?
15. Are you unsatisfied with subjective or ambiguous experiences?
14. Are you cautious?
13. Do you get bored with planning, implementation and longer-term consolidation?
12. Do you respond to problems and opportunities as a challenge?
11. Can you be detached and analytical?
10. Do you consider all possible angles and implications before making a move?
9. Do you thrive on the challenge of new experiences?
8. Do you actively conduct experiment with applications?
7. Do you like rationality and logic?
6. Do you collect data and analyze it before coming to conclusions?
5. Do you revel in short-term crises?
4. Do you search out new ideas or techniques which might apply to their situation?
3. Do you enjoy principles, theories, models and systems thinking?
2. Do you like to stand back and review experiences from different perspectives?
1. Do you like to try doing everything once?
NoYes
Give 1 point for “Yes” and 0 point for “No”
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Scoring
(Put the score in the following block, and sum the scores in each block,
and you are belong to the style which has the largest score)
Pragmatist
Q4+Q8+Q12+Q16+
Q20 =
Theorist
Q3+Q7+Q11+Q15+
Q19 =
Reflector
Q2+Q6+Q10+Q14+
Q18 =
Activist
Q1+Q5+Q9+Q13+
Q17=
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Exercise 4-2
Let’s Try it
• Move to the designated area of the room that describes your
preferred learning style
• With others like yourself, discuss:
– What are your most and least preferred ways to learn?
– What unique qualities does your learning style offer a
team?
– What are the greatest weaknesses of your style in a
business context?
– Where has it gotten you in trouble?
• How can others work most effectively with you?
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Tips for Working in Team
• Use the names of your fellow group members.
• Encourage others in your group to talk and participate.
• Acknowledge the contributions of others and express your
appreciation (“Thong and Sone did the research on marketing in
Savannakhet,” “Thanks, good idea,” etc.).
• Use eye contact when talking with your fellow group members.
• Share feelings with your group using I messages (“I feel that we’re
not making progress,” “I like working with this group,” “I feel like
some members are not contributing equally”).
• Disagree in an agreeable way; that is, try to say something posi tive
before saying anything negative (“I see your point about including
that information, but I’m not sure it needs to be detailed ”).
Source: Courtland L. Bovee amd John V. Thill. (2000). Instructor’s Resource Manual to Accompany Business
Communication Today. 6 th Ed. Prentice Hall.
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Tips for Working in Team
(Cont.)
• Reduce tension among group members, perhaps by initiating a conversation
or discussion when a problem arises.
• Practice active listening: For example, allow group members to complete a
thought before interrupting with comments, and acknowledge that you have
heard what another group member said (“I hear that you think . . .”).
• Check others’ understanding of the work.
• Give information and opinions.
• Stay on-task: Help your group get back to work, and follow directions for
completing your group’s task.
• Seek information and opinions from others in your group as well as from
outside resources.
Source: Courtland L. Bovee amd John V. Thill. (2000). Instructor’s Resource Manual to Accompany Business
Communication Today. 6th Ed. Prentice Hall.
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Faculty & Student Selection
University of Brawijaya (2007)
• 13 lecturers and 64 students (year 3 and
year 4) took the entrepreneurial mindset
test.
• 5 young lecturers and 17 students were
selected by UBEEC by the result of test.
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Entrepreneurial Mind Test
How to find out your score
• This questionnaire consists of 55 brief statements. Read each
statement and decide how well it describes you. Be honest about
yourself. Remember, no one does anything very well, nor is it
even good to do everything very well.
• Select one of the numbers to indicate how well the statement
describes you: 5 = always, 4 = usually, 3 = sometimes, 2 = rarely,
1 = never
• Write the number you select on the line to the right of each
statement. Here is an example: I remain calm in stressful
situation __2__
• Transfer the number to the Scoring Sheet, Corrected Scoring
Sheet, and finally draw your diagram on Profile Sheet.
• The test score tells you your current entrepreneurial
characteristics status. Study each category carefully,
acknowledge your strength, and work on what you need to
improve by returning to the questions for further improvement.
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Entrepreneurial Mind Test
• An intensive research conducted by the Management
Systems International (MSI) identified ten key personal
entrepreneurial characteristics that separate successful
from unsuccessful ones. These characteristics includes
opportunity seeking and initiative; persistence; risk
taking; demand for efficiency/quality; commitment to
work; goal setting; information seeking; systematic
planning/monitoring; persuasion and networking; and
independence and self-confidence. Findings suggest
that short-term behavioural training may have a
significant impact on entrepreneurial behaviour and
economic performance. Let’s do the test now, and repeat
it again at the end of the program to see if there is any
changes in your entrepreneurial characteristics.
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Entrepreneurial Mind Test (Pre)
Students and Lecturers of University of
Brawijaya
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Entrepreneurial Mind Test (Post)
Students and Lecturers of University of Brawijaya
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Exercise 4.3. Entrepreneurial Mind
Test
340
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Exercise 4-4
1. Write three most interesting product or
services that you desire to do business on a
piece of A4 paper.
2. Walk around the class and find the people who
has similar interest to form a team.
3. Choose company of your interest to study
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages
of teamwork, particularly this type of team
formation?
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4-2.
Elevator Speech
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Elevator Speech
• an “elevator speech” is a short description
of what you do, or the point you want to
make, presented in the time it takes an
elevator to go from the top floor to the first
floor or vice versa.
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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What you should do with
an “elevator speech”?
• Do Prepare
– it is imperative to work on this two to three minute
presentation until it is perfectly crafted.
• Capture the essence of your message in a 30-second,
2-sentence elevator speech
• Identifies most key elements that make up the proposal
story
• Do memorize
• Make it a part of you that if someone woke you up from a
sound sleep in the middle of the night, and asked you
what you do, you would smoothly and without hesitation
tell them your “elevator speech.”
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Typical Elevator Speech Problems
• All about “me.”
• Not clearly identify the benefits or the beneficiary.
• Not identify the problem being solved or why the
problem is important.
• Not connect the technology or business with a
readily understood industry.
• Not discriminate the company from the competition.
• Rarely identify the competition or state-of-the-art.
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Example of Wordy Elevator Speech
The objective of our Entrepreneurship Education Student
Consulting is to help local craft business owner. These
businesses are encountering problems, particularly on
losing many opportunities to market their crafts to the
visiting tourists annually due to the lack of international
appeal and business strategy. To help solving the problem,
Entrepreneurship Education Student Consulting are
designed to be very practical and inexpensive means to
assist local craft business to develop a business strategy for
international tourists segment. The consulting is very
different from professional consulting firm because the team
involved highly qualified academia and graduating students.
EES Consulting is an integral part of the course work under
supervision of the business professors and also under
engineering school professors.
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The “Elevator Speech” Process
For: List target customers. Group them and ultimately define THE
customer.
Who: Define the need or opportunity. That is, what critical issue does the
customer face?
The: Name the product or service or concept.
Is a: Place the product, service, or concept into a generally understood
category.
That: List the benefits – not the features – of the product, service, or
concept provides to the customer. Group or prioritize the benefits to
identify the single benefit that is the most compelling reason for the
customer to buy the product, service, or concept. To the maximum
extent possible, the benefit should be quantified.
Unlike: List the competitors and competitive alternatives – i.e. the state of
the art.
Our: Develop a statement of the primary differentiation of the product,
service, or concept. The differentiation is the single most important
thing that sets your product, service, or concept apart from the
competition or state of the art.
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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The “Elevator Speech” Process
to Local Craft Business Owner
For: local craft business owner
Who: losing many opportunities to market their crafts to the visiting
tourists annually due to the lack of international appeal and
business strategy
The: EES Consulting (Entrepreneurship Education Student Consulting)
Is a: very practical and inexpensive
That: help local craft business to develop a business strategy for
international tourists segment
Unlike: professional consulting firm
Our: EES Consulting is an integral part of the course work under
supervision of the business professors and also under engineering
school professors
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Elevator Speech to Local Craft
Business Owner
EERD students presenting to Craft Business Owner
• Local craft business owners in Vientiane have been
losing many opportunities to market their crafts to the
visiting tourists annually due to the lack of international
appeal and business strategy. EES Consulting
(Entrepreneurship Education Students’ Consulting) is a
very practical and inexpensive consulting service that
helps local craft business to develop a business strategy
for international tourists segment. Unlike expensive
professional consulting firms our EES Consulting is an
integral part of the course work under supervision of the
business and engineering professors.
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Exercise 4-5
Prepare your elevator speech to market
local product to the potential retail stores
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Exercise 4-6
Prepare your elevator speech to sell
the local product to the foreign visitors
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Exercise 4-7
Prepare your elevator speech to market your
consulting to the local business owners
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Exercise 4-8
Prepare your elevator speech to market
the local product to the trading companies
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Chapter 5
Local Business
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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Contents
5-1. Local Business for the Program
5-2. Field Research Preparation
5-3. Field Research Data Gathering
5-4. Field Research Market Data
5-5. Field Research Operation Data
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5-1.
Local Business for the
Program
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SMEs and Business Selection
Example in Indonesia
• We visited 6 different SMEs around
Malang city (e.g. Traditional medicine,
Ceramic, Fish processing, Handcraft,
Bakery, and Antenna)
• We conducted a SWOT analysis for each
SMEs
• We then selected 5 SMEs based on the
SWOT analysis and additional criteria. We
dropped the antenna business.
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SMEs and Business Selection Criteria
The additional Criteria can be evaluated using a ranking
system (1 to 4) such as following criteria:
• The SMEs potential of further development.
• The key person personality.
• SMEs atmosphere and access.
• Infrastructure of the SMEs.
• The product quality.
• Availability of market segment.
• The SMEs business focus.
• Sufficiency of external supports.
346
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Exercise 5-1 SMEs (Business)
Evaluation Sheet
1-2-3-4There are sufficient external supports.
1-2-3-4The SMEs has selected a business focus.
1-2-3-4There are several market segment available.
1-2-3-4The product quality is accepted.
1-2-3-4Infrastructure of the SMEs is sufficient.
1-2-3-4SMEs atmosphere is welcoming and it is convenient to visit.
1-2-3-4The key person has shown good personality.
1-2-3-4The SMEs has potential for further development.
１＝not agree, 4=fully agree
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5-2.
Field Research Preparation
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Are You Ready?
• Interview manner
• Non-disclosure agreement
• Introduction letter
• Name cards
• Questionnaire
347
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How to Prepare for an Interview
• Conduct basic research on company and
industry
• Prepare questions and likely responses
• Bolster your confidence
• Polish your interview style
• Plan to look good
• Be ready when you arrive
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Three Phases of Interview
• Warm-up
• Questions-and-answers
– Think before you ask or answer
– Ask questions that show interest
– Listen attentively and notice body language
• Close
– Evaluate your performance; correct misconceptions
– Watch for signs that time is up
– Ask permission to think about acceptance decision
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Field Trip
• Meeting day/time and place
– Don’t be late
– Time is money especially in the information
age
• Information of the contact person:
– Name
– Address
– Telephone number
348
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5-3.
Field Research Data Gathering
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Field Research Questionnaire
• In order to obtain information and data, it
is strongly recommend to develop a simple
questionnaire.
• Complicated questionnaire is not realistic
for a small company.
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Simple Questionnaire for Data Collection
Name of Company: __________ Date: ________ Interviewer: ________
Name: __________ Position: __________ Sex: __________ Age: ______
1. Products
Name of Main Product:
___________________________
Main Customer ______________
Price per unit _____________ Kip
Other information (technologies,
organization, background, etc)
Competitiveness of your business:
___________________________
2. Production Cost per unit
Raw Materials: ___________ Kip
Other materials used to produce
one unit: ___________ Kip
Labor force Kip/Hour
Unit Manufacutring Hours:_____
Package:_______________Kip
3. Operation cost
Monthly fixed cost (rent, insurance,
salaries)
Rent:______________ Kip
Salary:_____________ Kip
Others :_____________ Kip
4. Variable costs (e.g. utilities=1% of sales)
Electricity:______________ Kip
Water :______________ Kip
Part timers :______________ Kip
5. Sales
Monthly total sales units: __________
Total sales amount:______________ Kip
Is this business earning bread-and-
butter?
Market:
Logistics:
349
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Exercise 5-2
• Take the questionnaire to the local business and
write down the result of the interview
– Product name
• Price
• Cost
• How many a day/ a week/ a month?
– Main customers
– Monthly sales
– Material costs
– Operation costs
– Situation of business
– Improvements or comments
• Take pictures of the firm, product, and operation
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Worksheet for Exercise 5-2
Local Business Summary Form
1 Typical Product name
Price
Cost
Number / day, week, month
2 Main customers
3 Monthly sales
4 Material costs
5 Operation costs
6 Situation of business
7 Improvements or comments
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Business data of Local traditional industries
near Jogyakarta
RemarksProduct
ion unit
Income
(US$)
MarketProduct
ion
amount
Price
(US$)
ProductProvin
ce
VillageType of
business
Small business
that becomes a
fixed supplier of
HS Silver (biggest
silver handicraft
shop in Yogyakarta
for domestic and
foreign market.
-Profit:
20/month
HS Silver
only (fixed
supplier)
150 kg/
month
5/
Meter
Depend
on the
size of
the
string
Silver
string
Yogya
karta
Kotaged
e
Silver
Small business
with low level of
technology.
Becomes SME
partner for UGM.
-Profit:
100/month
Domestic
and
foreign
market
100pcs/
month
4/
item
Wooden
batik
Yogya
karta
BobungWooden
batik
Source: Interview.
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Business data of Local traditional industries
near Malang
RemarksProduct
ion unit
Income
(US$)
MarketProduct
ion
amount
Price
(US$)
ProductProvin
ce
VillageType of
business
Capital 27,000US$,
technology &
management
instruction by Mr.
Pok, started wine
production for 3
months, annual
income from farming
up to 200US$
SMCEMonthly
sales 1500
(average
of last 3
months),
employee
monthly
salary 35-
150
(hired
labor
1.25/day)
Restauran
ts etc
Per
month
0.4/
bottle
Palm
wine
KandalDoun
Mann
Food
products
Traditional
technology not using
a wheel, quality
suited for the local
market
Househ
old
Intermedia
ry, market
200pcs/
month
0.1-
0.3/
item
CeramicKampo
ng
Chhnan
g
Ceramics
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5-4. Field Research Market
Data
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Market Data Gathering
• During this field trip, try to pick up market
information, competitor information such as price,
number of employees
• These information is required in order to conduct
the consumption chain analysis, attribute
analysis, competitor response analysis for the
local business which you visited
• The Idea Momming exercise may be helpful to
come out good ideas for your team
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5-5. Field Research Operation
Data
Obtain operation data of your local
business
352
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Confidence and Trust
• You do get business information such as
financial information only when you get
their confidence on you and trust you
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Operation Data Gathering
• During this field trip, try to pick up
operational information and data so that you
could construct the reverse income
statement as well as the financial figures of
the local business which you visited.
• It is important to clarify the critical
assumptions and to gather information for a
milestone plan.
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Example: Operation Data to be Obtained
Location:
Advantages:
Zoning:
Proximity to supplies:
Access to transportation:
Production Process:
Activity Name:
Responsible Function:
How is it done:
Raw material: Name, quantity,
cost
Facilities: (Factory, Machine,
Office Space, Seminar room,
meeting room, …), current
condition of the facilities
Major external service providers:
Management Team:
Financial Information:
Monthly sales
Cost of good sold
Rent, salary, tax,
Assets
Debts, loan, expiry date
Cash at hand
Account receivable
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Chapter 6
EERD Projects in ASEAN
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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Contents
6-1. Cambodia
6-2. Malaysia
6-3. Laos
6-4. Thailand
6-5. Indonesia
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6-1 Cambodia
National University of
Management
354
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Background of the Project (1)
• Students were divided into Product Groups (Silk
Textiles and Palm Products) with supervision
provided by NUM Faculty members.
• Field Trips (by bus) were organized by the
University to visit Silk textile producers and Palm
wine and vinegar enterprise.
• Baseline Surveys were conducted of the villages
and family producers.
• SWOT Analysis was also conducted.
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Background of the Project (2)
Collect data on:
– History of village and silk production
– Human Resources
– Production process and techniques
– Marketing
– Finance
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6-1.1 Silk Textiles Project
355
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Silk Textiles
• Target Group: Silk textile producers from
3 villages in 2 districts of Takeo Province.
• Approx. 2 hours drive from Phnom Penh.
• Near Phnom Chisor (Tourism site)
• Family based production
• Method or Approach: Balance between
Community and Family based structures.
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Main Objectives
• To increase sales through a process of
product and market development.
• To preserve and strengthen the rural
village community through the promotion
of traditional Khmer silk textile products.
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Product Development
• During the initial field visits we observed the
following:
– Most of the silk products produced were
limited in terms of variety.
– The silk was imported from Vietnam/China.
– Colors were chemical based (imported from
Thailand)
– Designs and patterns were limited
– Overall quality of weaving was mixed
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Activities (Product
Development)
• Enhance value and quality of existing
products by emphasizing:
– Natural Colors (workshop)
– Khmer silk
– New patterns and designs (from Institute for
Khmer Traditional Textiles, Siem Reap)
– Packaging, Labeling and Brochures
– Branding (Phnom Chisor)
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Activities (Product Development)
• Introduction of new silk products
– Table covers, handbags, handkerchiefs, and
other silk handicraft items
– Students collected samples of other types of
silk products from retail outlets in Phnom
Penh and Siem Reap, including the
Cambodia Japan Friendship Skills Training
Center, to show to the producers in Takeo.
– Other silk products from countries in S.E. Asia
were also shown as part of workshops
arranged by Asia SEED.
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Market Development
• During our initial survey, we observed the
following:
– Limited understanding of customers and
the overall market (esp. tourist market
segment).
– Over-reliance on intermediaries
(middlemen).
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Activities (Market Development)
• Contacted retail outlets in Phnom Penh
and Siem Reap to promote silk products
from Takeo.
• Asia Seed also helped to promote the
products in Japan on its website and also
at university exhibitions.
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Results
• Village producers were successful in enhancing
the quality of existing products such as Sampot
Hol, Sampot Phamung and silk scarves by:
– Introducing more natural colours
– Using Khmer Silk
– Introducing more complex designs and patterns
– Introducing more attractive packaging
• Village producers have also been successful in
introducing new products:
– Table Covers and Handkerchiefs
– More families are also producing silk scarves.
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Results
• Increased sales of silk textile products at
higher prices / profit margins.
– Success of test marketing at retail outlets in
Phnom Penh and Siem Reap
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6-1.2 Palm Product Project
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Palm Products
• Target Group: Naga Palm Wine & Vinegar
Enterprise
• Location: Kandal Province
• Main Objective: To increase sales of Palm
wine and vinegar products through a
process of product and market
development.
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Activities (Product Development)
• Enhancing Quality of Existing Products
– Chemical testing of Palm Wine Product (Mae
Fah Luang University)
– Taste (students conducted customer survey)
– Labeling and Branding (Student
recommendations)
• Introduction of New Palm Products
– Palm Sugar? (MOC)
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Activities (Market Development)
• Students conducted marketing Surveys
• Expand market for palm wine and vinegar
products in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap.
• Students contacted retail outlets to
promote product.
• Asia SEED website to promote products in
Japan.
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Results
• Palm wine and vinegar products have sold
well in Siem Reap Province.
• Tourists in Siem Reap are willing to pay a
higher price for the Palm wine and vinegar
products.
• Export potential for Palm vinegar is good!
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Summary Remarks
• A significant factor that motivated the
producers was the realization that they
can improve and upgrade technology in
addition to gaining a better understanding
of the overall market situation.
• The students motivation was high from the
beginning, but their entrepreneurial spirit
was raised further by being involved with
real businesses.
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6-2 Malaysia
National University of
Malaysia
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Background of the Stage (1)
• Students were divided into Company
Groups (Syarikat Sri and MSZ Food
Service) with supervision provided by
UKM Faculty members.
• Field Trips (by bus) were organized by the
University to visit both of the Companies.
• Baseline Surveys were conducted of the
villages and family producers.
• SWOT Analysis was also conducted.
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Background of the Stage (2)
Collect data on:
– Company background
– Product information
– Human Resources
– Production process and techniques
– Marketing
– Finance
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6-2.1. Syarikat Sri
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Sauce Producer
• Target Product: Oyster sauce
• Approx. 15 KM from UKM Bangi.
• In the district of Dengkil
• Family based production
• Established in 1984
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Main Objectives
• To increase sales through a process of
product and market development.
• To strengthen the market capability of
small businesses through the promotion of
local products, new product development
and ICT application.
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Product Development
• During the initial field visits we observed the
following:
– Most of the sauces produced were limited in
terms of product form (in liquid form).
– The marketing and promotional material was
limited.
– Overall quality and efficiency of production
still need to be improved
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Activities (Product Development)
• Enhance value and quality of existing
products by emphasizing:
– Production effectiveness and efficiency
– Raw materials
– New product form development
– Packaging, Labeling and Brochures
– Branding
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New design of
company logo and
name card
Understanding of market
needs via market survey
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Activities (Product Development)
• Suggestion for new
product form
– In cube, powder
– Students collected
market information
around the selangor
areas
– Other local products
from ASEAN countries
were also shown as
part of workshops
arranged by Asia
SEED.
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Market Development
• During our initial survey, we observed the
following:
– Limited understanding of customers and
the overall market.
– Over-reliance on intermediaries
(middlemen) and government contract.
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Activities (Market Development)
• Contacted retail outlets in Selangor areas
to promote sauce products.
• The student also helped to develop a web
site to promote the products.
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Results
• The SMES was successful in enhancing the
production plant
• New marketing materials were designed and
used to promote the company and its products
• New product form were suggested
• The uniqueness of the product (special
ingredient) received favorable feedback from
customers when awareness was created during
the market survey.
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6-2.2. MSZ Food Service
Project
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Pizza Products
• Target Group: Restaurant, Hotel, retail
buyers
• Location: Sg. Tangkas, Kajang
• Main Objective: To understand market
preference, increase sales of pizza
through a process of business concept
development.
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MSZ Food Service: Products
Primo Pizza
Teja Cookies Sejati Coconut Oil
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Activities (Market Development)
• Students conducted market survey
• Understand the campus market.
• Students develop website for the company.
• Introduction of Uni-Pizza Concept.
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Activities (Product Development)
• Enhancing Quality of Existing Products
– Product testing of pizza flavor (National
University of Malaysia, UKM)
– Taste (students conducted customer survey)
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Results
• Pizza products have sold well in the
university campus.
• Customers are willing to pay to buy the
pizza after the product testing.
• Market potential for the pizza product is
good!
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Summary Remarks
• A significant factor that motivated the producers
was the realization that they can improve and
upgrade their production ability and adopt
technology in addition to gaining a better
understanding of the overall market situation.
• The students’ motivation was high from the
beginning, but their entrepreneurial spirit was
raised further by being involved with real
businesses.
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6-3 Laos
National University of Laos
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Tomato Source
Path No. 11, Pak Haed Village
Naxaithong District, Vientiane
Capital City
368
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Objective of the Project
• To diagnose the company’s operation
• To create improvement plan for the entity
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Activities
• Students visited the manufacturing facility
and interviewed the owners and staff
• Students conducted market survey on the
products in the retail area.
• Group discussion and planning
• Presentation to the business owners and
lecturers
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Diagnostic Outcome
• Students identified that the immediate
tasks for the company is not on marketing,
but rather on internal capability,
manufacturing process, product
development, financial management, and
operational management.
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Company Background
• Initially produce home made liquor, then
produce tomato source, vinegar, fish
source, and soy source.
• Family business, with four year
establishment experience
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Production Sites
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SWOT Analysis
1. Strength:
• Experienced in unique formula and production
• Most raw material procured domestically and easily
• The location of the company is close to big market:
Vientiane Capital City, and near main road connecting
other northern provinces: Luang Prabang, Oudomxai,
and Vientiane Province.
• Own spacious location and suitable for production
processing
• Localized taste which are accepted by the consumer
• Low price
• Low labour cost, create stable income jobs for
villagers.
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SWOT Analysis
2. Weaknesses:
• No appropriate labels: ingredients, product expiry
date, production date, etc.
• Most activities are done manually
• No accounting record, no financial calculation
• No uniform for workers
• Not appropriate arrangement for bottling, and
packaging
• Production procedure is very primitive
• No appropriate machine to support production
• Productions cannot cater for market demand
• Limited capital
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SWOT Analysis
3. Opportunity:
• Consumers well absorb the products
• Big market potential
• Government supports small businesses
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SWOT Analysis
• 4. Threats
• Too small capital
• Imported raw material price fluctuates
according to currency exchange rate
• Raw material price procured domestically
is seasonal.
• Many competitors, both domestic and
imported products.
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Quizzing Analysis Result
• The company produces tomato source for
household consumption and restaurants,
that is delicious, clean, informative
labeling, long product life, good for health,
nice appearance, competitive price, and
available at all time.
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Recommendation
• Procure funding or increase equity capital for production
improvement.
• Rearrange the manufacturing process and workplace.
• Create accounting system and budgeting in order to
calculate production cost, administration cost, and other
costs appropriately to set the price and profit margin.
• Establish production and marketing record to estimate
the production output in each period so that the
company can supply its customers constantly.
• Reassure the former distributors that the company
supply the products sufficiently as well as creating new
market.
• Improve the product quality, labelling, and packaging.
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Product Development
• Test and confirm product life period
record.
• Create new label by adding production
date, expiry date, chemical composition,
company logo, Food & Drug Certification,
• Improve the bottle cap packaging with
plastic wrap
• Differentiate sizes and types of bottling for
use in different occasions.
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Outcome
• The cooperation between students and business
owner was excellent, resulting in good working
environment for the project.
• Owner was very happy with students
recommendations and support.
• Learners were tremendously enthusiastic
working on the project and felt that they learned
a lot from working with the entrepreneurs, team
members, and support from instructor.
• Continuous work on each recommendation was
assigned to create detail improvement plan for
the company.
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6-4 Thailand
Mae Fah Luang University
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Background of the Project (1)
• 1st trial project to promote local business by Entrepreneurship
Education for SMCE/SME provided through Local University (as a
Center of Excellence in the region).
• Target SME are “One Tambon One Product” groups in Chiang Rai
Province, North Thailand.
• 27 Students (15 master course and 12 undergraduate) and 15
faculty staff from various departments/faculties were divided into 4
Product Groups (Wood curving, Ceramic, Textile and Food
Processing), mixing study fields into one group.
• 5 months program including course work (OTOP background,
design, field data analysis etc), field trip (base line survey, interview
to entrepreneurs, workshop for OTOP group etc) and group work
(making web sites, new design proposal, new marketing plan
proposal etc)
• Final presentation by students/faculty staff and OTOP owners
• e-Tambon workshop (internet and web site utilization for OTOP
business for OTOP owners by MFLU faculty staff)
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Target Area of OTOP Business HRD
Wood Curving
-Tha Sud
-Pha Ngam
Textile
-Hat Bai
-Sri Don Chai
Ceramic
-Wiang Ka Long
Food
-Baan Tunb Yang
-Nang Lae
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Registered Student & Staff
151215Total 42 registered
participants
-84IT
6-3Management
--3Art & culture
331Biotechnology
614Material Science
Master course
students
UndergradsStaffField
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Pilot Program at MFLU, Jun.-Oct. 2003
Study of problem and improvement plans per groupData AnalysisJul. 2-36
Baseline survey by student and staffField Research IIJul. 15
Student grouping & survey itemsOrientation IIJun. 304
Practical Training PlanningField Research IJun. 273
Lacquer craftwork expert "Quality and Design"Special LectureJun. 262
About OTOP Entrepreneurial EducationOrientation IJun. 241
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Pilot Program at MFLU, Jun.-Oct. 2003
(cont.)
Presentation and Workshop by OTOP
entrepreneurs and students (176 participants)
Final ReportOct. 3112
Introduction by Japanese experts (24 students)Virtual companyOct. 29-3011
Selection of business development plan & field
trial
Field Research IVSep. 12-Oct. 2510
Presentation by students and Q & A sessionPresentation of draft
report
Sep. 109
Field Research by IT group studentsCreating a websiteAug. 11-Sep. 98
Discussion among students, staff and OTOP
leaders on business development proposals
Field Research IIIAug. 11-Sep. 9
as necessary
7
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New products design and
marketing plan development
Group Discussion
Product Design/ Product Development
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Results
– Business Development Plan
– Trial products with new design, improved packaging,
higher quality products etc.
– E commerce Web site
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Results (cont.)
Product Improved by the Project New design
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Dissemination
to OTOP producers
and local people
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Dissemination to OTOP producers
and local people (cont.)
• Know-how of university’s participation in
local business promotion
• Network among local business
entrepreneurs and universities
• Network of Thai and Japanese local
business
• Germination of university-launched
venture business
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6-5 Indonesia
University of Brawijaya
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Background of the Project
• After the entrepreneurship education projects in Thailand, Cambodia,
Malaysia, Laos were successful, the method of local business
promotion through local university is introduced to Indonesia.
University of Brawijaya is selected as a core university, while
University of Gadjah Mada and Hasanuddin also support the
program.
• Target SMEs are local micro industries near University of Brawijaya.
• 17 Students (2 master course and 15 undergraduate) and 5 faculty
staff from various departments/faculties were divided into 5 groups.
(bakery, traditional medicine, ceramic, fish processing, and
handicraft), mixing study fields into one group.
• 6 months program including course work (strategic and functional
tool), field trip (business analysis, competitors analysis, market
research, etc), action plan implementation (promotion material
development, new product development, book keeping, sales
promotion, etc), final presentation by students, and workshop
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Target SMEs
Traditional Medicine
Toga Medica
Bakery
Tamim Bakery Ceramic
Chenderamata Ceramic
Handicraft
Azizah FloristFish Processing
Mina Sari
378
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Registered Student & Staff
21Engineering
3Agriculture
261Administrative Science
1Language and
Literature
11Fishery
2155Total 22 registered
participants
2Economics
2Social Science
Master course
students
UndergradsStaffField
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Pilot Study at University of Brawijaya
Jan-Jun 07
MayAprMarJan JunFeb
7-16 January
Kick off seminar
Field survey
27 March – 4 April
Lecture/Exercise
Field trip
12-13 June
Final Report
Workshop
Teaching material
development
Selection of students and
lecturers
Self survey
Revision of teaching
material
Implementation of
action plan
379
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Implementation of Educational Program
for Entrepreneurship Facilitator
Lecture/Exercise
Field Trip
Action Plan
＜Strategic tool and functional tool＞
＜5 targeted SMEs＞
＜Immediate plan for 1.5 months＞
Hygiene training
New package
Website development
Catalog development
Sales promotion
etc…New Brochure
New banner
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Result
• New marketing plan
• Sales promotion
• New accounting system
• Better product design
• New package
• New catalog
• New distribution
channel is developed.
• Sales are increased.
• Owner’s
entrepreneurship mind
is stimulated.
Activities Results
380
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Result (Cont.)
New layout of shop
Better packaging
New poster
Accounting system
Sales promotion
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Dissemination Plan
Using the following method to
disseminate the programInside the University
of Brawijaya
Other
universities in
Indonesia
Outside of
universities
ASEAN
countries
• Teacher’s training
• Students public service program
before graduation
• Business Incubator network with 22
universities
• Website development
• Consultant training conducted by the
Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs
• Gathering of network universities of
ASEAN
381
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Chapter 7
Creativity in Business
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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Contents
7-1. Creativity in Business
7-2. Brain storming
7-3. Idea Momming
7-4. Kaizen and 5S
Intuitive observation is encouraged
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7-1. Creativity in Business
382
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The Role of Creativity
Creativity is the generation of ideas that
result in the improved efficiency or
effectiveness of a system.
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed.
Thomson, South-Western.
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Creative
Process Ideas Experience
Evaluation
and
Implementation
Incubation
Knowledge
Accumulation
The Creative Thinking Process
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M.
(2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process,
and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-
Western.
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The Most Common Idea
Stoppers1. “Naah.”
2. “Can’t” (said with a shake of the head and an
air of finality)
3. “That’s the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard.”
4. “Yeah, but if you did that . . .” (poses an
extreme or unlikely disaster case)
5. “We already tried that – years ago.”
6. “We’ve done all right so far; why do we need
that?”
7. “I don’t see anything wrong with the way
we’re doing it now.”
8. “That doesn’t sound too practical.”
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
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The Most Common Idea Stoppers
9. “We’ve never done anything like that before.”
10. “Let’s get back to reality.”
11. “We’ve got deadlines to meet – we don’t have
time to consider that.”
12. It’s not in the budget.”
13. “Are you kidding?”
14. “Let’s not go off on a tangent.”
15. Where do you get these weird ideas?”
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
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Types of Innovation
• Invention
• Extension
• Duplication
• Synthesis
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
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Innovation Example Case
• From Corn to Plastic
384
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Sources of Innovation
• Unexpected Occurrences
• Incongruities
• Process Needs
• Industry and Market Changes
• Demographic Changes
• Perceptual Changes
• Knowledge-Based Concepts
Source: Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
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Example of Innovation
A Jar
Fermented Fish
Flow
er P
ot
Decoration
Break to turninto plate,mortar
Musical
Instrumen
t
Cremated ash
holder
Water
Container
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Exercise 7-1
Think of and write down all the functions you can imagine for the following items
(Spend 5 minutes for selected 4 items from the list)
• A clock
• A restaurant
• A fallen tree branch
• A chair
• A computer
• An obsessively
organized employee
• The Internet site
“gossip”
• An old washing
machine
• A new secretary
• An empty shampoo
bottle
• A yardstick
• An old coat hanger
• This exercise
385
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7-2.
Brain Storming
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Brainstorming technique for problem-
solving, team-building and creative process
• a powerful technique.
• creates new ideas, solves problems, motivates
and develops teams.
• Team member motivation
• not simply a random activity.
• to be structured and follow brainstorming rules.
• needs to involve the team, which means that
everyone must be able to see what's happening.
• improving the organization, performance, and
developing the team
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Plan and Agree
the Brainstorming Aim
• Understand and agree the aim of the session
– formulate a new business description for a
local food processing firm;
– formulate a series of new promotional
activities for the silk products;
– suggest university;
– identify costs saving opportunities that will not
reduce performance or morale, etc).
• Keep the brainstorming objective simple.
• Allocate a time limit.
• Keep the random brainstorming activity under
control and on track.
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Facilitator: manage the actual
brainstorming activity
• encourage everyone to participate, dismiss nothing, and prevent others from
pouring scorn on the wilder suggestions
• record every suggestion on the flip-chart.
• Use sticky tape to hang the sheets around the walls.
• categorize, group, connect and link the random ideas.
• Condense and refine the ideas by making new headings or lists.
• combine or include the weaker ideas within other themes to avoid dismissing
or rejecting contributions
• assess, evaluate and analyze the effects and validity of the ideas or the list.
• Develop and prioritize the ideas into a more finished list or set of actions or
options.
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Implement the actions agreed
from the brainstorming
• Agree what the next actions will be.
• Agree a timescale, who's responsible.
• Circulate notes, monitor and give feedback.
• Develop a clear and positive outcome
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7-3.
Idea Momming
One of the brain storming methods.
It was developed
by Prof. Takeru Ohe and Mr. Ozawa
387
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Idea Momming Usage
• For development of business model
• Concept design – business idea generation
• With Analytical tools:
– SWOT
– Attribute mapping
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Brain Storming Level
1. Specific Analysis
2. Business Concept brainstorming
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1．Overview of Idea Momming
• Form a team for creation of business
ideas and for analysis of firm
• Member, Idea creators（5~6 people･･･)
• Facilitator（keep time, and direct the
process)
• Note taker（write down created ideas on
whiteboard, computer input for projector,
and a flip-chart)
388
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Ice Breaking Game
• Sit around a round table (everybody can see everybody)
• Introduction of members
– Name, background, recent interests, and discuss about
the situation of local businesses
• Conduct a simple word association game (2 or 3 games)
• Facilitator will present a word in relation to gift or business
– Start from person who is sitting right to the facilitator
– Move to the next person
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2．Diffusion of Business Ideas
Five Rules
• Mass ideas (trade in quality for quantity)
• Free wheeling (any ideas are accepted)
• No criticism (no evaluation at this time)
• Multiple directional ideas (create from wide
bases)
• Integration and development (combine
various ideas)
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Points to promote association
and leap fresh dimension of ideas
• Clarify the subject and verb, think from the following
dimensions
– Expand Shrink
– Use the part  Use the whole
– Segment Integrate
– Add something Subtract something
– Higher dimension Lower dimension
– Move Stop
– Do first Do last
– Say yes Say no
– Change Un-change
– Ask why, why, why, why, and why
389
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3．Diffusion of new ideas（1）
『Think first by yourself, concentrate in thinking 』
• Think ideas for the three minutes following the facilitator
direction
• Rethink the ideas for four minutes and write down on
post it (one idea one Post-it) following the facilitator
• Repeat two or three times the above process
• Take ten minutes break
• Paste all Post-it on a large paper so that every member
could see later
• The duplicated ideas will be consolidated and put them
one Post-it.
• Add the ideas developed during the process too
(accumulation)
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3．Diffusion of business ideas（2）
Develop ideas from the team interaction
• Show the ideas each other
• Following the five ground rules, team members will
actively show interests to other members’ ideas
• Consolidates the repeated ideas
• Put related ideas into one or two ideas (structure of
ideas)
• Add the ideas created during this consolidated process
(maculation of ideas)
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4．Focus of Business Ideas
• Lift the ban on criticism
• Extract useful ideas from the team
• Ground rules for extraction
– Not too far from reality
– Possible to pursue
– Easy to move
– High originality
– Do by yourself
– Urgent needs
• Idea created by combining similar ideas to be higher level
• Very important to get a team consensus on the ideas
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5．Discuss How to Make Ideas to
a Business Model
• Develop a business model with adding various
ideas around the basic business idea following
the five ground rules
– Discuss around 30 minutes
• Write down the business model for the basic
business idea
– Focus and evaluate the ideas using the
criticism
– Spend around 40 minutes to finish the plan
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Business Concept Design
Who
(to whom)
What
(worth delivery)
How
(Method to provide)
Target customer
Customer value Operation of business
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Required stationeries
for Idea Momming
1. Blackboard （no of teams）
2. Large-sized white paper （no of members）
3. Black magic ink （no of teams）
4. Sign pens （no of members）
5. Rulers （longer than 50cm, no of teams）
6. Sticky Tape （several rolls）
7. Notes （no of teams・・・for note taker）
8. Pencil （no of members）
9. Card （2.5cm× 7.5cm、many）
391
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Exercise 7-2
• Visit a business of your choice.
• Conduct the Idea Momming method
• Identify new business opportunity for the
local business.
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7-4.
Kaizen and 5S
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KAIZEN
Definition
• A selection of better means or a change of
current method for achieving an objective.
1. An accumulation of small changes
Japan HR Association
392
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Improvement by changing method
- Abolition
- Discontinuance
- Exclusion
- Removal
- Simplification
- Centralization
- Synchronization
- Standardization
- Management for exceptions
- Integration
- Combination
- Alternation
- Exchange
- Conversion
- Diversification
- Separation
Source: Prof. Fujita, Waseda University
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Different Style of Change
1. Small change
2. Medium change
3. Big change
(KAIZEN)
(Small group
activities)
(Innovation)
--- By individual effort, a better
way of proceeding a job is
considered. (Idea creation)
--- By group effort, a better way
is proposed by following
predetermined steps (or rule).
--- By investments in new technology
or equipment, dramatic alterations
are achieved.
Source: Prof. Fujita, Waseda University
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Changes
Material
Change
Process
ChangeTool Change
Source: Prof. Fujita, Waseda University
393
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5 S
Train people to follow good
housekeeping disciplines
independently
Stick to self
discipline
Shitsuke
Maintain a high standard of house
keeping and workplace organization
at all time
Serene
Atmosphere
Seiketsu
Clean your workplace completely so
that there is no dust anywhere
Spic & SpanSeiso
Arrange necessary item in a proper
order so that they can be easily
picked up for use
Systematic
Arrangement
Seiton
Take out unnecessary item and throw
them away
Sorting outSeiri
Japanese Meaning Action
Source: Prof. Fujita, Waseda University
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Exercise 7-3
• Visit a business of your choice.
• Conduct the Idea Momming method
• Apply 5S strategy to identify necessary
changes, how to change, and the benefit
of the change.
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Chapter 8
Business Analysis
SWOT & Industry Analysis
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
394
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8-1. Strength-weakness analysis (SWOT)
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8-3. Industry Analysis
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8-1. Strength-Weakness
Analysis (SWOT)
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SWOT Analysis?
ThreatsOpportunities
WeaknessesStrengths
395
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Benefit of SWOT Analysis
SWOT Analysis is a very effective way of
identifying your Strengths and Weaknesses,
and of examining the Opportunities and Threats
you face.
Carrying out an analysis using the SWOT
framework helps you to focus your activities into
areas where you are strong and where the
greatest opportunities lie.
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SWOT Analysis Application
• Examples of SWOT analysis can be used to
assess:
– a business idea
– a company (its position in the market, etc)
– a new market or launching a new product
– a method of sales distribution
– a product or brand
– etc.
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How to use SWOT Analysis:
Strengths
• To carry out a SWOT Analysis write down answers
to the following questions. Where appropriate, use
similar questions:
1.What advantages do you have?
2.What do you do well?
3.What relevant resources do you have access
to?
4.What do other people see as your strengths?
396
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How to use SWOT Analysis:
Strengths
• Consider this from your own point of view and
from the point of view of the people you deal
with.
– Don't be modest. Be realistic.
– If you are having any difficulty with this, try writing
down a list of your characteristics. Some of these will
hopefully be strengths!
• In looking at your strengths, think about them in
relation to your competitors - for example, if all
your competitors provide high quality products,
then a high quality production process is not a
strength in the market, it is a necessity.
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How to use SWOT Analysis
Weaknesses:
• To carry out a SWOT Analysis write down answers to
the following questions.
1. What could you improve?
2. What do you do badly?
3. What should you avoid?
• Consider this from an internal and external basis:
1. Do other people seem to perceive weaknesses
that you do not see?
2. Are your competitors doing any better than you?
• It is best to be realistic now, and face any unpleasant
truths as soon as possible.
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How to use SWOT Analysis
Opportunities:
• To carry out a SWOT Analysis write down answers to the following
questions.
• Where are the good opportunities facing you?
• What are the interesting trends you are aware of?
• Useful opportunities can come from such things as:
• Changes in technology and markets on both a broad and narrow scale
• Changes in government policy related to your field
• Changes in social patterns, population profiles, lifestyle changes, etc.
• Local Events
• A useful approach to looking at opportunities is to look at your strengths
and ask yourself whether these open up any opportunities. Alternatively,
look at your weaknesses and ask yourself whether you could open up
opportunities by eliminating them.
397
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How to use SWOT Analysis
Threats:
1. What obstacles do you face?
2. What is your competition doing?
3. Are the required specifications for your job, products or services
changing?
4. Is changing technology threatening your position?
5. Do you have bad debt or cash-flow problems?
6. Could any of your weaknesses seriously threaten your business?
Carrying out this analysis will often be illuminating - both in terms of
pointing out what needs to be done, and in putting problems into
perspective.
To carry out a SWOT Analysis write down answers
to the following questions:
.
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Example of Students Presentation
in University of Brawijaya - 1
Mina Sari (Fish Processing Company)
Threats
1. One competitor (same area)
2. Hijacking
3. Others abon (cow, chicken, other
fish)
Opportunities
1. Unlimited Raw Material
2. Marketable for all range society
3. Eco-tourism
4. Export
Weaknesses
1. Lack of packaging
2. Lack of promotion
3. Limited market
4. Lack of organizational production
5. Lack of Management
6. Difficulty of transportation
7. Small financial resources for
investment
Strengths
1. Unique product
2. Tasteful taste
3. Original
4. No preservatives added
5. Near to the tourism object
398
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Example of Students Presentation
in University of Brawijaya - 2
Azizah Florist (Handicraft Company)
Threats
1. Easy to be copied, the opportunity of new
comers as competitors (the production
process is wide open for everyone such as
the part time workers, etc)
2. The competitors (which are consider lower
in production capacity) can be developing
unpredictable
3. They have to be always innovative in
design (following market trend and
customers demand)
Opportunities
1. The people’s trend: “back to the nature’ life
style
2. Leading business in Malang
3. Global market (export chances)
Weaknesses
1. They lack of technology in machinery (ex.
drying based on sunlight, traditional
machine, etc)
2. No labeling (ex. price label, box label, etc)
3. Passive marketing (wait for order)
4. No marketing kit (ex. catalogue, flier, etc)
5. The showroom is too far from the
downtown
Strengths
1. Unique business
2. High employment opportunity
3. Cheaper price & high quality
4. Originality of various design (based on real
flower & owner’s creative idea)
5. Easy to get the raw material
6. The product is nature friendly
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Example of Students Presentation
in University of Brawijaya - 3
Chenderamata (Ceramic Company)
Threat
• Location is difficult to reach by costumer.
• No parking area
Opportunity
• Enlarge target market.
• Ceramic image of Dinoyo have been
recognized by society.
• Enlarge link with other institution.
Weakness
• Showroom and workshop layout are
narrow, tight and not well-arranged.
• No product labeling.
• No administration activities.
Strength
• Owner have big soul of entrepreneurship
and good creativity.
• Have an ability to know what consumer
need
399
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Example of Students Presentation
in University of Brawijaya - 4
Tamim Bakery (Bakery Shop)
Threat
Competitive industries
Unstable market price
The changes of costumer preferences
Many competitors in the same area
The employee move to another company
because they get bigger salary.
Opportunity
The location is near CBD
Consumable products
Accessible
Large market share (Besar market,
Gajayana, Karangkates, Donomulyo,
Pujon, etc)
Weakness
Lack of hygiene in production process
Ordinary showroom
Less variety product inside display
Simple packaging
Does not have characteristics products
Low promotion
The company management is not well organized
Book keeping is not well organized
Staffs education level are not high
Strength
Reasonable price
24 hours ordering service
Have main customers
Hardworking owner and labors
Easy to get raw material
Have many experience in bakery
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Example of Students Presentation
in University of Brawijaya - 5
Toga Vitan (Traditional Medicine)
THREAT
1. Free Trade
2. Traditional perception of society
for jamu product
3. Similar company which is
produce similar product
OPPORTUNITY
1. Trend of green health
2. High demand of unique and good
quality herbal products
3. Consumer variety
4. Product continuity
5. Wider market for Jamu and related
product fo export
WEAKNESS
1. No job description for employee
2. Limited promotion material and
event
3. Limited variation of packaging
4. Simple etalase
5. Limited professional officer
STRENGTH
1. Good services & Quality for
consumer
2. Variety of products
3. Standarized production
procedure
4. Unique receipe from serat centini
5. Owner has high competency in
Herbal sector
400
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Exercise 8-1
• Conduct the SWOT Analysis of the local
business which you and your team have
visited and interviewed. Apply the Idea
Momming method to conduct the SWOT
Analysis.
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8-2. Growth Industry
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Definition of a Growth Business
1. A 2 percent change (gain) in market position
(typically volume share) of an incumbent as a
result of its move or the moves of another
player
2. Annual sales or shipment growth 5 percent
grater than the growth in the underlying market
by an incumbent
3. Annual growth in sales of shipments of 10
percent or more over at least two years from a
new entry by an innovator
401
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Growth Business
Most dynamic publicly traded companies
3201935Uchi Technologies /electronic
components
75022145Transmile Group /freight forwarding
68354334SP Setia /real estate development
61878Padini Holdings /specialty retailing
11313125Mah Sing Group / real estate
development
53427Coastal Contracts /industrial machinery
119551CB Industrial Product Holdings/ ind
machinery
1,03535233AirAsia/ airline
Market Value
($mil)
Net Income
Latest 12 mon
($mil)
Sales Latest 12
mon ($mil)
Company/Industry
Source: Forbes Asia, October 30, 2006, www.forbes.com/bub *All figures are in U.S. dollars
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Growth Business
Most dynamic publicly traded companies
in Indonesia
3361581Summarecon Agung Terbuka /real
estate development
1831363PT Pembangunan Jaya Ancol Tbk /
hotel & cruiselines
1861458Kawasan Industri Jababeka /real
estate development
1.47067599Kalbe Farma/ drugs
28432Arwana Citramulia Terbuka/ basic
materials
Market Value
($mil)
Net Income
Latest 12 mon
($mil)
Sales Latest 12
mon ($mil)
Company/Industry
Source: Forbes Asia, October 30, 2006, www.forbes.com/bub *All figures are in U.S. dollars
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Exercise 8-2
• Identify high growth businesses in Laos
≥ 20% growth companies in Laos
Name Industry List of Products
1. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
2. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
3. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
4. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
5. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
6. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
7. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
8. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
9. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
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8-3.
Industry Analysis
(Five Forces Analysis)
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Elements of Industry –
The Five Forces Model
Suppliers Buyers
New
Entrants
Substitutes
Industry
Competitors
Intensity of
Rivalry
Bargaining
Power of
Suppliers
Bargaining
Power of
Buyers
Threat of New Entrants
Threat of Substitutes
Source: Adapted from Thomas L. Wheelen and
J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management
and Business Policy, Ninth Edition. Prentice
Hall.
403
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Six Forces Model: Industry Analysis
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy , Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Porter’s approach:
Assess the six forces --
• Threat of new entrants
• Rivalry among existing firms
• Threat of substitute products
• Bargaining power of buyers
• Bargaining power of suppliers
• Relative power of other stakeholders
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy, Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Threat of New Entrants --
Barriers to entry:
• Economies of Scale
• Product Differentiation
• Capital Requirements
• Switching Costs
• Access to Distribution Channels
• Cost Disadvantages Independent of Size
• Government Policy
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy, Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Rivalry Among Existing Firms --
Intense rivalry related to:
• Number of competitors
• Rate of Industry Growth
• Produce or Service Characteristics
• Amount of Fixed Costs
• Capacity
• Height of Exit Barriers
• Diversity of Rivals
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy, Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Threat of Substitute Products/Services
Substitute Products:
Those products that appear to be different
but can satisfy the same need as another
product. To the extent that switching costs
are low, substitutes can have a strong effect
on an industry.
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy , Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Bargaining Power of Buyers --
Buyer is powerful when:
• Buyer purchases large proportion of seller’s products
• Buyer has the potential to integrate backward
• Alternative suppliers are plentiful
• Changing suppliers costs very little
• Purchased product represents a high percentage of a
buyer’s costs
• Buyer earns low profits
• Purchased product is unimportant to the final quality or
price of a buyer’s products
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy, Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Industry Analysis
Bargaining Power of Suppliers --
Supplier is powerful when:
• Supplier industry is dominated by a few companies but
sells to many
• Its product is unique and/or has high switching costs
• Substitutes are not readily available
• Suppliers are able to integrate forward and compete
directly with present customers
• Purchasing industry buys only a small portion of the
supplier’s goods.
Source: Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and Business Policy, Ninth Edition.
Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F. Chelte, Western New England College.
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Application of Five Force Analysis:
New Entrants
What are the barriers to entry? Are we able to
raise them: What factors are tending to lower
them?
• What firms are potential or imminent new
entrants? What are their characteristics (size,
number, growth, customer base, and so on)?
• What are the entrants’ competitive strategies
likely to be? How might the new entrants and
their strategies reshape the industry?
• When will they enter our markets?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Ed. P. 213.
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Application of Five Force
Analysis: Suppliers
• What firms are suppliers, and how large or concentrated are they?
• How concentrated is your industry (their buyers) relative to them? That is,
how many of us buy what percent of the output?
• Can firms in the industry switch suppliers easily?
• What percentage of their total output is purchased by our industry? How
large are the quantities?
• How important is their product or service to the quality of ours?
• How much of our cost does their product or service represent?
• What is the threat of forward integration by each supplier? (Conversely,
what is the opportunity for backward integration by one or more of us?)
• What is their relative bargaining power over us?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Ed. P. 213.
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Application of Five Force
Analysis: Industry Competitors
• What firms are the major competitors (today)? What are their basic
characteristics (size, growth, product lines, customer base,
geographic coverage, and so on)?
• What are their relative positions in the industry?
• What is the competitive advantage of each? (What “switching costs”
pr strategies does each use?
• How do they compete? What “weapons” or strategies does each
use?
• What form does competition take – open warfare, polite détente,
secrecy, open signaling?
• How is product differentiation achieved?
• How competitive is the industry? Are any competitors attempting to
shape the industry? How?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6 th Ed. P. 213.
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Application of Five Force Analysis:
Buyers
• What firms are the customers for this industry? How
concentrated are they?
• How fast is demand growing overall and indifferent
segments? What is the potential for finding or creating
new markets or niches?
• What are the switching costs? How high are they?
• How price sensitive is each customer segment for each
of the industry’s services?
• How large is the threat of backward integration (that is,
buyer’s self-supplying our products or services)?
• What is the customer’s relative bargaining power?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Ed. P. 213.
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Application of Five Force
Analysis: Substitutes
• What are the substitutes or alternatives for our
product or service?
• How big an impact will the substitutes have?
(That is, how viable are they as direct
replacements for our product or service?)
• How quickly will they penetrate?
• Which players in the industry will consider
substitutes as an opportunity for diversification?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6 th Ed. P. 213.
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Application of Five Force Analysis:
Other Stake Holders
• Any other stake holders in the industry? i.e. Government, not-for-
profit organizations, regulatory bodies, R&D center
• Is the firm depend on any certification body to audit the products?
• Can firms in the industry switch business easily?
• What percentage of their total output is purchased by local
government/ institutional buyers? How large are the quantities?
• How important is their influence to the performance of company?
• How much of our cost does their service represent?
• What is the threat?
• What is their relative bargaining power over us?
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6 th Ed. P. 213.
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Exercise 8-3. Five Forces Analysis
• Conduct the Five Forces Analysis on the
local business which you and your team
have visited and interviewed. Apply the
Idea Momming method to conduct the
Five Forces Analysis.
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Chapter 9
Customer Management
Consumption Chain
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
408
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9-1.
Consumption Chain
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Reconfigure Customer Experience
• The customer reacts to their total chain of
experiences with you and your firm, not
just the use of your product
• Everyone in your firm can help innovate
this consumption chain
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
409
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A typical consumption chain
for a manufactured product
Awareness
of need Search Selection Ordering/
Purchasing
Paying
Receiving
Installing
Storing
&
moving
Using
Repairs &
Returns
Servicing
Final
Disposal
Financing
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
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Awareness
of need
Search for
solution
Selection of
Provider Agreement
to sign up
Paying for
service1st Service
Encounter
Complaints/
Problems
Ancillary
Activities
Contract
Renewal
Arranging
Financing
Source: MacMillan & McGrath, 'Discover New Points of Differenti ation' HBR, 1997
More
Encounters
A Consumption Chain
for a service business
Contract
completed
W.O.M
Referrals
410
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Change the customers’
experience
• Basic premise:
• Customers move through their days trying to meet
their own needs
– Incidentally, some of this activity results in a need
for something your company offers
– But very few customers spent a great deal of
emotional energy thinking about you!
– So how might you be richly rewarded for deeply
understanding customer experience?
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
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Elements of a consumption chain
Awareness
of need
A link: Usually an activity or
state that the customer goes
through in the course of doing
business with you
A trigger: An event that moves a
customer from one link to the
next
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
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Consumption Chain
High growth opportunities
1. Totally reconstruct consumption chain
2. Digitize to combine or replace Links in an
existing chain
3. Make some links in the consumption chain
smarter
4. Eliminate time delays in links of the chain
5. Monopolize a trigger event
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
411
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Consumption Chain Innovation:
Totally reconstruct consumption
chain
• Amazon.com
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Consumption Chain Innovation:
Make links in consumption
chain smarter
• Alkaline Battery
– Power indicator measurement
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Example of Consumption Chain
in Mobile Phone (Lao Case)
Awareness
of need
Search
Selection
Ordering/
Purchasing
Financing
Receiving
UsingStoring & Moving
Installing
Repairs & return Servicing
Paying
Social trend, new model launch
Catalogue, Web, POS at retail stores
Recommendation from friends, sales person, ad spec., fashion,
At retail shop
Self-instruction, assistance by retailer
One time payment
Cash / check / Credit card
At store, attractive package
Belt case, string
around neck,
soft case for
women
Self-instruction in
phone, easy touch
bottoms, multiple
language menu,
manual
Free repair during
warrantee period, free
download for ring
tones, pictures, songs,
etc.
Repair service
stores, spare
parts availability,
warrantee spare
parts
412
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Guidelines for Consumption
Chain Innovation
1. Pick a key segment
2. Draw a consumption chain
3. Ask key people in each part of your firm the following
questions
1. Are there links at which we could make a change that would make
the customer’s experience much faster, cheaper, better, more
convenient or more user-friendly (for instance by baking in
intelligence)?
2. Can we collapse or eliminate links (for instance, by creating an
offering that can communicate)?
3. Can we take over a core part of the information content for the
customer?
4. Can we begin to charge transaction revenue?
5. Can we completely redesign the way the chain works today (for
instance by adding a link or reshuffling links)?
6. Can we monopolize a trigger?
McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 9-1.
Consumption Chain for
Amazon.com
• Write down a consumption chain for
buying a book at the store
• Develop a consumption chain for buying a
book at the Amazon.com
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Exercise 9- 2.
Develop Current Consumption Chain
• Select one product for the local business
which you have selected
• Select the main customer segment for the
product
• Develop the current consumption chain
413
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Exercise 9-3
Develop New Consumption Chain
• Try to develop a growth opportunity by
changing the current consumption chain
• Prepare for a team presentation
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9-2. Value Chain
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What is a Value Chain?
• All stages involved, directly or indirectly, in
fulfilling a customer request
• Includes manufacturers, suppliers, transporters,
warehouses, retailers, customers
• Within each firm, the supply chain includes all
functions involved in fulfilling a customer request
(product development, marketing, operations,
distribution, finance, customer service)
414
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What is a Value Chain?
• Customer is an integral part of the supply chain
• Includes movement of products from suppliers to
manufacturers to distributors, but also includes
movement of information, funds, and products in
both directions
• Probably more accurate to use the term “supply
network” or “supply web”
• Typical supply chain stages: customers, retailers,
distributors, manufacturers, suppliers
• All stages may not be present in all supply chains
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The Value Chain: Linking Supply Chain
and Business Strategy
New
Product
Development
Marketing
and
Sales
Operations Distribution Service
Finance, Accounting, Information Technology, Human Resources
Business Strategy
New Product
Strategy
Marketing
Strategy Supply Chain Strategy
Consumption
Chain: Tool for
formulating
value chain
Adapted from S. Chopra and P. Meindl. (2000) Supply Chain Management: Strategy, Planning, and Operations. 1st Ed. Prentice Hall.
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Physical flows
Information flows
Physical flows
Information flows
Financial flows
Suppliers In company Customers
Integrated
logistics
Supply chain management
Physical flows
Materials management & physical distribution
(incl. Purchasing)
M1:U1:1.1-2
Source: International Trade Center, MLS-
IPSCM teaching material
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Good supply chain management
ensures:
• right items,
• right place,
• right time,
• right condition,
• right cost
• right quantity
• right quality
416
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Chapter 10
Attribute Map
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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10-1. Customer Usage Analysis
10-2. Attribute Map
10-3. Competitor Response Analysis
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10-1.
Customer Usage Analysis
(Quizzing)
417
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Customers’ Behavior
• They do not really care about your offerings.
• They do care about is their own needs and how
to meet them.
• They are always embedded in a context.
• The context is full of influences that will affect
how the customer behaves at any given point in
time.
• Understanding the customer’s experiential
context is the key to bringing about great
differentiation.
• Quizzing: who, what, when, where, and how
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Quizzing: Sample Questions
• Who?
– Who is with customers while they use the offering?
• What?
– What do our customers experience as they use the
offering?
• What else?
– What else might customers have on their minds as
they are using the product?
• When?
– When do our customers use the offerings?
• Where?
– Where are our customers while they use the
offerings?
• How ?
– How do customers learn to use the products
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Candle Case
• Rita Gunther McGrath and Ian MacMillan.
(2000).
• The Entrepreneurial Mindset:
• “Strategies for continuously creating
opportunity in an age of uncertainty”
Harvard Business School Press.
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Using Quizzing to Differentiate Markets
for Candles: Festive Candles
Where can candles be used?
At home
Outdoors
On vacation
At restaurants
At places of worship
At vigils
Les use select at home
Where in the home can candles be used?
Dining room
Living room
Bedroom
Patio
Let us select Dining room
Who might people be with when they use the
candles in the dining room?
Family
Friends
Business associates
Date
Let us select Family
When do people use candles with family in
the dining room?
Birthdays
Anniversaries
Holidays
Graduations
Let use select Holidays
What else might these people need white
using the candles on holidays?
Festive atmosphere
Festive Candles
Candles in autumnal browns and
oranges with scents like cranberry and
cinnamon for Thanksgiving
Stripped red and white or green and
white candles with scents like
cinnamon and mint for Christmas
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Using Quizzing to Differentiate Markets
for Candles: Romantic Candles
Where can candles be used?
At home
Outdoors
On vacation
At restaurants
At places of worship
At vigils
Les use select at home
Where in the home can candles be used?
Dining room
Living room
Bedroom
Patio
Let us select Dining room
Who might people be with when they use the
candles in the dining room?
Family
Friends
Business associates
Date
Let us select Date
When do people use candles in the
dining room with a date?
First dinner
Subsequent dinner
Valentine's Day
Welcome back
What else might someone want while
suing candles on a date?
Romantic atmosphere
Romantic Candles
Tall, fluted candles in exotic colors for
formal first meals
As relationship develops, floating
candles scented with aromatics to
establish mood
Red spiralled candles with rose or
carnation scents for Valentine's Day
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Using Quizzing to Differentiate Markets
for Candles: Outdoor Candles
Where can candles be used?
At home
Outdoors
On vacation
At restaurants
At places of worship
At vigils
Les use select Outdoors
Where can candles be used outdoors?
Camp site
Picnic site
Let us select Picnic site
Who might people be with when using
candles on a picnic?
Family
Friends
Business associates
Members of a club
Charitable event
Let us select Business associates
What might people be concerned about
while using candles at a picnic with
business associates?
Candles blow out
Candles attract insects
What else might these people need
while using the candles?
Relaxed atmosphere
Outdoor Candles
Large, long-lasting candles infused
with insect repellent, such as citronella
Candles in windproof hanging
containers, similar to Chinese lanterns
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 10.1
• Do quizzing with a globe
• Summarize the new globe design
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Exercise 10- 2
Quizzing
• Select one product from the local business
and carry out the quizzing exercise.
420
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10-2.
Attribute Map
An organized way to think this
through – the attribute map
Based on the book
“The Entrepreneurial Mindset”
By Rita McGrath and Ian MacMillan
Harvard University Press, 2000
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Transform What You Sell
in a Meaningful Way
• Premise: Every offering you sell has some
things customers like, some things they don’t
and some things they simply don’t care about
– The strategy: change your products and
services to create meaningful differentiation
from a customers’ point of view
– Capitalize on the fact that different segments
will make different tradeoffs
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Attribute Map to
Assess Customer Attitudes
• A simple mapping process gives you a start on
capturing how well your product or service is
appealing to customer's needs at the moment.
• Prepare one map per segment per product.
• The first column of the attribute map lists the
three basic attitudes that customers may hold
about a feature of any product or service:
negative, positive or neutral.
• Along the top of the figure, we indicate the level
of energy generated by the customer’s reaction
to the feature, compared with competitors’
offerings.
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Attribute Map Definition
Basic Discriminator Energizer
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Performs aqt least
as well as
competition
Performs better
than compeition
where it counts
Performs better
than comptitors
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
Performs no worse
than competitors
Performs below
the level of
competitors
Must be corrected
at nay cost
(to capitalsize on
competitors's
negatives)So What Parallel
Does not affect the
purchasing
decision in a
meaningful way
Influences
segment attitudes
but is not directly
related to product
or service
N
e
u
tr
a
l
P
o
si
ti
ve
N
e
g
a
ti
ve
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Example: What do hotels offer
you? We call these attributes
Room Service
Comfy
Room
High Speed
Internet
On Site
Lounge
Free BreakfastGym
Variety of
Restaurants
Happy
Hours
Daily
Maid Svc
Flat but
big screening TV
Swimming Pool
Comfy
Bed
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Hottest new growth category in Indonesia?
More of what you want, less of what you
don’t care about
Room Service
Comfy but Small
Room
High Speed
Internet
On Site
Lounge
Free Breakfast
Gym
Restaurant
Happy
Hours
Daily
Maid Svc
Small Flat TV
With a lot of channels
Swimming pool
Spa
422
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Example: Hotel (Foreign Businessmen)
 Night club
 Air ticket service
 Casino
 Gift shop
 Gym
 Swimming pool
 Fridge
ParallelSo what
Neutral
 Noisy
 Water / power black out
 No variety of food in
breakfast
 Unclean / insects
 Old utilities
 Inconvenience Location
 High price with good
quality
 Slow service
EnragerDissatisfierTolerable
Negative
 Impressive decoration
 Supper quality bed
 Great living room
 Advanced/modern utility
 Luxurious environment /
decoration
 High speed internet service
in the room
 Cable TV
 Spacious room
 Supportive staff
 Speedy service
 Impressive launch
 Clean room
 Good bed
 Good facility
 Security
 Friendly/alert staff
 Easy access
Positive
ExciterDifferentiatorNonnegotiable
EnergizerDiscriminatorBasic
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Example: Hotel (Foreign expert
long-term stay)
 Night club
 Gift shop
ParallelSo what
Neutral
 Noisy
 Water / power black out
 Unclean / insects
 Old utilities Inconvenience Location
EnragerDissatisfierTolerable
Negative
 Impressive decoration
 Supper quality bed
 Great living room
 Advanced/modern utility
 Luxurious environment
 High speed internet service
in the room
 Large screen cable TV
 Experienced house keeper
 Large refrigerator and
modern kitchen utensil
 Clean room
 Good bed
 Good facility
 Security
 Easy access
 separate Kitchen, living
room, bedroom
 Gym
 Swimming pool
Positive
ExciterDifferentiatorNonnegotiable
EnergizerDiscriminatorBasic
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Example: Barbershop (Students)
 CD/book for sale
 Food
 Drinks
 Gift/decoration for sale
 Hair utilities
 Beer
 Music
ParallelSo what
Neutral
 Not on queue
 Unimpressive hair style
 Cut while shaving
 Too slow
 Unfriendly barbers
 Silent barbers
 Hairstyle not according to
order
 No variety of utilities:
cream, shampoo, foam …
 Unclean utensil
 Noise of cutting tool
 Hard hairbrush
 Poor/old tool
 Long waiting time
 Inappropriate price
 Crowded / long queue
EnragerDissatisfierTolerable
Negative
 Free drinks
 Movie/ karaoke while waiting
/ during haircut
 Internet while waiting
 Skilful/custom order-oriented
barber
 Fast + excellent quality
 Variety of style
 Massage
 Up-to-date
Newspapers/magazine
 Free (occasional) service
 Promotion: free hair wash,
spar
 New styling design
 Cleanliness / discipline
 Sufficient barbers
 Complete set of modern
tool
 Friendly
 Convenient location
 Service menu
Positive
ExciterDifferentiatorNonnegotiable
EnergizerDiscriminatorBasic
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Example: Mobile phone (Students)
 Cable for PC
 Additional charger
 Sim card
 String
 Wireless Microphone
 Calculator
 Few functions
 Radio capability
 Infrared
 Game
ParallelSo what
Neutral
 Cut off while on phone
 Short life of phone & battery
 Colour tear off too soon
 Poor after sale service
 Short Battery life
 Small memory
 Poor Sharpness of quality
 High price
 Heat while talking
 Poor signal
 Not colourful
 New model come out too
soon.
 Disturbed noise while
calling
 Poor voice quality
 Difficult button push
EnragerDissatisfierTolerable
Negativ
e
 Variety of functionality
 Appearance
 Brand name
 Compatibility with computer
 Video phone
 Long life
 Water proof
 GPS compatible
 Multiple functionality: game,
camera, MP3, Internet, voice
recording, SMS
 TV compatible
 Walking phone
 Modern style
 Blue tooth
 Photoshop system
 Reasonable battery life
 Sizable memory
 Strong built
 Good signal
 Sharpness of letter
Positive
ExciterDifferentiatorNonnegotiable
EnergizerDiscriminatorBasic
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Internet Café: Students
 Library
 Newspaper
 Drinks and refreshment
 Satellite TV
ParallelSo what
Neutral
 Noisy by children running
around
 Too slow download
 Too slow internet connection
speed
 Ignorant shop owner
 Sarcastic words / tone
 Network disconnection
 Computer problem while
working
 Cheating on billing
 Slow Internet connection
 Noise from outside:
passing cars, etc.
EnragerDissatisfierTolerable
Negativ
e
 Good additional service
 Comfortable/ impressive
environment arrangement
 One-to-one assistance
 High speed
 Video cam
 Speaker/ earphone
 Superior quality: computer
speed, internet speed, etc.
 Membership
(monthly/annually) award.
 Free hours award
 Reliable computer
hardware and software
 Good service
 Convenience location
 Friendly owner
 Reasonable speed
 Antivirus
Positive
ExciterDifferentiatorNonnegotiable
EnergizerDiscriminatorBasic
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Re-segmenting by Innovating
the Attribute Map
1. Dramatically Improve Positive Features
2. Eliminate Tolerable or Emerging Dissatisfier
3. Infuse the Offering with Empathy
4. Add a Compelling Parallel Offering
5. Eliminate Complexity
6. Capture the Full Value You Deliver
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Principles for
Redesigning Your Offering
Basic Discriminator Energizers
Positive Perform at
competitive par,
watch costs
Pick a few
attributes
customers will
notice and care
about to focus
on
Execute with
vigor and
prepare for
competitive
reaction
Negative Perform no worse
than competition
Perform a little
better than
competitors
Eliminate yours,
capitalize on
your
competitors’
Neutral Only keep if
cheap, or needed
for other
segments
Add features
that would
make the
offering
complete
No such beast
Source: MacMillan & McGrath, 'Discover Your Products' Hidden Potential' HBR, 1997
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Guidelines for Attribute Map Innovation
Identify your current major market segments.
What are the three to four key links in the Consumption Chain for
each segment?
Do a high-level attribute map for key links each major segment
– Are there any definable segments that are poorly served? Why?
What attributes would they value?
– Are there any current tolerable that we can reduce or remove?
– Can you see a way to get some customers to make different
tradeoffs to spark resegmenting (High vs. low volume, time vs.
cost, etc.)
– Is ‘radical surgery’ a possibility – cutting out things that are
neutral to boost positives or reduce price?
– Can you infuse the offering with empathy?
– Can you add a compelling parallel offering?
– Are there ways to eliminate complexity?
– Are you capturing the full value of what you deliver?
What would the attribute map for a proposed new segment look like?
Source: Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset. Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 10-3
1. Develop the current attribute map for the
visited business (for the current main
customer) (using Idea Momming
technique if it is necessary)
2. Develop the current attribute map for the
competitor
3. Develop the future attribute map (new
customer target)
4. Prepare for the team presentation
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10-3.
Competitor Response
Analysis
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Likely Competitive Response
(P 206 The Entrepreneurial Mindset)
1-2-3Have they invested heavily in advertisement?4
1-2-3Have they increased R & D activity?5
Commitment total
1-2-3Have they invested heavily in this productionfacility?3
1-2-3Have they been increasing commitment in thisbusiness area?2
1-2-3Is this business important to them?1
Commitment Indicators
1= if the answer is no, 2= if the answer
is maybe, and 3= if the answer is yes
427
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Likely Competitive Response
(P 206 The Entrepreneurial Mindset)
1-2-3Do they have available highly qualified employee in
this area?5
Capacity total
1-2-3Is their cost of defense largely sunk?4
1-2-3Can they match our move easily?3
1-2-3Is their current position strong?2
1-2-3Do they have lots of facility?1
Indicators of capacity 1= if the answer is no, 2= if the answer
is maybe, and 3= if the answer is yes
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Likely Competitive Responses
Skirmishers
Determined but have to
depend on limited resources
to cope with your move;
tend to be selective in their
responses.
Combatants
Capable and motivated to
pour significant effort into
combating your moves.
Expect a forceful response
if you engage in a direct,
visible attack.
High
Commitment
Bystanders
For now, anyway, you don’t
need to worry too much
about these competitors
Sleeping Dogs
Make sure your are tracking
them-should they decide the
arena is attractive, they can
mobilize fast
Low
Commitment
Low CapacityHigh Capacity
428
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Competitive Responses Chart
Skirmishers
E firm
F Firm
Combatants
D firm
High Commitment
Bystanders
C firm
Sleeping Dogs
A firm
Low Commitment
Low CapacityHigh Capacity
Radius is proportional to revenue
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Exercise 10-4
Competitor Response Analysis
• Obtain the data by visiting or observing
competitors and others
• Develop the competitors response
chart
• Apply industry analysis questionnaires
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Chapter 11
Management of
Assumptions
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
429
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Contents
11-1. Accuracy of Assumptions
11-2. Critical Assumptions
11-3. Milestone Planning
11-4. Action Plan
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11-1.
Accuracy of Assumptions
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Ratio of Knowledge to Assumptions
• In the development of products or services
to capitalize on a recognized opportunity,
the ratio of knowledge to assumptions is
very low in the early stages of concept
development.
• As the project progresses, we learn more
and more, and the ratio of knowledge to
assumptions increases.
430
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Managing Assumptions
• One of the greatest difficulties in considering new
opportunities, is managing what we know versus what
we assume to be true.
• Statements of fact are statements for which we are
presumably able to provide verification.
• An assumption is a statement of fact for which it is not
possible to provide verification, because the data is not
available.
A key aspect of opportunity evaluation and selection is
managing the ratio of knowledge (factual statements,
supported by data) to assumptions (statements that
need to be proven true or false).
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Turning Assumptions to Knowledge
Existing business
in industrial age (10:90)
New product
New business
(90:10)
A
m
ou
nt
of
kn
ow
le
dg
e
Existing business
under uncertainty (30:70)
Increase Uncertainty
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Experiment:
Accuracy of Assumptions
• Park vendor：Gift items such as poster cards,
candles at Inogashira Park in Tokyo
• 30 assumptions on marketing four P: product,
place, price, promotion
Max 15%
Average 10%
Undergraduates
(20 years old)
Max 30%
Average 20%
Over 30 years old
AccuracyParticipants
431
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Accuracy of Assumptions: NBD
• External assumptions (on market and
competition) in 3 years
– 30% correct
• Internal assumptions (on technical development)
in 3 years
– 70% correct
• Half life of assumptions
– 3 Weeks
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11-2.
Critical Assumptions
Key Factors for Failure
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (1)
• What is our profit model?
– Unit of business
– Cost, asset, revenue architectures, and
timing
– Major obstacles and feasibility of
breaking through them
432
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (2)
• Who are our customers?
– Who will buy and why: quantity and frequency
– Forces producing or reducing resistance to use of the
product/service
– How do you different market segment behave?
– Market growth rate
– Cost and time to achieve target volume and or share
– How will we get to the customer? What are our
distribution channels? How will we access them?
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (3)
• How are we competing?
– Functional characteristics related to market
need
– Advantage compared with competitive
products
– Duration of product advantages
– Product costs and quality controllability
– Service requirements and costs
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (4)
• Who is out competition?
– Different categories of competition call for
different actions
– Likely responses: prices, produce,
functionality, service, marketing strategy
– Capacity to respond
– Motivation to respond
433
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (5)
• What do we have to do?
– Ability to produce at required scale
– Propriety advantage-lead time
– Availability of people with required knowledge
and skills
– Development time and cost
– Can the business stand alone without
borrowed or cheap resources?
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (6)
• What are our economics?
– Cash required to reach cash breakeven
– Daily, weekly, monthly, breakeven
– Numbers broken down into actionable pieces
– Investment required to profit and loss
breakeven, to reach profit objectives
– Gross and net margins
– Time required to achieve above
– Costs, profit/loss at varying volume levels
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Critical assumptions
for any new business (7)
• What internal issues should we expect?
– Support of key players
– Availability of qualified management
– Ability of venture to survive firm’s
management practices: planning,
performance evaluation, and control
434
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Exercise 11-1
• Develop the list of critical assumptions (around
20) for the local business
• Write them in the numerical forms as stated
below:
– 1. Monthly average sales units are 50 pieces
– 2. Average unit prices are 500 Rp
– 3. Expected visitors to the store per hour is 10 people
– 4. Only 25% of visitors do purchase one unit
– Etc.
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Key Failure Factors
from a list of critical assumptions
• They affect many elements of the project
• They have the greatest effect on key
outcomes
• They make or break basic feasibility: If
they are wrong, you can’ｔ delivery the
business
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Exercise 11-2
• Read the “Street Vendor Marketing” case and
select one of the business and conduct three
tasks
• Task 1
– List up the 20 critical assumptions
• Task 2
– Please quantify the assumptions as much as possible
and write down a business model on excel sheet
• Task 3
– Discuss about the student who dropped out
435
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Case:
Street Vendor Marketing
1. Rent a bike business
2. Food caravan business
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Assumption list for Street Vendors
Rent a Bike
1. One hour for one bike : 2RM
2. Rent frequency: 5 family per hour
3. Target customer: family with child
4. Target market: 1 family 4 members ( 2 adult, 2 kids)
5. Cost of Kid bikes:20 bikes
6. Cost of Adult bikes: 20 bikes
7. 1 family 4 members ( 2 adult, 2 kids) 2 hours: 30 minutes free
8. 10 % will break down in a day
9. Operation hours: 10:00 am to 6 pm
10. Specification of bike: No light
11. One Lorry
12. 50 RM per day rent for one lorry
13. 4 persons (2 shifts one shift two person)
14. 3 RM per hour (12 RM per 4 hour shift per person)
15. Weekend needs more bike
16. Repairman is required
17. 2 years life for bike
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Assumption list for Street Vendors
Food Caravan
1. Food and drink
2. Hotdog and drink
3. 700 soft drink
4. 300 hotdogs
5. Cost of hotdogs 200 yen
6. 100 yen for drink
7. Working people, family, sportmen, kids
8. Drink 70,000 yen income
9. 60,000 yen for hotdogs
10. Profit 6,000 yen for hotdogs
11. 14,000 yen for softdrinks
12. 20,000 yen profit
13. Weekdays 6:00AM- 10:00 am, 11:00 – 3:00 pm, 5:00 -8 pm
14. Weekend 10- 10
15. 6 people,
16. Based on profit
17.
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Noodle Stand
1. Noodle: Fur, Kao piak, Mi
2. drinks
3. Fur: 40; Kao piak: 60: Mi: 10
4. Drinks: 60
5. Cost of Drink 1250 Kip
6. 5000 Kip for noodle
7. Teacher, Students, working people
8. Drink 120,000 Kip income
9. 880,000 Kip for noodle
10. Profit 330,000 Kip for Noodle
11. 45,000 Kip for soft drinks
12. 370,000 Kip profit
13. Weekdays 7:00AM- 9 pm
14. Weekend 9 am – 7 pm
15. 6 people,
16. Seasonal
NB: Assumption per day
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Exercise 11-3
• Develop the list of critical assumptions (around
20) for the local business and point out the key
failure factor
• Write them in the numerical forms in the
followings:
– 1. Monthly average sales units are 50 pieces
– 2. Average unit prices are 500 RM
– 3. Expected visitors to the store per hour is 10 people
– 4. Only 25% of visitors do purchase one unit
– Etc.
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11-3.
Milestone Planning
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Assumptions to be checked
• Documentation and testing of the
assumptions makes for the difference
between milestone plan and conventional
plan.
• The plan is organized around converting
the maximum number of assumptions to
knowledge at minimum cost.
• Most firms fail to document and test their
assumptions.
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Milestone Planning
Zenas Block and Ian C. Macmillan. (1985). Milestones for Successful Venture Planning . Harvard Business
Review. DOI: 10.1225/85503
• Milestone planning is a decision making process
which is based on the success or failure of
reaching a significant point in the development
process of your business.
• Each milestone is a validation or invalidation of
assumptions thus guiding your business along a
path which is based on new and substantiated
information about your product and/or service.
• Each milestone provides an opportunity for the
entrepreneur, to evaluate their current situation
based on what they have just learned. If you
build it, will somebody buy it?
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Implementation of Milestone
Planning
• The entrepreneurs set milestones based on significant
events and not dates to guide the decision making
process.
• The entrepreneur develops a business plan based on
predetermined milestones surrounding specific events
which could include:
– product/concept testing,
– completion of a prototype,
– market testing,
– production start-up,
– first financing, etc.
• As each event is achieved, the entrepreneur uses the
new data as the basis for making future decisions.
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Decisions Based on Milestone
Planning
• Decisions based on milestone are not
necessarily all or nothing choices, sometimes
taking two steps to the left and proceeding is all
that is needed.
• However, making informed decisions based on
real data goes a long way towards building a
successful venture.
• There is really no fail safe method to starting any
business.
• Sometimes the best you can do is to mitigate
your risk one milestone at a time.
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Examples of Milestones
• Manufacturer related business
– Establish concept
– Develop prototype
– Develop production model
– Start marketing
– Expand Sales
– Respond to competitive
challenges
• Retailer related business
– Create a concept of recycle
shop
– Survey with questionnaires
– Purchase and test a
temporary shop
– Open a model shop (learn
the trade)
– Open model shops No. 2
and No. 3
– (Educate franchisees)
– Open franchise shops
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Exercise 11-4
• Develop the milestone plan for the local
business including:
– Feasibility study
– Market test
– Development of product model
–
–
–
– etc
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11-4.
Action Plan
440
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Action Plan Example: Food Caravan
Assessment & Improvement
Test Assumption
Procure and decorate Caravan
Identify Location & Setting
Prototype Standard
Pricing
Target segment
Location
Market Research:
NovOctSeptAugJulJunMayApr.Mar.
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Case Exercise 11-5
• Develop the Milestone Plan and
assumption matrix to clarify the required
assumptions to be checked on each
milestone
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Chapter 12
Business Concept
Presentation Please usethese sample
forms for the
presentation
but also you
can add unique
charts too
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
441
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12-1 Exercise
Develop a business concept
presentation material for the local
enterprise.
This is a team project
Prepare for the presentation
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Write down
the name of
the SME
Write date, name,
contact address,
telephone, and e-mail
Write down the name of
your team member
This is the cover
page
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Outline
• Description of the micro-enterprise
• SWOT Analysis
• Business idea
• Marketing
– Process and Outcomes of Marketing
– Marketing Communication Method (Promotion/ Advertising)
– Marketing Plan
– Advertising via Flyer
– Competition
• Finance
– Process and Outcomes of Finance
– Economics of One Unit
– New Activity Start-up Cost
– Source of Financing
• Operation
– Process and Outcomes of Operation
– Operation Cost
– Variable Cost
• Human resources
– Planning description (what and how)
– Interim performance outcomes of the plan
• General performance
Please choose
main activities
442
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Description of Micro Enterprise
• Describe your Micro Enterprise
– Core business
– Location
– Distinctive competency
• Describe the business environment of
the Micro Enterprise
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SWOT Analysis
• Describe SWOT for that Micro Enterprise
(this description become the basic of the
Micro Enterprise’s owner needs to improve
their business)
• Show your analysis relate with SWOT
analysis of your Micro Enterprise.
• Show it in a chart (in this page only).
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Business Idea
Describe your business idea or
suggestion:
What is the product or service?
Who will want to buy it?
Where will you sell it?
Why will they buy it from you?
Describe the focus of your activity
This focus could be part of short,
middle, and long term business
policy
443
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Marketing (if any)
Describe the target customer
(age, gender, nationality, their
need the product fulfill)
Describe your suggesting activity.
Relate with marketing policy
(What, how, outcomes).
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Process and Outcomes of
Marketing
• Show your interim result based on your
quantitative performance analysis that
happen after your marketing programs are
implemented
• Show your outcomes visually (chart,
picture, new label, etc)
• Show the sustainability of this program
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Marketing Communication Method (if any)
(e.g. Promotion/Advertising)
How will you reach this
target customer?
What is the slogan for
your business?
Write a four-sentence
sales presentation
three minutes
presentation
444
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Marketing Plan (if any)
Web page
Fax/telephone
Brochure
Flyer
Poster
Business card
Mail OrderLocal storeStreetSchoolLocation
Materials
Assign the strategies which you
are going to use as ○ symbol
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Advertising via a Flyer
(if any)
Please develop one
good flyer
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Competition (if any)
Product Price Quality
1
2
3
4
Name of Competitor
Judge the quality: better, equal,
less than your product
Judge the price: expensive, equal,
cheaper than your product
445
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Finance
• Describe the finance arrangement for your
suggesting activities
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Process and Outcomes of Finance
• Show your interim result based on your
quantitative performance analysis that
happen after your financial programs are
implemented
• Show your outcomes visually (by chart,
etc)
• Show the sustainability of this program
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Economics of One Unit (if any)
Amount
Selling price per unit A
Cost of goods sold per units
Labor Number of workers B
Number of hours to
produce one unit per
worker
C
Hourly charge for
average worker
D
Labor cost per unit E=B*C*D
Raw materials
What is the raw
material cost of goods
sold per unit
F
Cost of goods
sold per unit
G=E+F
Gross profit H=A-G
(1) Get actual
data
(2) Set the
selling price
per unit as
“100”
(3) Put the
actual data
to B and C,
and insert
proportional
number to
other cells
100
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New Activity Start-up Costs (if any)
Estimated total Start-up costs
CostWhere will You Buy thisItem
These are the Items you need to
earn your first Rp of sales
New activity: Based on the activities that group proposed to the SME,
Such as: cost for new marketing tools, cost new packaging, etc.
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Source of Financing (if any)
LoanInvest
ment
Estimated total
Other
Grant
Personal Savings
GiftAmountSources
List the sources of financing below
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Operation
• Describe the operation management for
your suggesting activities
447
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Process and Outcomes of
Operation
• Show your interim result based on your
quantitative performance analysis that
happen after your operation programs are
implemented
• Show your outcomes visually (by chart,
etc)
• Show the sustainability of this program
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Operating Costs (Fixed Costs)
(if available)
Monthly Fixed Costs
Monthly
Fixed Costs
Type of Fixed Costs
Utilities, salaries, advertising, interest,
insurance and rent
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Variable Costs
(as a % of Sales) (if available)
Monthly Variable Costs
Cost as a %
of Sales
Type of Variable Costs
Operating costs that fluctuate with sales and
cannot be directly assigned to a unit of sale
448
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Human Resources
• Describe human resource management
for your suggesting activities
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Process and Outcomes of
Human Resources
• Show your interim result based on your
quantitative performance analysis that
happen after your human resources
programs are implemented
• Show your outcomes visually (by chart,
etc)
• Show the sustainability of this program
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General Performance
Income Statement
Amount
Units Sold A
Unit Selling Price B
Total Sales C=A*B
Cost of goods Sold per Unit D
Total Cost of Goods Sold E=D*A
Gross Profit F=C-E
Fixed Expenses G
Vaiable Costs as a % of SalesH
Variable Costs I=C*H
Operating Costs J=G+I
Profit/(Loss) befor Taxes K=F-J
Taxes Rates (Estimated) L
Less Taxes M=K*L
Net Profit N=K-M
Net Profit per Unit O=N/A
Sales
Costs
Profit
This can
be used
for
monthly
statement,
annual
statement
or project
statement
100
(1) Get the
actual
data
(2) Set the
unit
selling
price as
“100”
(3) Insert
proportion
al number
to other
cells
449
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Thank You
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Chapter 13
Business Plan Development
Lao Entrepreneurship Education
for Regional Development
(LEERD)
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What is a Business Plan?
• A business plan is the written document that details
the proposed venture. It must describe current status,
expected needs, and projected results of the new
business.
• Aspect covered:
– the project,
– marketing,
– research and development,
– manufacturing,
– management,
– critical risks,
– financing,
– and milestones or a timetable.
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Edition.
South Western: Thomson Learning
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Guidelines to Remember
• Keep the Plan Respectably Short
• Organize and Package the Plan Appropriately
• Orient the Plan Toward the Future
• Avoid Exaggeration
• Highlight Critical Risks
• Give Evidence of an Effective Entrepreneurial Team
• Do Not Over-diversify
• Identify the Target Market
• Keep the Plan Written in the Third Person
• Capture the Reader’s Interest
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Edition.
South Western: Thomson Learning
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Exercise 13-1
• Submit the detailed business plan for the
local business
451
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Business Plan Form
1. Executive Summary
2. Company Overview
3. Business Environment
4. Company Description and Strategy
5. Financial Review
6. Action Plan
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Business Plan Form
１． Executive Summary
• The executive summary touches on
everything that is important In the
business plan.
• A page or two
• You should wait until the rest of the
business plan is complete before you write
this summary.
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Business Plan Form
２．Company Overview
• Business Mission Statement
– A statement of the company’s purpose, establishing what it is and
what it does
• Corporate Goals and Objectives
– A list of all the major goals that you set for the company, along
with the objectives that you have to meet to achieve those goals
• Corporate Values Statement
– The set of beliefs and principles that guide the company’s actions
and activities
• Corporate Vision Statement
– A phrase or two that announces where the company wants to go
or paint a broad picture of what you want the company to become
452
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Business Plan Form
３． Business Environment
• This section of business environment
should cover all the major aspects of the
company’s situation that are beyond your
immediate control including:
– Market Trends
– Market Segment Growth
– Customer Behavior
– Competition in the Segments
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Business Plan Form
4.Company Description and Strategy
• This describes some information about the
management, organization, technology,
products, services, company operations, and
marketing potential:
– Growth Strategy
– Competitive Advantage
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Business Plan Form
5. Financial Review
• This financial review should cover both
where you stand today and where you
expect to be in the future:
– Income statement
– Balance sheet
– Cash-flow statement
453
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Business Plan Form
6．Action Plan
• This plan should discuss the proposed
changes in management.
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Exercise 13-2
Prepare your elevator speech
to the local business owner
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Exercise 13-3
Prepare your elevator speech
for soft loan officer on behalf of
local business owner
For:
Who:
The:
Is an:
That:
Unlike:
Our:
Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
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Strategic Management Model
Environmental
Scanning
External
Social Environment
General Forces
Task Environment
Industry Analysis
Internal
Structure
Chain of Command
Culture
Beliefs, expectations,
values
Resources
Assets, skills,
competencies,
knowledge
Strategy
Formulation
Mission
Reason for
existence
Objectives
What results to
accomplish by when
Strategies
Plan to achieve the
mission & objectives
Policies
Broad guidelines for
decision making
Strategy
Implementation
Programs
Activities needed to
accomplish a plan
Budgets
Cost of the programs
Procedures
Sequence of steps
needed to do the job
Evaluation
and Control
Performance
Process to monitor
performance and
take corrective
action
Feedback/Learning
Source: Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Edition.
South Western: Thomson Learning
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Pre Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________ Class:
___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID:
_______________________
Part 1: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write
short sentences
Part 1: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
1. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the
appropriate column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it
but do not
know the term
well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
1. Consumption Chain
2. Attribute Map
3. Reverse Financial Statements
4. SWOT Analysis
5. Milestone Planning
6. Business plan
7. Market research
8. Elevator speech
9. Competitor analysis
10. Market growth
11. Critical Assumptions
12. Return on Assets
13. Business model
14. Information age
15. Product life cycle
16. The learning style
17. Market segmentation
18. Brain Storming
19. Trigger event
2. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (1 = very low, 7 =
very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (1 = very low, 7 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (1 = very low, 7 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part 2: Entrepreneurial Orientation
5. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (1 = no
risk taking and 7= high risk taking.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee
( ) being self-employed
7. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your
own business …? Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your
own business. (1= I will not start my own business, and 7 = I am very seriously thinking of
starting your own business).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the
future that you think you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
9. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that has prevented you from starting a
business? Please rate the following from 1 to 7. (1= not agree and 7 strongly agree)
1. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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10. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own
business? Please rate the following options from 1 to 7. (1 = not helpful and 7= very
helpful)
1. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
19. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the
following elements from 1 to 7. (1 = no appealing, 7 = highly appealing).
1. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
20. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following
according to their importance to you. (1 = not important and 7 = very important)
1. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
21. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing
business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) ___________________________________________________
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22. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to
help people become business owners? (Please Rate 1 to 7; 1= Least important; 7= Most
important)
1. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! PLEASE ENJOY THE COURSE!
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Chapter１ Introduction of Entrepreneurship Education for Regional
Development
Exercise 1-1. Self Introduction
• Find a partner
• Interview your partner, then have your partner interview you (5 minutes each)
• Each of you then introduce your partner
– Partner’s name, school (department), what it does & partner’s role
– One little know or interesting fact about your partner (hobby,
background, unusual interests)
– What are your partners’ hopes for this program?
Name
School
Background
Hobby
Unusual Interest
Hope for this course
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Exercise 1-2 Introduction of Micro Enterprise
• Describe a local interesting business which you would like to assist.
• Discuss the interesting point of this business.
1 Name of Company
2 Establishment
3 Capital or Annual Revenues
4 President or Owner
5 Number of Employees
6 Location
7 History of the company
8 Description of Business
9 Current Problems
10 Comments
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Chapter 2 Business Environments
Example of Importance of Failure Amount
High failure rate does not kill you! One big failure will kill you!
• Portfolio approach is required under uncertainty
• WERU Investment
• 150 investments:
• 10 Bankruptcy
• 130 Sleeping deads
• 10 IPOs
• Failure rate＝70％
• Profit rate＝2.2%
Amount of
Investment
Return
１
10
０
２
10
０
３
10
０
４
10
０
５
10
０
６
10
０
７
10
０
８
10 10
９
10 10
10 10 20
total 100 220
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Exercise 2-1. Math 101
Exercise 2-1.1. Please calculate the revenue
Profit 100 M Kip
Profit Rate 5 %
Revenue ? M Kip
Exercise 2-1.2. Please calculate the market size
Revenue 5 M Kip
Market Share 5 %
Market Size ? M Kip
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Example 2-1 IT Business Start-up Framework of a young IT engineer (30years
old)
No. Description In Laos In Japan
1 Annual salary of ambitious IT Engineer 3,600 $ 6,000 K yen
2 Expected salary after 5 years at his
current firm
7,200 $ 8,000 K yen
3 Desired annual income from his own IT
business (at least 2 times of the expected
salary)
10,000 $ 16,000 K yen
4 Minimum profit of his IT business 10,000 $ 16,000 K yen
5 Average profit rate of IT industry 10% 10%
6 Necessary revenues to deliver 10% sales
margins
55,000 $ 160,000 K yen
7 Allowable costs to deliver 10% sales
margin
45,000 $ 144,000 K yen
8 Average ROA of IT industry 20% 30%
9 Allowable investment to deliver the ROA 50,000 $ 53,000 K yen
10 Minimum required market share 10% 20%
11 Necessary market size to deliver the
required market share
550,000 $ 265,000 K yen
Average president's income of a private
company
4,500 $ 23,000 K yen
Average president's income of a public
company
5,000 $ 36,000 K yen
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Example 2-2. Logic of Risk and Return of your venture
Your
current
salary
Your expected
salary after five
years at the current
company
You can be as
the owner
Your desired salary
as the president of
your company after
five years
The minimum
profit target for
your company
The minimum
profit rate target
for your company
The calculated
revenue
The desired
market share
The
calculated
market size
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Exercise 2-2 For Your Return
• Estimate how much are you earning five years later as an employee of a company.
• Calculate how much are you going to earn five years later as a president of your
own company (at least two times more than you earn as an employee)
• Estimate how much profit is your company is going to earn (at least equal to your
own salary).
• Estimate the profit rate of your company (at least equal to the industry average)
• Calculate the revenue from the profit and the profit rate.
• Estimate the market share of your company (at least 20%)
• Calculate the total market size from the market share and the revenue of your
company.
• Estimate the ROA for your company (at least equal to the industry average).
• Calculate the asset of you company.
Your Return
Amounts Comments
Your Salary
Profit
Profit Rate
Revenue
Market Share
Market Size
Return of Asset
Allowable Asset
Definitions:
• Return on assets (ROA)
– Indicator of profitability. Determined by dividing net income for the past
12 months by total average assets. Result is shown as a percentage. ROA
can be decomposed into return on sales ( net income/sales) multiplied by
asset utilization (sales/assets).
• Net income
– The company’s total earnings, reflecting revenues adjusted for costs of
doing business, depreciation, interest, taxes and other expenses.
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Exercise 2-3 Unit of Business
– For manufacturing companies, the traditional unit of business is literally a
unit, typically of a product.
– In services, the potential units of business are more varied. Typically,
professional services firms (law firms, accountancies, consultants) charge
for a unit of time, such as a billing day.
– One route to growth is to change the rules by changing the unit.
• A barbershop in Tokyo usually charges the 3000yen. Usually it will take 60
minutes for a hairdo. The receipt describes as the charge of a hairdo.
Please think different ways to charge customers and develop a new business for a
barbershop in Vientiane.
– (Team 10 minutes) (Presentation)
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Exercise 2- 4. New Business from Old Business
Application to the local business: Select one local business and modify the unit of
business.
Traditional Unit of Business New Unit of Business
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Chapter 3 Entrepreneurs
Exercise 3-1 Local Entrepreneurs
Interview an entrepreneur using the following questions and take notes.
When and in what city and country were the data collected?
Date of the Interview ___________ City ______________ Country _________________
To be answered by the entrepreneur.
Gender of the respondent? [ ] Male [ ] Female
Is this your first business? [ ] Yes [ ] No
How many business do you have beside this business? ____________
Do you have a significant equity or ownership interest in your firm? [ ] Yes [ ] No
Are you the sole entrepreneur of your firm? [ ] Yes [ ] No
If no, how many people are on your entrepreneurial team? _______
What product(s) and/or service(s) does your firm sell?
_____________________________________________________________________
What year was your firm founded? ....................................................... _________
How many full-time employees does your firm currently employ? .... _________
How many employees do you expect to have next year at this time? .. _________
How many employees do you expect to have 5 years from now? ...... _________
How many distinct products and/or services does your firm sell? ....... _________
What is your revenue mix between the sales of products and the sale of services?
Product sales ______ % Service sales ______ % Other(if any) ______ %
Approximately what % of your sales are through the Internet? ................ ______ %
Approximately what % of your firm’s sales volume (turnover) do you directly sell to
which type of customers?
Directly to Consumers .. _______ % Other Businesses ........ ________ %
Governments ................. _______% Not for Profits ............ ________ %
_______________________________________________________ ________ %
Other (Please specify, if any)
What marketing activities, including obtaining information about and from your
customers does your firm perform?
_____________________________________________________________________
How do your marketing activities differ from well-established and much larger firms in
your industry?
_____________________________________________________________________
How do you personal beliefs and culture impact your marketing decisions?
_____________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 4 Team Formation
Exercise 4.1. Learning Style
Give 1 point for “Yes” and 0 point for “No”
Yes No
1. Do you like to try doing everything once?
2. Do you like to stand back and review experiences from
different perspectives?
3. Do you enjoy principles, theories, models and systems thinking?
4. Do you search out new ideas or techniques which might apply
to your situation?
5. Do you revel in short-term crises?
6. Do you collect data and analyze it before coming to
conclusions?
7. Do you like rationality and logic?
8. Do you actively conduct experiment with applications?
9. Do you thrive on the challenge of new experiences?
10. Do you consider all possible angles and implications before
making a move?
11. Can you be detached and analytical?
12. Do you respond to problems and opportunities as a challenge?
13. Do you get bored with planning, implementation and longer-
term consolidation?
14. Are you cautious?
15. Are you unsatisfied with subjective or ambiguous experiences?
16. Are you keen to use referent ideas from management courses?
17. Do you constantly involve yourself with other people?
18. Do you enjoy observing other people in action?
19. Do you fit tasks and actions into rational schemes?
20. Do you like to get on with things with a clear purpose?
Scoring
(Put the score in the following blocks, and sum the scores in each block)
Activist
1, 5, 9, 13, 17
Observer
2, 6, 10, 14, 18
Theorist
3, 7, 11, 15, 19
Pragmatist
4, 8, 12, 16, 20
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Exercise 4.2. Let’s Try It
• Move to the part of the room that describes your preferred learning style:
Activist, observer, pragmatist, theorist
• With others like yourself, discuss:
1. What are your most and least preferred ways to learn?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What unique qualities does your learning style offer a team?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What are the greatest weaknesses of your style in a business context? Where has
it gotten you in trouble?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
• How can others work most effectively with you?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Reference: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp
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Exercise 4.3. Entrepreneurial Characteristic Test
Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic (PEC) Self-Rating Questionnaire
(Source: The PEC Self-Rating Questionnaire is taken from Management Systems
International, found in a training material package on Entrepreneurship for SME
Owners, Vientiane Steel Industry, 2004)
Instructions
(1) This questionnaire consists of 55 brief statements. Read each statement and decide
how well it describes you. Be honest about yourself. Remember, no one does
anything very well, nor is it even good to do everything very well. Besides, your
rating of the individual questions remains your secret and you may keep this
questionnaire to yourself.
(2) Select one of the numbers below to indicate how well the statement describes you:
(3) Write the number you select on the line to the right of each statement. Here is an
example:
I remain calm in stressful situation __2__
The person who responded to the item above wrote a “2” to indicate that the statement
describe him very little.
(4) Some statements may be similar but no two are exactly alike.
(5) Please answer all questions!
5 = always
4 = usually
3 = sometimes
2 = rarely
1 = never
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Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic Self-Rating Questionnaire
Rating
1. I look for things that need to be done.
2. When faced with a difficult problem, I spend a lot of time trying to find a
solution.
3. I complete my work on time.
4. It bothers me when things are not done very well.
5. I prefer situations in which I can control the outcomes as much as
possible.
6. I like to think about the future.
7. When starting a new task or project, I gather a great deal of information
before going ahead.
8. I plan a large project by breaking it down into smaller tasks.
9. I get others to support my recommendations.
10. I feel confident that I will succeed at whatever I try to do.
11. No matter whom I’m talking to, I’m a good listener.
12. I do things that need to be done before being asked to do so by others.
13. I try several times to get people to do what I would like them to do.
14. I keep the promise I make.
15. My own work is better than that of other people I work with.
16. I don’t try something new without making sure I will succeed.
17. It’s a waste of time to worry about what to do with your life.
18. I seek the advice of people who know a lot about the tasks I’m working
on.
19. I think about the advantages and disadvantages or different ways of
accomplishing things.
20. I do not spend much time thinking about how to influence others.
21. I change my mind if others disagree strongly with me.
22. I feel resentful when I don’t get my way.
23. I like challenges and new opportunities.
24. When something gets in the way of what I’m trying to do, I keep on trying
to accomplish what I want.
25. I am happy to do someone else’s work if necessary to get the job done on
time.
26. It bothers me when my time is wasted.
27. I weigh my chances of succeeding or failing before I decide to do
something.
28. The more specific I can be about what I want out of life, the more chance
I have to succeed.
29. I take action without wasting time gathering information.
30. I try to think of all the problems I may encounter and plan what to do if
each problem occurs.
31. I get important people to help me accomplish my goals.
32. When trying something difficult or challenging, I feel confident that I will
succeed.
33. In the past I have had failures.
34. I prefer activities that I know well and with which I am comfortable.
35. When faced with major difficulties, I quickly go on to other things.
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36. When I’m doing a job for someone, I make a special effort to make sure
that the person is happy with my work.
37. I’m never entirely happy with the way in which things are done; I always
think there must be a better way.
38. I do things that are risky.
39. I have a very clear plan for my life.
40. When working for a project for someone, I ask many questions to be sure
I understand what the person wants.
41. I deal with problems as they arise rather than spend time to anticipate
them.
42. In order to reach my goals, I think of solutions that benefit everyone
involved in the problem.
43. I do very good work.
44. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.
45. I try things that are very new and different from what I have done before.
46. I try several ways to overcome things that get in the way of reaching my
goals.
47. My family and personal life are more important to me than work deadlines
I set for myself.
48. I do not find ways to complete tasks faster at work and at home.
49. I do things that others consider risky.
50. I am as concerned about meeting my weekly goals as I am for my yearly
goals.
51. I go to several different sources to get information to help with tasks or
projects.
52. If one approach to a problem does not work, I think of another approach.
53. I am able to get people who have strong opinions or ideas to change their
minds.
54. I stick with my decisions even if others disagree strongly with me.
55. When I don’t know something, I don’t mind admitting it.
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Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic Self-Rating Questionnaire
Scoring Sheet
Instructions
1. Enter the ratings from the completed questionnaire on the lines above the item
numbers in parentheses. Notice that the item numbers in each column are
consecutive. Item No. 2 is below item No. 1 and so forth.
2. Do the addition and subtraction in each row to compute each PEC score.
3. Add all the PEC scores to compute the total score.
Rating of statement Score PEC
_____6
)45()34()23()12()1(

Opportunity
Seeking
_____6
)46()35()24()13()2(
 Persistence
_____6
)47()36()25()14()3(

Commitment to
work contract
_____6
)48()37()26()15()4(

Demand for
quality and
efficiency
_____6
)49()38()27()16()5(
 Risk taking
_____6
)50()39()28()17()6(
 Goal setting
_____6
)51()40()29()18()7(

Information
seeking
_____6
)52()41()30()19()8(

Systematic
Planning and
Monitoring
_____6
)53()42()31()20()9(

Persuasion and
networking
_____6
)54()43()32()21()10(
 Self-confidence
Total PEC Score: ___________
_____18
)55()44()33()22()11(
 Correction
Factor
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Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic Self-Rating Questionnaire
Corrected Scoring Sheet
Instructions
1. The correction factor (the total of items 11, 22, 33, 44, and 55) is used to determine
whether or not a person tries a very favorable image of himself. If the total score on
this factor is 20 or greater, then the total score on the ten PEC must be corrected to
provide a more accurate assessment of the strengths of the PEC score for that
individual.
2. Use the following numbers when figuring the corrected score:
If the correction factor is: Subtract the following number
from
each PEC Score:
24 or 25 7
22 or 23 5
20 or 21 3
19 or less 0
3. Use the next page to correct each PEC score before using the Profile Sheet
(following page)
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Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic Self-Rating Questionnaire
Corrected Score Sheet
PEC Original Correction Corrected
Score No. Total
Opportunity seeking
Persistence
Commitment to work
contract
Demand for quality and
efficiency
Risk taking
Goal setting
Information seeking
Systematic planning and
monitoring
Persuasion and
networking
Self-confidence
CORRECTED TOTAL SCORE = _______________________
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Personal Entrepreneurship Characteristic Self-Rating Questionnaire
Profile Sheet
0 5 10 15 20
25
Opportunity seeking
Persistence
Commitment to work
contract
Demand for quality and
efficiency
Risk taking
Goal setting
Information seeking
Systematic planning and
monitoring
Persuasion and networking
Self-confidence
0 5 10 15 20 25
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PERSONAL ENTREPRENEURIAL CHARACTERISTICS (PECs)
An intensive research conducted in selected countries worldwide by the Management
Systems International (MSI)/McBer team identified ten key personal entrepreneurial
characteristics that separate successful from unsuccessful ones.
Achievement Competencies
Opportunity seeking
 Sees and acts on new business opportunities
 Seizes unusual opportunities to obtain financing, equipment, land,
workspace, assistance, etc.
Persistence
 Take repeated or different actions to overcome an obstacle.
 Makes personal sacrifice or expends extraordinary efforts to complete a
job.
 Sticks with own judgment in the face of opposition or early lack of
success.
Commitment to work contract
 Accepts full responsibility for problems in completing a job for
customers.
 Pitches in with workers, or their place to get the job done. Expresses a
concern for satisfying a customer.
Demand for quality and efficiency.
 Acts to do something that meets or beats existing standards of excellence
or improve on past performance.
 Strives to do things better, faster, or cheaper.
Risk taking
 Takes what he or she perceives to be moderate risks.
 States a preference for situations that involve moderate risks.
Planning Competencies
Goal setting
 Sets clear and specific short-term objectives.
 Sets clear and long-term goals.
Systematic planning and monitoring
 Develops and uses logical step-by-step plans to reach goals.
 Evaluates alternatives.
 Monitors progress and switches to alternative strategies when necessary
to achieve goals.
Information seeking
 Personally seeks information on clients, suppliers and/or competitors.
 Uses contacts or information networks to obtain useful information.
Power Competencies
Persuasion and networking
 Uses deliberate strategies to influence or persuade others.
 Uses business and personal contacts to accomplish own objectives.
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Self-confidence
 Has strong belief in self and own abilities.
 Expresses confidence in own ability to complete a difficult task or meet a
challenge.
Exercise 4.4. Team Formation
1. Write three most interesting products that you desire to do business.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Walk around the class and find the people who have similar interest to form a
team.
3. Choose company of your interest to study
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Tips for Working in Team
• Use the names of your fellow group members.
• Encourage others in your group to talk and participate.
• Acknowledge the contributions of others and express your appreciation (“Thong
and Sone did the research on marketing in Savannakhet,” “Thanks, good idea,”
etc.).
• Use eye contact when talking with your fellow group members.
• Share feelings with your group using I messages (“I feel that we’re not making
progress,” “I like working with this group,” “I feel like some members are not
contributing equally”).
• Disagree in an agreeable way; that is, try to say something positive before saying
anything negative (“I see your point about including that information, but I’m
not sure it needs to be detailed”).
• Reduce tension among group members, perhaps by initiating a conversation or
discussion when a problem arises.
• Practice active listening: For example, allow group members to complete a
thought before interrupting with comments, and acknowledge that you have
heard what another group member said (“I hear that you think . . .”).
• Check others’ understanding of the work.
• Give information and opinions.
• Stay on-task: Help your group get back to work, and follow directions for
completing your group’s task.
• Seek information and opinions from others in your group as well as from outside
resources.
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Exercise 4.5. Elevator Speech (1)
Prepare your elevator speech to market local product to potential retail stores.
For: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Who: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
The: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Is an: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
That: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Unlike: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Our: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Reference: Modified from a presentation material by Randt W. Dipner, Meeting
the Challenge, Inc. (on June 2, 2004), downloaded from
http://uwadmnweb.uwyo.edu/SBIR/ppt/07-Elevator%20Speech.ppt, 6/29/2008
1:58:48 PM
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Exercise 4-6. Elevator Speech 2
Prepare your elevator speech to sell the local product to foreign visitors
For: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Who: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
The: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Is an: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
That: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Unlike: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Our: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Exercise 4-7. Elevator Speech 3
Prepare your elevator speech to market your consulting to the local business owners.
For: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Who: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
The: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Is an: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
That: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Unlike: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Our: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Exercise 4-8. Elevator Speech 4
Prepare your elevator speech to sell the local product to trading companies
For: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Who: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
The: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Is an: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
That: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Unlike: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Our: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Chapter 5. Local Business
Exercise 5-1.1 Craft Village Selection
Evaluation Sheet
１＝not agree, 4=fully agree
The craft is rich in history and tradition. 1-2-3-4
The key person has shown splendid craftsmanship and personality. 1-2-3-4
Village Atmosphere is welcoming and it is convenient to visit. 1-2-3-4
Infrastructure of the village is sufficient. 1-2-3-4
The product quality is very high. 1-2-3-4
There are several households which are specialized in the craft. 1-2-3-4
The community is selecting the craft as one of their focus. 1-2-3-4
There are sufficient external supports. 1-2-3-4
Exercise 5-1.2 Business Selection
１＝not agree, 4=fully agree
The product has a good potential. 1-2-3-4
The key person has shown splendid leadership and personality. 1-2-3-4
Company Atmosphere is welcoming and it is convenient to visit. 1-2-3-4
Infrastructure of the company is sufficient. 1-2-3-4
The product quality is very high. 1-2-3-4
There are several employees who are specialized in operation. 1-2-3-4
The company is focusing on a core business. 1-2-3-4
There are sufficient external supports. 1-2-3-4
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Exercise 5-2 Local Business Summary Worksheet
1 Typical Product name
Price
Cost
Number / day, week, month
2 Main customers
3 Monthly sales
4 Material costs
5 Operation costs
6 Situation of business
7 Improvements or comments
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Note:
Develop a questionnaire which is used for the interview or for the observation for
the field research local business or local village. Use the following Business Analysis
Checklist as a guide.
Questionnaire for Data Collection (Minimum)
Name of interviewee: _____________________ Position:
__________________
Sex: _____________________ Age:
__________________
1. Sales
Monthly sales units: _____________________________ Kip
Is this business earning bread-and-butter? __________________
Market: ____________________________________________
Logistics: ___________________________________________
2. Main Products: ____________________________________________________
Price per unit _________________________________________ Kip
3. Production Cost per unit
Raw Materials: ____________________________________________ Kip.
Other materials used to produce one unit of product: ___________________
____________________________________________________________
Labor Cost: ________ Kip./Hour. Number of workers: ________
Number of hours per day: ________________________________________
Packaging material cost: _______________________________________Kip.
4. Operation cost
Monthly fixed cost
rent, _______________________________________________Kip.
insurance, ___________________________________________ Kip.
salaries _____________________________________________ Kip.
Variable costs (e.g. utilities=1% of sales) ________
5. Who are the customers? ___________________________________________
6. How are the product sold?
 Unit
 Receipt
 Wholesale
 Retail
7. Competitor
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Checklist for analyzing a business
Source: Kuratko, D. F. & Hodgetts, R. M. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, Practice (Mason, OH;
South-Western Publishers).
History of Business
 The original name of business and any subsequent name changes
 Date company was founded
 Names of all subsidiaries and divisions; when they were formed and their function
 Province where the company is incorporated
 Province where company is licensed to do business as a foreign corporation
 Review of corporate charter, bylaws, and minutes
 Company’s original line of business and any subsequent changes
Market and competition
 Company’s major business and market
 Description of major projects
 Sales literature on products
 Growth potential of major markets in which company operates
 Name, size, and market position of principal competitors
 How does company’s product differ from that of the competitions?
 Company’s market niche
 Information on brand, trade, product names
 Sales pattern of product lines – that is, are sales seasonal or cyclical?
 Review of any statistical information available on the market – for example, trade
associations, government reports
 Comparative product pricing
 Gross profit margin on each product line (analyze sales growth and profit changes for
three years.)
 Concentration of government business
 Research and development expenditures – historical and projected
Sales and Distribution
 How does company sell – own sales force or through manufacturer representatives?
 Compensation of sales force
 Details on advertising methods and expenditures
 Details on branch sales offices, if any
 Details on standard sales terms, discounts offered, return and allowance policies
 Are any sales made on consignment?
 Does company warehouse its inventory?
 If company uses distributors, how are they paid, and what are their responsibilities? (For
example, do they provide warranty services?)
 Are company’s products distributed nationwide or in a certain geographic area?
 Names and addresses of company’s principal customers
 Sales volume of principal customers by product line for last few years
 How long have customers been buying from company?
 Credit rating of principal customers
 Historical bad-debt experience of company
 Details on private-label business, if any
 Do sales terms involve any maintenance agreements?
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 Do sales terms offer any express or implied warranties?
 Has company experienced any product liability problems?
 Does company lease, as well as sell, any of its products?
 What is the percentage of foreign business? How is this business sold, financed, and
delivered?
 Have any new products come on the market that would make company’s product
obsolete or less competitive?
 Have any big customers been lost? If so, why?
 Size and nature of market – fragmented or controlled by large companies?
Manufacturing
 Full list of all manufacturing facilities
 Are facilities owned or leased?
 Does company manufacture from basic raw materials, or is it an assembly-type
operation?
 Types and availability of materials required to manufacture the product
 Time length of production cycle
 Does company make a standard shelf-type product, manufacture to specification, or
both?
 How is quality control handled in the factory?
 What is accounting system for work in process?
 Are any licenses needed to manufacture product?
 What is present sales capacity based on current manufacturing equipment?
 Does company have a proprietary manufacturing process?
 What is company’s safety record in its factory operations?
 Do any problems with government or environmental regulations exist?
 What is stability of company’s supplier relationships?
Employees
 Total number of employees by function
 Does a union exist? If not, what is the probability of unionization? If a union exists,
what have been its historical relations with company?
 Any strikes or work stoppages?
 Details on local labor market
 Details on company’s wage and personal policies
 Is employee level fixed, or can work force be varied easily in terms of business volume?
 What is company’s historical turnover, especially in key management?
 Analysis of working conditions
 Analysis of general employee morale
 Has the company ever been cited for a law violation – for example, Pregnancy
Discrimination, Fair Labor Practices?
 What are fringe benefits, vacation time, sick leave, and so on?
Physical Facilities
 List of all company-used facilities, giving location, square footage, and cost
 Which facilities are owned? Which are leased?
 What is present condition of all facilities, including machinery and equipment?
 If any facilities are leased, details of expiration term, cost, renewal options, and so forth.
 Are current facilities adequate for current and projected needs?
 Will any major problems occur if expansion is needed?
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 Is adequate insurance maintained?
 Are facilities adequately protected against casualty loss, such as fire damage, through
sprinkler systems, burglar alarms, or other measures?
 Are facilities modern and functional for work process and employees?
 Are facilities air conditioned and do they have adequate electric, heat, gas, water, and
sanitary service?
 Are facilities easily accessible to required transportation?
 What is cost, net book value, and replacement value for company-owned building and
equipment?
Ownership
 List of all current owners of the company’s common and preferred stock, by class if
applicable
 List of all individuals and the number of their shares exercisable under stock option and
warrant agreements with prices and expiration dates
 Breakdown of ownership by shares and percentage: actual and pro forma (assuming
warrants and stock options exercised)
 Does common stock have preemptive rights or liquidation or dividend preference?
 Do the shares carry an investment letter?
 Do restrictions on the transferability of the shares or on their use as collateral exist?
 Do any buy/sell agreements exist?
 Does an employee stock ownership plan or stock bonus plan exist?
 Are the share fully paid for?
 Are any shareholders’ agreements outstanding?
 Has any stock been sold below par or stated value?
 Does cumulative voting exist?
 With respect to the principal owner’s stock, have any shares been gifted or placed in a
trust?
 How many shares does the principal stockholder own directly and beneficially (including
family)?
 If all stock options and warrants are exercised, will the principal stockholder still control
51 percent of the company?
 If a business is being bought or sold, what percentage of the total outstanding shares is
needed for approval?
Financial
 Three years of financial statements
o Current ratio and net quick ratio
o Net working capital and net quick assets
o Total debt as a percentage of stockholder’s equity
o Source and application of funds schedules
 Analysis of the company’s basic liquidity and turnover ratio
o Cash as a percent of current liability
o Accounts receivable and inventory turnovers
o Age of account payable
o Sales to net working capital
 If company has subsidiaries (or divisions), consolidating statements of profit and loss
 Verification of the cash balance and maximum and minimum cash balances needed
throughout the year
 If company owns marketable securities, what is their degree of liquidity (salability) and
current market values?
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 Age of all accounts and notes receivable, any customer concentration, and the adequacy
of bad debt reserve
 Cost basis for recording inventories and any inventory reserves; age of inventory and
relation to cost of sale (turnover)
 Details on all fixed assets, including date of purchase, original cost, accumulated
depreciation, and replacement value
 Current market appraisals on all fixed assets, real estate, and machinery and equipment
 Analysis of any prepaid expenses or deferred charges as to nature and as to amortization
in or advance to affiliates; comparison of true value to book value; financial statements
 Personal financial statement of principal stockholders
 If company carries any goodwill or intangible items, such as patents or trademarks, what
is their true value (to extent possible)? Does company have any intangible assets of value
not carried on books (such as mailing lists in a publishing operation)?
 Analysis of all current liabilities, including age of account payable, and details of all bank
debt and lines of credit, including interest rate, term, and collateral; loan agreements
 Details on all long-term debt by creditor, including loan agreement covenants that may
affect future operations
 Do any contingent liabilities or other outstanding commitments, such as long-term
supplier agreements exist?
 Detail on franchise, lease, and royalty agreements
 Income statement accounts for at least three years and analysis of any significant
percentage of variances, that is, cost of sales as percentage of sales
 Company’s tax returns – do they differ from its financial statements? Which year still
may be open for audit?
 Three-year projection of income and cash flow for reasonableness of future sales and
profits and to establish financing needs
 Pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans for contractual commitments and
unfunded past-service liability cost
Management
 Details on all officers and directors – length of service, age, business background,
compensation, and fringe benefits
 Ownership positions: number of shares, stock options, and warrants
 Similar details on other nonofficial / non director key management organizational chart
 What compensation-type fringe benefits are offered to key management: bonuses,
retirement-plan, stock bonuses, company-paid insurance, deferred compensation?
 What is management’s reputation in its industry?
 Does management have any personal interests in any other businesses? Does it have any
other conflicts of interest?
 Does key management devote 100 percent of its time to the business?
 Any employment contracts – amount of salary, length of time, other terms has key
management agreed to a non-compete clause and agreed not to divulge privileged
information obtained while employed with company?
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Chapter 6. EERD Projects in ASEAN
[No exercises]
Use the examples in the presentation as a reference to analyze and create a strategy for
the company that you will be working on.
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Chapter 7. Creativity and Brain Storming
Exercise 7-1. Brain Storming
Think of and write down all the functions you can imagine for the following items
(Spend 5 minutes for each item)
• An egoistical staff member
• A large pebble
• A fallen tree branch
• A chair
• A computer “Whiz kid”
• An obsessively organized employee
• The office “gossip”
• An old hubcap
• A new secretary
• An empty roll of masking tape
• A yardstick
• An old coat hanger
• This exercise
Example
A Jar
Fermented Fish
Flower
Pot
Decoration
Break to turn
into plate,
mortar
Musical
Instrument
Cremated ash
holder
Water
Container
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Exercise 7-2. New Business Ideas for Local Business
• Visit a business of your choice. Identify new business opportunities for the local
business through idea momming / brain storming.
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Exercise 7-3. 5 Ss.
Use Kaizen and 5 S strategy to identify necessary changes, how to change, and the
benefit of the change.
Seiri Sorting out
Seiton Systematic
Arrangement
Seiso Spic & Span
Seiketsu Serene Atmosphere
Shitsuke Stick to self
discipline
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Chapter 8. Basic Business Analysis
Exercise 8-1.
• Conduct the SWOT Analysis of the local business which you and your team have
visited and interviewed. Apply the Idea Momming method to conduct the
SWOT Analysis.
SWOT Analysis
Strengths Weaknesses
Opportunities Threats
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Exercise 8-2. High Growth Business
• Please describe examples of high growth businesses in your region
≥ 20% growth companies in Lao
Name of Companies Industry List of Products
1. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
2. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
3. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
4. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
5. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
6. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
7. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
8. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
9. _______________ ________________ _____________________________
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Exercise 8-3. Five Forces Analysis
Conduct the Five Forces Analysis on the local business which you and your team
have visited and interviewed. Apply the Idea Momming method to conduct the Five-
Force Analysis.
Apply industry analysis as shown in the following example
Threat of new entrants 1-2-3-4-5
Threat of substitute 1-2-3-4-5
Suppliers bargaining power 1-2-3-4-5
Customer’s bargaining power 1-2-3-4-5
Competition in the industry 1-2-3-4-5
Note: 1= very low, 2=fairly low, 3=medium, 4=fairly high, and 5 = very high
Threat of
New Entrants
Threat of
Substitute
Suppliers
bargaining
Power
Customer
bargaining
Power
Competition
inside
industry
1
5
5
5
5
5
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Chapter 9. Consumption Chain
Exercise 9-1.1. Traditional Book Store Consumption Chain
Write down a consumption chain for buying a book at the store
Awareness of
need
Search
Selection
Ordering/
purchasing
Financing
Paying
Receiving
Installing
Storing and
moving
Using
Repair and
Return
Servicing
Final disposal
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Exercise 9-1.2. Amazon.com Consumption Chain
Develop a consumption chain for buying a book at the Amazon.com
Awareness of
need
Search
Selection
Ordering/
purchasing
Financing
Paying
Receiving
Installing
Storing and
moving
Using
Repairs and
Return
Servicing
Final disposal
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Exercise 9-.2. Current Local Business Consumption Chain
Develop a consumption chain for current business of local enterprise.
Awareness of
need
Search
Selection
Ordering/
purchasing
Financing
Paying
Receiving
Installing
Storing and
moving
Using
Repair and
Return
Servicing
Final disposal
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Exercise 9-.3. New Local Business Consumption Chain
Develop a consumption chain for new business of local enterprise.
Awareness of
need
Search
Selection
Ordering/
purchasing
Financing
Paying
Receiving
Installing
Storing and
moving
Using
Repair and
Return
Servicing
Final disposal
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Chapter 10. Attribute Map
Exercise 10.1. Quizzing on Globe
Do quizzing with a globe
Sample Questions:
• Who?
– Who is with customers while they use the offering?
• What?
– What do our customers experience as they use the offering?
• What else?
– What else might customers have on their minds as they are using the
product?
• When?
– When do our customers use the offerings?
• Where?
– Where are our customers while they use the offerings?
• How ?
– How do customers learn to use the products
Summarize the new globe design
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 10-2. Quizzing
Select one product from the local business and carry out the quizzing exercise.
Product Name: __________________________
Current Future
Who?
Who is with customers while they
use the offering?
What?
What do the customers experience
as they use the offering?
What else?
What else might customers have
on their minds as they are using
the product?
When?
When do the customers use the
offerings?
Where?
Where are the customers while
they use the offerings?
How ?
How do customers learn to use
the products
Summarize your future product design
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 10-3. Attribute Map of Current Products
Attribute Map Definition
Basic Discriminator Energizer
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e Performs at least as well
as competition
Performs better than
competition where it
counts
Performs better than
competitors
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
Performs no worse than
competitors
Performs below the level
of competitors
Must be corrected at any
cost (to capitalize on
competitors’ negatives)
So What Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Does not affect the
purchasing decision in a
meaningful way
Influences segment
attitudes but is not directly
related to product or
service performance
Source: McGrath, R. G., and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
.
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Exercise 10-3.1. Attribute Map for Target Enterprise
Develop current attribute map for the target enterprise you have visited for the key
customers (using Idea Momming technique if it is necessary).
Customer segment: _____________________________________________________
Key product: __________________________________________________________
Basic Discriminator Energizer
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
So What Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Source: McGrath, R. G., and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 10-3.2. Attribute Map for Competitor
Develop an attribute map for the competitor with similar product.
Customer segment: _____________________________________________________
Key product: __________________________________________________________
Basic Discriminator Energizer
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
So What Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Source: McGrath, R. G., and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 10-3.3. New Attribute Map for Target Company
Develop future attribute map for the target company.
Customer segment: _____________________________________________________
Key product: __________________________________________________________
Basic Discriminator Energizer
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
So What Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Source: McGrath, R. G., and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Exercise 10-4. Competitor Response Analysis
Obtain the data by visiting competitors and others
Example of Competitive Response Chart
High Low
Low Commitment Sleeping Dogs
Firm A
Bystanders
Firm B
High Commitment Combatants
Firm C
Skirmishers
Firm D
Firm E
Radius is proportional to sales
Source: McGrath, R. G., and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Develop competitors’ response chart
High Low
Low Commitment Sleeping Dogs Bystanders
High Commitment Combatants Skirmishers
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Chapter 11. Management of Assumption
Case Exercise 11-1. Critical Assumption for Target Enterprises
Develop 20 critical assumptions for existing business of the target company.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Case Exercise 11-2. Critical Assumption for Street Vendor
1. Read the “Street Vendor Marketing” case and select one of the business and
conduct three tasks
2. Task 1
– List up the 20 critical assumptions
3. Task 2
– Please quantify the assumptions as much as possible and write down a
business model on excel sheet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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4. Task 3
– Discuss about the student who dropped out
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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Exercise 11-3. New Critical Assumptions for Local Business
• Develop a list of critical assumptions (around 20) for the new business of the
target company.
• Write them in the numerical forms as in the followings:
– 1. Monthly average sales units are 50 pieces
– 2. Average unit prices are 500 Kip
– 3. Expected visitors to the store per hour is 10 people
– 4. Only 25% of visitors do purchase one unit
– Etc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Exercise 11-4. Milestone Plan for New Business
Examples of Milestones
• Manufacturer related
– Establish concept
– Develop prototype
– Develop production model
– Start marketing
– Expand Sales
– Respond to competitive challenges
• Retailer related
– Create a concept of recycle shop
– Survey with questionnaires
– Purchase and test a temporary shop
– Open a model shop (learn the trade)
– Open model shops No. 2 and No. 3
– (Educate franchisees)
– Open franchise shops
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• Develop the milestone plan for the local business:
No Description of Milestone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Exercise 11-5. Assumption and Milestone Matrix
Develop the Milestone Plan and assumption matrix to clarify the required
assumptions to be checked on each milestone for the target business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Milestone 1
Milestone 2
Milestone 3
Milestone 4
Milestone 5
Milestone 6
Milestone 7
Milestone 8
Milestone 9
Milestone 10
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Chapter 12. Business Concept Presentation
Exercise 12-1. Business Concept Presentation Preparation.
Develop business concept presentation material for the local enterprise.
Use the template in PowerPoint slides.
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Chapter 13. Business Plan
Exercise 13.1. Business Planning
• Submit the detailed business plan for the local business
Business Plan Form
１． Executive Summary
• The executive summary touches on everything that is important in the business plan.
• A page or two
• You should wait until the rest of the business plan is complete before you write this summary.
２．Company Overview
• Business Mission Statement
– A statement of the company’s purpose, establishing what it is and what it does
• Corporate Goals and Objectives
– A list of all the major goals that you set for the company, along with the objectives that
you have to meet to achieve those goals
• Corporate Values Statement
– The set of beliefs and principles that guide the company’s actions and activities
• Corporate Vision Statement
– A phrase or two that announces where the company wants to go or paint a broad picture
of what you want the company to become
３． Business Environment
• This section of business environment should cover all the major aspects of the company’s
situation that are beyond your immediate control including:
– Market trends
– Market segment growth
– Customer behavior
– Competition in the segments
4.Company Description and Strategy
• This describes some information about the management, organization, technology, products,
services, company operations, and marketing potential:
– Growth strategy
– Competitive advantage
5. Financial Review
• This financial review should cover both where you stand today and where you expect to be in the
future:
– Income statement
– Balance sheet
– Cash-flow statement
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6．Action Plan
• This plan should discuss the proposed changes in management.
7．Financial Plan
7.1. Assumptions
7.2. Income statement
7.3. Balance Sheet
7.4. Cash flow statement
7.5. Optimistic Scenario
7.6. Pessimistic Scenario
8. Appendixes
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Exercise 13-2. Elevator speech to the owner
Prepare your elevator speech to the local business owner
For: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Who: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
The: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Is an: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
That: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Unlike: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Our: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 13-3. Elevator speech for soft loan
Prepare your elevator speech for soft loan officer on behalf of local business owner.
For: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Who: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
The: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Is an: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
That: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Unlike: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Our: ________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Post Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________ Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
Part 1: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write short sentences
1. How often did you attend the lecture?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
2. Did you read the material distributed in class?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
3. How much did you understand the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
4. Are you satisfied with the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
5. Do you think that curriculum and contents in this program are useful for entrepreneurial knowledge and
skills?
( ) Yes, very useful. ( ) Useful to some extent ( ) Not useful so much.
6. How do you evaluate your achievement of the program in general? Have you learned essential
entrepreneurial knowledge and skills?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
7. How do you evaluate your capability for entrepreneurial knowledge and skills? Have your capabilities been
enhanced to the level that you expected in general?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
8. Have your knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) increased to some extent ( ) same as before
9. Has your motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) increased to some extent ( ) same as before ( ) reduced
10. Do you think you have enough capability for entrepreneurship and innovation smoothly?
( ) Yes, I have good capability. ( ) I have capability to some extent ( ) not good yet
11. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of the program? Are those curriculum and teaching materials effective
enough to acquire essential academic and professional knowledge and skills for contributing to development
of a market economy in Laos?
( ) Very effective ( ) Effective to some extent ( ) Not so effective yet
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Part II: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
12. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the appropriate column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it
but do not
know the term
well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
20. Consumption Chain
21. Attribute Map
22. Reverse Financial Statements
23. SWOT Analysis
24. Milestone Planning
25. Business plan
26. Market research
27. Elevator speech
28. Competitor analysis
29. Market growth
30. Critical Assumptions
31. Return on Assets
32. Business model
33. Information age
34. Product life cycle
35. The learning style
36. Market segmentation
37. Brain Storming
38. Trigger event
13. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (1 = very low, 7 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (1 = very low, 7 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (1 = very low, 7 = very high)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Part III: Entrepreneurial Orientation
16. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (1 = no risk taking and 7=
high risk taking.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee
( ) being self-employed
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18. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own business?
Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business. (1= I will not start my
own business, and 7 = I am very seriously thinking of starting your own business).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future that you think
you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
20. What would you say are the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a business? Please
rate the following from 1 to 7. (1= not agree and 7 strongly agree)
1. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. It is difficult finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
21. In your opinion, how helpful are the following options to people who want to start their own business? Please
rate the following options from 1 to 7. (1 = not helpful and 7= very helpful)
1. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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22. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (1 = no appealing, 7 = highly appealing).
1. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. I like having power / control. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__
23. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following according to their
importance to you. (1 = not important and 7 = very important)
1. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
24. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
25. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help people become
business owners? (Please Rate 1 to 7; 1= Least important; 7= Most important)
1. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
WE WISH YOU A SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL CAREER!
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Appendix 4-1. Phisith Sayathith, A serial entrepreneur
Information from Mr. Phisith Sayathith
President and founder of VSI Groups
I. Background
Mr. Phisit Sayathith is a serial entrepreneur who founded one after another, Saw Blade Factory,
Vientiane Steel Industry, Roofing Tile Factory, Structure Steel Factory, Steel Recycling Factory,
Asian Ecology Public Co. Lt., White Charcoal Factory and a Golf Course. His business life has
encountered enormous turbulence. Nevertheless, he considered all his enterprises to have been
successful businesses.
Mr. Phisith Sayathit is a Lao national and was born on September 9, 1960 in Borkeo province, the
Northern part of Laos. He completed his first vocational education in Electronics in Vientiane
and then started his career as a teacher, teaching an Electronics course at the Pakpasack
vocational school in 1980. During 1982 – 88, he continued his study in Electronic Engineering in
the former Soviet Union. Equipped with a higher degree of Electrical Engineering, he returned to
serve the country as a teacher until 1989.
In 1989, Mr. Phisith quit teaching and joined the business sector using his own savings. He
started a small business, sharpening and producing saw blades for domestic sawmills. In 1990, he
became the distributor in Laos for a German company, Micheal Weinig Co., which supplied
sawing materials. Prior to late-1980s, Lao PDR simply exported raw timber due to the lack of
adequate sawmills and the technology used in timber processing. But, since early-1990s, with new
domestic saw mills, timbers have been processed and semi- or completed wood products have
been exported. While being the distribution representative, he also worked as technical advisor to
several local sawmills across the country. In late-1993, he invested as a partner in the Seng Xai
Wood processing company, which produced wooden photo frames for export.
Mr. Phisith then moved into semi-heavy industry, changing from wood to steel production. In
1994, he established the Vientiane Steel Industry (VSI) Co. Ltd., the first steel processing plant
ever in Lao PDR. He realized that Laos had relied on imported steel products for domestic
construction. This demand has risen from day to day along with the growth of the country’s
recent infrastructure and economic expansion. He also recognized that the country’s scarce
natural forestry has been logged heavily over the past decades. As wood has been traditionally
used for house construction, logging for this purpose without reforestation would eat up scarce
natural resources. The steel bar processing plant has thus contributed environmentally by helping
to solve deforestation, and by providing options for modern building construction.
II. Opportunity Recognition
Recognition of the implications of the changes in government policy, with the adoption of a
market oriented economy which encourages the Lao people to do business, turned Mr. Phisith
from the education sector to the business world. At the beginning of his business career, he
actively searched for information and analyzed the environment for new business ideas, and made
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plans that would lead to a sound business. He believed that following the government policy
would be the path to facilitate his new business.
Observing people’s lifestyles also created opportunity. In the past, Lao people used only wood
and wood products to build their houses. This had caused the problem of ‘excess demand’ for
timber, hence eliminating natural forests. Mr. Phisith foresaw that the government would
somehow limit logging. As an entrepreneur he saw an opportunity in producing and supplying
frame steel to build the structure of houses and other buildings. Such steel products could directly
contribute to reducing timber logging for construction. He therefore established a Frame Steel
Processing plant in 1998. Drawing on his successful experience in steel production and given the
recent increased expansion of the construction industries in Laos, Mr. Phisith focused on further
investment in construction material production. In 2000, he built a Roofing Tiles factory. ‘Frame
Steel’ and ‘Roofing Tiles’ plants became the two parts of the Vientiane Steel Industry (VSI)
Group. To meet the domestic demand and import needs of the neighboring market of the
North-Eastern part of Thailand for steel products, the Steel Processing plant was expanded in
early-2004 to produce varied sizes and types of steel products in response to market needs.
Production of wood products
Product Unit 1985 1990 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Timber Th.m3 142 310 820 _ _ _ _ _ _
Lumber Th.m3 42 78 289 200 185 192 125 125 125
Plywood Th. sheets 574 1 000 2 069 2 100 2 200 2 250 1 550 1 300 1 320
Floor lumber Th.m2 32 47 220 240 230 235 198 200 210
Source: National Statistics Center
III. Financial/Capital
“Money is important, but not the priority for conducting a new business,” Mr. Phisit remarked.
Being self-confident and enthusiastic towards the business is the key. Failure usually comes from
not constructively supporting each other, and using profits recklessly, on things irrelevant to the
core business. New business development requires the individual to be ethical. Starting small is
important. Initiative is important. “We will never reach a destination at the end of a long road
without making the first step”. It is also important to recognize that a small amount of money
invested at the beginning is necessary to make today’s success.
A new business person should constantly observe and study the history and current environment.
Why were the poor becoming rich and the rich becoming poor? It is also important to consider
today’s income in relation to expected future income.
Mr. Phisit created his wealth from trading land rights early in his business life. From money saved
from his teacher’s salary, he purchased the land use rights from a few people in Vientiane, the
capital city. When the government adopted the market economy policy, many investors tried to
find sites for their businesses. With this rise in demand, he made significant profits from the sale
of land use rights. From this money and by starting small as a one man business, he accumulated
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a relatively large sum of money. Being a sales representative for a German company, Micheal
Weinig Co., also did not require much investment, but generated a reasonably good income.
When he established Vientiane Steel, he put his land and some money to co-invest with a foreign
investor. Another important source was creating a strong network and trust with the bank. Once
the trust was created between him and the bank, he had little problem in accessing the capital
market.
IV. Displacement
In the context of Laos, in conducting any business, it is important to consider the government
policy and recommendations, as well as the demand from the people and society. Once the
entrepreneur has identified an opportunity, he/she should enthusiastically search for methods
and strategy to do it. One example is from the reason why Mr. Phisith initiated his saw blade
business. At that time, there were many sawmills in Laos. But all of the blades were imported.
Sharpening the blade was problematic since the blades had to be sent abroad for this. After
spotting the opportunity, he searched for the know-how in this area. He spent lots of time
visiting the saw blade suppliers as well as saw blade sharpening services abroad to learn the know-
how. It took a long time before these people trusted him and released their information and
know-how. Therefore, persistence and commitment is necessary. He finally found an investor
from Thailand to co-found the company with a second hand machine.
V. Entrepreneurial Traits
Personal characteristics are important in successful business establishment. Some of the key
factors of success of this business, Mr. Phisith believes, are determination, concentration, and
focus. He would not initiate a new project unless the previous ones have been fully functioning
with growing profit potential and with a reliable manager.
When asked what the key success characteristics of a business person in Laos are, Mr. Phisit
constantly stressed that the person must be ethical, active, economical, self-confident, have
endurance, be focused on mission and tasks, enthusiastic, punctual, responsible, and constantly
plan for the future. The business person should lean toward supporting the government policy
by two orientations: (1) serving the local residents, not being served by local residents; and (2)
poverty reduction orientation.
Commitment to making the business successful is another objective of Mr. Phisit. As a serial
entrepreneur, Mr. Phisith has two strategies for creating entrepreneurs: internal progress and
external partnership. By internal progress, the employees and employers create opportunity for
each other. Employees should believe or act as if he/she is the owner of the business. The
employee should enthusiastically learn the management of the company through his/her own job
and assist others in the company. In doing so, the employer also supports and trains the
employees. Once the employee shows trustworthiness, confidence, and masters ability to manage
the business, the entrepreneur delegates the business management to the employee. The
employer can then move to a new project. Mr. Phisith thought that no matter how active and
dedicated he was, he would not succeed by doing it alone. Contributions should come from many
different people around him as supporters, providing lessons, experience, and feedback. These
include teachers experienced in the field of his business, related government authority, and
business associates. Nevertheless, the key is being self-confident. The self-confident person is
more likely to be willing to listen to advice.
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The second method of creating entrepreneur is that he invests in a new project and carries the
new company to early expansion stage. This stage can draw interest from potential entrepreneurs
who are weak at initiative and start-up. The new entrepreneur joins the company by taking 50/50
shares, but responsible for the loan/debts equally. For example, at early expansion stage, the
initiative entrepreneur invested 100,000$. Because of the credential of the company and
entrepreneur, the company can receive the loan of 150,000$. The initial capital should be
returned to the initiated entrepreneur, with 50,000$ for new funding to the company. In doing so,
he can have a new entrepreneur manager, and remaining fund for new business.
From these two strategies, he believes, he can multiply the entrepreneur with high potential of
success. He himself does not enjoy managing a business, but rather, enjoy creating a new
business.
VI. Venture Opportunity Recognition
At the earlier stage of business involvement, Mr. Phisith started small. In conducting the saw
blade business, he began as a one man show, using his motorcycle to visit different saw mills,
pick up the blunt saw blades, sharpen and then return them. After some time, he saw growth
opportunity in the business and recruited a few workers to expand its turnover and profit. Since
then, the business has continuously expanded. Now it trades as Xaisan Wood Industry Co. Ltd.
After the success of the saw blade business, Mr. Phisit identified the basic problem of the wood
industry in Laos. Wood was usually exported as logs, yielding little value added. He decided to
investigate processing the logs before export. Fortunately a wood processing machine exhibition
was organized in Bangkok at this time. He decided to participate in the event and study what was
on offer. At the time he had little capital to invest. But he negotiated with the owners of stands
in the exhibition, describing to them business opportunities in Laos. Out of several people he
talked to, one was interested and invited him to Singapore to study the wood market. After the
visit, he became a representative of a wood processing machine retailer in Laos. The opening
ceremony of the representative office was conducted at Lanxang Hotel. It was one of the
successful businesses. Not long after that, the market for wood processing machines was fully
supplied. Mr. Phisith decided to bring in an investor to co-found a picture frame factory to make
use of such machinery and this business is still in profitable operation.
In the early 1990s, a cement factory was established with a joint venture between the Lao
government and a foreign investor. Mr. Phisit considered that the government was clearly
emphasizing the need for construction materials; therefore, along with cement, there should be
steel for reinforcement of concrete and other uses in construction. Again, he lacked capital for
initial investment. He decided to collect the data on market demand and related information.
Then he sent email or mail to people who might be interested in the idea. But while doing this,
several people, including the authorities, attempted to discourage him from this line of business,
mainly because he was seen as a very young businessman with limited experience. Nevertheless,
he never gave up. He studied the government policy and found that the government provided
tax exemption for importing steel billiard for processing. This information further supported his
determination to strive for investment in this idea. He finally met a co-founder from Hong Kong
to establish the first steel bar processing factory in 1994. With the government support, the
project became very successful and he went on to establish a structure steel factory, roofing tile
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factory, and steel recycling factory. His steel business expanded continuously, as shown by the
growth in numbers of employees.
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After the success in the steel industry, he gained a considerable reputation for success with both
government and banks. He was asked if he would like to go into agriculture. This triggered his
thinking “why, in the past, has agriculture in Laos failed?” Many Nikhoms (agriculture camps)
were established, but all failed. In the past, he knew that within the South East Asia region,
coffee was grown first in the southern part of Laos. Its quality was excellent, yet no successful
business expansion in this area occurred. Thailand and Vietnam, on the other hand, purchased
coffee from Laos, processed, and exported it. Now these two countries have mastered the coffee
plantation techniques and have been exporting their coffee successfully. In the search for his
information, he discovered that in Laos, wages in agriculture sector were too low so quality of
work could not be obtained. Also, while some other countries’ names are associated with a
certain product; for example, coffee from Brazil, sugar cane from Cuba. He asked himself, what
is unique for Laos?
After a careful consideration, he came up with an idea of a participatory project on what he called
4 Ps: Public-Private-People-Partnership. He defines public as the government support, while
private is an individual initiating the project. People refer to the local people who have physical
and intellectual property, such as abandoned land and underemployed labor. He means by
intellectual property the ability of individuals to contribute to his project. With this in mind, he
established the Asian Ecology Public Company Ltd. The company vision is to contribute to
poverty alleviation, setting a model for integrated agriculture business, and making legendary
products for Laos. The tasks include industrial tree plantation (aquilaria and teak), livestock
farming, fish farming, and industrial tree products’ processing. He approached a business lecturer
at the National University of Laos, the government, and local rural residents to realize the
establishment of the company. The company was founded in 2003 in Hinherb District, Vientiane
Province, 120 kilometres from Vientiane Capital City. The company won the Lokham Award,
which honor best business practice, from the government in 2005.
VII. Managing Crisis
The steel business was seriously damaged by the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997. The inflation rate
rocketed. With the increase in inflation, he lost 40 million kip, approximately 4000$, a day simply
through the weakening of the kip. The raw material cost for a steel billiard was 270$/ton FOB
Thanaleng. Adding the processing cost, the final product costs 400$/ton to produce. Due to the
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rapid devaluation of the kip, the maximum price he could sell was only $300/ton. This even
further deteriorates the situation. He needed to pay the bank in US dollars according to the
schedule as he imported the raw material from Europe, Russia, Japan, and India via LC. He was
wondering how to cope with the situation.
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“Should I sell at the price of $300?” he wondered. By selling at $300/ton, he lost $100 per ton.
If he did not sell, he would not have any money to pay the bank. His business would end
immediately. He decided that if the business died, it should die slowly, not immediately.
Therefore, he agreed to sell at the price of $300/ton.
By selling the steel bars at $100 below production costs, he lost $1 million. But he earned enough
money to pay the bank on schedule. As the bank received the money on schedule, and with the
government recommendation and support, the bank decided to provide further loans to the
company. So he was able to keep the business functioning. The business recovered steadily
along with the recovery of the national economy. Through this turbulence, Mr. Phisit learnt that
the only source he should have debts to is a friendly bank.
Mr. Phisit started his business small, continuously developed it, expanded it, and searched for
new opportunities in new businesses. With his strong commitment on whatever he does, he has
been able to survive turbulence, both internally and externally, growing his businesses to become
prosperous ones. He steps in to new types of business, golf course and agriculture at the time of
this writing. Now he sits in the lounge of his golf course clubhouse, looking at the open field and
wondering what to do next. He well exemplifies the characteristics of a serial entrepreneur
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Appendix 4-2. A Creative business: SMP Wood Enterprise
Information from Mr. Souphot Manikhong
President and founder of SMP Wood Enterprise
I. Background
SMP Wood Enterprise was found by Mr. Souphot Manikhong in 1997, with a show room and its
head quarters located at 142 ASEAN Rd, Nong Duang Village, Vientiane Capital City. The factory is
at Dongnasok Village, Sykhotabong District. The legal status of the company is a private sole
proprietorship, producing handicraft products for export, specializing in Teak & other species of Lao
woods, targeting USA, Canada, European and Asian market. The company produces high quality
finished & semi-finished wood products such as: furniture, equipment for education, sport & musical
instruments, toys, games, and ONE-OF-A-KIND items. There are about 70 employees.
The company began as a lumber dealer for export, specializing in Teak, Rosewood, wood Burl
(Afzelia, Emboena) and other species of Lao woods. Later, in 2000, the Company set up its own
woodshop and shifted its emphasis to value-added products from hard to fine wood such as: Burl of
Afzelia & Padauk (Emboena), Ebony, Rosewood, Teak & other hard woods. SMP Enterprise spotted
the amount of waste wood from the sawmills or timber trading activities that was disposed of simply
as scrap, sometimes with strange natural shapes that could be transformed by carving. He exploited
this free raw material by turning the waste wood into high value-added exotic wood products. The
company pays special attention to minimizing its own waste. Since the establishment of the company,
the enterprise has grown continuously and become an outstanding business, receiving many awards
for its product design and creativity.
Mr. Souphot used to be a government employee. He moved into business because he realized
that it suits him better than being a government employee. The reason is that being a
government employee limits the scope of his performance. He felt that in government service he
did not have a chance to use all his potential capability. In conducting business, he believed that
he also works for the government, contributing to the society, through paying taxes, sharing
knowledge, experience, and ideas.
Mr. Souphot loves his business deeply. In an interview, he stated that in his opinion the most
important question in doing business is to ask yourself whether you really like this job. “If you
like it, it will be leverage for the business because if we like it we also enjoy doing it, and do
research for it. We try to learn what we don’t know about it when we like it. Therefore, the
knowledge continuously expands,” he added. Mr. Souphot was a technician before entering the
business. He also had the opportunity of traveling abroad from which he felt that he learnt
extensively. “I try to seek creativity which is relevant to my setting but which no one has ever
done before. The key is we will succeed if we do things we like to do,” he stressed.
Mr. Souphot began this business but never studied carpentry, carving, wood work or art work.
But it is his instinct to love art and artists. Since he was a boy, he has loved singing, composing
songs, playing musical instruments, and creating handicrafts. He loved painting, drawing, and
being an artist in elementary school. He had an opportunity to continue his study in the former
Soviet Union in Industrial Planning, and graduated in 1982.
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After graduation from the former Soviet Union, Mr. Souphot got a job at the Ministry of
Industry and Handicraft. The major work he did was on the promotion of projects in handicrafts,
light industry or small industry. He closely supervised this field. Therefore, he not only had
opportunity in industrial planning, but also gained experience in light and small industry. Because
he loves the arts, he enthusiastically searched for new knowledge in handicrafts. Nevertheless, as
mentioned earlier, he felt frustrated in that by being a government employee he could not do the
things that he wanted and felt that he had the potential to carry out. As a result, he decided to
quit the job and start a family business.
But after leaving the Ministry of Industry and Handicraft, he first remained in Government
employed, but now in the business sector while still working for the government. His job was in
the Ministry of Interior as a technical officer in trading and export. He worked there for four
years. During that time, he established the Phainam Hotel for the Ministry, turning a grass field
into Phainam Food Garden. Mr. Souphot prepared a creative business plan and proposed it to
the Ministry. The authority concerned was impressed and allocated the budget for it. The
project turned out to be highly successful. Nevertheless, he still felt that his performance was still
being restricted. There was always a ceiling for him in working for the government. In the
business sector, he believes, there is unlimited scope for conduct as long as it does not violate
rules, regulations, and the law.
Now totally convinced of the problem of the ceiling on his performance, Mr. Souphot retired
from the public sector. Then he visited his brother in the United States, who owned a small
furniture workshop. His brother produced decorative furniture for offices. Mr. Souphot joined
his brother for a while, but then realized that the business faced difficulties. When there were
plenty of orders, it was good. But if no orders came, life was difficult. Then Mr. Souphot
thought about providing wood to the furniture workshops and visited them to find out what
types of wood were needed and he asked if he could supply them. He realized that there were
potentials in this area; therefore, he returned to Laos and started the business of sending semi-
processed wood to the US. He selected the best quality wood so that the profit could be
maximized as these types of wood fetch higher prices, and the transport costs are no different
He procured only the types of wood that they were used to, although there were many excellent
hard wood types in Laos that furniture shops in US did not know about. Then he turned to tree
plantation. Despite good profit potential in tree plantation, expanding in this business would
require huge capital that he did not have; so he turned to scrap wood business. This business
began with the wood, which did not meet the specification when he traded with the US earlier.
He collected large piles of scrap wood because he saw beauties and values in them. He never
threw anything away. He always brought the pieces from the saw mills and collected them in his
backyard warehouse. While his warehouse was filling, he was thinking of how to make use of
those scrap wood pieces.
Mr. Souphot discussed with his brother who used to be a carpenter and has background
education in this field. They agreed to start making small hand-crafted boxes. They realized that
they had customers who were interested in such boxes. Many purchased the products and
reordered them. At that time, the company produced the products from the backyard warehouse.
In 1999, Mr. Souphot was the first person to participate in exhibition of this product type in
Germany from Laos. He won the first prize on popularity; large numbers of visitors came to the
booth. He did not sell any products at that time, but only attracted visitors’ attention. At least he
won the “popularity prize”. When he returned to Laos, he was appointed by the Chamber of
Commerce as head of the handicraft association. At that time, his business was only a small
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family one. In 2000, he started building a factory with his savings of just 5000 US$. The fund
was small, but he did not need to buy raw materials. He bought some simple machines. Some
capital came from customers’ preorder payments. The money was used to buy machinery and as
working capital. The craftsman was his brother at the beginning. They started together. Mr.
Souphot was responsible for management, while his brother was responsible for production. His
brother had never produced this type of small products before, but he made use of his skills as a
carpenter. Since then, their business has continuously developed, particularly on the design front.
Design and quality have been constantly improved, to meet market demands. Recently, his
brother has established a wood factory in Thakhek, Khammouan Province. Although now
separated by distance, they continue to work as one company. Whenever Mr. Souphot receives a
large order he shares with his brother and vice versa. They visit each other frequently. His
brother’s factory focuses more on handicrafts than carpentry.
II. Financial/Capital
Getting a bank loan at the establishment of a company is almost impossible in Laos. That is
usual in the business world in most countries as a new company does not have any credit, or
collateral. So Mr. Souphot procured seed money from family and friends. At the beginning, he
and his brother initiated the project and put together their savings. The new project did not
require much, only enough to buy carving tools. The wood was collected as scrap from the
timber trade. Once the products entered the market, they attracted many customers; some even
prepared to make payment in advance with their order. Such advances were very useful for
financing the business.
Once the company was “up and running”, Mr. Souphot approached the bank to apply for a loan.
It was difficult at first and the amount advanced was small. But, by keeping promises to the bank
and repaying loans on time, the business created trust. Once the relationship with the bank was
stable, more loans were easier to obtain. The company’s financial performance is shown below.
Profits have grown rapidly since 2004. The profit shown are net profit. When compared with his
government salary earlier, Mr. Souphot earned much income than he did before.
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III. Creative Design
When we love something, we try to learn about it. Because Mr. Souphot loves art, he sees art in
everything. He has a huge collection of scrap wood. He sees beauty in the natural shape of each
piece. It is a different experience from looking at a normal straight log of timber. Logs, apart
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from being expensive, are difficult to procure and need
costly processing to break down to manageable pieces.
But in scarp wood each piece has, in his eyes, its unique
natural beauty. When he receives a piece of scrap wood,
he looks at it from the viewpoint of an artist and thinks
creatively about what it could be. This is the design part.
If a particular type of product is popular in the market,
he tries to find the scrap wood that can be made into
such pieces. But each article made by his company
remains a one-off-a-kind item. Each is shaped in
sympathy with the shape and type of raw material he
obtains. A big piece of wood will be turned into a big piece of art, and small pieces into small
ones. He said he never broke up big pieces. Keeping the natural shape adds more value than
breaking it down into a uniform shape. So far most other Lao handicraft producers have a
different perspective. They try to imitate existing products and therefore reshape the raw
material. That way, Mr. Souphot believes, reduces the intrinsic value of the wood. Also, it is a
waste of labor cutting and sanding away large amounts of the wood. Standard art work is
difficult to sell. In contrast Mr. Souphot tries to adapt to current market needs and trends. He
tries to imagine himself in the same place as customers and believes that they want similar things
to what he wants. If he wants good products, he believes customers also want similar quality and
taste.
––
IV. Strategic Formulation
Continuous, gradual improvement, creating customer’s loyalty and trust is the objective of Mr.
Souphot’s business strategy. From a significant time spent in the business, Mr. Souphot realizes
that, up to now, his strategy is working. He is highly accepted in the society, in both public and
private sectors. He feels that he receives both respect and consistent support for his business.
Whenever he faces difficulty, he feels that he could get help. He also receives customers’ loyalty
demonstrated by repeat business.
Recently he has become aware of some problems that arise when customers bring back objects to
their home countries in overseas the products may change their appearance due to the different
weather conditions (temperature and humidity). He has received feedback on these issues and he
is happy to help solving any customer’s problem by either returning the money or replace with a
similar product. He regards response to such problems as a matter of continuous improvement.
One example is that when he started the business, when sitting in the showroom late at night, he
could frequently hear the sound of wood cracking. He tried to identify the cause of it and
through experiment, he found ways of preventing this happening in the final products. Now he
can solve the problem satisfactorily.
V. Management
–At the beginning, Mr. Souphot encountered problems in management as he did not have
relevant experience or training. But, because he always seeks to improve himself, acts decently in
an ethical manner, has broad vision, and does what he says, all parties including government,
customers, and public have supported him. This encourages him to improve product quality.
Now he believes that most of the major problems have been solved. At the beginning, the major
problems of management were on dealing with taxes as he was not familiar with dealing with
such matters. Now the business is a formally established enterprise using Lao standard
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accounting system, everything is systematic and legal. Without a proper enterprise accounting
system, that is difficult. Mr. Souphot says that he pays the business and personal taxes regularly.
As noted before, raising capital presents another problem. The market demand is actually larger
than the company’s capacity, and so the company needs to borrow money to expand. Bank
suspicions of a new business had to be overcome. So he started with a small loan that was repaid
in full and on time. Later banks were prepared to offer loans regularly. One valuable lesson he
learned throughout banking services is that if we create trust, the money will follow.
Although Mr. Souphot expanded his business, he believes that he will never be able to satisfy
market demand. The more he expands the size, the more the market grows. Thus he does not
aim at catering for the full market demand. The major problem of expanding is the human
resource. Most of the personnel he recruited began from zero wood carving skills. Currently he
has 60 employees and almost 10 management staff. The biggest difficulty is transferring skills to
the craftsman as they come to the company with no background. Once trained, they seem happy,
but the question is will they stick with the company.
One of the problems earlier was skilled staff quitting or leaving for competitors. This problem
does not exist only in SMP Wood Enterprise, but also in other businesses. Mr. Souphot has
learnt that kindness is the key to managing his employees. Lao people prefer a gentle, respectful,
and caring approach. They do not like being commanded. Mr. Souphot respects this preference.
Therefore, he treats them as if he is the employees’ elder brother, not a bossy superior. He tries
to win their heart, giving care, and respect rather than scaring them.
VI. Changing Environment
Everything is changing. The business environment is changing for the better. An individual
needs to adapt to a changing environment. One of the changes Mr. Souphot has observed is the
spending pattern of the Lao people. Lao consumers have more money than in the past, and are
buying more expensive antique or handicraft items to decorate their houses. This change goes
along side with the demand for higher quality. Given such an environment, his response has
been to strengthen his productivity, design, and quality to meet the new market demand.
The scarcity of raw material is another issue that SMP enterprise needs to be aware of. In his
case, the government stopped logging for export. Recently the raw material that the company
uses has become scarce. This situation translates into scarcity of his type of products in the
future. Along with design and quality improvement, he can respond by setting an opportunity
price on his products. In handicraft products, pricing is not based on the value of the raw
material and labor,; rather it is on the perception of the customers who want the product.
Mr. Souphot believes that the key success factors for his business are (1) love what you do; (2)
knowledge, experience, and skills; (3) funds; (4) enthusiasm, ethics, patience, and eagerness; (5)
social relations; and (6) vision. These factors are necessary for an entrepreneur to succeed in a
business. Mr. Souphot, after succeeding in the handicraft business, is considering establishing a
cultural park, which would assimilate the Lao ancient culture. The project will be much bigger
than his current business and he is wondering whether he should do it alone or find a co-investor.
––
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Appendix 4-3. Green Discovery Co. Ltd.
Information from Mr. Inthy Deuansavanh,
President and Founder of Green Discovery Co. Ltd.
Mr. Inthy Deuansavanh was born in 1971, in a government official family. His father is a writer
and his mother a teacher. The family struggled with financial difficulties stemming from a low
government salary. Mr. Inthy received a scholarship to study Economics in the former Soviet
Union, but did not complete the program due to the changes in its political system. He returned
from the former Soviet Union in 1992 and was assigned to work at the Finance Department of
Kaenthao District, Sayaboury Province. Mr. Inthy did not like the job, so he returned to
Vientiane to further his study and worked part-time in sales at Marlboro in Vientiane Capital City.
He was later promoted to Marketing Manager for Vientiane Capital City, and still later became a
Sales and Marketing Manager for the whole country. Continuing study proved difficult, as he was
too busy with his new position. But what he realized was that the experience gained was
invaluable. It came from the real business environment as Laos was beginning to open its doors
to the private sector. He spotted positive changes in the tourism industry; so, after five years of
working in Marlboro, he decided to quit the job and turn his experiences, savings, and some loans
from trusted friends into Khorb Chai Deu restaurant, located in the heart of Vientiane Capital.
At the beginning, there were only 10 tables and 40 seats. But now, the restaurant is capable of
serving not less than 500 customers a day. This rapid expansion has given encouragement for Mr.
Inthy to venture into a new and challenging business, Green Discovery Tourism, and Xai Yo
Restaurant and Resort in Vangvieng, one of the most favoured tourist destinations in Laos. His
tourism activity is organized throughout the country. He believes that the secrets of success in
business in his area are: (1) do things you like and the market demands (2) do a careful feasibility
study (location, environment), (3) study market demand and market niche; (4) do things that will
benefit the society, and the environment to make the business sustainable, and (5) profitable.
Green Discovery was established in 2001 as Wildside Eco-group, an outdoor adventure. It is an
Australian-Lao Joint Venture company, with branch offices in Vientiane Capital City, Vangvieng,
Luang Prabang, Luang Namtha, Champasack, and a new forthcoming place Kammouane
Province. Currently (2007) the company employs 78 staff, of whom 45 are the tour guides. It
offers 85 tour programs from lasting from 1-21 days.
The company started the tourist activity in Vangvieng with kayaking with the purpose of showing
the beautiful scenery and providing exciting river trips. Mr. Inthy initiated this business, on the
one hand, because he loves nature and adventure. He himself travels all over the country to see
the nature and discover potential for tourist attractions. He has identified many beautiful areas in
Laos that have major potentials. But, on the other hand, because of the opportunity created by
Laos’ opening up for tourism. The following table shows the number of tourists entering Laos in
the past decade. While most of the tourist agencies in Vientiane target classic tour operations, Mr.
Inthy turned to adventure and ecotourism.
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Region 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
I. Asia & Pacific 421 196 510 703 604 254 553 249 579 031 498 185 730 107 899 273
II. Europe 52 076 68 564 86 462 80 736 101 924 93 960 112 092 131 326
III. America 25 326 31 780 42 111 34 370 46 704 39 453 47 153 60 061
IV. Africa&Other 1 602 3 231 4 381 5 468 8 003 4 763 5 454 4 655
Total 500 200 614 278 737 208 673 823 735 662 636 361 894 806 1 095 315
Source: National Tourism Authority, NSC
In 2002, there was an agreement with the UNESCO Nam Ha Ecotourism project for river-
based ecotourism. Mr. Inthy recognized that some of tourist destination areas are facing too
great an impact on their local culture, society and environment. Most of the villagers in and
around the protected area are poor. The local people live on clearing forest, slash and burn
type cultivation, farming and hunting wildlife. At the same time, the government wants the
villagers to stop slash and burn, opium cultivation, hunting and logging. Mr. Inthy spotted
this situation as an opportunity to conduct a business that everyone can benefit from.
His vision is of (1) a tourism conserving nature and culture in partnership with a community;
(2) the development of alternative sources of income and sustainable livelihoods for the
locals; and (3) offering clients the experience of the local life and landscape in a way that
benefits all. The company prepares tours and services including kayaking, rafting, cycling,
trekking, rock climbing, home stays, incentive/team building tours, educational tours, classical
tours, motorbike tours, and caravanning. The target customers are those who want to
experience life in rural villages, want to see nature and wildlife, want physical exercise in
natural settings, want a meaningful experience with local people, want to travel with little
impact on the environment and culture, and want to travel in a way that helps local people
and the environment.
The objective of the company is to conduct business in a manner, which lets all concerned
parties benefit. The tourism is designed to provide an alternate income for the villagers. This
leads then to place a new value on their environment and culture. It offers an experience for
the tourist in nature and local culture, and exposes the tourists to a quality, personal
experience with local people. These objectives translate into the activities the company
operates: using local guides; buying and making local food; making contracts with villagers on
accommodation, food preparation, cultural activities, trail maintenance, village guides,
handicrafts, and forest and wildlife conservation. The company encourages using existing
local services, such as tuktuks, boats, tricycles, etc. The company and tourists are encouraged
to support village schools; and tourists are given orientation on how to enter villages without
offending the local cultures. The company trains local guides on the interpretation and
utilization of nature to attract tourists, on selecting cultural presentations to represent the
local culture, and local activities and in using the English language. The local guides are also
trained in first aid. The financial arrangements are made transparent to all: guests, guides,
villagers, and the government authority.
Green Discovery creates distribution of income by dividing the portions clearly as shown in
an example of a trip in the following chart. The company contributes 6% to the community-
based tourism development fund, 8% to Nam Ha National Park Authority, 23% to guides,
drivers, and restaurant, 27% to the village, and 13% as tax. The company portion is only 23%,
to be used as overhead, marketing, product development, and an income for the owners.
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The marketing activities the company carries out are firstly through linkages with the partner
business in Australia using internet as the means. The company has also participated in trade
shows to extend its networks. The sales office location is highly visible, decorated to give a
local atmosphere. Other means of information dissemination are through information
boards, the general tourism information service, brochures, orientation materials, posters and
promotional materials distributed in branch offices. The other popular means is through
word-of-mouth.
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The graph above shows the shares of tourists in 2006. The number of tourists from UK is
the highest, 1,337 people, followed by USA (691), Australia (655), Canada (457), Germany
(451), France (444), and Netherlands (376). Some other countries the tourists are from are
Israel, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Belgium, Austria, New Zealand, Spain, and Japan.
The number of customers for Green Discovery increased year by year. In 2002, there were
1,235 foreign tourists using the company’s services. The number continuously increased, to
2,547 in 2003; 4,254 in 2004; 6,543 in 2005, and 8,225 in 2006. The figure is expected to
increase in the near future.
Green Discovery faces many challenges in conducting the business. First and foremost is the
recruitment of staff. As the Faculty of Tourism has just been launched at the National
University of Laos, no students majoring in tourism have yet been produced. The company
needs to train its own employees on a trial and error basis. Thus the cost for training is high.
In addition, obtaining financing from the bank is also expensive, tax and related expenses are
also high (13% sales tax, and 23% profit tax). Another challenge is in finding and developing
sites that will prove attractive to tourists. It is costly and sometimes there is an intervention
of some other project on the site after completion, such as dam construction, mining, etc.
These challenges confront the company and force it to search for solutions. Mr. Inthy
continues to wonder what are the best solutions to these varied problems.
Where Does your Money Go?
From 8 people on the Nam Ha Valley Trek in 2007
Actual distribution may differ slightly from trip to trip due to exchange rates, changing costs and
special conditions.
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Appendix 4-4. From State Owned to Private Company: Animal Feed Factory
Information from Mr. Souban Chounraxa,
Former Deputy Director of Animal Feed Factory
Company Background
During the centrally planned economy, agriculture business belonged to the government as a
large supply chain, ranging from vaccination factory, animal farms, animal feed factory, to raw
material supply chain. In 1986, the government adopted a market oriented economic policy and
privatized many state-owned enterprises. This animal feed factory is one example of state
enterprise privatization.
The factory was established in 1978 and completed in 1982 as a state owned enterprise. The
factory was a business unit under the food processing enterprise of the Ministry of Agriculture.
The factory was regarded as the heart of agricultural promotion ranging from plantation of corns
to animal farming to expand agriculture and livestock farming activity in the country. This was
one of the seventeen units of agricultural processing activities that belonged to the government.
The company was run as a state owned enterprise as a business unit from 1982 to 1989. But
during this time, the management of the company was not profitable, so the government changed
its management, turning the unit into an independent cooperative unit under the government
control between 1989 and 1992. In this period the cooperative unit went into the red. Then the
government privatized the company in 1993, and changed its name to Nilaxai
Houammitphatthana located in house number 033/02, Samsaenthai Road, Sihom Village,
Chanthaboury District, Vientiane Capital City. The factory is located in Phoukham Village,
Xaithany District, Vientiane Capital City. The primary activity of the company is to conduct
business on animal feeds (for chicken, pigs, cow, fish, etc.) and to promote the raw material
production for the factory for potential export. The contract was for 15 years, from 1993 to 2008.
During this time, the company sought a co investor from a foreign company, Gold Coin Co. Ltd.
from Zurich, Switzerland. Unfortunately the company was seriously affected by the bird flu
epidemic in 2003, with sales dropping rapidly. This led Gold Coin to withdraw its investment.
From 2004 to 2006, the local partner, Mr. Phoukhong Niraxay, gained sole ownership, but was
left struggling with the consequences of the bird flu epidemic and was unable to recover from
its impact. As a result CP (Chaleurn Pokaphan) from Thailand took over the company in 2007.
Between 1993 and 1997, the company expanded gradually, from the start of 4,500 production
capacity per annum in 1997. The company had very limited capital, weak technical know-how,
and obsolete technology; yet market demand increased rapidly. Therefore, the company
attempted to seek and select appropriate co-investors for mutual benefits for the remaining
period of 15 years. The result was that the company cooperated with Gold Coin Co. Ltd. from
Switzerland, with its head quarters in Singapore and Hong Kong. This company is a
multinational company with 27 animal feed factories in 9 countries (China, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Lao PDR). Lao PDR became the
location for one of its subsidiaries for animal feed production. The company changed its name
from Nilaxay Houammitphatthana into Gold Coin DN Lao Co., Ltd. at the beginning of 1998
with a total investment of 800,000 US$, with Lao shares 8% and foreign investors 92%.
During the co investment period, there was improvement in administration, technology, and
technical aspects. The old production technology was replaced by the advanced computer
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control production system. The old technology utilized manual labor to separate components,
and control each section of the production mixture. With the new phase of investment, all
processes became controlled by computerized program, from raw material measurement, animal
feed mixture, packaging etc. The employees were trained, strengthening the knowledge necessary
for both the short- and long-term.
The company encountered an unexpected situation in 2003, which had a direct and indirect
impact on the company, causing it to become one of the living dead. Sales fell continuously
from the end of 2003 until 2006 as a result of the outbreak of Bird Flu epidemic in the
neighboring countries as well as inside the Lao PDR, particularly in Vientiane. In the past, the
sales strategy of the company targeted farmers who raised laying chickens and meat chickens.
With the outbreak of bird flue epidemic, the government ordered all poultry in many areas to be
destroyed. This caused the sales of animal feed to plummet. The management of the factory was
forced to think of how to move to deal with this disaster.
External Environment
The market price of meat, chicken, and fish continuously increased in the consumer market in
Laos. This does not mean, however, that farming businesses in these areas are making profits or
on a rise. The most important influence on the markets is the imported products, which are very
competitively priced in comparison to the domestic farmed products. Economies of scale in
farming strongly influence the output price of these foreign farms giving them a significant cost
advantage. The animal feed price in Laos is also high for local producers, therefore, although the
prices of the meat, chicken and fish products have been increasing, farmers are actually facing
problems in their business activities.
Market Price of commodity (Average Price from 8 provinces) Unit: Kip
Item Unit 1990 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Pork 1kg 1 600.0 2 914.7 15 240.0 15 423.0 17 232.0 18 479.0 21 557.0
Buffalo 1kg 1 481.9 1 946.6 16 354.0 16 789.0 18 469.0 21 063.0 24 073.0
Beef 1kg 1 659.9 2 236.9 17 091.0 17 453.0 19 279.0 21 690.0 24 799.0
Chicken 1kg 1 800.0 4 363.8 14 267.0 13 467.0 15 283.0 15 023.0 19 015.0
Fresh fish 1kg 1 887.3 2 607.5 16 471.0 16 714.0 17 938.0 18 812.0 21 273.0
Chicken egg 1unit 70.0 76.3 506.0 495.0 551.0 548.0 759.0
Source: NSC, CPI
Devaluation of kip is also the main influencing factor to all businesses in Laos. It is a particularly
important factor for those that depend on imported raw materials. The table below shows the
devaluation of the kip. Compared to January 2000, the kip value depreciated 43.2% in
December 2005. This has caused serious problems for most businesses in Laos.
Exchange Rate (Kip/1US$)
MonthYear/
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2000 7 537.5 7 557.0 7 563.0 7 568.5 7 644.0 7 777.5 7 917.5 7 999.0 8 020.5 8 106.5 8 220.5 8 237.5
2001 8 246.0 8 222.5 8 298.0 8 484.0 8 526.0 8 594.0 8 896.5 9 280.5 9 370.5 9 540.0 9 527.0 9 467.0
2002 9 494.0 9 502.0 9 471.0 9 488.0 9 544.0 9 773.5 10 049.0 10 351.0 10 710.5 10 829.0 10 750.0 10 714.0
2003 10 610.0 10 631.0 10 616.0 10 648.0 10 561.0 10 529.0 10 585.0 10 631.0 10 572.0 10 454.0 10 494.0 10 479.5
2004 10 423.0 10 416.5 10 447.0 10 447.0 10 564.0 10 670.0 10 733.5 10 826.5 10 865.0 10 849.5 10 696.5 10 423.5
2005 10 351.0 10 325.0 10 347.5 10 490.5 10 533.0 10 699.0 10 893.5 10 860.0 10 861.0 10 859.0 10 831.0 10 793.5
Source: National Statistics Center, CPI
Note: Average between Buying and Selling in the Bank
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Products
There are 25 types of animal feeds that the company produces and supplies to its customers.
Among these, there are six types for egg-laying chickens, 4 types for meat chickens and home-
based chicken, 7 for pigs, one for quail, two for fish, two for cows, and three for ducks. The
details are shown in the table below:
No. Number Description of Animal Feeds Descriptions
1 102 Poultry Starter For Poultry with age from 1 day to 7 weeks
2 103 Poultry Grower For Poultry with age from 7 weeks to 18 weeks
3 105 Poultry Layer For Poultry with age from 18 weeks-up
4 117 Layer Breeder For Poultry Breeder
5 800 Poultry Starter Concentrate For Poultry with age from 1 day to 7 Weeks
6 801 Layer Concentrate For Poultry with age from 18 weeks-up
7 201 Broiler Starter For Broiler with age from 1 day to 21 days
8 202 Broiler Grower For Broiler with age 21 days up
9 211 Local Broiler Starter For Local Broiler with age from 1 day to 21 days
10 212 Local Broiler Grower For Local Broiler with age 21 days up
11 301 Pig Pre-starter For Piglet with weigh from 1 to 15 Kg
12 302 Pig Starter For Piglet with weigh from 15 to 30 Kg
13 303 Pig Grower For Pig with weigh from 30 to 60 Kg
14 305 Pig Economic Finisher For Pig with weigh 60 kg up
15 306 Pig Breeder For Breeder Pig
16 309 Pig Lactation For Lactation Pig
17 805 Pig Concentrate For General Pig
18 401 Duck Starter For Duck with age from 1 to 21 days
19 402 Duck Grower For Duck with age 21 days up
20 415 Duck Layer For Duck Layer
21 505 Quail Layer For Quail Layer
22 602 Dairy Breed For Dairy Breed
23 605 Dairy Cattle For Dairy Cattle
24 917 Fish Starter (Sinking Feed) For Fish with age from 1 day to 30 days
25 918 Fish Grower (Sinking Feed) For Fish with age 30 days up
Among the products produced, the company regards animal feeds for chicken (for egg-laying
chicken and meat chicken) as strategic products. These products generate income and profit for
the company as there are no alternative feedstuffs for these livestock.
Raw material
The raw material supplying the animal feed-stuff factory must be high in quality at least meeting
the international standard. This high standard of raw material must conform as closely as
possible to the standard formula otherwise, the factory will be viewed negatively by both
consumers and public. Farms utilizing the animal feed from the company will also be affected.
The raw material needs to match the chemical and characteristic standards. Otherwise,
production cost and price will also be affected. These raw materials come from two sources:
imported and domestically procured.
1. Imported raw material
The imported material from abroad covers 30% of the raw material, but the cost of raw material
is 70% of the total cost of the feedstuff. Imported components are: fish, meat and bones, bean
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bran, vitamin, and animal food chemical. Imported raw material is convenient. But it also causes
problems for the factory. The importation of the raw material creates reliability on the quality and
quantity for the factory and for the farmers who use the animal feed. This reliability stems from
the fact that those materials come from a factory that meets international standards. But the
importation has the associated foreign exchange risk, particularly when there is high domestic
inflation and devaluation of the Kip. For example, in 1999 and 2000, the inflation has a severe
impact on the factory as the animal feeds were sold in kip, but the raw material was paid in US$.
The purchase price of local raw material increased sharply, while the sales of the company’s
products remain constant due to government price control on animal feed-stuff. The devaluation
of kip rose even much faster than the inflation rate.
The raw materials imported from foreign countries are as follows:
 Meat and bone, covering 8% of the animal feed, imported from New Zealand.
 Soy bean meal, covering 10 - 15% of the animal feed mixture, imported from
India.
 Fish meal, covering 8% of the mixture, imported from Thailand.
 Vitamin and chemical for animal feed, imported from Thailand, covering 0.002 -
1% of the mixture.
a. Fish Meal: Fishmeal is an expensive raw material and tends to create problems for animal
feed factories, not only in Laos, but also in other countries. The fish is gathered from
nature, being processed to conform to the international standards for animal feed factories.
This raw material contains high level of protein, which is not changeable with other raw
material. Apart from protein, there are other chemicals such as Methionine, Calcium,
whose composition is much higher than any other sources of raw material. Sanitary care is
also essential in order to avoided diseases from other sources. Moisture should not exceed
9%, protein should not be less than 47%, and protein content should be between 47% -
58%,, As fish meal is so expensive ($625/ton) each company tries to find other high protein
raw material to to mix with fish meal.
b. Soy Bean Meal: Soybean meal is one of the raw materials, which are difficult to find
replacement. Soybean provides high protein, which is after fishmeal, meat and bones. The
protein should not be less than 41% and moisture not more than 12%. At the same time,
sanitary needs to be controlled, particularly on Alflatoxin, limited to not more than 50 ppb.
This type of material can be procured at all time. Currently people turn into consuming
vegetable oil more than oil from animal and people do cultivation more and more since
there is sufficient market to absorb the products as vegetable oil cannot meet the market
demand.
c. Meat and bone. Meat and bones are available widely in Europe, New Zealand. Protein
content covers up to 45 - 55%, and moisture is controlled not more than 9%. The
utilization of meat and bone lower the cost, but in some area the utilization of meat and
bones are not permitted since there is a risk of diseases spread, particularly in England.
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Imported Raw Material Specification
No. Descriptions Cpro % Moist % Ash % Cfat %
1 Fish Meal 47-58 9 24 8
2 Meat & Bone Meal 45-55 9 25 6
3 Soybean Meal 41-42 12 9 2
Remark: Cpro – Crude protein, Moist – Moisture, Cfat – Crude fat.
2. Raw Material from Domestic Supply
Domestic raw material covers 70% of the input, but makes up only 30% of the costs. Therefore,
the company needs to pay attention to the composition of its costs. Of particular concern is
inflation. The management needs to be precise and efficient about managing the supply chain.
Domestic raw material includes yellow corns, with 50 – 55% ratio for animal feed composition,
husk, cassava, etc. For this, corn is the key components, which can directly have an impact on
production if the supply is scarce as there are no alternatives to replace the corn. In the past,
corn supply is from two main sources:
1. Vientiane and Vientiane Province with the supply of 30% of the total demand.
2. Xayaboury, Luang Prabang, and Oudomxay Province. These provinces used to
supply the material to the animal feed factory in Thailand. These provinces could
supply enough for the factory but the transport cost at over 250 kilometers distance
from the factory makes it too expensive. Thus, Vientiane and Vientiane Province are
the most suitable suppliers.
In the past, the company promoted yellow corn plantation and cultivation in Vientiane and
Vientiane Province. These areas can grow corn twice a year, yet the area is limited: only to
Saendin Village, Hong Ngoua, Tarn Piao Village, Boungphao Village, and Ling Xan Village. This
area is highly effective as it is close to the factory and can be cultivated twice a year. But in these
locations, the farmers grow a local breed with low yield. The company, directed by the
government, has to purchase the raw material at a relatively high price in order to subsidize the
farming activity to keep the future potential. The price is approximately 150 - 200$/ton, which is
higher than the international price. This solution is not sustainable. Although the farmers
attempted to grow two crops a year, these farmers cannot provide enough corn to meet the
demand of the company. As a result, the company has to procure corn from other provinces:
Sayaboury, Luang Prabang, Oudomxay, Borikhamxay, and Xiengkhouang. These areas used to
grow corn and export it to Thailand, Vietnam, and China. Their corn is of superior quality than
that grown in Vientiane and Vientiane Province. The difficulty with these farmers, however, is
from the contract farming. Whenever the market prices are higher than the contract price, the
farmers breach the contracts. In contrast, when there are stable price with high yield, the farmers
sell to the company. Corn supply from these provinces covers 70% of the total corn used in the
factory. Transportation to the factory, however, is difficult due to the need to ship by boat from
Sayaboury province, yet it is the major supplier. The Mekong River on which the corn travels is
highly seasonal and very irregular, which makes shipping quite problematic.
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Corn Procurement
Vientiane and Vientiane
Province
Sayaboury, Luang
Prabang, OudomxaiNo. Year Quantity
(Ton)
Value (Million
Kip)
Quantity
(Ton)
Value (Million
Kip)
1 2002 2,800 3,701 6,200 6,200
2 2003 2,700 3,780 6,400 6,688
3 2004 3,500 4,900 4,900 4,762
4 2005 2,400 3,120 600 630
5 2006 2,200 3,520 300 355
a. Yellow Corn (Animal Feed Corn)
Yellow corn is the core raw material obtained domestically which covers up to 50% - 55%. It is
easily procured in the Lao PDR. The corn to be supplied to the company has special
characteristics and chemical composition. Therefore, the farmers supplying the corn to the
company need to comply with the international standard of corn supply to animal feed
production. Protein content is not less than 8%, moisture not more than 14%, and mixture of
other components not more 0.5%, Aflatoxin not more than 100 ppb. The fluctuation of prices in
the market is between 90US$ and 130 US$/Ton. In the past, the farmers had not paid attention
to these standards and did not understand the requirement. They also used the local breed of
corn and, as a result, the yield and quality are low. Many farmers make little or no profit from
growing the corn and many quit the market. Often their costs are to high due to poor cultivation
practices. The supply of yellow corn to the animal feed factory is erratic with over supply in some
years and others when the supply is insufficient. Contracts are not strictly fulfilled, and then there
needs to be renegotiation on pricing leading to conflicts.
b. Rice Bran
Rice bran is one of the main ingredients for animal feed production. There are two types of rice
bran: fine rice bran and raw rice bran. Protein in the rice bran should not be less than 12%, and
raw rice bran protein content should not be less than 8%, moisture not more than 10% and ash
between 16% - 20%. In the past, the supply of rice bran is scarce and the price fluctuates.
c. Broken Rice
Broken rice is occasionally a substitute of yellow corn. Normally yellow corn is used but because
yellow corn contains high aflatoxin which is not appropriate for some animals, broken rice is
used instead. The protein content of broken rice should be not less than 8%, moisture not more
than 14%, Aflatoxin not more than 20 ppb. The price of broken rice, however, is higher than
corn (0.15 - 0.2 US$ / Kg).
d. Cassava
Cassava is an important ingredient for the animal feed and easily procured. The market, however,
cannot purchase all the supply. The protein standard is 2.5%, moisture not more than 13%, ash
not more than 17%, fiber not more than 5%. The age of plantation should not be more than 9 -
10 months.
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Domestic Raw Material Standard
No. Description Cpro % Moist % Ash % Cfib %
1 Yellow Maize 8 14 5 5
2 Rice Bran Fine 12 12 16 14
3 Raw Rice Bran 8 10 20 18
4 Broken Rice 8 14 4 4
5 Cassava 2,5 13 17 5
The company has encountered many obstacles with the supply of yellow corn from the local
people. The soil preparation is not appropriate and in some locations, they simply scatter the
corn seed without soil preparation. Fertilizer is not sufficient and the care is not that good. The
harvest also does not conform to the standard, with too young corn harvest. The post harvest
restoration is not technically competent and there are lots of damages, with lots of aflatoxin. In
some years, the information given was not sufficient, no contracts were made, or the contracts
were breached. In some years, farmers cannot sell all their products, and in some year the supply
is not sufficient. Along with these difficulties, farmers are faced with loan problems from the
Agricultural Promotion Bank. For example, the loan for the farmers is not sufficient for the
farming activities and the loan repayment comes too soon so that the farmers need to sell the
products without any delay or condition in order that they can get the money to repay the loan.
Sales and Marketing
The company sets strategy for each type of products. At the same time, some of the products are
very seasonal, particularly for layer hens, which cover 55% of the total sales. Core product is No.
105, which covers 80% of the total chicken animal feeds.
Sales Ratios
30%
13%
55%
2%
Layer Feed
Broiler Feed
Pig Feed
Others Feed
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12.0%
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117
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The figure above describes the strategy of the company, which is divided into different types of
animal feeds and each number by average. The company divided distribution channel into two
types: wholesale and retail. Sales are composed with two stream, cash and credit. The sales
mainly focus on the Capital City area since this area has the main concentration of farming as well
as the market for chicken, eggs, meat, fish and others, much more than in other provinces.
Besides, it is economical in terms of time and cost for distribution to customers. This external
condition is one factor contributing to the competitiveness of the company. Besides, the
company created a strategy to prevent competitors from obtaining market shares in other
provinces by pricing strategy in provinces for the distributors. This means that the distributor in
provinces can win the competition and maintain the majority or the total market share. The
company utilized the sales and profit obtained from Vientiane as the key to balance the losses in
the markets outside Vientiane Capital City. This policy was introduced in order to increase the
awareness, create jobs for farmers in provinces to do farming, livestock breeding, and turning to
utilize animal feeds gradually. Besides, this strategy shares the relationship between the factory
and provinces in terms of raw material and final product distribution. These activities were very
limited during the state owned period.
In addition, the company focuses its sales strategy on some special type in order to push
provinces to expand raw material production, to produce eggs and pork for local consumption,
and to export in bordering areas, which have potential. The special focuses were on two types:
condensed feed for layers No. 800, 801, and condensed for pig No. 805. These condensed types
enable farmers to mix directly with the raw material (corn, husk, broken rice), whose formula is
shown in the table below.
Ratio for Mixing Condensed Feed and raw material
Feed ID
Number
Corn (Broken
Rice) %
Condensed
feed %
Husk % Remark
800 40 30 30 100
801 40 30 30 100
805 40 30 30 100
Note: In case there is no corn, broken rice can be used as a substitute.
Along with the sales, the company has an after sale support policy by sending technical staff to
support the farms, which used the feed from the factory, introducing new farming techniques,
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location, and effective use of animal feed to maximize the farmer’s profit. For this, the staff can
also collect data on animal feed market movement, for both the company’s and its competitors.
The distribution of animal feed in Vientiane City covers up to 85% of the total animal feed
produced. Layer chicken and broiler chicken feeds cover 80% of the total animal feed sales. The
remaining 20% is pig and others feed. In Vientiane City, there are 7 competitors: CP, Star Feed,
Betagrow, Centaco, Lee, Higro, and Lemthong.
In summary, the total animal feed sales in the past five years are as follow:
Layer Feed Broiler Feed Pig Feed Others FeedNo. Year Ton % Ton % Ton % Ton %
1 2002 8,896 55 4,789 30 2,093 13 322 2
2 2003 7,744 52 3,046 21 3,868 26 244 1
3 2004 2,201 44 1,064 21 1,732 34 48 22
4 2005 1,238 35 759 22 1,458 42 19 1
5 2006 1,526 43 502 14 1,512 43 5
Animal Feed Sales
16,100 14,902
5,045
3,474 3,545
0
5000
10000
15000
20000
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
(Distribution Area)
Ton % Ton % Ton % Ton % Ton %
1 Vientiane 13,685 85.0 12,667 85 4,944 98 3,400 98 3,510 99
2 Luangphabang 966 6.0 894 6
3 Borikhamxay 483 3.0 596 4
4 Khammoune 483 3.0 447 3
5 Champasak 161 1.0 149 1
6 Xayaboury 161 1.0 149 1 101 2 74 2 35 1
7 Oudomxay 80 0.5
8 Savannakhet 81 0.5
16,100 100 14,902 100 5,045 100 3,474 100 3,545 100
2006No. Area
Total
2002 2003 2004 2005
Finance and Accounting
The company has financial risks as the total cost of imported material utilizing foreign currency
covers up to 70% of the total animal feed value. For this reason, in the past, the Finance and
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Accounting department was very strict on financial management to make the finances as effective
as possible. Particular focus was on debt collection so that the company has sufficient income to
pay for the raw material. The sales of finished product is in Kip, but in an inflationary
environment the credit sale period was limited to only 15 days; so that the kip could be converted
into foreign currency at the Bank Pour Le Commerce Exterior Du Laos, and put into a reserved
account for a period of one month according to the contract of payment with the suppliers.
Sometimes the company went into the red simply because of the devaluation of the kip. For
example, between 1999 and 2000, the company had losses due to hyperinflation. The impact of
the financial crisis on the animal feed consumers was also serious. The product could not be sold
as usual, bad debts increased, and some farms event went bankrupt.
Financial performance in the past five years is as follows:
No. Year Sales Units(Ton)
Amount
(Million Kip)
Cost
(Million Kip)
Gross Margin
(Million Kip)
Gross Profit
(Million Kip)
1 2002 16,100 36,679 32,050 4,630 1,985
2 2003 14,902 33,848 30,803 3,045 399
3 2004 5,045 18,000 15,300 2,700 (180)
4 2005 3,474 15,000 12,900 2,100 (150)
5 2006 3,545 16,000 13,920 2,080 (160)
The cause of the company going in red was from the declining sales each year, resulting from the
bird flu epidemic in the surrounding countries, and recently in the Lao PDR since 2003.
External environment has affected the company operation seriously, bringing the company into
three consecutive years of losses. During this time, from 2004 to 2006, Mr. Phoukhong Niraxay,
got sole ownership, struggled with the consequences of bird flu and was unable to recover from
its impact. CP (Chaleurn Pokaphan) from Thailand took over the company in 2007. The
management team has had serious discussions on how to bring the company out of the crisis.
Imagine that you are one of the key strategic members of the board of directors, what strategy
would you propose to solve the company’s problems?
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Syllabus
Course Description
A study of Entrepreneurship for Regional Development course is designed to collaborate
student’s ability with the improvement of local micro businesses. The purpose of this
course is to explore the many dimensions of regional micro enterprises, to enhance growth
performance and to foster innovation and new business formulations in local micro
business settings; which includes risk and reward analysis of entrepreneurs, a study of
business feasibility, finding source of fund and etc. The course addresses both practical
perspective on micro business consultation and the integration of business courses, which
students have taken during the undergraduate works.
Aim
During the course, the students will develop a growth strategy plan for a local micro
enterprise. From the very first day of the class, the students should start generating and
evaluating alternative strategies for the assigned local micro enterprise with other members
of team. Please keep in mind that this is an ultimate educational exercise, which must be
completed during a one-term course.
Course Objectives
The objective of the course are to sharpen the students’ ability to:
1. determine if the students could be involved in a business start-up;
2. recognize and analyze growth and improvement opportunities from the viewpoints
of the entrepreneur and potential facilitator;
3. understand problems faced by local micro enterprise so they can be managed
through students’ advice;
4. Prepare a cohesive, concise and effective growth and improvement business plan
for a local micro enterprise to be able to apply for soft-loan.
Upon the completion of this course, the students should be able to perform as a facilitator
for local company and develop business plans for new product introductions, feasibility
studies and new market analysis.
Prerequisite:
This course is primarily designed for senior year students majoring business. The course is
designed to integrate several management subjects, such as Basic Accounting, Basic
Marketing, Micro-Economics, Basic Developing Economy, and Introduction Strategy.
The course can also be used for graduate students, for non-business major who have
business experience. However, students from other discipline are encouraged to join a
team with business management students.
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Course Contents
Chapter
No.
Class
session
Topic Explanation
1 1 Introduction to
Entrepreneurship
Education for
Regional
Development
An introduction of the
course giving general
information to the students
which includes
entrepreneurship in Laos,
and entrepreneurship
Education
2 1 Understanding of
Business
Environments
 Characteristics of
Information age
 Key three orientations:
unit of business,
framework of business,
risk and reward in
starting business, profit
orientation
3 1 Entrepreneurs Lecture by a local
entrepreneur to understand
the key characteristics of
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneur
 Definition of
entrepreneurship
 Legends of Lao
entrepreneurs
4 1 Team Formation Understand the differentstyle of learning, and
understand how to work
with others.
Understand the Elevator
speech
 How to prepare
 Practice of various
speech
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5 2 Local Business (Field
Research 1)
Understand how to prepare
for the field research:
 Interview
 Questionnaire
The first visit to the assigned
SME
6 1 EERD Projects in
ASEAN
Understand how the other
Universities conducted the
EERD projects
7 1 Creativity  Guiding students to
develop creative
thinking methods
including Idea
Momming and 5S
8 2 Business Analysis
Field Research 2
 Understand two basic
tools of companies:
SWOT and Industry
analysis (Five forces
Analysis)
 Students are urged to
conduct second field
research to get more
information of company
as well as market/
competitors
9 1 Customer
Management:
Consumption Chain
Understand the concept of
consumption chain, and
value chain
 Application of these
concepts to the local
enterprise.
10 1 Customer
Management:
Attribute Map
Understand the concept of ,
attribute map and competitor
response analysis.
 Application of these
concepts to the local
enterprise.
11 2 Management of Understand the importance
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Assumptions
Field Research 3
of management of
assumptions through the
accuracy of initial
assumptions of business
plan.
 How to write
assumptions
 How to manage
assumptions
 Milestone planning
Last chance to conduct the
field research if it is necessary
12 2 Business Concept
Presentation
Each group will do one hour
presentation with Q&A
session. Local entrepreneurs
and soft loan officers will be
invited as the guest judges
13 1 Business Plan Each group will prepare
detail business plan for the
enterprise.
Total 17 Sessions
Course Load:
Typically each chapter will be covered in one 90 minutes session. In field trip cases,
chapter 5, 8, and 11, which required classroom session as well as field trip, two
sessions are allocated. Students are encouraged to use extra time for their assignments.
Two continuous sessions are allocated for Chapter 12 for student presentation and
evaluation. This material is designed as a guideline. It is suggested that instructor
adjust it to suit local situation and audience.
Assessment Requirements
Assignment I: Individual Report on company project 10%
Assignment II: Individual Assignment 40%
Assignment III: Participation in class 20%
Assignment IV: Final Presentation 30%
Total 100%
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Score contributing to the final grade will be based on these following criteria:
1. Final Presentation
Final presentation date is already announced by the university. There will be
an additional presentation to the final presentation if the owner of assigned
micro enterprise could not attend on the predetermined date. The team will be
given one team grade, and with the members’ mutual grading on their
contribution will be added or subtracted from the team grade.
2. Attendance and Class Participation
This course is designed mainly action driven, which therefore, attendance is
strongly advised. 80% of class attendance and participation are required.
Three missing classes and documented absences will count against your grade.
Class preparation and participation are also strongly advised to make students
feel very much comfortable with the content of the subject. Extra work with
the assigned micro enterprise will be counted for your grade.
3. Assignment in Class
The students will be assessed with varieties of activities in class throughout this
semester covering major topics discussed in the class. However, the students
must be ready for the assignments. Prior notice of the in-class assignments
will be given in the classes. Please bear in mind that no make up
assignments will be given to the student(s) unless the student(s) has/have
sounded reason(s) agreed upon the university rules and regulations.
Evaluation
 Grade (A+, A, B+, B, C, F)
In order to satisfactorily complete this course, the students must attempt all
assignments and three field trips to local micro enterprise. The students will be
awarded one of the following grades based on assessed performance in all required
assignments as indicated in assessment requirements section:
90 and above……………….. A+
80 – 89…………………… A
75 – 79……………………… B+
70 – 74……………………… B
60 – 69……………………… C
Below 60……………………. F
References
 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard
Business School Press.
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 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
 Steve D. Peterson and Peter E. Jaret (2001), Business Plans Kit for
Dummies (with CD-Rom)Wiley Publishing, Inc.
 Eric S. Siegel, Brian R. Ford, Jau M. Bornstein (1987), Business Plan Guide,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
 Business Plan Pro 2007, Palo Alto Software, Inc.,
 Stephen P. Robbins, Mary Coulter, Robin Stuart-Kotze. (2005) Introduction
to Management, (8th Edition). Prentice-Hall.
Training Course for Entrepreneurs
This is a two days training program for local entrepreneurs who have been in business
for certain years. In order to satisfactorily complete this course and receive a
completion certificate, the participants must attempt all assignments and share the
information of their own company. After this course, participants are encouraged to
apply the knowledge learnt into their own business development.
Course Description
Practical Entrepreneurship Education for Regional Development course is designed to
prepare the businessmen with substantial experience to become facilitator for local
SMEs. The purpose of this course is to explore the many dimensions of participants
won company: improvement of performance, which includes Elevator Speech, SWOT
analysis, Five Forces Analysis, 5S, Attribute Analysis, Business Concept, as well as
finding source of fund and etc. The course addresses a practical perspective on
management of participants own company.
Aim
During the course, the participants will develop a growth strategy plan for their own
company, which applies for locally accessible “soft-loan”.
Course Objectives
The objective of the course is to sharpen the participants’ ability to:
1. become a successful entrepreneur
2. recognize and analyze growth and improvement opportunities from the
viewpoints of the entrepreneur;
3. understand problems they faced, so they can be managed;
4. Prepare a cohesive, concise and effective growth and improvement business
plan for the loan
Upon the completion of this course, the participants should be able to perform as a
facilitator for SME and develop business plans for diverse reason, such as new
product introductions, feasibility studies and new market analyze.
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Course Contents
Chapter
No.
Number
of
Session
Topic Explanation
１
0.5 Introduction to
Entrepreneurship
Education for Regional
Development
An introduction of the
course giving general
information to the which
includes entrepreneurship
in Laos, and
entrepreneurship
Education
２
0.5 Understanding of
Business Environments
 Characteristics of
Information age
 Key three
orientations: unit
of business,
framework of
business, risk and
reward in starting
business, profit
orientation
３
1 Entrepreneur Lecture by a successful
local entrepreneur to
understand the key
characteristics of
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneur
8 1 Business Analysis  Understand two basic
tools to evaluate
SMEs: SWOT and
Industry analysis
(Five forces Analysis)
D
ay
1
9 1 Customer Management Understand the concept
of consumption chain,
and value chain, attribute
map and competitor
response analysis.
 Application of these
concepts to the local
SME.
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4.2 0.5 (Team Formation)Elevator Speech  Practice of Elevatorspeech
7 0.5 Creativity  Guiding participants
to develop creative
thinking methods
including Idea
Momming and 5S
13 2 Business Plan
Preparation
 Instructors of FEBM
are available for the
consultation
D
ay
2
12 2 Business Concept
Presentation
 The officers from
soft-loan will be
participate for the
presentation as judges
Assessment Requirements
Assignment: Participation in class 100%
Attendance and Class Participation
This course is designed mainly action driven, which therefore, attendance is
strongly advised. Minimum 90% of class attendance and participation are
required. Three missing chapters will be disqualified. Class participation is
strongly advised to make participants feel very much comfortable with the
content of the subject.
References
Training material
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Training Course for SMEs Consultants
This course is designed as a three days training course for local SMEs consultants. In
order to satisfactorily complete this course and receive a completion certificate, the
participants must attempt all assignments and at least one field trip to the assigned
local SME.
Course Description
Practical Entrepreneurship for Regional Development course is designed to prepare
the businessmen with substantial experience to become facilitator for local SMEs.
The purpose of this course is to explore the many dimensions of regional SMEs:
development, growth, innovation and new business formulations in local SME
settings which includes SWOT analysis, Attribute Analysis, Management of
Assumptions, business feasibility, as well as finding source of fund and etc. The
course addresses a practical perspective on helping SMEs.
Aim
During the course the participants will develop a growth strategy plan for a local SME.
From the very first day of the class, the participants should start generating and
evaluating alternative strategies.
Course Objectives
The objective of the course is to sharpen the participants’ ability to:
1. determine if the participants could become an effective facilitator for SMEs;
2. recognize and analyze growth and improvement opportunities from the
viewpoints of the entrepreneur and facilitator;
3. understand problems faced by local SMEs so they can be managed through
FEBM advice;
4. Prepare a cohesive, concise and effective growth and improvement business
plan for a local SME.
Upon the completion of this course, the participants should be able to perform as a
facilitator for SME and develop business plans for diverse reason, such as new
product introduction, feasibility study and new market analysis.
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Course Contents
Chapter
No.
Number
of
session
Topic Explanation
１
0.5 Introduction to
Entrepreneurship
Education for Regional
Development
An introduction of the
course giving general
information to the which
includes entrepreneurship
in Laos, and
entrepreneurship
Education
２
0.5 Understanding of
Business Environments
 Characteristics of
Information age
 Key three
orientations: unit
of business,
framework of
business, risk and
reward in starting
business, profit
orientation
３
1 Entrepreneurs Lecture by a local
entrepreneur to
understand the key
characteristics of
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneur
 Definition of
entrepreneurship
 Legends of Lao
entrepreneurs
D
ay
1
４
1 Team Formation Understand the differentstyle of learning, and
understand how to work
with others.
Understand the Elevator
speech
 How to prepare
 Practice of various
speech
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５
2 Local Business (Field
trip)
Understand how to
prepare for the field
research:
 Interview
 Questionnaire
The first visit to the
assigned SME
６
0.5 EERD Projects in
ASEAN
Understand how the
other Universities
conducted the EERD
projects
７
0.5 Creativity  Guiding participants
to develop creative
thinking methods
including Idea
Momming and 5S
８
1 Business Analysis  Understand two
basic tools to
evaluate SMEs:
SWOT and Industry
analysis (Five forces
Analysis)
９
1 Consumption Chain Understand the concept
of consumption chain,
and value chain
 Application of these
concepts to the local
SME.
D
ay
2
10 1 Attribute Map Understand the concept
of, attribute map and
competitor response
analysis.
 Application of these
concepts to the local
SME.
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11 1 Management of
Assumptions
Understand the
importance of
management of
assumptions through the
accuracy of initial
assumptions of business
plan.
 How to write
assumptions
 How to manage
assumptions
 Milestone planning
D
ay
3
12 5 Business Concept
Preparation, and
presentation.
Each group will spend to
prepare the presentation.
Each group will do one
hour presentation with
Q&A session. Local
entrepreneurs and soft
loan officers will be
invited as the guest judges
Assessment Requirements
Assignment: Participation in class 100%
Score contributing to the final grade will be based on these following criteria:
Attendance and Class Participation
This course is designed mainly action driven, which therefore, attendance is strongly
advised. Minimum75 % of class attendance and participation are required. Three
missing classes and documented absences will not be qualified. Class preparation and
participation are also strongly advised to make participants feel very much comfortable
with the content of the subject.
References
 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard
Business School Press.
 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Dummies (with CD-Rom)Wiley Publishing, Inc.
 Eric S. Siegel, Brian R. Ford, Jau M. Bornstein (1987), Business Plan Guide,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
 Business Plan Pro 2007, Palo Alto Software, Inc.
 Stephen P. Robbins, Mary Coulter, Robin Stuart-Kotze. (2005) Introduction
to Management, (8th Edition). Prentice-Hall.
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Introduction
Information Era
It is very important to analyze how the world is changing towards the 21st century if
you intend to found a company. They call the 20th century “Industrial Era”, while the
21st century “Information Era”. Technically saying, information era is “the time when
people can receive loads of information quickly anywhere in the world with a low
price as well as send a lot of information from anywhere in the world.” On the other
hand, in the industrial era, the information was regarded to receive at the limited area
slowly with high cost and to send from the limited area slowly with high cost. In order
to access the information without a trouble, it was very important to have some
connections to the organizations such as the established enterprises or renowned
universities, which have the information and capacity to send the information since all
the capacity was distributed to those limited organizations. Without the access, it was
impossible to either send or receive the information. As entering the information era,
however, information infrastructure became more reasonable and the progress made it
possible for anyone, including those who intend to found a company or the manager
of the big company, to access the information without barriers. Everyone becomes
equal in terms of accessing the information, which makes the 21st century the era for
entrepreneurs.
The three main factors of Information era include “uncertainty”, “customer-driven”,
and “entrepreneur spirit”. These factors are supported by the fact that anyone can
send and receive the information. The situation that not only big company or small-
medium enterprises but motivated entrepreneurs and its candidates could become the
senders of information will increase the possibility for anyone to create the new
products or found the new type of industry whenever they see the good chance.
Hyper-competitive society is one dimension of information era. Accessing to the
information by motivated entrepreneurs shorten the time to develop products, to
produce products and the service cycle. Venture capital (VC) also accelerates the
situation.
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Uncertainty
The society is becoming computerized rapidly, and the customers, who are consumers
at the same time, now become the incentives to accelerate the society to develop in a
high speed. The frequency of corporate mutation such as rise and corruption also
becomes rapid and the society becomes hyper competitive in which the entrepreneurs
regardless of its business size will appear everywhere. It now is very uncertain whether
the new products will sell well or the company which has started the business will be
successful. It is important that the entrepreneurs keep on pursuing the product
development or entrepreneurship in spite of this unstable situation.
Customer-driven Period
The idea of customer-driven period, which is the second factor of information era,
means the time when the companies actually develop the products the customers
desire, instead of just being conscious about it. This idea comes from the following
concept.
The customers hold loads of information and they also know what they want. On the
contrary, the companies are not familiar with the customers’ needs, and they mostly do
not show their interest to the company. It is needed to signify the concept of
“consumer chain” or “attribute map” instead of “supply chain” in this customer-
driven period. The company should respond to the customers’ desire, instead of
providing the service or products developed only within the team. Information era
enables the people to access a lot of information and provides the chances for them to
show their own opinion. Now the companies have to shift from the “seize strategy”
that they used to emphasize during the industrial era.
Entrepreneur Spirit
The third factor of the information era is the entrepreneur spirit. In the era of
uncertainty, every person in Japan, in Malaysia, in Lao region has an equal opportunity
to access and utilize the information. The difference is the skills to make use of it.
Their attitude towards the information if they will let them go or they will take them as
a seed of creativity will decide if the person could become the entrepreneur or not.
Those who have entrepreneur spirit are the type of persons who think differently
from others and also make actions. There are many people who either think or act, but
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there are not many people who both think and act at the same time. Entrepreneur
spirit should be inhered with anyone, but if the proper education or environment is
not given, the spirit is not fully developed. The entrepreneurship could be the key
factor to make the uncertainty into something useful. As discussed already, the
information era means the time when everyone who intends to be an entrepreneur
have to bring out the spirit. It is not certain, however, if they will succeed, and there
are some people who will fail to become entrepreneurs. In order to succeed, people
have to learn from the mistakes. It is more important to do “assumption
management”, in which people learn from the mistakes rather than “knowledge
management”, which was preferred in the information era.
Entrepreneurship Educations in the New Era
What is wrong with the traditional practices of education? Educational systems mostly
teach students to be logical, analytical, and systematic. Entrepreneurial traits, however,
require creativity, innovation, and invention. Kourilsky (1995), stated in Mark C.
Davey (2005), reported that creativity and expression of entrepreneurial characteristics
decline after children leave elementary schools, even though the classroom hours
increased. Kourilsky divided intelligence into three: analytic, innovative, and practical.
The analytic type of intelligence is one who has high IQ. The innovative type refers to
students who may not have the highest test scores, but who excel in creativity and are
considered to be innovators. The contextual or practical type is shown by students
who demonstrate only average ability, but who demonstrate excellent adaptability and
success in the real world (Kourisky, 1990; Stemberg, 1981; Sternberg, 1997). In
schooling system, however, there is too much emphasis on analytic type of intelligence
and not on the creative, innovative, and real world adaptive intelligence that many
students may have the potential to exhibit. In short, the traditional practices in school
focuses more on analytical and logical thinking, thus reducing students’ entrepreneurial
thinking, creativity, and innovation.
Mark C. Davey (2005) recommended that the entrepreneurial attitudes and
characteristics which must be infused into the study of all entrepreneurship curricula
are: innovative entrepreneurial thinking, creativity, risk-taking, proactiveness,
problem-solving skills, and financial thinking. Thus the ultimate goal of an
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entrepreneurship education curriculum is to create a learning environment in which
students can learn about the principles and practices of entrepreneurship and then
apply those lessons to the real world. Students, thinking entrepreneurially, learn best
while being free to be creative and innovative and still learn from their mistakes
without jeopardizing their futures. In order to promote this type of learning
environment, instructors should:
1. Create a positive, learning environment for the study of entrepreneurship for
all students.
2. Support positive learning culture in which students are free to be creative and
innovative.
3. Use real-world settings and promote the development of entrepreneurial
cognition.
4. Encourage entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors for all learners.
5. Celebrate entrepreneurial success and accomplishment.
6. Provide freedom and support for entrepreneurial failure.
7. Encourage an environment of collaboration, risk-taking and imagination.
8. Promote entrepreneurship as a positive agent of change. (Davey, Mark C.,
2005 p. 34, Chel, Haworth, & Brearley, 1991, pp. 1 - 11; Holt, 1992, p. 9; Kao,
1989, 99. 8 - 26.)
It is prominent that the educational system should always respond to the changing
social needs. Both companies and Lao government are seeking for those who could
think and survive, and the education system should respond to that needs. The
followings will talk about the human resource that the 21st century is seeking for and
the education to create such persons.
When one flow of competitive period lasts in a short time, the new flow would be
established before people figure out what was the right thing to pursue in the finishing
period. The entrepreneurs in the information era always have to catch up with the
cutting edge of each period, as using their entrepreneur spirit. They probably make a
lot of mistakes in the process, but it is significant to learn from those mistakes in this
information era, whereas the industrial era emphasized more on learning the
established facts, which can also be called education of knowledge.
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There is no such a thing as right thing in the information era. This is the era when
multiple problems emerge at a same time; while the resolution of one question is
sought for, the other question is coming up. People have to find out the solution by
themselves without waiting for someone to resolve. It is difficult, however, to find out
the right answer from the beginning, and people have to gain the skills to make the
mistakes into the right thing. This kind of skill cannot obtain in a short time. People
have to start developing the life skills and common sense from their early stages, and
entrepreneurship education is one of the ways to strengthen those skills. The intention
is not only to educate those who intend to become entrepreneurs but to strengthen
the peoples’ life skills, skills to make decisions and actions by themselves, and the
capacity to resolve the answer from the mistakes. These are the education that anyone
in any field including entrepreneurs, scientists, and office workers needs to be given.
“Entrepreneurship education” is often understood as the education to train students
to become entrepreneurs, but it actually means the creative education and the system
to study about social economy.
It is important to redefine the 21st century or consider about the education which
suits the era. As discussed already, 21st century is the period of uncertainty as well as
the era when people are easily distinguished as winners or underdogs, depending on
whether they can make use of entrepreneur spirit, and the time when the people are
evaluated how much they learned from the mistakes.
LEERD Program
World leaders adopted the Millennium Declaration in September 2000, setting the
goals to eradicate poverty and hunger as number one priority, followed by
development of basic education 99 . In Laos, human resource development was
classified as “medium human development” country, being ranked as number 135 out
of 175 countries in 2003 Human Development Index by UNDP. Recently, in
academic setting, entrepreneurial activity is regarded as a leveraging engine to
economic activity, and entrepreneurship education, we believe, contributes extensively
to entrepreneurial activity in the economy. Thus Lao Entrepreneurship Education for
99 Government of Lao PDR and United Nations (2004). Millennium Development Goals Progress Report Lao
PDR.
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Regional Development program is created as one of the tools to stimulate the
development of entrepreneurs through universities’ collaboration with local businesses
who create jobs in rural areas. Once more entrepreneurs are developed, local
businesses improved, and more jobs are created in the area, poverty can be gradually
eliminated.
In the development of teaching material for the program, different standpoints of the
local environment are considered. Firstly, in Laos, agriculture covered more than 50%
of GDP in 2002, engaging approximately 80% of the total workforce. This leads to
our decision of engaging businesses in relation to agriculture and handicraft as target
businesses. Secondly, in education environment, business education was launched only
a decade ago; as a result, most of the existing business people do not have formal
education in business related field. Therefore, simple and practical strategic tools are
introduced in the program. Thirdly, in order to target poverty alleviation, the
businesses engaged in LEERD program need to be labor intensive with low skill
requirement and involve rural area labor force. Fourthly, with time constraint
consideration for a training program, we do not aim at cover all aspects of
entrepreneurship development principles in one training program. Finally, most small
businesses do not have formal record of information and do not necessarily need
complicated data analysis for their current status of business development. Gradual
business improvement may be more appropriate than radical improvement, which
requires intensive technical skill development, larger investment, and management
know-how. With these considerations, we introduced workable tools with low cost
implementation for enterprises.
Basic contents of the program, as shown in the table below, target four main concepts:
management of customers, management of assumptions, and entrepreneurial mindsets,
and business plan. Within the four main concepts, two types of tools are presented:
strategic tools that deal with business development, and functional tools that deal with
entrepreneur characteristic development. Strategic tools include consumption chain,
attribute map, reverse financials, milestone planning, SWOT analysis, five forces
analysis and Kaizen. Functional tools involved creativity, idea momming and
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brainstorming, elevator speech, learning style, team working, and business planning.
The brief summary of each tool will be described in the next section.
Concept
Management of customers
Management of assumptions
Entrepreneurship mindsets
Business Plan
Strategic Tools Functional Tools
Consumption Chain
Attribute Map
Reverse Financials
Milestone Planning
SWOT Analysis
Five Forces
Kaizen & 5s
Creativity
Idea Momming /
Brainstorming
Elevator Speech
Learning Style
Team working
Business Planning
Entrepreneurship Theory is currently emerging, yet no concrete theory has been fully
developed. Many scholars have now tried to consolidate the principles and school of
thought. Currently, Entrepreneurship has been viewed in two streams,
interdisciplinary and process approach. In interdisciplinary school of thought, it is
divided into two, macro and micro view. Macro view looks at environment, financial
or capital, and displacement. Micro view focuses on internal locus of control, which
includes entrepreneurial traits, venture opportunities, and strategic formulation. In
LEERD program, we focus on the later school of thought, the micro view, since
macro view school of thought may be beyond the scope of an education program.
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Course Implementation Guideline
Process Activities Participants Recommendation
Pr
e-
Tr
ai
ni
ng
Recruitment Instructor
Students
Participating
Companies
Instructor recruit students by using
entrepreneurial attitude test. When
students are accepted, ask students to fill
out pre-training survey
Instructor select participating micro-
companies, explain pros and con to the
owners, get commitment contract signed.
Lecture Instructor
Students
Instructor use the training material
prepared, following the instruction
guideline in teacher’s notes.
Tr
ai
ni
ng Field Visit Instructor
Students
Company
owners
Instructor accompany students to the
enterprises, collecting basic data,
introducing students to the business
owners, and familiarize with the company
environment.
In
cu
ba
tin
g
Working
with
company
Student
Business
owners
Students work with the company on how
to improve the company by utilizing the
material learnt in class as a guideline for
analysis, strategic planning, milestone
planning, implementing the plan, and
evaluating the plan execution.
D
iss
em
in
at
io
n
Presentation Students
Lecturer
Business
owners
Other
students and
guests.
Students present their outcome in front of
large groups of audience to report their
work, receive feedback and
recommendation, and practice their
communication skills in a formal setting.
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Evaluation Referees,
lecturers,
business
owners
Instructor distribute evaluation sheets to
the designated people, referees, business
owners/people for evaluating the business
consultation, presentation, and overall
work.
Award Committee
Students
Students are awarded with different prized:
grand prize, marketing, creativity, strategic
improvement, … (according to number of
groups.
E
xt
en
sio
n
Continuous
Assistance
to
participating
company
Faculty
member
(student
support)
Business
owner
Faculty member continue cooperation and
collaboration with the company if needed,
assisting with financial application,
management issues, etc.
Note: Availability of instructor for students consultation is necessary.
Dissemination Workshop Seminar
Dissemination workshop is one of the key activities to the EERD program. The
workshop will create value to the program by connecting multi-party beneficiary.
Government official will understand the role of education institution in contributing
to not only academic field, but also community development. Business people also
have opportunity to present themselves in academic setting, sharing their experiences
to the students, and identifying prospective good people to employ. Students, through
the participation of the whole program, will learn practical experience for their future.
They will develop confidence and develop communication skills in real situation.
Through the preparation and execution of the seminar, students will learn extensively
on organization process, presentation skills, and effective communication skill
development. Larger student groups who join the seminar will also learn extensively
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from the activities. Following model is recommended for EERD program
dissemination workshop:
Process Task Description
Policy Related Issues
Academic Issues
Program Success
Student Presentation
Business Success
Government Agency present latest policy development
Academia present research issues in Entrepreneurship &
Micro business.
Instructor presents the program overview and
environment
Students present projects, evaluated by judges
Presentation by successful business person
Evaluation & Award Students receive award and certificate of achievement
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Chapter 1: Introduction of Lao Entrepreneurship Education for
Regional Development
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand the underlying principle of the program
2. Understand the multiple objectives, goal, and expectation of the course
3. Know what to be expected out of the course
4. Understand SMEs environment in the Laos
5. Gain knowledge on entrepreneurial development and SMEs situation in other
ASEAN countries.
6. Describe the historical perspectives of entrepreneurship.
7. Explain what entrepreneurial ventures are and how they’re different from small
businesses.
8. Learn some definitions related to the field.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 1-5 Overview of chapter Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
50’ 6-69  Objectives of LEERD
 Regional Entrepreneurial
Development in ASEAN
 Lao Entrepreneurial
Development
 Entrepreneurship
Education
 Teaching Style
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 64, 66,
67
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 1-1 & 1-2
Encourage students to ask if any
elaboration is needed.
5’  Wrap-up
Chapter
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This chapter explains the significance of entrepreneurship education responding to the
social needs and the experimental management as a new method of entrepreneurship
education.
The objective of implementing the experimental management program is as follows:
1. The project gives the university instructors practical experience of experimental
management and its syllabus is taken into the prototype university by
implementing the program at the local university.
2. The students learn the theory, gain skills of experimental management and
develop the entrepreneur spirit, as going through the process of actual business
advisory.
3. The enterprises learn the technical knowledge on marketing and management and
improve their business, as working with university.
4. Achieving the three components above and utilizing its effect in the community
will create the employment opportunity, develop the community economy and
shorten the economical gap in the community.
Note: There are many hidden PowerPoint slides in the files which are not printed in the
teaching text. But these hidden files can be accessible at the PowerPoint file level.
Instructors are encourage to use the hidden slides appropriately.
References:
 Corporate Venturing: Creating Businesses Within the Firm by Zenas Block,
Ian MacMillan, Harvard Business School Press 1995
 MarketBusters:40 Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business
Growth by Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan, Harvard Business School
Press 2005
 Susanto Joseph, (2005). Creative Entrepreneurship in Asia. Asian Productivity
Organization (APO).
 The Entrepreneurial Mindset by Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan,
Harvard Business School Press 2000
 UNIDO, Medium-term Strategy and Action Plan for Industrial Development,
May, 2003)
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Chapter 2: Business environment
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Learn the development of different era leading to information age
2. Discover the importance of uncertainty awareness
3. Understand the business environment of the 21st century, information age
4. Recognize the characteristics of information age
5. Know the importance of faster speed and shorter product life cycle
6. Learn the key dimensions of the program: entrepreneurship, customer,
assumption, and regional development
Teaching Activities:
Time
(minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 70, 71 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
50’ 72-104  Business Environments of
21st Century -Information
Age -
 Characteristics of
Information Ages
 Four Key Orientations
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 92, 98,
103, 104
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 2-1, 2-2 & 2-3
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 ask students to calculate
reverse financial statement
 Students identify existing
unit of business and then
change the business units of
the existing products or
services.
5’  Wrap-up
Chapter
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Note:
Refer to introduction section for 21st century business environment and information age.
Reverse Financials
Reverse financial is a tool created by Ian MacMillan. Then the risk and reward concept
was added by Prof. Takeru OHE. This tool is used to help student understand the
overall picture of the benefit of doing businesses in comparison to working for others.
The activity is done by calculating the financials from the bottom line up rather than
from the top line down. It starts at the bottom line with target profits, target return on
assets, and subsequent sales required. Then determine the required level of revenues and
finally allowable costs and allowable investment.
Required profits= required revenue minus allowable costs
Required rerun on assets=required profits divided by allowable assets
Required unit volume=required revenue divided by allowable price
The objective of using the tool is to convince students that being an entrepreneur does
have opportunity of earning higher income in comparison to being an employee of a
company. Also, it indicates how hard an entrepreneur has to work to fulfill the desired
profit objective. It is hoped that the students may change their attitude towards
becoming an entrepreneur by carrying out the activity.
Note: There are many hidden PowerPoint slides in the files which are not printed in the
teaching text. But these hidden files can be accessible at the PowerPoint file level.
Instructors are encourage to use the hidden slides appropriately.
References
 Professor Björn Bjerke Presentation Material at Stockhom University, Asia-
Link Project, 2006.
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Chapter 3: Entrepreneurs
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand great entrepreneurs commitments and efforts
2. Define entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs.
3. Explain the characteristics of entrepreneurs
4. Make distinctions between entrepreneurship, leadership, and management
5. Explain why entrepreneurship is important.
6. Describe who entrepreneurs are and what they do.
7. Discuss the different types of entrepreneurs.
8. Discuss the rewards and challenges of being an entrepreneur.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 105, 106 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
30’ 107-126  Legends of the Lao
entrepreneurs and Great
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneurs
 Definition of
entrepreneurship
 Local Entrepreneurs
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 127  Speech by entrepreneur Invite a local entrepreneur to
speak about his/her business to
the students: history of
becoming an entrepreneurs,
problems faced, breakthrough in
businesses, current business ,
future plans.
20’ 128  Question and answer
session
Ask students to ask questions to
the guest speaker as many as
Chapter
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they can.
5’  Wrap-up Give assignment to students to
interview an entrepreneurs:
What he/she is doing, why
he/she became an entrepreneur,
what he/she did in childhood,
what his/her future plans are, …
Rapid Review
 List the common themes found in the definitions of entrepreneurship.
The Entrepreneur, Innovation, Organization Creation, Creating Value, Profit
or Nonprofit, Growth, Uniqueness, and Process.
 Define entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship has long been described by researchers and writers with
terms such as new, innovative, flexible, dynamic, creative, and risk taking.
 What are some of the key developments in the history of entrepreneurship?
Early in the eighteenth century the French term entrepreneur was first used
to describe a “go-between” or a “between-taker.” Late in the eighteenth
century, the concept was expanded to include not only the bearing of risks
but also the planning, supervising, organizing, and even owning the factors
of production. The nineteenth century was a fertile time for entrepreneurial
activity, as technological advances during the Industrial Revolution provided
the impetus for continued inventions and innovations. Early in this century,
the view that the entrepreneurship process was a unique set of actions
became even more pronounced when noted economist Jean Baptist Say
proposed that the profits of entrepreneurship were distinct and separate
from the profits arising from the ownership of capital.
 What role does creative destruction play in entrepreneurship?
Defined as the process where existing products, processes, ideas, and
businesses are replaced with better ones.
 List the misconceptions about entrepreneurship and address why these are
misconceptions.
Successful entrepreneurship takes only a great idea.
Entrepreneurship is easy.
Entrepreneurship is a risky gamble.
Entrepreneurship is found only in small businesses.
Entrepreneurial ventures and small businesses are the same thing.
 How is entrepreneurship different from intrapreneurship? How are they the
same?
Intrapreneurship provides large organizations the opportunities to adapt
quickly, similar to an entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is usually a new
idea or product in a start-up or smaller company.
 Differentiate between an entrepreneurial venture and a small business.
An organization that is pursuing opportunities, is characterized by innovative
practices and has profitability and growth as its main goals. It could be
different from a small business because being entrepreneurial means being
innovative and seeking out new opportunities.
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References
 Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship:
Theory, Process, and Practice. 6th Edition. South Western: Thomson
Learning
 http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-an-entrepreneur.htm, loaded 28/06/2007
17:31:29.
 Professor Björn Bjerke Presentation Material at Stockhom University, Asia-
Link Project, 2006.
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Chapter 4: Team Formation
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand the theory of learning style
2. Evaluate self-learning style.
3. Know how to form an effective team.
4. Understand personal entrepreneurial characteristics
5. Understand elevator speech and know how to prepare it.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 129, 130 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
30’ 131-159  Team Formation
 Elevator Speech
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
50’ 140,
141,
142,
150,
160-163
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-5
- 4-8.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to do exercise
4-1 and 4-2 to identify their
own learning styles.
 Ask students to do exercise
4-3 to find prospective team
member.
 Students practice preparing
elevator speech from exercise
4-4 - 4-7. Assign as
homework if not enough
time.
5’  Wrap-up  Assign entrepreneurial mind
test as a homework.
Chapter
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Note on exercise:
1. Group students by preference. Students are asked to do the following:
1. Write three most interesting product or services that you desire to do
business on a piece of A4 paper.
2. Walk around the class and find the people who has similar interest to
form a team.
3. Choose company of your interest to study
2. In group, students are asked to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
working in team.
3. Form students team according to their learning style.
1. Fill out team formation questionnaires individually.
2. Put score in the Scoring blocks, and sum the scores up.
3. Walk around the class and find out partners who have similar categories.
4. In group, discuss
Learning Style
This concept is created by Mumford, Effective Learning, that can be found at
http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp, The basic principle behind the
theory of learning styles is that different people learn in different ways. A common
approach to viewing learning styles is linked to a learning cycle of experience,
observation and reflection, formation and then testing of concepts. The four stages of
the Experiential Learning Cycle are:-
1. Concrete experience
2. Observation and Reflection
3. Abstract Conceptualization
4. Testing concepts in new situations
The cycle is a continuous process with the current 'concrete experience' being the basis
for observations and reflections, which allow the development of a 'theory'. The 'theory'
is then tested in new situations to lead to more concrete experience.
The principle classified learners into four categories: Activist, Reflector, Theorist, and
Pragmatist. Activists are people who try anything once, revel in short-term crises, fire
fighting, thrive on the challenge of new experiences, get bored with planning,
implementation and longer-term consolidation, and constantly involve themselves with
other people. Reflectors are the ones who like to stand back and review experiences
from different perspectives, collect data and analyze it before coming to conclusions,
consider all possible angles and implications before making a move, tend to be cautious,
enjoy observing other people in action and often take a back seat in meetings.
Theorists are people who enjoy principles, theories, models and systems thinking; prize
rationality and logic, can be detached and analytical, are unsatisfied with subjective or
ambiguous experiences, and fit tasks and actions into rational schemes. Pragmatists are
those who search out new ideas or techniques which might apply to their situation,
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actively experiment with applications, respond to problems and opportunities as a
challenge, are keen to use referent ideas from management courses, and like to get on
with things with a clear purpose.
Understand the theory of learning style translates to understanding oneself. With self-
understanding, students can formulate a team with the ones who are not like themselves,
so that they can have an effective team. In addition, by understanding different types of
people, learners shall accept each others attitudes, ideas, and thoughts.
Theory of learning style
The basic principle behind the theory of learning styles is that different people learn
in different ways. A common approach to viewing learning styles is linked to a
learning cycle of experience, observation and reflection, formation and then testing
of concepts.
The four stages of the Experiential Learning Cycle are:-
1. Concrete experience
2. Observation and Reflection
3. Abstract Conceptualization
4. Testing concepts in new situations
The cycle is a continuous process with the current 'concrete experience' being the
basis for observations and reflections, which allow the development of a 'theory'. The
'theory' is then tested in new situations to lead to more concrete experience.
Source: Mumford, Effective Learning, http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp, accessed 7/3/2007
8:21:07 AM
Individuals learn from each stage of the Learning Cycle. However, most of us focus
on one stage based on our learning style
Activists
 Try anything once
 Revel in short-term crises, fire fighting
 Thrive on the challenge of new experiences
 Get bored with planning, implementation and longer-term consolidation
 Constantly involve themselves with other people
Theorist
Concluding from
the experience
Reflector
Reviewing the experience
Pragmatist
Planning the next
steps
Activist
Having an experience
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Reflectors
 Like to stand back and review experiences from different perspectives
 Collect data and analyze it before coming to conclusions
 Consider all possible angles and implications before making a move
 Tend to be cautious
 Enjoy observing other people in action
 Often take a back seat in meetings
Theorists
 Enjoy principles, theories, models and systems thinking
 Prize rationality and logic
 Can be detached and analytical
 Are unsatisfied with subjective or ambiguous experiences
 Fit tasks and actions into rational schemes
Pragmatists
 Search out new ideas or techniques which might apply to their situation
 Actively experiment with applications
 Respond to problems and opportunities as a challenge
 Are keen to use referent ideas from management courses
 Like to get on with things with a clear purpose
Team working
Team work is an unavoidable environment for an individual whether it is in public or
private sector. Knowing how to work effectively in teams shall bring good results to any
tasks. The tips of working in teams are as follows:
 Use the names of your fellow group members.
 Encourage others in your group to talk and participate.
 Acknowledge the contributions of others and express your appreciation (“Thong
and Sone did the research on marketing in Savannakhet,” “Thanks, good idea,”
etc.).
 Use eye contact when talking with your fellow group members.
 Share feelings with your group using I messages (“I feel that we’re not making
progress,” “I like working with this group,” “I feel like some members are not
contributing equally”).
 Disagree in an agreeable way; that is, try to say something positive before saying
anything negative (“I see your point about including that information, but I’m
not sure it needs to be detailed”).
 Reduce tension among group members, perhaps by initiating a conversation or
discussion when a problem arises.
 Practice active listening: For example, allow group members to complete a
thought before interrupting with comments, and acknowledge that you have
heard what another group member said (“I hear that you think . . .”).
 Check others’ understanding of the work.
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 Give information and opinions.
 Stay on-task: Help your group get back to work, and follow directions for
completing your group’s task.
 Seek information and opinions from others in your group as well as from outside
resources.
The objective of presenting this activity is to (1) encourage students to form an effective
team; and (2) to contribute and involve the team members in group effectively.
Entrepreneurial characteristic test
The concept of Entrepreneurial Characteristic Test is designed by Management System
International. An intensive research conducted by the Management Systems
International (MSI) identified ten key personal entrepreneurial characteristics that
separate successful from unsuccessful ones. These characteristics includes opportunity
seeking and initiative; persistence; risk taking; demand for efficiency/quality;
commitment to work; goal setting; information seeking; systematic planning/monitoring;
persuasion and networking; and independence and self-confidence. Findings suggest that
short-term behavioral training may have a significant impact on entrepreneurial behavior
and economic performance. Let’s do the test now, and repeat it again at the end of the
program to see if there is any changes in your entrepreneurial characteristics.
This questionnaire consists of 55 brief statements. Ask students to read each statement
and decide how well it describes them. Ask them to be honest about themselves.
Remind them that no one does anything very well, nor is it even good to do everything
very well. Ask students to select one of the numbers to indicate how well the statement
describes themselves: 5 = always, 4 = usually, 3 = sometimes, 2 = rarely, 1 = never.
Then ask them to write the number they selected on the line to the right of each
statement. For example: I remain calm in stressful situation __2__ . After that, ask
them to transfer the number to the Scoring Sheet, Corrected Scoring Sheet, and finally
draw your diagram on Profile Sheet.
The test score tells their current entrepreneurial characteristics status. Finally ask students
to study each category carefully, acknowledge strength, and work on what they need to
improve by returning to the questions for further improvement.
Elevator Speech
An elevator pitch (or elevator speech) template was originally designed by Reference
Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com. It is a brief overview of an idea for a
product, service, or project. The pitch is so called because it can be delivered in the time
span of an elevator ride (say, thirty seconds or 100-150 words).
The term is typically used in the context of an entrepreneur pitching an idea to a venture
capitalist to receive funding. Venture capitalists often judge the quality of an idea and
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team on the basis of the quality of its elevator pitch, and will ask entrepreneurs for the
elevator pitch so to quickly weed out bad ideas100.
This speech will serve as an introduction to others, so it has to be good! These ten
seconds, are a make-or-break moment for the information needed to convey. Therefore,
it is very important for students to learn the tool in order to (1) sell themselves to the
business owners and (2) create elevator speech to sell products and services for the
company they work with.
Reference:
 Mumford, Effective Learning,
http://www.engsc.ac.uk/er/theory/learningstyles.asp, accessed 7/3/2007
8:18:55 AM
 Reference Meeting the Challenge, Inc.— www.mtc-inc.com
 Courtland L. Bovee amd John V. Thill. (2000). Instructor’s Resource Manual to
Accompany Business Communication Today. 6th Ed. Prentice Hall.
 Management Systems International (MSI)
100 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elevator_pitch
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Chapter 5: Local Business
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Decide how to select a village and a business to work with.
2. Set criteria for village and business selection
3. Explain a model case to be used as a sample of their work.
4. Be prepared for their first field work.
5. Understand interview manner.
6. Comprehend the phases of interview.
7. Prepare practical questions for interview with local business people.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 164, 165 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
50’ 166 -
187
 Local business for the
program
 Field research preparation
 Field research data
gathering
 Field research market data
 Field research operation
data
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 169,
178, 179
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 5-1, 5-2.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to evaluate the
company they plan to work
with.
 Ask students to prepare
questionnaires to be asked.
Chapter
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5’  Wrap-up Assign students to visit the
company and collect the data
according to the worksheet they
have prepared.
90  Field Trip Students visit local enterprise.
Note:
The success of this program depends on selecting the right company for the students to
work with. The most important aspect is to use micro business selection criteria strictly
so that the enterprise cooperate with the students fully. In our example, UB instructors
visited 6 different SMEs around Malang city (e.g. Traditional medicine, Ceramic, Fish
processing, Handcraft, Bakery, and Antenna) They conducted a SWOT analysis for each
SMEs They then selected 5 SMEs based on the SWOT analysis and additional criteria.
They dropped the antenna business.
Micro business selection criteria
The additional Criteria can be evaluated using a ranking system (1 to 4) such as following
criteria:
• The SMEs potential of further development.
• The key person personality.
• SMEs atmosphere and access.
• Infrastructure of the SMEs.
• The product quality.
• Availability of market segment.
• The SMEs business focus.
• Sufficiency of external supports.
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Chapter 6: EERD Projects in ASEAN
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand what students participated in EERD has done in ASEAN.
2. Learn the good case examples.
3. Know what they are expected to do and learn from the program.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 188, 189 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
60’ 190 -
265
 Cases of Cambodia,
Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand, and Laos
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
20’  Question and answer
session
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to analyze the
company and create
improvement plan
Note: It depends on the availability of time, instructor may choose any examples
to be presented to the students. It is recommended that the instructor chooses
the ones which are closer to the business to be used in the project.
Chapter
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Chapter 7: Creativity and Brainstorming
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
4. Understand creativity process.
5. Explain the barriers of creativity.
6. Learn how to develop creativity.
7. Understand innovation, its sources, and process.
8. Explain what brainstorming and ideas momming are.
9. Know how to conduct brainstorming and idea momming to support business
development.
10. Transform ideas into business model.
11. Deepen understanding on Kaizen and 5 s principle.
12. Utilize Kaizen and 5s principle for business development.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 266, 267 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
50’ 268 -
302
 Creativity in business
 Brain storming
 Idea momming
 Kaizen and 5s
Lecturer present the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 277,
296,
303
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 7-1, 7-2, 7-3.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Students are ask to write
down all the functions they
can imagine for three
selected items from exercise
7-1 for 5 minutes each. Then
students are put into groups
Chapter
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to share what they have done
and other group members
add new functions they can
think of.
 Students are assigned to visit
the local business. Use
Kaizen and 5 s strategies to
identify necessary changes,
how to change and explain
the benefit of the change.
 Students conduct SWOT
Analysis of local business
they visited and interviewed.
Apply the idea momming
method to conduct the
SWOT analysis.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to work on their
project company, exercise 7-3 as
a homework.
Creativity
Creativity is the generation of ideas that result in the improved efficiency or effectiveness
of a system. In order to develop creativity, ones need to recognize relationships. If ones
wish to improve his/her creativity, it helps to look for different or unorthodox
relationships among the elements and people around him/her.
A creative person tends to view things and people in terms of how they can satisfy his or
her needs and help complete a project. This is called developing a Functional Perspective.
Understanding how the brain works may trigger or support creativity. The right brain
hemisphere helps an individual understand analogies, imagine things, and synthesize
information. The left-brain hemisphere helps the person analyze, verbalize, and use
rational approaches to problem solving. Processes Associated with the Brain
Hemispheres are divided into two sections: left and right hemisphere. The Left
Hemisphere processes Verbal, Analytical, Abstract, Rational, Logical, and Linear; while
the Right Hemisphere processes Nonverbal, Synthesizing, Seeing Analogies, Non-
rational, Spatial, Intuitive, and Imaginative.
1. “Naah.”
2. “Can’t” (said with a shake of the head and an air of finality)
3. “That’s the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard.”
4. “Yeah, but if you did that . . .” (poses an extreme or unlikely disaster case)
5. “We already tried that – years ago.”
6. “We’ve done all right so far; why do we need that?”
7. “I don’t see anything wrong with the way we’re doing it now.”
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8. “That doesn’t sound too practical.”
9. “We’ve never done anything like that before.”
10. “Let’s get back to reality.”
11. “We’ve got deadlines to meet – we don’t have time to consider that.”
12. It’s not in the budget.”
13. “Are you kidding?”
14. “Let’s not go off on a tangent.”
15. Where do you get these weird ideas?”
The introduction of creativity activity to students may help avoid using language that is
the barriers of creativity and trigger the use of right brain hemisphere to bring about
creativity within individual students.
Idea Momming / Brainstorming
Idea Momming is a tool invented by Prof. Ohe Takeru and Mr. Ozawa. It is used for
development of business model, concept design, and business idea generation, in
collaboration with another analytical tools, such as SWOT and Attribute Mapping. The
activity is organized by forming a team for creation of business ideas and for analysis of
firm. Ideal number of the team members for idea creation is five to six people.
Facilitator keeps time and directs the process; while note taker writes down the created
ideas on the whiteboard, computer, or flipchart. First members are asked to produce
mass ideas ignoring the quality. Quantity is more important at this stage. The rules is free
wheeling, no criticism, multiple directional ideas, integration and development of idea by
combining, and clarify the subject and verb from expansion vs. shrink, use the part vs.
use the whole, segment vs. integration, add something vs. subtract something, higher
dimension vs. lower dimension, move vs. stop, do first vs. do last, say yes vs. say no,
change vs. unchanged, and as why, why, why, why, why? Later the ideas are
synchronized and transformed into a business concept.
The Brainstorming method is a semi-structured creative group activity, used most often
in ad-hoc business meetings to come up with new ideas for innovation or improvement.
Members of the groups are encouraged to put forward ideas about a problem and how it
may be solved, in order to generate as many ideas as possible, even if they are not always
usable alternatives. The idea behind brainstorming is that a group of people can achieve
a higher (synergy) level of creativity than the sum of the participants separately. Three
major rules for successful brainstorming session are: (1) participants should be
encouraged to come up with as much idea as possible, however strange they are (there
are no bad ideas. (2) No judgment should be given about any idea, until the end of the
session, whether negative or positive. (3) Participants should be encouraged to build on
each other’s ideas, creating unlikely combinations and taking each one in unexpected
directions.
Brainstorming has been used frequently worldwide for over 70 years. It is most effective
to generate a lot of ideas in a short timeframe. Group processes are also effective for
evaluating existing ideas. However (bright) individuals are said to be better at creating
original and higher-quality ideas.
Kaizen & 5s
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The Kaizen method of continuous incremental improvements is an originally Japanese
management concept for gradual, continuous (incremental) change (improvement).
Kaizen is actually a way of life philosophy. It assumes that every aspect of our life
deserves to be constantly improved. The Kaizen philosophy lies behind many Japanese
management concepts such as: Total Quality Control, Quality Control circles, small
group activities, labor relations. key elements of Kaizen are: quality, effort, involvement
of all employees, willingness to change, and communication. Five foundation elements
of Kaizen are: teamwork, personal discipline, improved morale, quality circles, and
Suggestions for improvement.
5 s is a based for Kaizen, which includes Seiri - tidiness, seiton - orderliness, seiso -
cleanliness, seiketsu - standardized clean-up, and shitsuke - discipline. This is a good
house keeping basic principle used in management.
It fits well in gradual, incremental change situation that require long-term change and in
collective cultures. It is more people-oriented, easy to implement, but requires long-term
discipline and provides only a small pace of change, which does not requires considerable
change management skills.
SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis is a tool, used in management and strategy formulation. It can help to
identify the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of a particular company.
Strength and weaknesses are internal factors that create value or destroy value. They can
include assets, skills, or resources that a company has at its disposal, compared to its
competitors. They can be measured using internal assessments or external benchmarking.
Opportunities and threats are external factors that create value or destroy value. A
company cannot control them. But they emerge from either the competitive dynamics of
the industry/market or from demographic, economic, political, technical, social, legal or
cultural factors.
Any organization must try to create a fit with its external environment. The SWOT
diagram is a very good tool for analyzing the (internal) strengths and weaknesses of a
corporation and the (external) opportunities and threats. This analysis is just the first
step for any deeper analysis; therefore, it is used as a basis for business analysis in the
IEERD program.
References:
 Kuratko, D.F., Hodgetts, R.M. (2004): Entrepreneurship: Theory, Process, and
Practice. 6th ed. Thomson, South-Western.
 Japan Human Resource Association. www.stufbangkok.net, 7/3/2007 8:58:00 AM
 Prof. Fujita teaching material, Waseda University, http://www.wiaps.waseda.ac.jp
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Chapter 8: Basic Business Analysis
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Explain the importance, benefits and usage of SWOT analysis
2. Utilize SWOT analysis on local business.
3. Know the principle of industry analysis (five/six forces of Michael Porter’s
Model).
4. Apply industry analysis on local business.
5. Prepare questionnaires for initial data collection.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 304, 305 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
50’ 306-341  Strength-weakness analysis
(SWOT)
 Growth Industry
 Industry Analysis
Lecturer presents the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
30’ 320,
325, 341
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 8-1, 8-2, 8-3
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to analyze a
local business, which they
have visited and interviewed
by using SWOT Analysis
method. Ask them to apply
Idea Momming method to
conduct the SWOT analysis.
 As students to identify high
growth business in Laos.
 Students conduct Industry
Chapter
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Analysis on the local
business, which they have
visited and interviewed.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to work more on
their project company, SWOT
and Industry Analysis.
90’  Company visit Students return to the enterprise
and work with the owners.
SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis is a tool, used in management and strategy formulation. It can help to
identify the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of a particular company.
Strength and weaknesses are internal factors that create value or destroy value. They can
include assets, skills, or resources that a company has at its disposal, compared to its
competitors. They can be measured using internal assessments or external benchmarking.
Opportunities and threats are external factors that create value or destroy value. A
company cannot control them. But they emerge from either the competitive dynamics of
the industry/market or from demographic, economic, political, technical, social, legal or
cultural factors.
Any organization must try to create a fit with its external environment. The SWOT
diagram is a very good tool for analyzing the (internal) strengths and weaknesses of a
corporation and the (external) opportunities and threats. This analysis is just the first
step for any deeper analysis; therefore, it is used as a basis for business analysis in the
IEERD program.
Five Forces analysis
The five forces model of Porter is an outside-in business unit strategic tool that is used to
make an analysis of the attractiveness (value) of an industry structure. The Competitive
Forces analysis is made by the identification of 5 fundamental competitive forces: (1)
Entry of competitors: how easy or difficult is it for new entrants to start competing,
which barriers do exist. (2) Threat of substitutes. How easy can a product or service be
substituted, especially made cheaper. (3) Bargaining power of buyers: How strong is the
position of buyers? Can they work together in ordering large volumes? (4) Bargaining
power of suppliers: How strong is the position of sellers? Do many potential suppliers
exist or only few potential suppliers, monopoly? (5) Rivalry among the existing players.
Does a strong competition between the existing players exist? Is one player very
dominant or are all equal in strength and size. Sometimes a sixth competitive force is
added: (6) Government101.
The model is a strong tool for competitive analysis at industry level. It provides useful
input for performing a SWOT analysis. Porter’s Competitive Forces model is probably
one of the most often used business strategy tools. It has usefulness on numerous
101 http://www.12manage.com/
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occasions. Porter’s model is particularly strong in thinking Outside-in. Therefore, the
tool is presented at IEERD so that students can analyze the business environment from
the standpoint of outside-in.
References
 Donald F. Kuratko and Richard M. Hodgetts. (2004). Entrepreneurship: Theory,
Process, and Practice. 6th Ed.
 Forbes Asia, October 30, 2006, www.forbes.com/bub ,
http://www.forbes.com/lists/2006/24/biz_06bub_Asias-200-Best-Under-A-
Billion_land.html
 Thomas L. Wheelen and J. David Hunger (2004). Strategic Management and
Business Policy, Ninth Edition. Prentice Hall. Power Point Slides of Anthony F.
Chelte, Western New England College.
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Chapter 9: Consumption Chain
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand the principle of consumption chain.
2. Utilize consumption chain to analyze existing local business in both
manufactured products and services.
3. Recognize the changes of customer’s experience along the consumption chain.
4. Differentiate different consumption chain for different target customers.
5. Develop new strategy for local business using consumption chain concept.
6. Differentiate between value chain and consumption chain.
7. Understand supply chain.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 342, 343 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
40’ 344-363  Consumption Chain
 Value Chain
Lecturer presents the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
40’ 355,
356, 357
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 9-1, 9-2, 9-3
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to create a
consumption chain for
buying a book at a book
store, then ask them to make
a consumption chain of
buying books at
www.amazon.com.
 Ask students to create a
consumption chain for
product or service of the
local business. Note that
students are first asked to
Chapter
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analyze the existing
consumption chain, and the
competitor’s.
 Ask students to develop a
growth opportunity by
changing the current
consumption chain of the
business they are working on.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to polish their
consumption chain analysis and
new consumption chain
development as homework.
Note on teaching activities:
1. Students analyze current business and formulate new strategy for local business
in team.
a. Ask students to select one product or service of the local business they
have visited to analyze.
b. Select the main target customer for the product or services.
c. Develop the current consumption chain for the selected product or
service and target customers.
d. Develop a new strategy for the product or service with the target
customers.
e. Create a new consumption chain for alternative prospective target
customers. This should function as a growth opportunity by changing
current consumption chain for the company.
2. Team presentation
Consumption Chain
A consumption chain is a tool introduced by Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath to see
customers the way they see themselves and intelligently tap into their experiences in
order to change customer’s perspective in a company’s favor. It represents the linked
set of activities customers engage in to meet their needs, incidentally doing something
that might generate a need for consuming something a company sells. Typically, a
consumption chain begins with a customer’s awareness of some kind of need and
continues through evaluating alternative choices, selecting a provider, arranging a
contract, sorting out payment, using the offering, disposing of it, repurchasing or
recontracting, generating word-of-mouth referrals, and the like102.
The objectives of introducing this tool to the students are for students to be able to
explain growth businesses, understand the principle of consumption chain, and
utilize consumption chain to analyze existing local business in both manufactured
products and services. It is important that students recognize the changes of
customer’s experience along the consumption chain, and formulate business strategy
102 Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath (2005). Market Buster: 40 Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business
Growth. Harvard Business School Press. pp. 16.
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for local businesses based on the consumption chain analysis. Along with the
introduction of Consumption Chain, students can also differentiate between value
chain, supply chain and consumption chain.
References
 International Trade Center, MLS-IPSCM teaching material
 MacMillan & McGrath, 'Discover New Points of Differentiation' HBR, 1997
 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2005). Market Busters. Harvard Business
School Press.
 McGrath, R. G. and MacMillan, I. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
 S. Chopra and P. Meindl. (2000) Supply Chain Management: Strategy, Planning,
and Operations. 1st Ed. Prentice Hall.
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Chapter 10: Attribute Map
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand the principle and characteristics of attribute map.
2. Utilize attribute map to analyze the existing businesses.
3. Understand how to use Quizzing on product or service development.
4. Explain how to innovate products or services according to the target groups of
customer.
5. Carry out product or service innovation for existing local business.
6. Formulate new strategy for local business by using attribute-mapping concept.
7. Analyze customers’ response scenario.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 364, 365 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
40’ 366 -
394
 Customer Usage Analysis
 Attribute Map
 Competitor Response
Analysis
Lecturer presents the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
40’ 373,
374,
389, 395
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 10-1, 10-2, 10-3,
and 10-4.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Students do quizzing exercise
with the globe, then with
product of the local business.
 Ask students to develop
current attribute map for the
visited business and their
competitor’s.
 Ask students to select one
product or service from a
local business to do the
quizzing. Then Ask students
Chapter
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to report their new product
or service design individually
in class.
 Ask students to develop
future attribute map for (1)
existing customer target to
increase their loyalty, and (2)
new customer groups to
expand business.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to polish their
attribute map analysis and new
attribute map development as a
homework.
90’  Enterprise visit Students return to the enterprise
and use attribute map and other
concepts to help improving the
company.
Notes:
• Pick one segment of customers (for example, Japanese tourists, Japanese students
or other)
• Do a high-level attribute map
– Are there any definable segments that are poorly served? Why? What
attributes would they value?
– Can you see a way to get some customers to make different tradeoffs to
spark re-segmenting (High vs. low volume, time vs. cost, etc.)
– Is ‘radical surgery’ a possibility – cutting out things that are neutral to
boost positives or reduce price?
– What are some items that might be on a new map?
• Team Presentation
Contents:
Attribute Map
Attribute map is also created by Ian Macmillan and Rita McGrath. It is used to
describe a company’s offering in terms of what it does to please, or displease, key
customer segments. It classifies the reactions of a target customer segment to the
features in a company product or service. The top row shows those features and
attributes that customers regards positively; these attributes might prompt them to
purchase and stay loyal to the product and services. The features in the second row
are the negatives; these are things that customers dislike and would prefer to do
without. The third row is attributes about the customers are neutral. They don’t care
or don’t know, about these features.
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BASIC DISCRIMINATOR ENERGIZER
Nonnegotiable Differentiator Exciter
Po
si
tiv
e
Perform at least as
well as competition
Performs better than
competition where it
counts
Performs better than
competitors
Tolerable Dissatisfier Enrager
N
eg
at
iv
e
Performs no worse
than competitors
Performs below the level
of competitors
Must be corrected at nay
cost
(to capitalize on
competitors’ negatives)
So what Parallel
N
eu
tra
l
Does not affect the
purchasing decision
in a meaningful way
Influences segment
attitudes but is not
directly related to product
or service performance
The labels of the columns try to capture how the company’s offering stacks up
relative to other ways customers might meet their needs. If customers judge that a
feature is basic, it means that they take it for granted that all competing products
have that feature. The middle column lists discriminating features - those attributes
that cause customers to judge one offering superior or inferior to another. The third
column shows energizing features. These are attributes that, as far as customers are
concerned, dominate the decision to buy and use the product or to contract for the
service. They typically evoke a powerful emotional response that can overwhelm
everything else a company sells103.
Attribute map is a simple analytical tool to assist executives in ensuring they have
prepared their organizations to successfully execute the chosen strategy. It helps
identifying specific types of growth opportunities, choosing the best option for a
company's competitive situation, and executing that strategy in a way that achieves
spectacular growth. Best of all, these opportunities can easily be found within a firm's
existing customer base, offerings, internal processes and competitive arena. An
attribute map is a tool that helps understand and respond to customers' real needs
and desires.
The objective of presenting this tool is for students to understand the principle and
characteristics of attribute map and to utilize attribute map to analyze the existing
businesses. This can help students to explain how to innovate products or services
with reference to the target groups of customer. Students can carry out product or
service innovation for existing local business by using this simple structured tool; as a
result students can formulate new strategy for local business.
Quizzing
103 Ian MacMillan and Rita McGrath (2005). Market Buster: 40 Strategic Moves that Drive Exceptional Business
Growth. Harvard Business School Press. pp 42 - 43.
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Understanding the customer’s experiential context is the key to bringing about
great differentiation. This can be done by mean of quizzing, a process of asking
and getting answers to questions in much the same way that a reporter tracks
down a story. For detail description on how to do the quizzing, it can be found
in Rita Gunther McGrath and Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial
Mindset. Harvard Business School Press, pages, 50-56.
References
 MacMillan & McGrath, 'Discover Your Products' Hidden Potential' HBR, 1997
 Rita Gunther McGrath, Ian MacMillan. (2000). The Entrepreneurial Mindset.
Harvard Business School Press.
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Chapter 11: Management of Assumption
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand the importance of making assumption.
2. Describe management of assumption.
3. Recognize the accuracy of assumption and be prepare for their own assumption
management.
4. Set critical assumptions for businesses.
5. Identify the key failure factors for a business and plan to prevent them.
6. Understand the concept, principle, and process of milestone planning
7. Create milestone planning for local business.
8. Understand the concept and process of action planning
9. Create action plan for local business.
Teaching Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 396, 397 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
40’ 398 -
428
 Accuracy of assumptions
 Critical assumptions
 Milestone planning
 Action plan
Lecturer presents the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
40’ 412,
414,
419,
426, 429
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 11-1, 11-2, 11-3,
11-4, and 11-5.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to develop a list
of critical assumptions for
local business.
 Students read “Street Vendor
Marketing” case and follow
instruction on exercise 11-2.
 Students identify critical
failure factor for each of the
Chapter
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critical assumption for local
business.
 Ask students to develop the
milestone plan for the local
business.
 Ask students to develop
assumption matrix to clarify
the required assumptions to
be checked on each
milestone.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to polish their
assumptions, milestone and
action plan as a homework.
90  Field Trip Ask students to revisit the
enterprise and work on
assumptions, milestone, and
action plan.
Milestone Planning
Milestone Planning is a simple mechanism that helps a team determine the main
milestones in implementing a project or change and to tack its progress. It is a
technique for defining the intermediate results to be achieved in order to reach the
ultimate objectives of a project.
Process:
 Agree the overall aim or “end state”
 On post-its, ask the group to define the key milestones making sure the
description starts with “When . . . “ for example “When the new layout had
been implemented . . . “
 Arrange the post-its on a flip chart sheet in sequence and ask the group to
agree dependencies
 As far as possible, agree dates and responsibilities for each milestone
 Transfer onto a spreadsheet
 Use to track progress
The objective of introducing Milestone Planning is to assist students to be able to set
a concrete plan for the local business. This approach has two main benefits. It is not
sophisticated and therefore not bureaucratic. Also, it is goal orientated, which helps
with achieving success.
References
 Zenas Block and Ian C. Macmillan. (1985). Milestones for Successful
Venture Planning. Harvard Business Review. DOI: 10.1225/85503
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Chapter 12: Business Concept Presentation
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Make presentation of business concept
2. Gain confidence on making presentation
Activities:
Time Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 430 Overview of chapter Present the chapter’s objectives
Presentation evaluation panel
introduction.
100 431 -
455
 Group presentation (10
minutes each). 10 minutes
questions and answer. Used
presentation guideline on
Chapter 12 as a guide.
(Assuming there are five
groups in the class)
Students present their business
concept to the panel.
Panel uses presentation evaluation
sheet to evaluate the students’
work.
60’  Comments from judges
15’  Wrap-up Report the results of the
presentation and present award.
Chapter
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Chapter 13: Business Plan
Objectives:
After studying this chapter, students should be able to:
1. Understand what a business plan is, its purpose, and audiences.
2. Understand the overall concept of making business plan.
3. Critically consider elements of business plan.
4. Write their own business plan.
Activities:
Time
(Minutes)
Slide
number
Contents Remarks
5’ 456, 457 Overview of chapter Revise previous lesson
Warm-up
Present the chapter’s objectives
40’ 458 -
470
 Business Plan
Development
Lecturer presents the content of
the PowerPoint to students
deliberatively.
40’ 460,
468, 469
 Question and answer
session
 Exercise 13-1, 13-2, 13-3.
 Encourage students to ask if
any elaboration is needed.
 Ask students to develop
detail business plan for the
company they work on.
 Students develop elevator
speeches for the enterprise to
(1) sell their product or
services, and (2) talk to the
financial institute to get soft
loan.
5’  Wrap-up Assign students to polish their
business plan as homework.
• Create and submit the detailed business plan for the local business
Chapter
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Contents:
Business Plan
A business plan is a planning tool for management and a selling document for
potential investors. It defines the mission of the company and the goals and the
strategies for achieving this mission. The objective of the business plan is for raising
of capital (Investors & Banks), for the sake of starting or growing a business
(benchmarking), to gain trust from suppliers and clients, and to motivate
management and employees. Business plans should consist of at least the following:
1. Executive summary
2. Outline of the company
3. Management
4. Organization
5. Product and service
6. Marketing
7. Finance
8. Financial Information and financial forecast
9. Risk factor
The primary objective of presenting this tool to the students is for them to familiarize
with what a business plan is, its purpose, and audiences. They also need to
understand the overall concept of making business plan by critically considering all
elements of a business plan. The final output is the submission of a business plan for
either local business they work with or a newly developed business plan.
References
 Business Plan Pro 2007, Palo Alto Software, Inc.,
 Eric S. Siegel, Brian R. Ford, Jau M. Bornstein (1987), Business Plan Guide, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc..
 Steven D. Peterson and Peter E. Jaret. (2001). Business Plans Kit for Dummies
(With CD-ROM) . Hungry Mind, Inc.
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Performance Evaluation Sheet
LEERD Performance Evaluation Sheet
Consulting SME Name (please check one)
Company 1
Company 2
Company 3
Company 4
Company 5
Evaluator Name, Organization
I. PROBLEM RECOGNITION (value = 15%)
1. Company Overview and SWOT Analysis
(Whether the SWOT analysis reflects the SME business situation?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
II. BUSINESS IDEA (value = 15%)
2. Relationship of Business Ideas and Problem recognition
(Whether the business ideas potentially solve the SME problems?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
3. Implementation of Business Ideas
(Whether the suggested ideas could be implemented for the SME in the 3-6 months?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
4. Innovative Business Ideas
(How innovative are their suggested ideas?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
III. CONSULTING ACTIVITIES (value = 30%)
5. Accomplishment compare to the initial plan
(Has the team achieved initial planned actions?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
6. Actions and Business Performance Improvement
(How the team’s actions have improved the SME’s business performance? i.e. Sales increase,
new distribution channel, better management system etc.)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
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7. Team Work
(How the team members collaborate together?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
IV. FINAL PRESENTATION (value = 20%)
poor fair good very good excellent
8. Materials presented in clear, logical form 1 2 3 4 5
9. Ability to maintain judges’ interest 1 2 3 4 5
10. Quality of PowerPoint Slides 1 2 3 4 5
11. Poise and confidence 1 2 3 4 5
(think effectively on their feet)
V. POSTER SESSION (value = 20%)
12. Overall design of the poster
(Is the team’s poster attractive and eye-catching? How is the design, color?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
13. Contents of the poster
(Are the contents of the poster well-organized and easy to understand?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
14. Interaction with audience
(Is there any team member available to explain to the audience inquiry?)
poor fair good very good excellent
1 2 3 4 5
Overall Comments if any:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 6. Entrepreneurial Orientation Survey Questionnaires
Baseline Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
1. Gender: ( ) Male( ) Female
2. Marital Status: ( ) Married ( ) Single
3. Where did you receive your primary and secondary education?
Primary School Secondary School
District Province District Province
4. Age: ______________
5. On average, how many hours do you spend time each week on
Number of Hours
a. Surfing the web/Internet
b. Reading newspapers, magazine
c. Watching television
d. Listening to the radio
e. Reading books
f. Meeting and talking with friends
6. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (1=Extremely low risk
taking, 2= Very low risk taking, 3= Relatively low risk taking, 4=Medium risk taking, 5=Relatively high risk
taking, 6=Very high risk taking, 7=Extremely high risk taking)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Does either of your [parents/guardians] now own their own business, or did they own a business in the past?
( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Don’t know/No answer
If you have your own business, please skip question 8, 9, and 10. Go to Question 11.
8. What is your current employment status? Are you currently … :
( ) Employed full-time, that is, at least 30 hours per week
( ) Employed part-time, that is, less than 30 hours per week
( ) Not employed, but actively looking for full-time work
( ) Not employed, but actively looking for part-time work
9. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee
( ) being self-employed
10. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own business …?
Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business. (1= I will not start my
own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration, 4=Medium consideration,
5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very seriously thinking of starting my
own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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11. Have you tried to start any business recently or are you taking steps to start one? Please tick appropriate box.
Correct Incorrect
It never came to my mind
I am thinking about it
I thought of it or already had taken steps to start, but gave up
I am currently taking steps to start a new business
I plan to start my own business in the future
I started or took over a business more than three years ago and it’s
still active
I once started a business, but currently I am no longer own the
business (business has failed or sold)
12. When would you say you are likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future
that you think you will start your own business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 More than 6 years
13. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a business? Please
rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do business. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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14. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business? Please rate
the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
15. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs,
products, and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
16. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following according to their
importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
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17. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
18. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help people become
business owners? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Providing courses about business ownership in the
education system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. To the best of your knowledge, which of the following skills and competencies are important for starting your
own business? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively
high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
 Knowledge of industry/sector 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Understanding of entrepreneurial characteristics/decision-
making processes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Market research and analytical skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Information technology (ICT) skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Project planning/management skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Time management skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Communication skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Leadership skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Negotiation skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Networking skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Presentation skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Team working skills 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Modified attitudes to risks/opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Increased self-confidence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 Improved creativity/propensity to innovate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION
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Appendix 7: Pre-training questionnaires
Pre-Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
Part I: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write short sentences
Part 1: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
1. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the appropriate column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it
but do not
know the term
well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
39. Consumption Chain
40. Attribute Map
41. Reverse Financial Statements
42. SWOT Analysis
43. Milestone Planning
44. Business plan
45. Market research
46. Elevator speech
47. Competitor analysis
48. Market growth
49. Critical Assumptions
50. Return on Assets
51. Business model
52. Information age
53. Product life cycle
54. The learning style
55. Market segmentation
56. Brain Storming
57. Trigger event
2. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (Understanding level: 1=Extremely
low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (Ability level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (Confidence level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part II: Entrepreneurial Orientation
5. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (Risk taking level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely
high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee ( ) being self-employed
7. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own business …?
Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business. (1= I will not start my
own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration, 4=Medium consideration,
5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very seriously thinking of starting my
own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future that you think
you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
9. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a business? Please
rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
19. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
22. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
23. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
24. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
25. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
26. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
27. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
28. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
31. It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
32. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
33. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
35. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY _________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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10. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business? Please rate
the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
6. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
11. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
11. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
12. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following according to their
importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
11. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
13. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
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14. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help people become
business owners? Please Rate 1 to 7. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
6. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! PLEASE ENJOY THE COURSE!
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Appendix 8: Post-training questionnaires
Post Training Survey Questionnaires on Entrepreneurship Education
Respondent's Name: ________________Class: ___________________________
Telephone #: ______________________ Sample ID: _______________________
Part I: Training Program Evaluation
Please answer to following questions by marking the appropriate answers or/and write short sentences
1. How often did you attend the lecture?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
2. Did you read the material distributed in class?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
3. How much did you understand the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
4. Are you satisfied with the program in general?
( ) 100% ( ) 80% ( ) 60% ( ) 40% ( ) 20% ( ) 0%
5. Do you think that curriculum and contents in this program are useful for entrepreneurial knowledge and
skills?
( ) Yes, very useful. ( ) Useful to some extent ( ) Not useful so much.
6. How do you evaluate your achievement of the program in general? Have you learned essential
entrepreneurial knowledge and skills?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
7. How do you evaluate your capability for entrepreneurial knowledge and skills? Have your capabilities been
enhanced to the level that you expected in general?
( ) Yes, very much ( ) Yes, to some extent ( ) Not so much
8. Have your knowledge and skills for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) Increased to some extent ( ) same as before
9. Has your motivation for entrepreneurship and innovation increased?
( ) Increased very much ( ) Increased to some extent ( ) same as before ( ) reduced
10. Do you think you have enough capability for entrepreneurship and innovation smoothly?
( ) Yes, I have good capability. ( ) I have capability to some extent ( ) not good yet
11. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of the program? Are those curriculum and teaching materials effective
enough to acquire essential academic and professional knowledge and skills for contributing to development
of a market economy in Laos?
( ) Very effective ( ) Effective to some extent ( ) Not so effective yet
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Part II: Concepts of Entrepreneurial Activities
12. Are you familiar with the following terms and what they mean? Please mark the appropriate column.
Never heard
the term
before
Have heard it but
do not know the
term well
Have a vague
understanding
of the term
Have a good
understanding
of the term
20. Consumption Chain
21. Attribute Map
22. Reverse Financial Statements
23. SWOT Analysis
24. Milestone Planning
25. Business plan
26. Market research
27. Elevator speech
28. Competitor analysis
29. Market growth
30. Critical Assumptions
31. Return on Assets
32. Business model
33. Information age
34. Product life cycle
35. The learning style
36. Market segmentation
37. Brain Storming
38. Trigger event
13. How much do you understand about entrepreneur’s life (SME’s owners)? (Understanding level: 1=Extremely
low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Rate your ability level in assisting local entrepreneurs? (Ability level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. How confident are you to become entrepreneur? (Confidence level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3=
Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Part III: Entrepreneurial Orientation
16. In general, do you consider yourself to be a risk taker? Please rank your risk taking. (Risk taking level:
1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely
high )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Suppose you could choose between different kinds of jobs, which one would you prefer?
( ) being an employee ( ) being self-employed
18. When you think about your career direction in the future, are you considering starting your own business …?
Please circle the number according to your seriousness of starting your own business. (1= I will not start my
own business, 2= Very low consideration, 3= Relatively low consideration, 4=Medium consideration,
5=Relatively high consideration, 6=Very high consideration, 7= I am very seriously thinking of starting my
own business)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. When are you likely to start your own business? Please circle the number of years in the future that you think
you will start your own business.
 Within 1 Year  2 years  3 years  4 years
 5 years  6 years  More than 6 years
20. What would you say is the main reasons or obstacles that have prevented you from starting a business? Please
rate the following from 1 to 7. (Agreement level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
19. I am lack of money/ finances/ capital. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. I do not have of time. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21. I’m looking for right business opportunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
22. I’m still in school. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
23. I am afraid of failure. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
24. I have health reasons. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
25. I need more information. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
26. I need more training/education. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
27. I already have a job. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
28. Current economic situation is not good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29. Financial risk is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30. Identifying markets for products or services is too difficult. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
31. It is difficulty finding qualified employees/staff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
32. I have personal problem (e.g. divorce). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
33. Government regulations/ bureaucracy are too complicated. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34. Tax is too high. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
35. I am lack of interest/I have no desire/ I don’t want to do
business.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
36. I am too young 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other (SPECIFY ____________________________________________________________
21. In your opinion, how helpful are following options to people who want to start their own business? Please rate
the following options from 1 to 7. (Helpfulness level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low,
4=Medium, 5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
6. Having the guidance of a mentor, that is, a business owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Going on a student internship with a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Attending courses or seminars about starting a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Job shadowing at a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Having help identifying a good idea for a business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY) ______________________________________________________
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22. How appealing are the following elements about owning your own business? Please rate the following
elements from 1 to 7. (Appealing level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high )
11. I will be independent / create my own environment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. I will have better income prospects. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Owning a business is my family tradition. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. I can avoid uncertainties related to employment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. I will fulfill a goal / have personal accomplishment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. I will be highly respected by the society / good social status. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. I want to contribute to the community by creating jobs, products,
and services.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. I like having power / controlling. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. I enjoy being challenged. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Standard of living and lifestyle will be improved. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: ________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
23. Where are you going to go for assistance when you start business? Please rank the following according to their
importance to you. (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
11. Friends 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Parents/Guardians/Relatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Business person/Entrepreneur 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Consulting companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15. School/University/Technical College teachers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Provincial government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Chambers of Commerce 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18. Banks/financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion Center 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Central government 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
( ) Other (SPECIFY: _______________________________________________)
24. Which one of the following cities do you think is most likely to be successful in doing business?
( ) Vientiane Capital City ( ) Luang Prabang
( ) Savannakhet ( ) Champasack
( ) Other cities (specify) _______________________________________________________
25. How important do you think are the following actions that the government should take to help people become
business owners? (Importance level: 1=Extremely low, 2= Very low, 3= Relatively low, 4=Medium,
5=Relatively high, 6=Very high, 7=Extremely high)
6. Providing financial assistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Providing business counseling and information 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Promoting business ownership as a career 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Providing business skills training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. Providing courses about business ownership in the education
system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
WE WISH YOU A SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL CAREER!
--The End--
